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摘要	
  
	
   阿南達瑪迦（Ánanda Márga）由雪莉．普羅巴．阮將．沙卡（Shrii	
   P.	
   R.	
  
Sarkar），又稱雪莉．雪莉．阿南達慕提（Shrii Shrii Ánandamurtiji），於1955
年在印度創立，至今已擴展至全世界，建立了許多瑜珈與靜坐中心，並進行各
種服務計畫。靈性音樂在阿南達瑪迦扮演重要的角色，旨在帶來吉祥，並讓心
靈為靜坐做好準備。雪莉．沙卡在1970年將靈性舞蹈（kiirtana）引進阿南達瑪
迦，並給予一個新梵咒：Bábá Nam Kevalam，伴隨古老的拉利塔瑪蜜卡（lalita
marmika）舞。靈性舞蹈很快便在印度和其他國家的阿南達瑪迦組織中廣受歡迎，
而創作新曲調與和聲的自由，則使這個本質上為印度的傳統，有機會依據其他
國家的不同文化與音樂進行轉化。從1982年到1990年，雪莉．沙卡創作了
5018首歌曲，稱之為「曙光之歌」（Prabháta Saîgiita）。其中大多數歌曲都
使用孟加拉語，具有各種不同的靈性主題與音樂風格。歌曲與歌詞都是根據古
代印度的上師-‐弟子傳統（Guru-shishya Parampara）而口授，並記錄下來以流
傳後世。	
  
在這篇論文中，我試著：為聲音提供較完整的哲學背景與秘宗定義，並探
討它對人類心靈的影響；描述曙光之歌的作曲過程；對於來自不同曙光之歌與
靈性舞蹈類型的代表性歌曲，進行音樂與哲學分析；最後將我的發現連結到儀
式與離散主義的研究上，並解釋這些音樂如何在阿南達瑪迦的日常與集體生活
中發揮作用。過去三年間，我為了從事田野研究而到印度許多次；我也運用過
去十五年在北歐、台灣和俄羅斯身為阿南達瑪迦僧侶的經驗。	
  
關鍵詞：印度靈性音樂、曙光之歌、靈性舞蹈、 普羅巴．阮將．沙卡、阿南達
瑪迦、儀式與離散主義	
  。	
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Abstract
Ánanda Márga was founded the year 1955 in India by Shrii P. R. Sarkar, aka Shrii
Shrii Ánandamurtiji and has by now spread all over the world and established yoga
and meditation centres and various service projects. Devotional music plays an
important role in Ánanda Márga to prepare the mind for meditation. Shrii Sarkar
introduced kiirtana into Ánanda Márga in 1970 and gave a new mantra, Bábá Nam
Kevalam accompanied by the ancient lalita mármika dance. Kiirtana soon became
very popular in Ánanda Márga both in India and other countries and the freedom to
create new tunes and accompaniment gave scope for this essentially Indian tradition
to transform according to the different cultures and music in other countries. During
the years 1982-1990, Shrii Sarkar composed Prabháta Saîgiita, a collection of 5018
songs, mostly in Bengali language with various devotional themes and music styles.
The songs and lyrics were all given by dictation according to the ancient Indian Gurudisciple tradition (Guru-shishya Parampara) and recorded for posterity.
In this thesis I discuss the philosophical background and Tantric definitions of sound
and its effect on the human mind; the composition process of Prabháta Saîgiita;
music and philosophical analysis of representative songs of Prabháta Saîgiita and
kiirtana; and finally relate my findings to ritual and diaspora studies. I went several
times to India during last three years for my fieldwork and also use my experience of
being a monk in Ánanda Márga last fifteen years in Scandinavia, Taiwan and Russia.
Key Words: Indian devotional music, diaspora, ritual studies, Prabháta Saîgiita,
kiirtan, P. R. Sarkar, Ánanda Márga.
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Regarding the Format of This Thesis

I have used the MLA format for this thesis based on the seventh edition of
MLA Handbook for Writers and Research Papers. It may be noted here that if only
one work is cited by an author in the works-cited list, then the in-text citation will not
mention the name of the work or publishing year. However, if two or more works are
cited by the same author, the name of the work is mentioned (MLA 127). This is
especially notable with frequently cited authors as P. R. Sarkar where the name of the
book cited is always mentioned.

My Use of the Spiritual and Legal Names of Shrii P. R. Sarkar

Shrii Prabhat Rainjan Sarkar, the founder of Ánanda Márga, was also known
by his spiritual name, Shrii Shrii Ánandamúrtijii, and called Bábá1 by his disciples.
His spiritual discourses were published under his spiritual name Shrii Shrii
Ánandamúrti, while his discourses on all other subjects (social, ethical, scientific,
philosophical and musical) under his legal name, P. R. Sarkar. Likewise, he is herein
referenced as Shrii Shrii Ánandamúrtiji when referring to the spiritual philosophy of
Ánanda Márga or when discussing him as the Guru of Ánanda Márga; referenced as
P. R. Sarkar when referring to his social/musical works, when discussing him in a
social role or more impersonal context; and called Bábá when discussing the
interviews with his disciples.

	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
1
Bábá means the ‘dearest and nearest’, ‘father’, and is also one of the names for
Supreme Consciousness as a loving Entity.
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Regarding Bengali References

All quotes from Bengali references have been translated or transliterated by
myself. Often the published lyrics of Prabháta Saîgiita in Romanized Bengali either
contain mistakes or the publishers have not had necessary fonts for proper
transliteration into Romanized Bengali. Therefore, the different editions were
compared to find the one that is the most accurate, which in most cases has been the
original Bengali lyrics books.

Transliteration of Romanized Sanskrit, Bengali and Hindi

Being without a script of its own, Sanskrit is commonly written using the
Devanágarii script (used for writing Hindi) in most parts of India, and using the
Bengali script in Bengali speaking areas. Nowadays many English scholarly
publications on Indian music and philosophy use the International Alphabet of
Sanskrit Transliteration (IAST) and some use the Devanágarii script. In all
publications of Ánanda Márga written in English (or other western languages),
Sanskrit quotations are written using a Romanized Sanskrit alphabet that was made by
P. R. Sarkar to promote the development of Sanskrit outside India. As I often quote
Ánanda Márga books, I have adopted this system in the main body of my own writing
as well as in quotes from Ánanda Márga books. For quotes from other sources I have
kept the original format. To avoid confusion I put here a table of both fonts and the
corresponding Devanágarii and Bengali letters.
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Sanskrit and Bengali Romanization Chart

Category

2

ÁMRS
(Ánanda Márga
Roman Sanskrit)

Devanágarii

Bengali

IAST

अ

অ

a

a

आ

আ

ā

á

इ

ই

i

i

ई

ঈ

ī

ii

उ

উ

u

u

ऊ

ঊ

ū

ú

ऋ

ঋ

ṛ

r

ॠ

ৠ

ṝ

rr

ऌ

ঌ

ḷ

lr

ॡ

ৡ

ḹ

lrr

ए

এ

e

e

ऐ

ঐ

ai

ae

ओ

ও

o

o

औ

ঔ

au

ao

Anusvara

अं

ং

ṁ

aî

Visarga

ः

ঃ

ḥ

ah

Vowels

Diphthongs

	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
2
IAST is acronym for International Alphabet for Sanskrit Transliteration.
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Guttural
(kaòíhya)

Palatal
(tálavya)

Retroflex
(Múrdhyanya)

Dental
(Dantya)

Labial
(oïíhya)

Semivowels
(antastha)

Fricative
(úïman)
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ख
ग
घ
ङ
च
छ
ज
झ
ञ
ट
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খ
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ঘ
ঙ
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ঝ
ঞ
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kha
ga
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cha
ja
jha
ña

ট

ṭa
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ठ

ঠ

ṭha
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ड

ড
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ìa

ढ

ঢ

ḍha

ìa

ण

ণ

ṇa

òa

त

ত

ta

ta

थ

থ

tha

tha

द

দ

da

da

ध

ধ

dha

dha

न

ন

na

na

प

প

pa

pa

फ

ফ

pha

pha

ब

ব (ৰ)

ba

ba

भ

ভ

bha

bha

म

ম

ma

ma

य

য

ya

ya

र

র

ra

ra

ल

ল

la

la

व

ব
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श

শ

śa

sha

ष

ষ

ṣa

ïa

स

স

sa

sa

ह

হ

ha

ha

kṣa

kïa
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ka
kha
ga
gha
uôa
ca
cha
ja
jha
iôa

Sources: These charts are worked out from number of resources. Including:
wikipedia.org “Devanagari transliteration”; “Bengali alphabet”; “Romanization of
Bengali”; and the Roman Sanskrit chart included in all Ánanda Márga books.

Shrii P. R. Sarkar has explained that the Sanskrit alphabet should include the
above 50 letters as all of them they are important acoustic roots. Most Sanskrit and
Bengali scholars will omit kïa from the alphabet and only include it as conjunct letter.
They also omit va from the Bengali alphabet as there is no separate letter for va and
ba. Shrii Sarkar has therefore included the Sanskrit letter ৰ for ba in the Bengali
alphabet, which looks like va with a stroke through it. There are also some special
sounds as the ড় (/ɽ/) that is written as ŗ in IAST and ó or Ó in Ánanda Márga Roman
Sanskrit (ÁMRS) and ঢ় (/ɽ/) that is written as ŗh in IAST and óa or Óha in ÁMRS.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

Most literature on Indian music theory and history will discuss the
philosophical aspects of sound and its relation to cosmology and metaphysics. Shrii
Prabhat Rainjan Sarkar (1921-1990), the founder of Ánanda Márga, in various
discourses described how sound is inherent in every vibrational expression of the
universe. He emphasized that devotional music had great importance in spiritual
practices and made music part of all collective functions in Ánanda Márga. In this
thesis I explore the philosophical underpinnings of sound in its Macrocosmic and
microcosmic expressions in the philosophy of Ánanda Márga and why music is given
such importance.
Shrii P. R. Sarkar composed 5018 songs during the last eight years of his life1
that were given the name Prabháta Saîgiita2. All the songs were noted down by his
disciples and consequently recorded on tape recorder. Cassettes and books with the
lyrics were released and the songs became an important part of all collective functions
in Ánanda Márga. The process of transmitting the songs and consequent studio
recordings, have not received much attention of music scholars but I found this to be
an unique example of the Indian Guru-disciple tradition, especially as Shrii Sarkar
was a spiritual Guru passing down his songs for future generations, whereas more

	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
1
Shrii P. R. Sarkar composed the first song in Deoghar, Bihar on 14 September 1982
and continued until 20 October 1990, the penultimate day of his life.
2
Prabháta Saîgiita has been translated as “Songs of the New Dawn” but generally
always referred to by their original name.
1	
  

often the Guru-disciple tradition (Guru-shishya Paramapara) has been documented
where a musician passes his music tradition to the disciple.
Kiirtana is a popular genre of devotional music in India and is an important
part of the spiritual practices and collective functions in Ánanda Márga. Shrii P. R.
Sarkar gave a new mantra, Bábá Nam Kevalam, in October 1970 to use while singing
kiirtana and fixed that the dance laliita mármika should be used. After this kiirtana
became very popular and became a distinctive feature of Ánanda Márga. Shrii Sarkar
encouraged local cultural expression and appreciated to hear kiirtana tunes that
expressed the music and culture of places that he visited. This may have been the
main reason why the music accompaniment and melodies of kiirtana in Ánanda
Márga can be quite different from place to place and a distinct Western style of
kiirtana evolved using guitar and other Western instruments for accompaniment. In
this thesis I explore the history of kiirtana and how it developed from being a distinct
Indian music genre into a much broader music form including various music styles of
different countries in its fold.
Bhajans is a general term for devotional music in India and in Ánanda Márga
includes the various devotional songs composed by the members. Shrii Sarkar
enjoyed listening to bhajans and his disciples would compose their own bhajans or
sing songs from other composers. After his physical departure, the role of bhajans has
diminished to some extent and they are now mostly sung during special cultural
performances but not during the weekly collective meditation. As I had to limit the
scope of this thesis, I have focused more on Prabháta Saîgiita and kiirtana and let
bhajans remain for further research.
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1.1. Goals and Motivation
1.1.1. Research Goals and Motivation

My research goals can be summarized as to:
1. Explore the philosophical background to music and sound in Ánanda Márga.
2. Explore the history of kiirtana in Ánanda Márga and how it connects to traditional
forms of kiirtana in India.
3. Give analysis to Prabháta Saîgiita songs based on their lyrics, melody, rhythm,
and music accompaniment.
4. Research on how Shrii P. R. Sarkar composed Prabháta Samgiita and role of Gurudisciple relationship in that process.
5. View certain aspects of music and social life in Ánanda Márga in the light of
diaspora and ritual studies.

Shrii P. R. Sarkar regularly gave discourses in the spiritual functions of
Ánanda Márga that were subsequently published in book form. The topics of his
discourses are variegated and range from cosmology, history, linguistics, music,
spiritual philosophy, social philosophy and future science. This thesis is the first study
that summarizes his ideas about sound and music in the broadest sense of the term.
Saîgiita: Song, Dance and Instrumental Music by Shrii Sarkar, is a selection of
discourses on Saîgiita, the ancient Indian music form that combines song, dance and
instrumental music. This book gives a good idea of Sarkar’s explanations of the origin
and history of vocal music, dance and instrumental music. In the second chapter of
this thesis, I extend the topic further and include the role of sound in the creation of
the universe; the importance and function of mantra; and how the vibration of the
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cakras is expressed in colour, sound, and spiritual realizations. These spiritual topics
give a good idea of why music and sound is given high importance in Ánanda Márga
and why the mantra Bábá Nam Kevalam is the most important factor of kiirtana
leaving other aspects for the creativity of present and future generations.
India has a vast spectrum of classical music, folk music, and tribal music and
research in the field of ethnomusicology can only cover a fraction of its diversity.
Some researchers have concentrated on certain aspects of the classical tradition such
as the rhythmic or melodic aspects3 and other scholars have published articles where
they give examples based on their fieldwork4. When I started my research, there had
not been done any music study on kiirtana in Ánanda Márga. There were several
aspects that were interesting to research on regarding kiirtana: how Shrii P. R. Sarkar
extended this tradition by giving a new mantra and making it fully participatory by
using the laliita marmika dance and everyone singing together; how and why this
tradition became transformed when it travelled to other countries and took on a new
music form; and how the Bábá Nam Kevalam kiirtana became means to create
sanctity of space and influence identities of people.
There have been published a few books regarding Prabháta Saîgiita, mainly
analysing the lyrics of the songs; their aesthetics and relation to the spiritual
philosophy and social theory5 of Ánanda Márga. In chapter four, I try to give a more
comprehensive analysis to a few songs and song genres including their sargam
notation; analysis of melodic movement and rhythmic structure; poetic rhythm and
rhyme patterns; and how their meaning corresponds to the aforesaid factors.
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
3
Such as: Martin Clayton’s Time in Indian Music; and Patrick Moutal’s A
Comparative Study of Selected Hindustānī Rāga-s.
4
Such as: Anna Schultz’s “Hindu Nationalism, Music and Embodiment in Marathi
Rāshṭrīya Kīrtan.”
5
Progressive Utilization Theory (PROUT) is a wide encompassing socioeconomic
theory by Shrii P. R. Sarkar.
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Shrii P. R. Sarkar had a very unique way of sharing his knowledge. Most of
his books were given as discourses that were recorded and noted down by his
disciples but in the last ten years he started giving a discourse on a Sunday and then
give more detailed dictation on the same topic on the following days. My main
research work in India was to find more information how Shrii Sarkar gave his songs.
Previous studies had explored the mysticism and lyrical beauty of the songs and their
philosophical depth. Even though some of these writers had been directly involved in
noting down the songs, they did not chose to include any personal experiences in their
writings. It was therefore the target of my fieldwork in India to meet these persons
and have chance to document this unique creative process.
Ánanda Márga has collective spiritual programs such as Dharma Cakra, where
main emphasis is on singing devotional music and collective meditation. Catherine
Bell in her books and articles on ritual studies has developed certain interesting
analysing tools for defining practice. I explore some features of the music and
practice in Dharma Cakra with the analytical concepts of ritual studies and explain
how practice can be important for human psychology to fulfil the need for structured
form of action.
Diaspora studies have expanded our understandings of the complex nature of
modernity and how displacement and movement of human flows results in hybridity,
identity politics, and struggle to establish a place in a culture that is different from that
of the idealized ‘homeland’ or past. After reviewing recent literature on the subject, I
critique and expand it by seeing the diasporic condition as a phase of transition where
new cultural environment and the inevitable cultural blending resulting in positive
creativity and expansion of mind. Monks and nuns in Ánanda Márga leave their
homes to render service to humanity and take the universe as their home. However,
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my personal experience as a monk of Ánanda Márga relates strongly to diaspora
studies and by giving example how devotional music becomes part of the identity of
members in Ánanda Márga.

1.1.2. Personal Motivation and Background to Research

The selection of topic for the research came naturally as I wanted to research
on the music that I love to listen to, sing in my daily life and perform – namely
kiirtana and Prabháta Saîgiita. Helen Myers in her introduction to fieldwork theory
and methods recommends to do research that can hold the interest, has a well defined
scope and can be the first phase of a life’s work (25). It was therefore a part of my
broader goal to start a research on kiirtana and Prabháta Saîgiita that would lead to
further research in my life and by other scholars.
My personal motivation to study the music of Ánanda Márga derives from the
long contact that I have with the organization and a longing to explore deeper certain
aspects that I had realized there was no written books or references. I learned Ánanda
Márga meditation in Iceland on 6 September 1991. Soon after, I started attending
weekly collective meditation (Dharma Cakra). During the Dharma Cakra there was
always one hour of singing kiirtana 6 using the ‘Bábá Nam Kevalam’ 7 mantra,
followed by meditation. In 1996, I decided to leave Iceland and become a monk in
Ánanda Márga. I first went to Denmark to work as volunteer in Denmark from 1997	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
6
Kiirtana: Indian popular form of group devotional singing, normally using
percussion instruments and harmonium to support the leading singer.
7

Bábá Nam Kevalam: ‘Love Is All There Is’ the ‘Universal Mantra’ of Ánanda
Márga. It may be used by anyone for singing or meditation. ‘Bábá’ means the nearest
and dearest Father, Nam means ‘name’ and ‘Kevalam’ means ‘only’. So another
meaning of this mantra is ‘Only the name of the dearest and nearest One.’
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2000 before going to the Sweden Training Centre for five years to take monastic
training. In 2005, I went to India for three months to complete my training, and was
thereafter posted to work in Taiwan and Russia. During the training period, my
inclination towards classical music was transformed into a love for kiirtana and the
Prabháta Saîgiita songs.
In 2009, having just completed BA in music with piano as main instrument, I
realized that so far nobody had written much about the rich tradition of music
cultivated in Ánanda Márga. As this music tradition is very much active and
comprises of both classical and folk traditions, ethnomusicology was a suitable field
of study and research. I entered Graduate Institute of Ethnomusicology in Tainan
National University of the Arts (TNNUA) in order to research Shrii P. R. Sarkar’s
method of composing the Prabháta Saîgiita songs but later also included kiirtana and
other music in Ánanda Márga into my topic.
Shrii Prabhat Rainjan Sarkar had given 5018 songs but nobody has written
about how he managed to accomplish this while leading an organization with
branches all around the world; composing numerous books; continuously giving
discourses and holding meetings with his disciples. I felt that this might give an
insight into the Guru-disciple tradition of India because Shrii Sarkar did not notate the
songs himself, relying entirely on his disciples to preserve his songs. Those disciples
who were around him are now becoming quite aged and there is an urgent need to
interview them lest this unique aspect of the composition of Prabháta Saîgiita will be
largely forgotten.
In a private conversation Ácárya Shambhushivánanda Avadhúta, a close
disciple of Bábá, told me that Bábá often narrated the deeper meaning and
background of the Prabháta Saîgiita songs—telling from where the melodic style had
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come or about the folksong tradition. It is always interesting to hear from the
composer some background information to his pieces, sadly, to this day there is no
printed book where this type of information has been recorded. I was therefore very
keen to know if there were any notes available in the archives or with the concerned
people that were close with him.

When Bábá goes around His garden, walks around His garden, some
two or three people would be accompanying Him and they will be
singing the songs that He has given previously. If there was any
correction, any mistake, He would correct it then. And then sometimes
He would stand in the garden and elaborate on the esoteric aspect of
the song and explain several spiritual side of that song. Very
beautifully He will explain. Those things we were not allowed to
record. That was the unfortunate part of it. Perhaps nobody those days
thought about it, preserving all this kind of things. (Ácárya
Pranavatmakánanda Avadhúta, pers. interview 9 Feb. 2010, Kolkata)

While Shrii P. R. Sarkar was diligent that those things he wanted to be preserved
were recorded carefully, there were many treasures casually mentioned to disciples
that he left to them to recall and to pass on for the benefit of future generations, not
minding that such treasures would often be lost.
After introducing kiirtana, Shrii P. R. Sarkar emphasized singing kiirtana as
an important spiritual practice and it quickly became an integral part of all Ánanda
Márga spiritual and social functions. This Indian tradition transformed as it spread
throughout India and to other countries due to the global scope of the organization. It
is interesting to understand how Indian kiirtana blends classical and folk song
elements and how it evolved in Taiwan and other countries. Since the organization,
and hence Indian kiirtana, has been propagated through the monks and nuns of
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Ánanda Márga there is a natural connection to the diaspora theories, however once
kiirtana was introduced in other countries it blended with other musical systems and
became a tradition that has its own life and creativity.

1.1.3. Introduction to Music in Ánanda Márga

Music has an important part in the spiritual practices of Ánanda Márga by
awakening devotional feelings and preparing the mind for meditation. After singing
kiirtana or bhajans, the feeling of deep love towards the Supreme and the Creation is
internalised in meditation, where the spiritual aspirant will direct all his love, energy
and other feelings towards the Supreme Consciousness. There are mainly three types
of vocal music in Ánanda Márga: kiirtana, Prabháta Saîgiita and bhajans
(devotional songs). Prior to the introduction of kiirtana and Prabháta Saîgiita, Shrii
P. R. Sarkar would enjoy hearing his disciples sing bhajans and other devotional
songs such as Rabindra Samgeet. In the year 1969, Shrii Sarkar introduced kiirtana
using the mantra Bábá Nam Kevalam and the laliita mármika8 dance. Later, in his
discourses he explained the importance of kiirtana for psycho-spiritual progress and
the history of the laliita mármika dance and specified how it should be danced.
During the last eight years of his life, Shrii Sarkar composed Prabháta Saîgiita, a
collection of 5018 devotional songs. The lyrics of the songs are mostly in Bengali but
also in Sanskrit, Urdu, Hindi, Maithili, Magadhi, Angika and English.
In the early days of Ánanda Márga, the ácáryas were mostly Indian but later
training centres were set up in Sweden and Philippines so that non-Indian disciples
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
8	
  Lalita mármika: a dance, which expresses the feeling of surrender. This dance is
performed while singing kiirtana and was invented by Párvatii, about seven thousand
years ago. (Premamayananda, 2004: 38)
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could become ácáryas. The first ácáryas that went to Europe and USA were all
Indian and brought with them Indian style kiirtana. As there was no restriction in
Ánanda Márga to use local tunes and music accompaniment, gradually those who got
introduced to Ánanda Márga started creating kiirtana in Western styles.
In 1978, when Shrii P. R. Sarkar visited Taiwan, Ánanda Márga units were
already established in Taipei, Tainan and Khaoshiong. Today there are twelve Ánanda
Márga Units in Taiwan with around 350 active members. Although members of
Ánanda Márga cannot be considered so numerous compared to the major religions,
they are very sincere in their individual meditation and active in miscellaneous
service projects. Ánanda Márga has a beautiful Master Unit9 (Ánanda Suruchi) in
Tainan County near Yu Jing village. All major yearly events take place there, such as
the biannual ‘Sectorial Conference’ and 72 hours Akhaòda Kiirtana.

1.2. Review of Main References

As this thesis focuses on music in Ánanda Márga, I have relied heavily on all
published Ánanda Márga books in English, both the spiritual philosophy and other
topics. There have been a few books published on Prabháta Saîgiita in the last
twenty years, but most of them are in Bengali and have not been translated yet.
Kiirtana is a popular devotional music genre in India and there have been published a
few articles about kiirtana but my main reference was Jyoshna La Trobe’s PhD
dissertation from SOAS, London in 2010. The theoretical background for the last part
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Master Unit: Rural multi-purpose development center that also often is used for
spiritual seminars and retreats, has emphasis on producing organic food and clothing,
providing elementary education and medical treatment. Shrii Sarkar stressed the
importance of starting Master Units and wanted that all the departments of Ánanda
Márga to be represented in Master Units.
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of my thesis lies in Diaspora and Ritual Studies and many of the referenced articles
and books were used to gain a thorough understanding of these disciplines.

1.2.1. Books and Articles on Saîgiita and Prabháta Saîgiita

Prabháta Saîgiita is a collection of 5018 songs that Shrii P. R. Sarkar
composed in the period 14 September 1982 to 20 October 1990 (the penultimate day
of his life). Prabháta means ‘dawn’, signifying the dawn of a new era of human
history, and is also the birth name of Shrii Prabhat Rainjan Sarkar, and Saîgiita
means vocal music with instrumental accompaniment and dance. Prabháta Saîgiita
is translated as ‘Songs of the New Dawn’ but the English translated name is not
commonly used. Most of the songs are in Bengali but around hundred songs are in
seven other languages.
Ánanda Márga has published two English books and a number of Bengali
books about the songs. All the lyrics were originally published in Bengali and a few
hundred have been published in Romanized Bengali with English translations of the
songs’ meaning. During Sarkar’s lifetime the songs were recorded in studios and
released on cassettes in serial order. After his departure the speed of publication
slowed considerably and new releases were made selectively. Most of the first two
thousand songs are available on recordings but after that only a selection of songs has
been released. Some of the original cassettes and most of the CDs are still available in
Tiljala building in Kolkata but it is much easier to find the songs on the website
www.prabhatasamgiita.net.
In 1987 there was published a collection of lectures in Bengali by Shrii P. R.
Sarkar under the title Nrtya-Vadya-Giita Tine Saîgiita, later translated in English and
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published in 2007 as Saîgiita: Song, Dance and Instrumental Music. This collection
of lectures is a very good introduction to Shrii Sarkar’s ideas about Saîgiita, Indian
music and its origins. The first part comprises lectures covering the origin of
humanity and human civilization, about Shiva the founder of the seven-tone scale
(sura saptaka) and ragas, the evolution of Indian music and its aesthetics. It also
introduces the important concept of ‘supra-aesthetics’. Supra-aesthetics according to
his own definition is: “the endeavour to ensconce the microcosmic entity, the
individual entitative rhythm, in the eternal being, the infinite rhythm of Parama
Puruïa” (Sarkar Saîgiita 25). By microcosmic entity, Sarkar means the individual or
unit consciousness, and Parama Puruïa is the Macrocosmic Entity or Supreme
Consciousness. A person may attain some pleasure by cultivating aesthetic science,
but when that pleasure starts becoming ecstatic to the point of losing ones individual
identity in the source of joy, then that is called ‘supra-aesthetic science’. He further
explains that kiirtana is the best form of supra-aesthetic science as it sung by devotees
to give pleasure to the Lord. This is the highest form of devotion (bhakti), were the
devotee does not think about himself/herself but only about the happiness of the Lord
and therefore forgets own identity. Although there are many articles about saîgiita in
this book, there is no article about Prabháta Saîgiita, so it can provide some ideas
about the philosophical and historical background of his songs but it does not narrate
on any specific Prabháta Saîgiita song. However, the editors of the book have
selected 20 songs to demonstrate the import of the discourses.
Prabháta Saîgiita: A Literary and Philosophical Appreciation by Dr. Subhas
Sarkar with an introduction by Professor Ramarainjan Mukherjee connects the lyrics
of Prabháta Saîgiita with various philosophical and religious traditions in Indian
history as well as with the philosophy of Ánanda Márga. This book is the result of an
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effort that Ánanda Márga started in the year 2000 to encourage scholars to
academically conduct research on Prabháta Saîgiita. Prof. Ramaranjan Mukherji
took a lead in initiating this research and has written an excellent introduction to the
book. Dr. Subhas Sarkar compares the English translations of the Bengali songs to Sri
Aurobindo’s Involution, Rabindranath Tagore’s writing and many other writers from
India’s vast collection of spiritual knowledge. In Shrii P. R. Sarkar’s Neohumanistic
philosophy the love of the supreme is both developed and expressed through a loving
relationship, which one cultivates with the creation. Subhas finds that the greatest
contribution of PS is that they are the direct musical expression of Neohumanistic
devotion for the Supreme. This book was a valuable resource to my writings but I feel
that the greatest drawback is that the lyrical beauty of the songs is analysed on the
basis of the English translations but the original Bengali lyrics are not commented on
and there is no poetic analysis of how Shrii P. R. Sarkar uses the Bengali language.
That may have a natural reason because Subhas Sarkar is professor in English
literature.
Mysticism in Prabháta Saîgiita by Miss Alakánanda Parida is a book based
on a dissertation prepared under the supervision of Dr. A. K. Mahanty, P.G.
Department of Philosophy, Utkal University, India. The contents are similar to Dr.
Subhas Sarkar’s book taking the lyrics of the songs and discussing their various
aspects and how they relate to mysticism, spiritual philosophy and Neohumanism.
Prabháta Saîgiita Prasaôge by Ácárya Mantreshvaránanda Avadhúta is until
now only available in	
  Bengali. Some of the interesting topics which he touches on are:
Neohumanism and Prabháta Saîgiita (PS); aesthetic and supra-aesthetic science as
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expressed in PS; Bengali poetry and PS; ‘Ajana Pathik’10 in PS; Language, Melody
and Rhythm in PS. This book gives a good account of Prabháta Saîgiita and its
philosophical and poetic subtleties but does not give music analysis of the songs.
Prabháta Saîgiita Pariciti by Ácárya Nityasatyánanda Avadhúta is another
book only available in Bengali. In this book Nityasatyánandaji explains about some of
the main categories of Prabháta Saîgiita such as: songs related to social welfare;
nature songs; songs on Shiva and Krshna etc. All these chapters have ample examples
of songs in those categories. He also devotes two chapters on language, melody and
rhythm. This book is an important addition to my resources.
Sauôgiita Diipiká by Ác. Tattvavedánanda Avdt. and Ac. Priyashivánanda
Avdt. is also in Bengali and introduces both Saîgiita and the Prabháta Saîgiita
songs by discussing their philosophical background, rhythms and melodies and gives
vocal exercises to perfect the voice to have control over ornamentation and ragas.
All the lyrics have been published in the original Bengali in a collection of 10
books with 500 songs in each book. This collection is by far the most reliable and
accurate and whenever working with lyrics I refer to the original Bengali books. The
lyrics are also available in the website prabhatasamgiita.net in transliterations by P. D.
Narayan. Dada Priyashivananda, who was the main singer on the Prabháta Saîgiita
recordings and in-charge of their publication after 1990 has made new and improved
translations of all the songs but they have not been published yet. There were also
published small booklets with songs and their notation in the Indian sargam11 notation
(similar to the Western solfège). Using harmonium to play out sargam notation and
singing is very common way of learning songs and training the voice. The sargam
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Ajana Pathik, lit. ‘The Unknown Traveler’, a poetic idea of the Supreme
Consciousness that is ever-present with us.
11
Sargam notation: Indian notation system based on the seven tones of the Indian
music scale (surasaptaka)
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notation is a prescriptive notation and includes some ornamentations and melodic and
rhythmic details but the singer also needs to know the raga and style of the song to be
able to sing it well. I only used two of these but there have been published quite many
in India. In the West there have been some attempts to use five staff notation for the
songs but it generally over-simplifies the nuances of the songs as most people take
five staff notation very literally. Generally people learn the songs by singing
collectively and listening to the recordings.

1.2.2. Books on Indian Music Theory, History and Philosophy

In order to analyse and understand the Prabháta Saîgiita song I had to
become familiar with the basics of Indian music theory, history and philosophy. The
Indian ragas are an important feature of Indian classical music and there have been
several books written on their function, specialities and performance. Among those
that became most useful were Moutal’s Comparative Study of Selected Hindustānī
Rāga-s, Daniélou’s Rāga-s of Northern Indian Music and Khan and Ruckerts
Classical Music of North India. History of Indian music also came within the purview
of my thesis and there most useful were Prajiôanánanda’s Historical study of Indian
Music and articles in Garland Encyclopaedia of World Music.
Martin Clayton’s Time in Indian Music: Rhythm, Metre and Form in North
Indian Rag Performance presents a theoretical model for the organization of time in
Indian music, based on Indian thoughts and concepts as well as relating to current
ideas in alternative repertoires, including Western. The book is written in clear
language with ample illustrations and musical examples, followed with a CD and was
a major help in understanding the concepts of rhythm and time in Indian music.
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Daniel M. Neuman’s The Life of Music in North India opened my eyes for
certain aspects of accompaniment and performance tradition in Indian music. During
my interviews in Kolkata, I found out that some things were similar but many things
different. For example, I was very curious to find out how much freedom the
musicians on the cassette recordings had for improvisation. Actually, I found out
when interviewing Dada Priyashivánandaji that the musicians that performed in the
cassette recordings didn’t have much freedom to improvise. The music arranger
would decide which instruments to use and write out all the music for the musicians.
Neuman’s book was published in 1980, just few years before Shrii Sarkar started to
compose his songs and gives an interesting insight into the life of musicians in North
India historically and during the 1970’s. During his fieldwork research, Neuman’s
stayed mainly in Delhi and interviewed mostly Muslim musicians. The gharáná
music tradition is important in his book and also sometimes came up in my
interviews. Neuman mainly focuses on the social aspects of musical life, whereas my
research touches on those aspects, especially the teacher-disciple (guru-shishya)
tradition as well as aesthetics. The relationship between Shrii Sarkar and his disciples
was more similar to the relationship between the ustad and his disciple in the earlier
days, where classes would not be on commercial basis and the disciple stayed with his
teacher like his own son.

1.2.3. Books and Articles Related to Kiirtana

One of my main sources on traditional kiirtana is Jyoshna La Trobe’s PhD
dissertation, “Red Earth Song – Marāī Kīrtan of Ráṛh: Devotional Singing and the
Performance of Ecstasy in the Purulia District of Bengal, India.” In her dissertation,
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Jyoshna La Trobe first discusses the possible origins of kiirtana and philosophical
connections but the main emphasis is on the performance tradition of the Maráii
Kiirtana of Ráóh. Her dissertation is based on written sources related to kiirtana and
extended fieldwork over a period of many years. She has contributed greatly to the
understanding of kiirtana in the Ráóh area of India. This has a direct connection to my
thesis because Shrii P. R. Sarkar also appreciated very much the Raóh kiirtana
tradition.
Prajiôanánanda’s Historical study of Indian Music has one chapter dedicated
to the music of Bengal that proved very resourceful for my writing about the
historical development of kiirtana and contributions of various poet composers in
twelfth to sixteenth centuries. Shrii P. R. Sarkar in Ráóh: The Cradle of Civilization
also gives some valuable historical information and deeper insights into the
development of music and culture in Ráóh.
Kiirtana is a living tradition in India and a few ethnomusicologists have
written interesting articles on the performance tradition of kiirtana and its social
manifestations. Anna Schultz articles on Marathi Ráshíriiya kiirtana, discuss how
devotional songs can become part of political campaigns in India. Edward O. Henry’s
article “The Rationalization of Intensity in Indian Music” also gives examples from
the kiirtana tradition and how accelerated tempo and intensity in nám kiirtana is
achieved by the effort of the lead singers and percussion group.

1.2.4. Books by Shrii P. R. Sarkar (Shrii Shrii Ánandamúrti)

Shrii P. R. Sarkar gave numerous discourses on the spiritual philosophy of
Ánanda Márga and host of other disciplines such as history, linguistics, music and
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science. I have been reading his works extensively for the last twenty years and
always find some new articles and books that I have not read before. To source my
memories from these books I have used mostly the Electronic Edition of the Works of
P. R. Sarkar, that is the most up to date edition his books and has the advantage of
easy search for key words and articles.
Some of the most important collections on spiritual philosophy include the
Subháïita Saîgraha series that contain longer discourses that Shrii Sarkar gave
during the spiritual event Dharma Mahacakra (DMC). The Ánanda Vacanámrtam
series is another collection of shorter discourses that were given during ‘General
Darshans’ after Shrii Sarkar was released from jail in 1978. All spiritual discourses
are published under the name Shrii Shrii Ánandamúrti. Idea and Ideology is published
under the name Shrii P. R. Sarkar and is one of the deepest books on the theory of
Brahmacakra that deals with the creation of the universe.

1.2.5. References on Ritual Theory and Religious Studies

I had several references on ritual theory and religious studies but the most
useful proved to be Catherine Bells two books Ritual Theory, Ritual Practice and
Ritual: Perspectives and Dimensions mostly because I felt that the concepts of ritual
practice, performance and ritualization were interesting and the way she defined them
gave scope for seeing the spiritual practices and collective functions of Ánanda Márga
from a new analytical perspective.
In Catherine Bells discussion of religions and ritual action, her definition of
ritual is very inclusive. Not only what we commonly think is ritual comes within the
scope of ritual but also social actions such as shaking hands, and other forms of
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greetings. In that sense Ánanda Márga has rituals but then we are also bordering on
the problem that Bell discusses in Ritual Theory, Ritual Practice, of defining ritual
either as “a distinct and autonomous set of activities or an aspect of all activity” (80).
Or in other words “it is a short step from the proposition that everything is ritual to the
practical reality that nothing is ritual” (ibid. 73). In that way the collective weekly
meditation (Dharma Cakra) could in the same manner as a Western music concert or
meeting of CEO with his directors also be regarded as a social ritual. Of course, in
Ánanda Márga we would never call Dharma Cakra a ritual because of the central
importance of meditation and general awareness that we are not a religion. According
to ritual theory, that might also be ‘misrecognition’, (ibid. 82) an intrinsic feature of
practice, i.e. when we are doing the practice we cannot understand the “limits and
constraints” (ibid.) of what we are doing. In this regard, Bell gives some specialties of
ritual-like activities such as formalism, traditionalism, invariance, rule-governance
and sacral symbolism. (Ritual Perspectives 138-169) If I would look for it then the
Dharma Cakra also has some of these features.

1.2.6. References on Diaspora Studies

Several books and articles have been of support in understanding the disporic
conditions and possibilities and limitations of the term. The theoretical discussions
were of my main interest, as I wanted to figure out if and how it would be possible to
use diaspora studies in seeing certain social aspects of Ánanda Márga. There were
often interesting introductions by the editors of books that had diaspora as a central
theme such as Hae-kyung Um’s “Introduction: Understanding Diasporta, Identity and
Performance” in Diasporas and Interculturalism; Tina K. Ramnarine’s “Musical
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Performance in the Diaspora: Introduction” in Musical Performance in the Diaspora;
and Robbie B. H. Goh’s “Introduction: The Culture of Asian Diasporas:
Integrating/Interrogating (Im)migration, Habitus, Textuality” in Asian Diasporas.
Apart from these there have been published numerous articles and books on music
and diaspora that have also given me insights into this field of study.

1.2.7. References on Medical Ethnomusicology

Benjamin D. Koen has pioneered the field of medical ethnomusicology with
his insightful studies on music, prayer and healing. In his book Beyond the Roof of the
World: Music, Prayer and Healing in the Pamir Mountains helps to bridge the gap
between ethnomusicology, music therapy and other health science and is based on his
research in the Pamir Mountains of Badakhshan in Tajikistan. Koen explores how
‘spiritual entrainment’ (111) effected by surrendering to higher levels of energy or to
God can affect health and healing. The healing process is integrative and includes
music, herbal medicines, prayer, and meditation. Another important book that is
edited by Benjamin D. Koen is The Oxford Handbook of Medical Ethnomusicology
and includes articles from various authors. This book is also an invaluable source in
this new field of study.
Ánanda Márga has also an integrative approach to health and healing. Shrii
Sarkar wrote the book Yogic Treatments and Natural Remedies that contains analysis
of common diseases and their cures by yoga postures (ásanas), and certain specific
remedies. Wellbeing is often affected by various psychic problems and anxieties that
may manifest in disease of the body. BNK kiirtana has strong effect to cure various
psychosomatic diseases. Even a person that may be diagnosed as healthy by the
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physician may have many small problems that can be cured by strong spiritual
ideation and spiritual practices.

1.3. Theoretical Framework, Methods and Limitations
1.3.1. Theoretical Framework

Shrii P. R. Sarkar often started his discourses from a very abstract and
metaphysical exposition of the theme and then moving into more practical examples,
inspirational or devotional discourse. This thesis is also founded on a similar principle
that I put the music of Ánanda Márga into its historical contexts originating from
Shiva and Párvatii, around 7000 years ago and philosophical ideas of sound in the
Tantric spiritual science of Ánanda Márga. Thereafter I go into practical examples
how kiirtana has evolved and how the philosophy of devotion is manifested in
Prabháta Saîgiita.
All music has some historical connections, is humanly maintained, creatively
performed and composed. Composition and creative processes in Ánanda Márga and
their philosophical and historical background is a central theme in this thesis. Timothy
Rice’s model that he presents in the article “Toward the Remodeling of
Ethnomusicology” is gives scope to research on how individual creation is linked to
socially maintained traditions. This model is therefore used as a theoretical
framework for chapter three that focuses on the kiirtana tradition in Ánanda Márga
and the composition of Prabháta Saîgiita.
Timothy Rice proposed another very useful theoretical model in his article
“Time, Place, and Metaphor in Musical Experience and Ethnography” that gives a
theoretical frame encompassing the tremendous movement and change that exists in
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different levels in present society. Ánanda Márga is born in this time of transition and
has all the complexity of the modern society that scholars are dealing with in their
various theories and approaches. The way that we experience music and our
environment is not bound with one place anymore and music functions in many levels
at the same time. This model can give an overview of how these levels of music
experience and function interact and coexist.
Elements of continuity and discontinuity are essential for change and social
acceptance of new ideas. Too much continuity invites fossilization but if discontinuity
predominate, there is danger of disintegration (Leaver 138). Shrii P. R. Sarkar, when
he built up Ánanda Márga, very carefully integrated those parts of the spiritual
heritage of India that he felt would help future spiritual aspirants and rejected other
parts. Kiirtana was already an established devotional genre in India and was accepted
into Ánanda Márga but the ritualistic worship of gods, the dowry system and the caste
system were rejected. Therefore, the music and spiritual philosophy of Ánanda Márga
is founded on Indian spiritual traditions and values, but rejects dogmatic religious
interpretations and social evils. Here again Rice’s model becomes a practical
theoretical framework for seeing how Shrii Sarkar creatively selected those traditions
that he felt represented true devotion and rejected religious and social dogmas.
In analyzing Prabháta Saîgiita I mostly rely on Indian music theory. In Indian
vocal music the most important factors are the ideation (bháva), language (bhása),
melody (sur), and rhythm (chanda). I relate the meaning and ideation of the song with
the philosophy of Ánanda Márga based on the lyrics of the songs; most of the
melodies come under the raga system although many of them are in the style of folk
songs or light classical songs. The rhythm is important and has both the rhythm of the
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melodic line and the percussion accompaniment. Analysis of these is based on Indian
theories of time in classical music such as tala and lay.

1.3.1.1. Timothy Rice’s Model of ‘Historical Construction, Social Maintenance and
Individual Creativity’

Timothy Rice in his article “Toward the Remodeling of Ethnomusicology”
proposes a model for ethnomusicological research based on ideas expressed in
Clifford Geertz’s Interpretation of Culture and Merriam’s model of conceptualization
about music, behaviour and music sound in itself (Merriam 17-35). Rice uses three
interactive levels: historical construction; individual creation and experience; and
social maintenance (Rice 473). Each of those levels embed Merriam’s ‘concept,
behaviour and sound’ within themselves. I use Timothy Rice’s model as a base for
interpreting how kiirtana and Prabhát Saîgiita are based on the Indian music
traditions, socially maintained in Ánanda Márga and creatively sung and arranged.
The model gives a chance to see the composition as an integrated and creative process
within culture, tradition and social maintenance. Those three main levels can also be
divided into substrata to explain more specific influences on his composition.

This model demands an interpretation of what our descriptions imply
about our knowledge of fundamental formative processes. For example, a
formal analysis of the "music sound itself" might yield interpretations of
a piece's importance in the historical construction of the style, of
individual creative processes as evidenced in the piece or performance, or
of elements in the cultural or social system that affected elements of
form. (Rice 479)
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In my thesis I will therefore be working on all the levels of this model. Music
analysis will have to be based on Indian aesthetic principles of music such as
raga and tala and the analysis sees how a particular song relates to traditional use
of those principles. The levels of the model are inter-relative and require
interpretation how that interaction takes place.
Bruno Nettl discusses about how individuals effect change in the society by
both working within its values and trying to break away from its own culture.
“Talented individuals who effected change that became widely accepted must have
worked within a culturally valid system of values and rules” (347). Before Shrii
Sarkar started composing Prabháta Saîgiita, the Ánanda Márgiis would sing
devotional songs for him and he would appreciate it very much. Once he started
composing his own songs, they were readily accepted and immediately became a part
of every social function of Ánanda Márga. Not only that, when Shrii Sarkar would go
for his daily walks in his garden, the Márgiis and ácáryas would sing his songs and he
would appreciate it and sometimes give some correction or explanation. His
individual creation can therefore been seen both as part of tradition as well as social
maintenance and therefore was also readily accepted by those close to him. But of
course this is seeing the cultural social aspect but the devotional and aesthetic part is
also important. The composition of the songs in itself also was an exercise in
cooperation and devotional relationship of the Guru and disciple (Guru-shishya
parampara), an age-old spiritual tradition of India. In Timothy Rice’s model, that
would be one more part of the ‘social maintenance’.
In the level of ‘historical construction’, the role of Shrii Sarkar can be seen as
a part of spiritual tradition starting with the Óg Veda, which is over 15,000 years old.
At that time human beings started to ask fundamental questions about their being and
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relation with God. “The Ógveda states that very much like the seven rivers running
towards the ocean and becoming lost therein, the mental aspirations of a devotee
reach toward the Godhead and get lost in Him” (Ógveda 6-1-5, (quoted in Subhas
Sarkar 129)). The Indian Vedic and Tantric spiritual traditions were synthesized in the
philosophy of Ánanda Márga and later during the composition of Prabháta Saîgiita
given a poetic form in the songs and lyrics.
Shrii P. R. Sarkar in his book Namah Shiváya Shántáya explains how Shiva,
who was on this earth around 7000 years ago, gave the foundations for raga and
raginii melodic system and sura saptaka, the division of one octave into seven notes.
In the time passed since then those innovations by Shiva have by now become the
very base of Indian music thought. Within the ‘historical construction’ level are also
more recent musical compositions of 19th and 20th century that Shrii Sarkar was
familiar with such as Rabindra Samgeet, Nazrul Giita. This level also includes folk
songs and other music genres that Shrii Sarkar used as a base for his compositions.
The ‘individual creation’ constitutes both Shrii Sarkars unique contribution as well as
the contribution of the music arrangers. Music accompaniment may change in the
future and that gives scope for individual creativity of future generations.
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Fig. 1. The Three Levels of Timothy Rice’s Model and the Creation of Prabháta
Saîgiita
When trying to put all the aspects of the creation process in Prabháta Saîgiita
into this model, it almost requires a three dimensional model, or to understand that
some of the items are simultaneously contained in all the levels. To make this clearer,
I will take out some of the parts of the complete creation process model and show
how they in themselves also function in a miniature form of the model. The model
can therefore be seen, at least in some aspects, similar to the idea of microcosm
reflecting the macrocosm, where every microcosm is a miniature form of the
macrocosm.
Let us consider the song collection Rabindra Samgeet composed by
Rabindranath Tagore (1861-1941). Those songs were at one time Tagore’s individual
composition but by the time of the composition of Prabháta Saîgiita they had already
become a part of social maintenance and Indian vocal tradition. But as individuals are
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part of the society that individual creation and experience process is also not stopped
because when people sing the songs and rearrange they are both changing and
maintaining the tradition. The Prabháta Saîgiita songs are also in the tradition of
devotion songs, such as Rabindra Samgeet but they extend and change that tradition.
The Ánanda Márgiis also belong to two categories of ‘individual creation and
experience’ as well as ‘social maintenance’ because they function both as individuals
and once the songs are created they also socially maintain these songs. The ‘song
party’ forms a link between the individual creation of Shrii P. R. Sarkar and social
maintenance. Without that link, there would not have been any preservation of the
songs and therefore the chain from individual creation to social maintenance would be
broken. But the ‘song party’ is also representing an ancient Guru-disciple tradition
(Guru-shishya parampara) and thereby are both maintaining that tradition and the
tradition itself is part of the historical construction. In application Timothy Rice’s
model therefore becomes very complicated but fortunately also very inclusive and
allowing for interpretation. The positive aspect of this form is that it takes into
consideration individual creativity and experience and puts it in context with the
society, history and traditions.

1.3.1.2. Timothy Rice’s Model of “Time, Place and Metaphor”

In 2003, Timothy Rice put forward another theoretical model in the article
“Time, Place, and Metaphor in Musical Experience and Ethnography.” This model is
based on the three dimensions of ‘time’, ‘place’ and ‘metaphor.’ In the earlier model,
individual creativity was connected to history and social maintenance. When our
society has become already consisting of multiple cultures and identities, and we exist
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in multiple time and place it calls for attention to the individual experience and how it
is constructed. With the influence of modernity the experience of place can be
experienced in different levels simultaneously. Time is also both historical and
experienced by the individual (Rice 151-162). The third dimension ‘metaphor’
considers how music may have different meaning and function according to certain
fundamental belief. Music may be considered as medicine, entertainment, or
commodity according to different circumstances (ibid. 163-5).
Metaphor
BNK Kiirtana as
World Music

Historic Time

BNK Kiirtana in
AM Spiritual Functions

Global Distribution
of Kiirtana CDs
Indian and Western
BNK Kiirtana Develop

Kiirtana as Panacea
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Blessedness

Shrii Shrii Ánandamúrti creates
Baba Nam Kevalam kiirtana

Samgiita, Aesthetics
and Supra-aesthetics

Indian Classical and Folk Music Traditions
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Surasaptaka, Tala

Shiva (7,000 years ago)

Individual
Collective

Local
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Regional

Global
Diasporic
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Virtual

Fig. 2. Development of Music in Historic Time, Its Metaphors and Space

Figure 2 shows how the Tantric spiritual tradition and foundations of music
originates in Shiva’s contributions and develop through space, metaphors, and actors
(people). The metaphors coexist in time and place: Shiva created the foundations of
music that all Indian (and Western) music is based on; the science of acoustic roots
and mantra are fundamental to the creation of the mantra Bábá Nam Kevalam; and
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kiirtana is based on the foundation of saîgiita and ‘supra-aesthetic science.’ The
third dimension of ‘space and subject’ moves from individual to universal and there
the nodes of expansion also coexist. As such an individual may simultaneously have
experience relating to local, global and universal aspects of music and existence.

1.3.1.3. Ritual Theory and Practice

In order to gain a new perspective on the spiritual practices and activities of
Ánanda Márga, I have used some of the concepts and terminology of ritual theory.
Catherine Bell in her works gives a good introduction and discussion on practice,
ritual performance and ‘ritualization’ and how these concepts can be used both in
religious and secular situations. The assumption that Ánanda Márga is not religion but
Bhágavata Dharma is discussed and the spiritual functions analyzed from the point of
ritualization.

Practice is (1) situational; (2) strategic; (3) embedded in a
misrecognition of what it is in face doing; and (4) able to reproduce or
reconfigure a vision of the order of power in the world, or what I will
call ‘redemptive hegemony.’ (Bell Ritual Theory 81)
Out of these four points, the first two are easier to function within any type of activity.
Misrecognition in human relations is when we give a deeper meaning to something
that may seem to others as something very mundane. In that way offering a flower at
the feet of guru can be seen as offering respect but at the deeper level can function as
offering one’s mental colours to the Supreme in the form of the Guru. The first two
points can explain why certain ritualized actions can function very efficiently to
achieve a purpose that normal action would not be able to do. This type of thinking is
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useful to explain why things are done in a particular way. ‘Redemptive hegemony’ is
used to describe power relations in human communication and I felt the term has too
many conflicting interpretations and prefer not to use it. In Ánanda Márga it would be
more useful to compare the relationship between Shrii Sarkar and his disciples with
the Indian term Guru-shishya (Guru and disciple), because although there is also a
power relation, the mutual love and attraction is a stronger factor.

1.3.1.4. Devotional Singing in Diaspora

The term ‘diaspora’ has been evolving from a specific term of the dispersion
of the Jews to a more complex and fluid notion of displacement. Diaspora was
traditionally seen in the context of migration and adjustment to a new environment.
Robbie B. H. Goh in her introduction to Asian Diasporas emphasizes the need for
understanding the relationship between the hard data of migration statistics and
cultural documents of diaporic societies and trying to understand their complex
identity politics. She asks the question “In what ways can an understanding of cultural
influences, transformations, and representations affect the study of those major
transnational human movements that are the foci of diaspora studies?” (1).
Diaspora studies have become an important part of ethnomusicology in the
last two decades. The term ‘diaspora’ has taken on new meanings with the increased
mobility of human movement in the world due to facilitated transport and
globalization and has become a key term in understanding political struggles of
communities in cosmopolitan cities as well as migrant minority groups around the
globe. The diasporic communities remember a past that is linked to their memories of
a ‘homeland’ and living as minority groups in their country of residence. As such
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diaspora studies have emerged as an ethnomusicology of displacement. Su Zheng in
Claming Diaspora envisions how diasporic studies can provide fresh insights in the
shifting times of cultural blending.

At the present-day crossroads of old paradigms and new theories,
localization

and

globalization,

rooted

and

uprooted,

musical

construction and deconstruction of place, and “intercultural fusion”
and indigenous music, the study of cultural displacement and diasporic
existence in the form of music transnationalism can provide an
intriguing site of mediation and negotiation between “out there” and
“in here,” between authenticity and hybridity... (Zheng 18)
Hae-kyung Um in her introduction to Diasporas and Interculturalism in Asian
Performing Arts gives an overview of how different scholars have defined the term
‘diaspora’. Those definitions range from, a forced dispersion of a group of people still
having a memory of their homeland, to any distinctive community that struggles to
define their local existence and adjust to living in displacement from their original
home (Um 2-4). Regina Lee in her chapter “Theorizing Diasporas: Three Types of
Consciousness” in the book Asian Diasporas: Cultures, Identities, Representations,
emphasizes that there are ‘theoretical anxieties’ surrounding the field of diaspora
studies exacerbated by rapid globalization and mobility of diasporas. She brings up
three types of psychological states or consciousness that the diasporas exhibit, which
are

“idealization

of

homeland,

boutique

multicultural

manifestation,

and

transitional/transformational identity politics” (54). ‘Homeland idealism’ gives the
diasporic community a feeling of ‘dispersement’ from their home, culture and history.
They maintain a reconstruction of nostalgic idealized homeland, even though the
geographical relocation may have had certain advantages over their homeland
counterparts (ibid. 59-61). The second category of ‘boutique multicultural
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manifestation’ is when a diasporic community benefits from living in a multicultural
society that tries to grant equal recognition to minority cultures. This involves the
diasporic community re-enacting what the dominant community expects from them
but at the same time maintaining their marginality (ibid. 61-69). The third category is
the ‘transitional diasporic ethnicities/identities’ where the diaspora is critically aware
of the transitionality of being diaspora and because of already being to some extent
empowered in the new culture utilizes the hybridity and indeterminacy of being
culture bearers in a multicultural society (ibid. 69-76). Diaspora is a complex term
and the writing of the aforesaid authors give interesting idea how these communities
have to strike a balance between their history and culture and how the people around
them expect them to act and display their specialities.
The principle of mental expansion is one of the fundamental principles of
Ánanda Márga. When the mind has accepted the Supreme Consciousness as its
subject, the universe as its abode and all created beings as manifestations of the
Supreme; all differentiations disappear and our love is expanded to encompass
everything and everyone around us. This ‘universalism’ is based on the spiritual
practices and philosophy of Ánanda Márga and makes people go beyond the
boundaries of their homeland, family and friends. In Ánanda Márga, those who are
ready to dedicate their lives to service to the universe have the option to become
monks or nuns and often have to work far away from the place they grew up. My
personal experience as a monk of Ánanda Márga has given me the precious feeling
that wherever I go and stay with the Márgiis of that area for some time, I feel at home.
The bonding of people in the spiritual family having the same Guru, spiritual
practices, food habits, and philosophy of life is often much stronger than within the
same biological family.
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When I started to take classes in diaspora studies in TNNUA, I realized that
the diasporic experience is part of the life of monks and nuns in Ánanda Márga, and
adds colour and variation to the social patterns therein. International marriages have
also been encouraged and people move to volunteer for some time in the various
social service projects of ÁM. All this results in cultural blending and naturally also
influences the development of music, especially kiirtana. The ácáryas of Ánanda
Márga can be seen as doubly diasporic because they carry with them the culture
where they grew up, as well as the Ánanda Márga ideology and mission that
profoundly transforms their approach to life and becomes their lifelong dedication.
The blending of musical styles in the music of Ánanda Márga can be
compared with music of diasporic cultures, where the music from the ‘homeland’ has
been transformed due to the culture of the society they are living in. In that regard, the
ácáryas are diasporic culture bearers that carry kiirtana tunes from one country to
another in their international work and participations of spiritual functions. The local
Márgiis in a certain place, such as Taiwan and Russia, take up the kiirtana music
tradition and extend it with their creative input. In this way the local and global
interact and their sources of kiirtans often are taken from published CDs, ‘youtube’
videos and their personal recordings during international Ánanda Márga seminars.
These recordings can be seen as the World Music of Ánanda Márga that have a
limited marketing but important use in Ánanda Márga.
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Fig. 3. Kiirtana in Diasporic Movement of Human Flows

Taiwanese Márgiis adopted kiirtana from the already Westernized kiirtana from
overseas countries. This may be due to a strong Western cultural influence in Taiwan
from US and Europe but also because the Indian kiirtana may require more skills and
different type of vocal singing.
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Fig. 4. Four Theoretical Levels for the Transformation of the Kiirtana Tradition
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The transformation of the kiirtana tradition can be divided into four levels. The first
level comprises of the kiirtana tradition in India, its history and how it is at present.
The second level is Bábá Nam Kevalam kiirtana in India. The third level is kiirtana as
international music tradition that may be taken as World Music. The fourth level is
when the Márgiis create their own melodies that are influenced by their own culture.

1.3.1.5 Medical Ethnomusicology

In recent years, interdisciplinary research has started across the fields of
music, alternative medicine and health sciences as well as physical and social sciences
and healing arts. One sign of the change of awareness among researchers and
practitioners is the growing discipline of medical ethnomusicology, “a new field of
integrative research and applied practice that explores holistically the role of music
and sound phenomena and related praxes in any cultural or clinical context of health
and healing” (Koen “Introduction” 3-4). It is closely related to medical anthropology
but focused more on music and healing and may encompass, physical, mental and
spiritual states of the individual. It will also be able to “learn, and translate knowledge
from culture-specific contexts of musical healing to more universal applications
where the power of music and related practices can be more deeply engaged by more
people” (ibid. 22-26).
Koen suggests a fourfold framework for research in music and medicine:
musical, sociocultural, performative, and biomedical. This will “facilitate
multidisciplinary research that bridges ethnographic and experimental methods and
includes researchers, as well as clinical practitioners” (ibid. 27). Koen puts forward
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the basic question if and how music can promote health. In more specific language:
“Is music able to effect a transformation from illness toward health? How is this
transformation

experienced,

evaluated,

and

accomplished

in

indigenous,

ethnographic, and biomedical terms?” (Ibid.).
Here I will try to see the use of kiirtana in Ánanda Márga in the light of this
fourfold approach but will also add a fifth and sixth one in order to cover the spiritual
dimension as well as the physical and psychic. This includes cosmology and the
microvita theory, which is a new way of connecting the spiritual with laboratory
research and psycho-spiritual practices (Sarkar Microvitum 132). The microvita
theory not only deals with chemistry, cosmology, origin of belief in spirits etc. but
also how spiritual practices can attract positive microvita that are instrumental in
effecting cure of a disease. According to P. R. Sarkar, morality and psycho-spiritual
practices have an influence on a persons’ mental and physical health. This six-fold
framework will therefore include Koens four axis and add two more.

“THE MUSICAL AXIS
of sound structure
THE SOCIOCULTURAL AXIS
of musical meaning and social history
THE PERFORMATIVE AXIS
of performance practice, embodiment, and manipulation
THE BIOMEDICAL AXIS
of psychophysiological transformation” (Koen “Introduction”
28).
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THE PSYCHO-SPIRITUAL AXIS
Of psycho-spiritual practices
THE COSMOLOGICAL AXIS
Of the influence of microvita on individual and collective bodies

These six-fold approach to research in medical ethnomusicology encompasses
all the three aspects of our existence—physical, psychic, and spiritual. Healing takes
place on all these three levels and needs an integrative approach to health that can
include diet, devotional music, yogic spiritual practices, and meditation.

1.3.2. Methods and Methodologies

Experience, interpretation, and analysis are inherent in the process of writing
this thesis. All this is a part of the fieldwork and moving that experience further into
interpretation and writing. However, in some parts of the thesis I had to rely mostly
on written references and their interpretation and analysis, such as in the music
analysis; history of kiirtan; and philosophical base of the music and sound.

1.3.2.1. Fieldwork

Fieldwork is generally considered among ethnomusicologist as a vital part of
gaining knowledge about a culture and music. Timothy J. Cooley in his introduction
to Shadows in the Field puts the ethnographic role of ethnomusicologist in the
perspective of our presence and representation of other culture and the biases that we
carry from our own culture. “By creating a reflexive image of ourselves to achieve
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better intercultural understanding as we begin to recognize our own shadows among
those we strive to understand” (4). It was a challenge for me to choose a topic where I
had to represent Ánanda Márga and at the same time play the role of a scholar and
researcher on the music of Ánanda Márga. This proved to be a very stimulating
combination where the role-playing forced me to be reflexive and conscious of my
viewpoint.
My fieldwork was mostly done in India and as I have been living and working
in Taiwan and going to Russia during many of my winter and summer vacations, I
also could use my active participation in the Ánanda Márga activities as a base of
further exploration of the music and social life in Ánanda Márga. My role as an
ácárya was in fact essential as I could combine work and research and have access to
information that a person new to Ánanda Márga would have taken long time and
effort to gain. I feel that the research gave me an extremely valuable chance to
discover the treasures of the culture and spiritual tradition of India as it is reflected in
Ánanda Márga. Although I had been practicing ÁM meditation since 1991, it was
through this research process that many deeper understandings of Ánanda Márga
started to crystallize in my mind.
When I went to India my main goal was to gain understanding on the creative
and composition process of Prabháta Saîgiita. I naturally sought out those few
people that had the unique chance of noting down the songs that Shrii P. R. Sarkar
composed in the years 1982 to 1990. They were mostly the ácáryas, working in
Kolkata and living in the Tiljala building, who had been included in the ‘song party’12
and posted in high central postings during those years and had the chance to be close
to Bábá for an extended period. At the outset of my fieldwork, I presented my studies
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
12
The “song party” was a name that Shrii Sarkar used for those that he had selected to
note down his songs.
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and research in Tainan National University of the Arts and as it was already a policy
to encourage research on Prabháta Saîgiita, I got good cooperation although
everyone were busy with their duties and miscellaneous work.
	
  

I went to India for my fieldwork and participation in spiritual functions four

times in the period 2010 to 2012. I went both in winter and summer vacations of 2010
to India and spent around three months there. In 2011 I went in November and stayed
until January 2012 and the last trip was in May 2012. During the first two trips I spent
most of my time in Kolkata and did interviews with all the main persons that had been
involved in noting down the Prabháta Saîgiita songs or had been very closely
working with Bábá in those years. Having already researched Prabháta Saîgiita
extensively, on my third trip I went to Ánanda Nágar, Purulia district that is a rural
area of Ráóh, West Bengal to study my Bengali references and take interviews
regarding kiirtana and the use of raga in both kiirtana and Prabháta Saîgiita. The last
trip in May 2012 was mostly to record the live kiirtana being sung before and during
the DMC celebration.
I started studying Bengali and Sanskrit during my training period to become
ácárya in Sweden in the year 2000 to 2005. One of the important methods I used to
become fluent with the Bengali language was to write down the lyrics of Prabháta
Saîgiita songs in Bengali script and thereafter sing and memorize them. By the time I
was posted in Taiwan I had noted down and practiced singing more than three
hundred songs. Having thus mastery over reading and writing Bengali became an
invaluable aid in my fieldwork in India and enabled me to continue studying Bengali
grammar and going through various important references in Bengali. In fact many of
those whom I interviewed had already written books on Prabháta Saîgiita and
wanted me to be familiar with their writings before proceeding further with
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interviews. My topic was luckily touching on areas that had not been covered in their
books and in most cases I did not have to wait until I had finished struggling through
the original Bengali to conduct the interviews.
Qualitative methods were used to explore the historical interactions between
Shrii P.R. Sarkar and the devotees that noted down the Prabháta Saîgiita songs. At
time of the interviews, twenty-eight years had passed since the first song was
composed and therefore the chosen method of interviewing was biographic-narrative
interview method, which is a type of lightly-structured depth interview (Wengraf 111151). This type of interview puts a single question in the beginning and thereafter uses
active listening to let the informant give a narrative account of a certain event in his
life. I also used semi-structured interviewing, putting more emphasis on relatively
open-ended questions. However, closed ended questions were also used selectively.
During the interviews, it was important to have ready good questions; to listen
actively; to be able to think of new questions; and to give scope to recall the past
without interrupting too much. Most of the ácáryas allowed me to use tape recorder,
although many of them did not want to see it or to be aware of it, and some strictly
did not allow me to record. After every interview I went back to my room and
reviewed it, made notes and wrote down my thoughts and new questions. Later I
transcribed all the interviews that were directly related to my topics. The interviews
were often devotional moments and many of the stories that they told were both funny
and deeply devotional.
During January 2013, I went to Russia and among other events participated in
a five days akhaòìa kiirtana in Barnaul, Siberia. Time did not permit individual
interviews, so I made a questionnaire with twenty-two questions (see Appendix C)
related to the habits of singing and playing kiirtana and their experiences during the
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program. This was my first questionnaire and combined open-ended questions where
they could share their feelings and closed-ended questions and statements with a
checklist of possible answers or degree of agreement. In the open-ended questions the
participants shared many spiritual experiences and happy moments that went far
beyond my expectation. The closed-ended questions had more predictable answers as
I was also participating in the program and could feel the general mood of the
situation. Later I worked on the statistics of the replies using Excel spreadsheet and
formulated my conclusions.
I attended many Ánanda Márga spiritual programs in Taiwan, Russia and
India during the years 2009 – 2013 and digitally recorded and video recorded a large
amount of kiirtana music. Later I listened to the recordings and some of my findings
are based on those materials.

1.3.2.2. Music Analysis

The fourth chapter of this thesis focuses on music analysis of Prabháta
Saîgiita songs and kiirtana. I combine analysis of the poetry, philosophical
connections, melody, instrumentation and rhythm. As I do not have any formal
education in Indian classical music, I used all the reference books that I could find on
Indian music, transcribed the songs and drew conclusions about their raga, tala and
other specialities of Indian music theory. I decided to use the Indian sargam notation
system because it is commonly in use in India both for scholars, performers and other
music lovers and it is well suited to the more melody based Indian music. I had the
advantage of having two books with sargam Prabháta Saîgiita notations that gave
me some idea how to make detailed notations that clearly show the main melodic
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structure. I had taken classes for one and half year in playing tabla that came to good
use during the music analysis.

1.3.3. Limitations in Research

In the beginning I wanted to write only about the creation process of Prabháta
Saîgiita and base it mostly on interviews. After going to Kolkata for making
interviews the second time, I realized that one of my main difficulties was in not
being able to properly speak the language. Using a person to translate also sometimes
proved difficult. Luckily the dadas that were the most involved in noting down the
songs were all still alive and spoke good English. Still, it would be very interesting for
someone that speaks good Bengali to do more extensive interviews in this field and
write a book with devotional stories about how Bábá created his songs.
My second major limitation was that I did not have the time to take formal
studies in Indian classical music. I would have liked to take singing classes and to go
much deeper into the raga theory and all the intricacies of Indian classical music.
Most universities in India that have music departments are focused mostly on
performance. To go through performance training and same time study Indian music
theory would be useful but as I was mostly using my summer and winter vacations in
TNNUA it proved impossible to arrange. My analysis in this thesis is done in good
faith that later many Indian music scholars will write much better, more accurate and
interesting analysis than I was able to do at this point.
I made several recordings of kiirtana in India. I soon realized that it would be
a very interesting project to go into deep analysis of the melodies and rhythms that are
used – something similar to the work Jyoshna La Trobe has done in her dissertation in
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SOAS, where she analyzes Maráii kiirtans of Ráóh. Because kiirtana will absorb
many traditional music genre but many musicians also create melodies based on ragas
and mixed ragas there is a vast scope for research in this field. This would need
extended stay in India and good knowledge of both folk and classical song traditions.
When I was going into the ‘historical construction’ of Prabháta Saîgiita, I
wanted to make some comparison to other devotional music in India such as Rabindra
Samgeet. This is also a vast area of research and was beyond my capacity because it
would have needed more time for fieldwork and better understanding of Bengali. I
also had limited access to reference books on Indian music. In my first three
fieldwork trips I flew to Kolkata airport. In May 2012 I went through Delhi and used
the chance to visit the Archives and Research Centre for Ethnomusicology that is
situated in American Institute of Indian Studies. This archive and library is probably
one of the best in the world on Indian folk songs and all reference books on Indian
music are there. It is the paradise of the student of Indian ethnomusicology. It was my
misfortune that I only had chance to visit this library and archive on the last day of my
stay in India. I recommend any student that wants to go to Indian for research on
Indian music to visit this museum and take a few days or weeks to explore their
references.
Originally I wanted to include in this thesis more extended discussion and
analysis of bhajans in Ánanda Márga. I soon realized that this is another research area
that would need extended fieldwork and data gathering not only in India but all over
the world. Later someone may find time or interest to collect information about
bhajans that are important devotional songs that are still popular in cultural events
(RAWA concerts) but are now falling out of practice in Ánanda Márga.
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1.4. Contents and Research Area

This research thesis deals with music in Ánanda Márga and its relation with
Indian traditional music genres. The philosophical and historical background of a
selection of Prabháta Saîgiita songs and some kiirtana melodies is analyzed. The
thesis explores the important role of the Indian Guru-disciple tradition (Guru-shishya
parampara) in the creation of Prabháta Saîgiita and the unique way in which Shrii P.
R. Sarkar dictated the songs as well as subsequent stages of error checking, music
arrangement and publishing. It also relates to and critiques diaspora and ritual theories
in light of Ánanda Márga’s music and spiritual life.
This part of the thesis introduces my motivations, references, methodologies
and the contents of the thesis. The second chapter deals with the philosophical
underpinnings of sound and music. It explains the historical connection to Shiva, the
first Tantric Guru and the father of the music scale and raga. This chapter goes into
details of how sounds relate to the cakras and explains why musical sound and
aesthetics is given such high importance in Ánanda Márga. Most of the references in
this chapter are from books published by Ánanda Márga and for those terms that are
generally known in Indian theory of sound I have also used other references on India
music.
The third chapter uses my fieldwork in India and Taiwan and deals with three
types of music, namely bhajans, kiirtana and Prabháta Saîgiita (PS), including their
historical background, composition, and how they were popularized. The main
emphasis is on creation of PS because here we have a unique example of the intimacy
of the Guru-disciple relationship: the Guru is creating the music for the disciple, so
that the disciple may use the music to express his deepest feelings and move closer to
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the Guru. The motivation for the songs is reflected in the method of composition: the
Guru taught the songs to the disciples, and guided them in the singing, propagation,
instrumentation and recording of the songs. As a result of this emphasis on the
creation of Prabháta Saîgiita, my fieldwork in India was especially focused on
interviewing ácáryas who had been close to Shrii P. R. Sarkar and could give an
insight in how he composed his songs.
The fourth chapter combines music, poetic, and philosophical analysis of
Prabháta Saîgiita, kiirtana and the Guru Puja incantation. Sargam notation is
commonly used in India to gain knowledge of the ragas and melodies of classical
music and in this context has certain advances over the standard Western musical
notation. I use the sargam notation of the melodies as a base for further music
analysis that is grounded in classical Indian music theory.
The fifth chapter sees the spiritual practices of Ánanda Márga from the
viewpoint of ritual and diaspora studies and presents my research on the power of
kiirtana to affect health and wellbeing. This thesis is therefore covering a very wide
area of methodologies and research and will hopefully be a beginning of more
extended research work in specific areas.
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Chapter 2
Philosophical Concepts of Ánanda Márga and their Relation to
Sound, Saîgiita and Aesthetics
	
  
Indian classical music is founded on the spiritual traditions of several thousand
years. This chapter focuses on the philosophical and metaphysical ideas of sound and
its role in the theory of Brahmacakra and why sound is given so much importance in
spiritual practices. The emphasis on the sanctity of sound in spiritual science in turn
influences the spiritual life style of Ánanda Márga, where sound in the form of
mantras and devotional music plays an important role.
According to Shrii P. R. Sarkar, human society started around 15,000 years
ago with the composition of the Ókveda. But human society did not starting to
develop the fundamentals of the civilization we know today until with the advent of
Sadashiva, the first Tantric Guru, who was born on this earth around seven thousand
years ago (Saîgiita 1). The philosophy of Ánanda Márga is based on many of the
ideas that were formed during the thousands of years of philosophical discussions in
India. “Indian philosophers have maintained their traditional respect for the past...
have also carried along the free development of thought” (Radhakrishnan xxi). The
theory of the creation of the universe (Brahmacakra) explains the nature of the
Supreme Consciousness and how this universe has come into existence and thereby
also the role of sound in the creation and our returning journey back to the Supreme13.
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
13	
  For further reading about Brahmacakra, the main references are Ánanda Sutram;
Idea and Ideology; Subhasita Samgraha, Part 1-3 and Ánanda Marga Elementary
Philosophy. These books are all by Shrii Shrii Ánandamurti. There is also another
very useful book by Avadhútika Ánanda Mitra Ácáryá, The Spiritual Philosophy of
Shrii Shrii Ánandamurti: A Commentary on Ánanda Sutram.
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2.1. Brahmacakra: The Creation of the Universe

We can see that creation is going on everywhere in front of our eyes; flowers
come up from the ground, blossom and die. When the creation is so complex and
working so perfectly, it is logical to think that there is some consciousness working
behind it. Similar to our own body - when our mind and soul is operating the body it
is alive and functioning well but once the mind and soul leaves the body it is dead,
useless and we burn it or bury in the ground. But what is the relationship between the
Cosmic Consciousness and the Universe - God and His Creation? The consciousness
that lies quiescent in each and every entity in the whole universe is often called Shiva,
or also Puruïa and the manifestation of the universe is due to the creative principle
that is often called Shakti or Prakrti. Shrii Shrii Ánandamurtiji explains the
relationship between the consciousness and the creative principle in Ánanda Sutram,
the philosophical treatise of Ánanda Márga, “Shiva shaktyátmakaî Brahma” (1)
Brahma, is the composite of Shiva and Shakti - the consciousness and the operative
force.

A piece of paper has two sides. Although they are two for the sake of
argument, they cannot be separated from the one paper entity.
Removal of one side of the paper jeopardizes the existence of the
other. So is the relation of Puruïa [Consciousness] and Prakrti
[Operative Principle] in the Cosmic Entity. None of them can stand
without the other. That is why it is said that they are an inalienable
concomitance. (Ánanda Sutram 1)
The Consciousness (Puruïa) controls the Operative Principle (Prakrti) and is the
material cause in the creation of the universe. Prakrti can only work within the body
of Puruïa. The role of Consciousness is therefore foremost in all spheres and Prakrti
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works with the authorization of Puruïa (ibid. 2). This whole universe is therefore
created out of Consciousness by the influence of the Creative Principle.
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Figure 5 puts the Brahmacakra theory into a visual form with a triangle on the

top representing the ‘triangle of forces’ located in the Nirguòa Brahma, that is nonattributed consciousness. The point in the middle of the triangle is Paramashiva, the
consciousness encircled by the three forces (guòas) “4-3. Prathamá avyakte Sá
Shivánii kendre ca Paramashivah. [In the first stage (not yet a stage of actual
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manifestation), Prakrti is called Shivánii, and the witnessing Puruïa at the nucleus is
called Paramashiva]” (Ánandamúrti ÁS 35-36). The big om symbol is placed in such
a way that the main part of the symbol is in the created universe and the point, which
represents Nirguòa Brahma is located in the triangle of forces. The om sound is
present in the whole creation as the thought process of the Cosmic Mind also has
sound. Saiôcara is the centrifugal activity, where Consciousness is crudified by the
influence of the three guòas and results in the creation of the mahat, aham and citta
that together form the Cosmic Mind. The five fundamental factors are established in
the citta, part of the Cosmic Mind. Once the zenith of crudification is reached, life is
formed and the pratisaiôcara phase of animated life forms commences. Human
beings are at the top of the evolutionary ladder and have developed consciousness and
capacity to move either backwards or forwards in evolution14 according to their
actions and mental occupations. By ideation on the Supreme, their mind moves
towards the Consciousness and they can eventually complete the cycle and merge
back into Nirguòa Brahma by their constant spiritual effort and grace of the Supreme.
“Saguòa Brahma includes in Itself all of microcosm, Macrocosm,
Puruïottama and Paramátman. The whole Cosmos in Saguòa Brahma is the thoughtprojection of the Macrocosm” (Sarkar Idea and Ideology 47). Although there are
different names to define the different aspects of this Infinite Consciousness, it is
essentially one entity, just as a person may have different names in their home, work
and among their friends. That Supreme Entity exists in two states, Nirguòa Brahma
and Saguòa Brahma. The difference between those states is that the former, Nirguòa
Brahma is transcendent and non-qualified; not affected by the Operative Principle
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
14
Ánanda Márga does not accept the concept of Hell and Heaven. After death the
disembodied soul is given a new body by Prakrti according to its reactions of past
actions in potential form (saîskara) (Sarkar Idea and Ideology 47-57).
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(Prakrti) and the latter Saguòa Brahma is qualified or influenced by Prakrti (ibid.).
This idea of indeterminate (Nirguòa) and attributed (Saguòa) consciousness (Brahma)
is known in the Upanisads and they “set forth the distinction between Brahman in
itself and Brahman in the universe, the transcendent beyond manifestation and the
transcendent in manifestation” (Radhakrishnan 38). The whole universe is created out
of Brahma, but Brahma is also exists beyond the universe. The universe is
immeasurably vast but not infinite because it is physical, Brahma is infinite, noncausal and beyond time. Shrii Shrii Ánandamurtiji explains this by taking the
metaphor of an iceberg. The ocean has been frozen due to climatic condition in a
certain place and has become an iceberg. The force of the climate is the operative
principle that makes the sea, or consciousness, freeze into an iceberg. So the part of
the sea that has not frozen is the Nirguòa Brahma and the iceberg is Saguòa Brahma.

Saguòa Puruïa or Qualified Consciousness is within Nirguòa or NonQualified Consciousness. Where Puruïa is qualified by Prakrti it is
called Saguòa.... What Saguòa Brahma is can be explained by taking
again the example of an iceberg in an ocean. Due to variation in the
climatic conditions some of the water of the ocean changes into an
iceberg. If we compare the ocean with Nirguòa Brahma, the iceberg
may be compared with Saguòa Brahma. The ice is comparable to
Puruïa in Saguòa Brahma, and the climate which freezes the water to
Prakrti. The unfrozen water of the ocean stands for Puruïa in Nirguòa
Brahma. The ice and the unchanged water of the ocean are two
different forms of water only, the only difference being that climate at
some places is able to change it into ice, while in other parts of the
ocean the climate cannot change it into ice. Ice is only a changed form
of water, but we cannot call it water; it has to be accepted as a changed
form of water only. (Sarkar ÁM Elem. Phil. 25)
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Prakrti, the Operative Force has three forces (guòas) that together qualify the
Consciousness to form this universe. In Nirguòa Brahma, they are dormant, and the
Operative Principle can’t influence the Consciousness. At that stage, the three guòas
are moving in infinite directions but eventually tend to make triangle of forces.
“Puruïa or Shiva at this stage gets encircled by Shivánii (here Prakrti is called
Shivánii) in the form of a triangle of forces” (Sarkar Idea and Ideology 1-2). Due to
clash and cohesion among the three guòas in the triangle of forces a resultant force
comes out of the triangle. This is the beginning of influence of the creative principle
(Prakrti) over the consciousness (Puruïa). This centrifugal movement from pure
consciousness towards material expression is from subtle towards crude and is called
saiôcara (ibid. 2). The force that comes out of the triangle of forces is the sentient
force or Sattvaguòa and a feeling is created of ‘I exist’ in the Cosmic Mind. At this
point the resultant force is moving in a straight line. The name of the Cosmic Mind at
this point is Cosmic Mahat. “In Cosmic life this Mahattattva is nothing but the
Cosmic ‘I’. This is the first bondage of Puruïa by His innate sentient Prakti” (ibid.).
This bondage of Prakrti is merely theoretical because of its looseness in character – it
is still subjective and no objectivity has been created.
Table 1 Saiôcara: The Centrifugal Activity of the Macrocosmic Nucleus
Transformation of

Corresponding Feeling

Consciousness

Dominated by the Guòas of
Prakti

Mahat

Self-existence

Sattvaguòa (Sentient Principle)

Aham

Doer-ship, ego, ‘I do’

Rajaguòa
(Mutative Principle)

Citta

‘Done I’, objectification of

Tamaguòa

the Cosmic Mind

(Static Principle)

Source: (Ánanda Mitra Ác. 22-23; Sarkar Idea and Ideology 1-7)
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As the movement of Saiôcara, proceeds further, sentient Prakrti is
gradually transformed into the mutative principle owing to internal
clash. This mutation causes the feeling of second subjectivity and so
the Cosmic ‘I’ gets metamorphosed into the Cosmic Doer ‘I’. (Ibid. 3)
The Cosmic Mind at this stage is called Aham. Eventually the static force or
Tamaguòa takes over and the feeling of ‘Done I’ is created. At that point the objective
world is created. This Cosmic mind that has the feeling of ‘I exist’ has been given the
name Mahat, when the feeling is of ‘I do’ it is called Aham and the objective feeling
of ‘Done I’ is called Citta. These names are used both for the unit mind and the
Cosmic Mind. These three forces (sattva, raja and tamah) are functioning in the
whole universe as well as in our body and mind (ibid.). The Mahat and Aham are the
causal portion of both unit mind and Cosmic Mind because at that point there is no
material expression.

There is no separate existence of the unit causal mind from the Cosmic
causal mind. In case the crude and subtle portions of the unit mind
suspend their work by the process of sádhaná or otherwise, the causal
portion of the unit mind will not be able to maintain its separate
identity. (Sarkar: Idea and Ideology 35)
During the process of meditation (sádhaná), the mind ideates on its subject, the
Supreme Consciousness and moves from citta to aham and from aham to mahat and
may be suspended into the cosmic Mahat or even into pure Consciousness.
Meditation is therefore completely different from all other mundane occupation of the
mind. The mind is directed away from the sensory and motor organs deep within
towards its feeling of existence (mahat) and eventually towards the Supreme
Consciousness. When the mind is fully occupied with its own subject it may suspend
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the functions of the citta (objective mind) and the person may become oblivious to his
or her environment and go into a deep blissful state of meditation where the normal
functions of the mind are temporarily suspended.

If a salt doll goes to fathom the sea, it will certainly melt and become
the sea itself. Similarly if the knower of Brahma goes to fathom
Brahma he will merge in the Sea of Brahma and become Brahma
Himself “Brahmavid Brahmaeva bhavati.” Constantly absorbed in the
thought of Brahma, you too will become Brahma. (Sarkar SS Part 2
60)

Once the Cosmic Citta or ‘Done I’ of the Cosmic Mind is formed, the universe
gradually is manifested. It happens gradually as the Consciousness takes on more
crude forms due to the influence of Prakrti. The first fundamental factor that is
created is ether (ákáïa). This is the subtlest element and it has the capacity to carry
sound waves. (Sarkar Idea and Ideology 17-18). This idea is also known in the
Upanishads. Solveig McIntosh in her book Hidden Faces of Ancient Indian Song
discusses in detail the origins of sound based on the Upanishads. “Ákáïa is an
intermediary stage between Brahmá the Creator... and the Earth which is the ultimate
stage of manifestation. Its position therefore is pivotal” (12).
The Consciousness remains as a witnessing entity at every stage of the
creation – it is the subjective part of this objective world. “The centrifugal activity of
the Macrocosmic Nucleus is known as saiôcara. Hence this Nucleus or Puruïottama
is the witnessing counterpart of the objective Macrocosm” (Sarkar Idea and Ideology
1). The Macrocosmic Nucleus is given the name Puruïottama. But he is not only the
witnessing entity. “Each and every atom and molecule of the Macrocosm is nothing
else but Puruïottama. It is He who radiates Himself everywhere; it is He who is
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omnipresent as the witnessing entity as well” (ibid. 40). Due to influence of the static
force (tamaguòa) of Prakrti (Creative Principle), Puruïa (Consciousness) gradually
takes the form of this visible universe. This is the process of saiòcara (ibid. 2), “from
unmanifest to manifest, from fine to coarse” (McIntosh 12).
Ákaïa or ether is the first fundamental factor to be created and can carry sound
waves. Many scientist do not recognize the existence of ether (ákaïa) but according to
the yogic definition of ether, it is the element that has least influence of tamaguòa (the
static principle), and therefore also the least density. It exists in the whole universe –
without ether the universe would shrink immeasurably. “It pervades the entire
creation as the subtlest factor: it may be thought to be space itself” (Avtk Ánanda
Mitra 22). In the creation process of the universe (saiòcara), the static principle
(tamaguòa) continues to exert influence on the Consciousness and gradually the other
four elements manifest.

The pressure and domination of the static principle continue
increasingly, and as a result of this increasing external pressure the
external space within that structural scope goes on decreasing
gradually. There is also simultaneous increase in chemical affinity. The
gradual crudification results in four specific factors other than the
ethereal one. They are the aerial, luminous, liquid and solid. The solid
factor is the crudest manifestation of the Cosmic citta; and here the
pressure of the static Prakrti on the Cosmic citta reaches the zenith of
its capacity. (Sarkar Idea and Ideology 4)
The human body can be seen as microcosm lying within the bosom of the
macrocosmic Brahma. The first five cakras represent the five elements of the
universe, the sixth cakra the Unit Consciousness and the seventh cakra the Supreme
Consciousness. Vishuddha cakra (located at the throat) is the closest to the Unit
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Consciousness at the Ajiôa cakra (middle of eyebrows) and controls the ethereal
factor (ákáshatattva). This is similar as the order of creation that ethereal factor is the
subtlest and is the first factor to be created in the gradual crudification of
Consciousness into matter.
Prakrti (Creative Principle) continues to exert influence on Puruïa
(Consciousness) and the next element, aerial factor (váyutattva), is formed by the
influence of her static force (tamaguòa). Aerial factor (váyutattva) has the capacity to
carry sound waves and the sensation of touch and is represented by the Anáhata
cakra, located at the chest (controlling heart and lungs). Next comes the igneous
factor (tejastattva), that has the capacity to carry sound, touch, and vision and is
represented by the Maòipura cakra in the human body at the navel. Then comes the
liquid factor (apa tattva), carrying sound, touch, vision, and taste perceptions and is
represented by the Svádhiïíána cakra. The last factor is the solid (kïiti tattva) that
carries sound, touch, vision, taste and smell. Múládhára cakra, controlling the solid
factor in the body, is located at the end of the spine. (Ánandamurti ÁS 8-9; Sarkar
Idea and Ideology 18-23)

Table 2 The Five Fundamental Factors in Macrocosm and Microcosm
Five Fundamental

Ability to Carry

Corresponding

Location in

Factors

Inferences

Cakra

the Human

(Tanmatras)
Ethereal factor

Body

Sound

Vishuddha

Throat

Sound and touch

Anáhata

Chest

Ákaïa tattva
Aerial factor
Váyu tattva
Igneus factor

Sound, touch and Maòipura cakra

Tejas tattva

vision
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Navel

Liquid factor

Sound, touch, vision Svádhiïíána

Apa tattva

and taste

Solid factor

Sound, touch,

Kïiti tattva

vision, taste, and

Múládhára

Genitals
Base of Spine

smell
Source: (Ánandamurti ÁS 8-9; Sarkar Idea and Ideology 18-23)

After the zenith of crudification of the Consciousness has been reached, the
static Prakrti still continues to exert her pressure on the matter. In that case two things
may happen. Either there will be an explosion (jaìaspota), where the solid matter will
return back to the subtler factors, or due to friction within the matter, life is formed. In
the case of jaìaspota, this is the reason that some planets explode.

The planet and its atmosphere will gradually get condensed. It will
become so small that it will become unrecognizable as a planet. When
its internal factor reaches the nadir point of crudity it will appear to be
non-existent outwardly. At this stage it will experience jaìasphota
causing an immense explosion. That tremendous energy release
converts the solid body into the ethereal factor.... This phenomenal
event of jaìasphota is nothing but the recoiling of the cosmic waves.
(Ánandamúrti AM Ideology Part 5-8 456)

Life forms at the beginning of the returning phase of creation (pratisaiòcara),
where the movement is centripetal towards the Supreme Subjectivity (Puruïottama).
“In the absence of any wide disparities (either too high or too low) in the tensional
relations of the elements, living organisms come into being instead of explosion”
(Ánandamúrti ÁS 9). Life develops where there is congenial environment and the five
fundamental factors are available in requisite amounts, “for the physical unit structure
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an environment is essentially required where all these five fundamental factors are
available in requisite quantity. Life can get expression only under such a condition”15
(Sarkar Idea and Ideology 6).
The evolution of the species is guided by the attraction of the Great and the
love of the Supreme Consciousness towards the creation. Human beings have
developed intellect and can make a choice whether to move towards the Supreme or
degrade back to animal stages or even life forms with less developed consciousness
than animals such as plants and inanimate beings. In order to progress towards the
Supreme, human beings have to understand clearly that their goal in life is the
Supreme Subjectivity and they have to make the necessary effort to achieve that goal.
Only knowing the goal is not enough. The effort to know that Infinite is what is called
sádhaná, loosely translated as spiritual practices or meditation.
The spiritual meditation is reversing the order of normal perception where the
mind is directed towards external objects and sensual enjoyments. The mind is taken
away from the environment towards its subject and witnessing entity. As the soul of
the unit entity is infinite, the moment the mind is suspended into its own witnessing
entity, it will naturally merge with the witnessing entity of the whole Universe.
The witnessing entity of the unit entity is Átman, or what we would in
common language call the soul. Without Átman our existence would not be
substantiated. If you say, ‘I exist’, then it also follows that there is something
witnessing that ‘I exist’. That witnessing entity is none other than the Átman. (Sarkar
AM Elem. Phil. 8-10) The microcosm or unit entity is like a miniature form of the
Macrocosm. The witnessing entity of the microcosm is the Átman and the witnessing
entity of the Macrocosm is the Puruïottama. (Sarkar Idea and Ideology 41)
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
15
For detailed discussion how life is formed, please see “Saiôcara and Práòáh” in
Idea and Ideology as well as Ánanda Sutram, sutras 1-5 to 1-20.
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2.2. Oôîkara (Om ॐ) and the Concepts of Saguòa, Nirguòa and Táraka Brahma

Every expression in the universe has a sound. Even our thoughts have sound
and also the thought waves of the Cosmic Consciousness. The importance of sound in
the creation of the universe is also expressed in the Bible, “In the beginning was the
Word, and the Word was with God, and the Word was God” (The Holy Bible, St.
John. 1.1). This importance of sound was known in the Vedas long before Jesus
Christ was born and it is quite likely that the word Amen comes from this sacred Om
sound. The Ók Veda is the most ancient part of the Vedas, from the period before
Shiva, more than 7000 years ago.

The Rk Veda was first composed about 15,000 years ago. Its
composition continued for a further 10,000 years, that is, until 5,000
years ago. It was followed by the Yajurveda, and then the
Atharvaveda. It was later found that each of these three Vedas
contained certain musical portions. These musical portions were put
together to form the fourth Veda, the Sáma Veda. The Vedic term
“sáma” means “song”. (Ánandamúrti AV Part VIII 22)
Om is the acoustic root for the sound of the creation of the universe. “The
source of most acoustic roots is Tantra, although some of them already existed in the
Vedas and were later accepted by Tantra. Om is one of the latter” (Disc. on Tantra
Vol. -1 89). Solveig McIntosh mentions more specifically from which Vedas it comes,
“later known as oṃkāra, it first appears in the Upaniṣads. The Māṇḍúkya Upaniṣad
expounds on the three sounds a, u, m, of which it consists. Interestingly, the syllable
Om is not mentioned in the Ṛg Veda. It is first named in the Ṣukla Yajur Veda” (20).
The reason why Om is not mentioned in the Óg Veda might be because the concept of
Brahma and monotheism was not well established in the ancient times before the
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Yajuveda. “The Yajurvedic era saw the all-round development of these people, and
the resultant development of the Brahmaváda of the Yajurveda – the doctrine of
monotheism” (Ánandamúrti Disc. on Tantra – 1 145).
In our age of science we know very well that some sounds are not audible to
the human ear just as some vibrations are also not visible to our eyes. But those
sounds, although the frequency is too long or short for our ears, they can still be
measured and analyzed by our machines. That is still within the scope of the created
world. Shrii Shrii Ánandamúrtiji further explains that even the thought process of
Puruïottama (Consciousness) has sound. But the Nirguòa (non-attributional) Brahma
is beyond any expression and it is the abode of absolute silence.

You know, amongst different expressions, the expression of sound is
the subtlest, subtler even than light, and that is why the karòendriya,
the ear, is treated as the subtlest organ. Now, these acoustic
expressions are of two kinds: one is divine, or spiritual, acoustic
expression, and the other is physical acoustic expression. The sound
you hear is physical acoustic expression, and similarly there is spiritual
acoustic expression in the divine realm, in the spiritual campus. But in
the case of the Non-Attributional Entity, in the case of Nirguòa
Brahma, there is no expression, because Nirguòa means “where there
has been no expression”. But in the case of Saguòa [Saguòa Brahma,
the Attributional Entity] and even starting from Puruïottama [the
Nucleus Consciousness], there is expression. And that expression, till
it reaches the physical sphere, is spiritual acoustic expression, spiritual
sound. (AV part 30 22)
Here Shrii Shrii Ánandamúrtiji uses the words ‘divine realm, in the spiritual campus’
for the stages of the Cosmic Mind where there is no physical expression, namely the
aham and mahat.	
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2.2.1. Oôîkara (Om ॐ), Kulakuòìalini and the Six Spiritual Realizations

The sound Om is the sound of the creation of the universe and cannot be
pronounced by our mouth, tongue and lips. It is an unending sound. When the
spiritual force, kulakuòìalini rises through the cakras spiritual aspirants will hear
different manifestations of the Om sound. In the discourse “The Sound of God”, Shrii
Shrii Ánandamúrtiji describes the various sounds.

When those inner senses develop, then in the first phase sádhakas
[spiritual aspirants] can hear the sound, that inner sound, that inner
voice, that divine sound. In the first phase it is like the sound of
crickets. [Imitates the sound.] ...
Then in the next phase, as if somebody is dancing with ghuôghur
[ankle bells]. (You know, ghuôghur – you use it during the táòìava
dance. In Sanskrit it is called nupur.) Next you will hear the sound of
flutes – as if somebody is playing a flute. Then the sound of the ocean,
you know? A particular sound is created by the sea. And then, in the
fifth phase, taî, taî, just like bells, the sound of bells. And finally, the
sound is just like ooôôô– the oôîkára in pure form. And after that
there remains no sound, because after that there ends the realm, the
scope, of Saguòa. After that there is the scope of Nirguòa. In the realm
of Nirguòa there cannot be any sound, because there cannot be any
expression. Not even divine expression, not even supra-psychic
expression. (AV part 30 23)
We can see that the realizations become different as kulakuòìalinii16 passes through
the cakras. Kuòìalini is the spiritual force of the individual, lying dormant at the
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
16
kulakuòìalinii / kuòìalinii. Lit. coiled serpentine. Fundamental spiritual force,
residing at the base of the spine. Sleeping divinity. The force dormant in the kula, the
kumbha lowest vertebra of the body, which, when awakened, rises up the spinal
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Múládhára cakra. In the creation of the universe, it is the point of ultimate crudity but
it also has the potentiality to rise up and merge with the ultimate point of positivity.
“In this state of crudity the paráshakti [introversial pervasive force] that is lying in a
quiescent state as the jiivabháva [finite subjectivity], is called the kulakuòìalinii”
(Ánandamúrti ÁS 39). The individuality or finite subjectivity is called jiiva and can
merge with Shiva or the Consciousness residing at the sahasrára cakra.

The jiiva [unit being] has its origin in Shiva, and the jiiva has the
potentiality to merge again into Shiva. What separates the two are the
bandhanas [bondages], the páshas [fetters]17, which in the human body
are represented by the cakras. As soon as these cakras are pierced and
these bandhanas broken, the jiiva becomes Shiva (Ánandamúrti AV
Part 33 72)

	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
column enabling a person to develop all his/her spiritual potentialities
(Premamayánanda 38)
17	
  bandhana and pasha: These are the eight páshas or fetters: hatred, apprehension,
fear, complex of shyness, hiding something or suppression, lineage, vanity of culture,
and vanity. Sometimes the word pásha refers also to the six enemies (ripu): attraction
for physicality, anger, greed, blind attachment, pride and envy. Sometimes it refers
also to the fifty psychic propensities (vrtti) of the mind.
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Table 3 The Seven Cakras of Human Body
Cakra

Location in the Human

Corresponding

Five Fundamental

Body

Glands

Factors

Sahasrara

Crown of the head

Pineal

Ájiôa

Middle of eyebrows

Pituitary

Vishuddha

Throat

Thyroid and

Ethereal factor

parathyroid

Ákaïa tattva

Thymus

Aerial factor

Anáhata

Middle of Chest

Váyu tattva
Maòipura

Navel

Adrenal

cakra

Igneus factor
Tejas tattva

Svádhiïíána Genitals – root of genital

Testes and ovaries

organ in men and six

Liquid factor
Apa tattva

fingers above base of
spine in women
Múládhára

Base of Spine

Anus

Solid factor
Kïiti tattva

Source: (Premamayánanda Ánanda Márga Dictionary)

When the kulakuòìalinii of a spiritual aspirant crosses through the cakras, there will
be a spiritual realization of ever more closeness to the Supreme and experience of
inner sounds, colours and shapes of the cakras. The highest type of realization and the
last one before the spiritual aspirant merges with the non-attributional consciousness
residing at the sahasrára cakra is the sound of Om. Shrii Shrii Ánandamúrtiji
describes those experiences in details in the discourse “Sálokya, Sámiipya, Sáyujya,
Sárúpya, Sárïíhi”. These are the names of the five realizations when the
kulakuòìalinii crosses the cakras. The sixth one is that of Kaevalya, oneness with the
Supreme.
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In sádhaná, as the mind ascends higher and higher, piercing one cakra
after another, the shape at the cakra changes, the colour changes, the
sound changes, and the very ectoplasm changes subtly. Finally, once
the One Supreme Ultimate, which is beyond time, space, and person, is
reached, there remains nothing to change. (Ánandamúrti AV Part-33
73)
Table 4 The Six Realizations, Their Corresponding Cakra, Name, Colour and
Associated Feeling.
Name of

Sound

Colour

Associated Feeling

Crossing

‘Tick-tick’

Golden

I am not alone, the

Múládhára to

sound of

Svádhiïíána

Crickets

Crossing

Páyala, anckle

Svádhiïíána

bells

When

Realization crossing the
Cakra
Sálokya

Sámiipya

Lord is with me.

Watery white

Feeling of nearness

Red

Feeling of close

to Maòipura
Sáyujya

Maòipura to

Sweet flute

Anáhata
Sárúpya

Sárïíhi

touch
Blue greenish Feeling of

Anáhata to

Sound of gong

Vishuddha

or the sea

Vishuddha to

Beginning of

Various

Feeling of ‘I am

Ájiôa

om sound,

Colours

He’

No colour

Oneness, ‘You’

sameness

develops into
full fledged
om sound
Kaevalya

Ájiôa to

No sound

Sahasrára

(‘Thou art’).

Source: (Ánandamúrti, AV Part 33 72-75; NK 15-25)
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These realizations are rare experiences that spiritual aspirants may have due to their
intense meditation and austerities or the unconditional grace of the Guru.
The seat of the Non-attributional Consciousness (Nirguòa Brahma) is at the
top of the crown in sahasrára cakra.

According to the science of yoga, ájiôá cakra (the pituitary plexus) is
the controlling point of the mind. The abode of Attributional Brahma
ends just a little above the pituitary plexus. The sahasrára cakra
(pineal plexus) is located ten fingers above the pituitary plexus. This
pineal plexus is the abode of Parama Shiva, the Supreme
Consciousness. (Ánandamúrti ÁM Ideology Part V-VIII 608-609)
Parama Shiva is the Non-attributional Consciousness and is beyond this created
universe and therefore also beyond our mind. When the mind reaches the point
beyond the Attributional (Saguòa) Brahma, it is surrendered to the Supreme and loses
its own existence, like a drop of water merging with the ocean. There will be a
complete unification of the unit consciousness and the Supreme Consciousness. The
Parama Shiva is infinitely blissful and the mind can only comprehend that it was in a
state of absolute bliss once it comes down to attributed consciousness again due to
unrequited saîskaras.

1-24. Abhávottaránandapratyayálambaniirvrttih tasya pramáòam.
[The lingering bliss which follows this state of vacuity is the proof of
that state, the means of firm belief in that state.] (Ánandamúrti ÁS 1516)
To attain this state of absolute suspension of the mind into the Non-attributed
Consciousness, individual effort is not sufficient. The unit beings are within the orbit
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of this created universe and cannot transcend it without the help of an entity that in
Ánanda Márga philosophy has been given the name Táraka Brahma.

2.2.2. Saguòa, Nirguòa, and Táraka Brahma

In Saguòa Brahma, Prakrti (the Cosmic Operative Principle) influences
Puruïa (Cosmic Consciousness) and the pure consciousness manifests in this created
world; Nirguòa Brahma is the Non-attributional Consciousness and has no direct
relationship with this created world – it is pure consciousness in its unmanifested
state. Táraka Brahma resides at the tangential point between those two.

They get merged in Puruïottama who aspire for Him as the ultimate
destiny, but those who aim at mokïa, where sádhaná is the complete
surrender of self into That (Nirguòa Brahma, the Objectless
Consciousness), get out of this Brahma Cakra by a tangential touch. At
this point of tangential touch is the abode of Táraka Brahma (who
resides within the scope of both Nirguòa and Saguòa Brahma). Táraka
Brahma is a concept of Tantra. (Sarkar Idea and Ideology 45)
Puruïottama is the Nucleus Consciousness residing at the nucleus of the
triangle of forces (guòas) and also at the nucleus of the universe. He is the nucleus of
Saguòa Brahma and merging with Him is called Mukti or liberation. By practicing the
1st meditation lesson (Iishvara Praòidhána) of Ánanda Márga, a spiritual aspirant
may attain liberation. The fundamental psychology behind this is that the person
(microcosm) has to take the supreme macrocosmic entity (Puruïottama or Parama
Puruïa) as the object of meditation.
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“Oneness in objectivity results in oneness in subjectivity.” So when
the objectivity of the microcosm gets converted into objectivity of the
Macrocosm, the jiivátman – the subjective counterpart of the
microcosm – is transformed into the subjective counterpart of the
Macrocosm, that is, Puruïottama. (Sarkar Idea and Ideology 16)
Table 5 Sanskrit Terms in Brahmacakra
Sanskrit Name

English Name

Definition

Saguòa Brahma

Attributed Consciousness,

Brahma when affected by the three

Supreme Attributional

guòas of Prakrti resulting in the

Principle

creation of the universe.

Non-attributed

Brahma unaffected by the guòas of

Consciousness, Objectless

Prakrti. Pure and unqualified

Consciousness

consciousness

Nirguòa, Brahma

Táraka Brahma

Supreme Consciousness in its
liberating and devotional aspects

Parama Puruïa

Supreme Consciousness

General term for Brahma, the
Supreme Consciousness in all
aspects

Puruïottama

Macrocosmic Nucleus,

Parama Puruïa as the nucleus of

Supreme Nucleus,

the universe. The witnessing entity

Supreme Consciousness,

of the cosmic cycle Brahmacakra

Consciousness
Puruïa

Consciousness; Supreme

The consciousness of both

Cognitive Principle;

macrocosm and microcosm

Supreme Consciousness
Prakrti

Supreme Operative

The instrumental cause of creation;

Principle

an innate principle existing within
Puruïa and composed of the three
guòas.

Guòas

Binding factor or principle

Prakrti is composed of the three
guòas: sáttvaguòa (sentient
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principle), rájoguòa (mutative
principle) and támoguòa (static
principle)
Iishvara

Lord, God

The controller of the universe; the
witnessing entity of the manifested
universe

Mahásambhúti

When Táraka Brahma creates a
body for Himself out of the five
fundamental factors, this body is
known as His Mahásambhúti

Source: (Premamayánanda Ánanda Márga Dictionary)

2.2.3. Oôîkara (Om ॐ), Turiiya and the Role of Táraka Brahma

Om is often spelled as AUM (in Sanskrit grammar A+U = O) a, u, m, - these
three syllables represent all the expressions of the Supreme Entity. “During the phase
of creation, when He creates, the sound ‘a’ is created. When He retains and nourishes
the sound ‘u’ is created. When He takes back everything the sound ‘ma’ is created”
(Ánandamúrti AV Part 3 13-14). Aum in that case will then have a meaning similar to
GOD i.e. Generator, Operator and Destructor and in Indian mythology Brahmá, Viïòu
and Maheshvara.
The symbol for Om in the Devanágarii and Bengali script symbolizes the two
aspects of Brahma i.e. Saguòa Brahma and Nirguòa Brahma. “Oôîkára is composed
of four syllables: A, U, Ma and the sonic dot, of which the first three are indicative of
Saguòa and the sonic dot stands for Nirguòa” (Ánandamúrti SS Part 2 106). It is
therefore symbolizing everything within and beyond this created world. Oôîkára is
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therefore symbolizing the oneness of God and the oneness of Brahma. He has
attributional and non-attributional stance but they are essentially one. “Nirguòa and
Saguòa are two aspects of one and the same Brahma. They are not two different
Brahmas.... Ánanda Márga is absolute monism – it is not dualism” (Ánandamúrti ÁM
Philosophy Part I-IV 261). Oôîkára can only be heard as a part of inner realization
and not with our external ears. That realization happens when the spiritual aspirant
identifies mind and soul with Brahma. “Bring the world and your existence into
unicity with Brahma and you will find yourself, verily, that same oôîkára”
(Ánandamúrti SS Part 2 110-111).
Oôîkára can also represent the three states of mind and the fourth one, which
is Turiiya or the true Self. The three states of mind are wakefulness, dream and sleep
and come within the scope of this relative world. The fourth state is beyond our mind
and beyond this world - it is Absolute Bliss and Oneness. It is beyond knower, known
and knowable; controller and controlled. It is the state of pure consciousness, which is
the seed of the universe. Turiiya is the goal of life for the spiritual aspirant and
establishment in deathlessness, because he or she will go beyond the life and death
cycle. Turiiya is a state beyond the mind, like when a drop of water merges with the
sea and loses its individual identity (Ánandamúrti SS Part 2 100-130).
Psychology in Ánanda Márga has been included as a part of philosophy and its
scope is greater than of Western psychology. Shrii Shrii Ánandamúrtiji gives in the
discourse “Our Philosophical Treatise” a brief summary of the psychology of Ánanda
Márga.

Mind is the composite of citta, aham and mahat – its different
functional chambers. It has four mental states – jágrat (wakeful),
svapna (dream), suïupti (sleep) and turiiya (transcendental). From a
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practical point of view, the mind is divided into conscious,
subconscious and unconscious portions. (Ánandamúrti ÁM Philosophy
Part I-IV 263)
In the ‘extrovertial’ phase of creation (saincara), the feeling of existence
(mahat) and doer-ship (aham) in the Cosmic Mind are theoretical stages of creation
because at that point the universe has not been created. It is only when the
Consciousness (Puruïa) comes under the influence of the static force (tamaguòa) of
the Creative Principle (Prakrti) that this physical universe it created. Unit minds can
therefore only be formed when all the three, citta, aham and mahat have been formed.
Living entities all have those three functional chambers but in underdeveloped
creatures such as plants only citta is active. In developed animals and certain
developed plants the aham is also functioning. When aham becomes active, intellect
develops and when mahat becomes developed, intuition develops. The mind has five
layers that are part of the unit and Cosmic citta. Aham and mahat are termed Causal
Mind and there is only a theoretical difference between the unit mahat and Cosmic
Mahat. If the mind is suspended into the unit mahat it will naturally merge with the
Cosmic Mahat. This is what is termed savikalpa samádhi if the merger is temporary
and mukti if the saîskaras or reactions of past actions have been exhausted and the
unit mind permanently is suspended into the Mahat of the Cosmic Mind
(Ánandamúrti ÁS 4-28; Idea and Ideology 1-65).
The wakeful state (jágrat) of the unit mind is concerned with this external
world and enjoys the physical and psychic pleasures and pains of its environment.
The mind can be concerned both with crude and subtle mental pabulum. Even though
the inferences that our sensory organs take in are from the crude world the enjoyment
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is largely psychic because they are processed in the mind. The conscious mind is
active and subconscious, unconscious and the soul are latent in the wakeful state.

In this wakeful state the Átmá or soul is called catuïpada or fourphasic; that is, in this state all its four phases are present either
explicitly or implicitly. In other words the wakeful state is explicit and
within that are latent the dream state, sleep state and the state of
Turiiya. (Ánandamúrti SS Part 2 114)
During the state of dream, the function of the sensory and motor organs is largely
suspended and the mind enjoys and endures in the realm of thought. During the dream
state, the wakeful, sleep state and the Soul are latent.
The fourth state of mind, Turiiya, is actually beyond the mind. It is a concept
similar to that of Nirguòa Brahma, who is beyond all attributes. The three states,
wakefulness, sleep and dream are within the periphery of this related world and mind
and the mind has to surrender itself to the Infinite in order to attain the state of
oneness with that Absolute Infinite Blissful Consciousness that we call Turiiya
Brahma. The state of Turiiya is even beyond Iishvara, who is witnessing and
controlling the universe because Turiiya has no relation with anything material.

This Turiiya or non-dual state is beyond all guòas or attributes. No
language can describe Him. The scriptures have only tried to elucidate
and explain Him, but the language for the proper explanation is not
within the bounds of the scriptures. In the state of Turiiya not only
does subjectivity not exist, but in the fourth aspect of the turiiya, the
Avikalpa, there is not even a semblance of witness-ship. No matter
how assiduously the wavering and indecisive mind exerts itself to
reach that Turiiya, it can never hold Him within its grasp. To attain
Him one has to do the sádhaná of self-surrender, one has to surrender
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oneself wholly – giving the full sixteen annas.(1)18 Withholding of
even a single anna will not do. (Ibid. 129-130)
The path of self-surrender is only possible by the grace of Táraka Brahma
who is the bridge between Saguòa and Nirguòa Brahma. Táraka Brahma, “resides
within the scope of both Nirguòa and Saguòa Brahma” (Idea and Ideology 45), but
because of his own will, He takes the help of the five fundamental factors and is born
as a human being. Saguòa Brahma is attributed consciousness and in Him
consciousness has become manifested as this created world because of the bondage of
the creative principle. To merge with Saguòa Brahma is therefore not the final merger
or salvation. Nirguòa is objectless consciousness with no actions are derivations.
Táraka Brahma fulfils the function of both. To surrender to the Turiiya or Nirguòa
Brahma is therefore only possible by surrendering to the Supreme Guru, Táraka
Brahma.

Táraka Brahma is the middle point and can fulfil the function of both.
He guides, loves and favours His affectionate sons and daughters. His
children say that He cannot live without loving them and address Him,
“O our great Father, our affectionate Mother, our All, we remember
Thee, we adore Thee. O Witnessing Entity, we offer our homage to
Thee, Thou art the only rescue in this crude worldly ocean, so to Thee
we surrender ourselves.” This complete surrender is the summum
bonum of all spiritual sádhaná, which only can lead to Him from
where decline is not even imaginable. Really blessed is one who has
attained this complete surrender unto Him, like the piece of salt which
went to measure the depth of the ocean – but a momentous divine jerk
and an attraction occurred and the bit of salt was lost, no one knows
where.
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One Indian rupee contains sixteen annas.
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(Táraka Brahma is not a figure of philosophy – it is a creation of
devotional sentiment.) (Sarkar Idea and Ideology 46)
The concept of Táraka Brahma is fundamental to understand the concept and
role of the Supreme Guru — Mahákaola. He lives His life as a normal person but
those who come close to Him realize with their devotion and spiritual practices that
He is the Supreme Consciousness (Parama Puruïa) in human form. This type of
realization can be divided into stages or degrees of proximity to the Supreme19. It also
means that this whole universe is within the mind of Táraka Brahma and He is
witnessing His own drama unfold. This type of thought is clearly evident in the epic
Mahabharata, where Krïòa is at helm of all affairs.
What are the qualities of Táraka Brahma? The first quality is that he must be a
Mahákaola i.e. be able to raise his own kulakuòìalini and also others. Kaola is a
normal saint or spiritual person that is able to raise his own kuòìalini.

Shiva was a Mahákaola. He came here about 7000 years ago. After
Him, about 3500 years ago, there came another Mahákaola. He was
called Krïòa. The difference between kaola and Mahákaola is, the
kaola raises his or her coiled serpentine, kulakuòìalinii, through his or
her sádhaná, and establishes the union [of] the fundamental negativity
and the fundamental positivity; where in the case of the Mahákaola,
the Mahákaola has the power to raise the kulakuòìalinii of others also.
A kaola can never raise the kulakuòìalinii of others; he or she can
raise his or her own kulakuòìalinii. A Mahákaola can, if He so desires,
raise the kulakuòìalinii of others also. (Ánandamúrti ÁV Part 23 78)
There are numerous stories and confirmed events where Bábá would raise the
kulakuòìalinii of sádhakas (spiritual aspirants) in His presence. He would be able to
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See Table 4, p. 62
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raise it just by asking the person to close his eyes, meditate for a few moments and
then He would order the kulakuòìalinii to rise to a certain cakra. Bábá even
demonstrated nirvikalpa samádhi. Ácárya Nagina was fortunate to be one of the first
disciples that were directly initiated by Bábá and wrote in his book Ananda Katha one
instance when Bábá demonstrated nirvikalpa samádhi on senior sádhaka Shrii P. K.
Chatterjee on 28 November 1954, the fourth time that Bábá’s disciples had chance to
meet each other.

Baba

then

addressed

the

kundalinii:

“I

Yogeshvar

Ánandamurti, order you to leave muladhara and go to svadhisthana
cakra”.
The kundalinii obeyed Baba’s command as we saw by
observing the physical changes in the subject. Baba guided the
kundalinii upward to manipura, anahata, vishuddha and ajina cakras, as
HE had done with this subject on November 14th. We witnessed the
same subtle yet profound transformations in the subject’s physical
appearance as the kundalinii rose.
Now Baba directed the kundalinii to the highest cakra,
saharara. (sic) The subject became calm and peaceful, and his face
shone with a halo-like brightness.
“What you see in this subject”, said Baba, “is the state of
nirvikalpa samadhi, the highest possible realisation of Self that one can
achieve”. (Naginá 93)

There is plenty of evidence that Shrii Shrii Ánandamúrtiji was a Mahákaola
and thereby also a Táraka Brahma or Mahásambhúti. However, He never wanted to
reveal Himself to the public and never publicly demonstrated these powers. Rather
Bábá would always act as a completely normal person. When He was working in the
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railways office in Jamalpur, most of the people around Him had no idea that He had
any special spiritual powers.

2.3. Mantra and the Effect of Sound in Spiritual Practices

In the Tantric spiritual science, mantra is one of the key concepts to
understand. Siddha mantra is a mantra that has been given spiritual power by the
Guru. Bábá Nam Kevalam is a special siddha mantra that Shrii Shrii Ánandamúrtiji
empowered for singing kiirtana. It has eight syllables: Ba – Ba Na – M Ke – Va – La
– M. Bábá has explained that it can raise the kulakuòìalinii in eight jumps up to
sahasrára cakra. This mantra is different from the meditation mantras that are only
repeated silently in the mind. Bábá Nam Kevalam is the only mantra that is used for
singing. All other mantras are only repeated mentally during meditation and taught
individually by the ácáryas.

2.3.1. Awakening the Kulakuòìalini

The word mantra in Saîskrita is very meaningful, and it has no
synonymous term in any other language. ‘Mananát tárayet yastu sah
mantrah parikiirttitah’ – Mantra is that particular word whose
repetition or auto-suggestion or outer-suggestion helps the microcosm
free itself of all the fetters of physical and psychic life. ‘Man’ + ‘trae’
+ ‘ìa’ is the derivation of the term. (Ánandamúrti AV Part 5 96)
Mantra is a sound that can lead human beings to liberation from all worldly bondages.
How does that happen? The mantra has to be able to awaken the kulakuòìalini,
residing at the múládhára cakra (at the base of the spine), and bring it to the seed of
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the mind at ájiôá20 cakra. That is, jiiva (unit consciousness) has to merge with Shiva
(Cosmic Consciousness). The basic qualities of mantra are that it must have spiritual
power from a Mahákaola, it should be suitable to that individual, and it should have
deep spiritual meaning that will help in ideating on the Supreme. Mantra is based on a
subtle science of sound, how the sound influences the mind and every cell of the body
and how that sound can awaken the spiritual potentiality of human beings.

Before we try to understand what a mantra is, let us be clear about
shabda [sound]. Everything in this manifest universe is vibrational.
Creation is also vibrational. And the first and subtlest expression of the
vibrational flow is shabda. (Ánandamúrti Disc. on Tantra – 1 47)
As I explained earlier, the creation of the universe has three stages, the stage of Mahat
and Aham of Cosmic Mind, where the quinquelemental 21 universe has not been
manifested and the Citta of Cosmic Mind where the five fundamental factors22 are
manifested due to the pressure and influence of the static force (tamaguòa) of the
Creative Principle (Prakrti) on the Consciousness (Puruïa). The whole manifested
universe is vibrational, i.e. has both colour and sound but the sound or shabda is the
subtlest of the five tanmatras.23

Prior to its practical emergence in the practical sphere, shabda was
present in the realm of bháva, or ideas. And the starting point of shabda
in the world of ideation is called paráshakti. Paráshakti exists both in
the unit and in the [Cosmos]. (Ibid.)
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
20
ájiôá cakra: The cakra located slightly above the eyes at the pituitary gland
21
Quinquelemental: Composed of the five fundamental factors.
22
Five fundamental factors: ákásha (ethereal), váyu (aerial), agni (luminous), jala
(liquid), and kïiti (solid).
23
“There are five tanmátras: shabda (sound), sparsha (touch), rúpa (form), rasa
(taste) and gandha (smell).” (Ánandamúrti AM Elem. Phil. 18)
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Paráshakti is the stage of unmanifested sound in the Cosmic Mind as well as in unit
being. Oôîkara (Om) is the sound of the creation and starts from the first point of
expression (Shambhuliuôga), when the creation of the Cosmic Mind starts.
(Ánandamúrti Yoga Psychology 153; ÁS 39) Paráshakti in human beings resides at
the múládhára cakra in the form of kulakuòìalinii. It is the ultimate point of
crudification but at the same time also the beginning point of expression of unit
potentialities. “In this state of crudity the paráshakti [introversial pervasive force] that
is lying in a quiescent state as the jiivabháva [finite subjectivity], is called the
kulakuòìalinii” (Ánandamúrti ÁS 39).

And what is mantra caetanya, or the awakening of a mantra? Mantra
caetanya is the condition where, with the help of a particular shabda, a
person establishes parallelism between his or her external physical
vibration and his or her internal ectoplasmic vibration, and then raises
this to the spiritual level (Ánandamúrti Disc. on Tantra – 1 49)
The mantra has also to be suitable to the ‘reactive momenta’ (saîskara) of the person
and the person should have a benevolent feeling for this created world. Because of
this reason, those who want to learn Ánanda Márga meditation will have to follow the
moral principles of Yama and Niyama24 and meditation is taught individually. The
meaning of the mantra is also of great importance. Without understanding the inner
meaning of the mantra, there cannot be any ideation and consequently the mind
cannot relate to that sound as anything important.
The mantra has to awaken kulakuòìalinii, the dormant spiritual power residing
at the múládhára cakra. As such the mantra also has to have spiritual power from a
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See Guide to Human Conduct by Shrii P. R. Sarkar
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Mahákaola, that is a person that can awaken not only his own kulakuòìalinii but also
that of others.

Those who can move the collective ectoplasm through the medium of
their ectoplasmic rhythm, can awaken new power in shabda through
their own ectoplasmic strength. The awakening of this power in
shabda is called purashcaraòa in Sanskrit. And those who can perform
such a tough task are called Mahákaola. They alone are worthy of the
status of guru and no one else. When a Mahákaola awakens vibrations
in the universal ectoplasmic body through the medium of particular
shabdas, those shabdas [are also altered and] acquire the status of
siddha mantras. A spiritual aspirant can only achieve perfection
through the medium of those siddha mantras. Other mantras are not
capable of leading to success, and spiritual aspirants cannot awaken
them. (Ibid. 52)
“Awakening vibrations in the universal ectoplasmic body” is not an easy task. It can
obviously only be done by the Supreme Consciousness Himself. Therefore, the real
Guru is no other than the Supreme. “Gurur Brahmá, Gurur Viïòu, Gurur Devo
Maheshvara” (Ánandamúrti AV Part 3 13). The Guru is GOD — Generator, Operator
and Destructor.

2.3.2. Shravana, Manana and Nididhyasana

In order to understand the reason why music is so important in Ánanda Márga
it is needed to explain the concept of shravana, manana and nididhyasana. In simple
words, we can say that it means that we should listen to the name of the Lord, ideate
on Him and eventually merge our Self with Him.
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The effect of shravana is that vibrations of sound which are moving
from crude to subtle are set in motion against the flow in the
vibrational faculty, where worldly sounds are moving from subtle to
crude. This will set in reverse motion a flow of sounds, and this will
take one up to the starting point of the vibrational faculty.
(Ánandamúrti Discourses on Tantra Vol. I 57)

Shravana, Manana, and Nidhidyásana
Triangle of Forces

Nidhidhyásana

(Basic Principle, Nirguna Brahma)

Primordial Principle

Manana

(Bhaeravii, corresponds to Mahat)

Vibrational Principle

Shravana

(Bhavanii, corresponds to
Aham and Citta)

Fig. 6. Shravana, Manana, and Nidhidyásana.
Source: Avadhútika Á. Mitra Ác. Commentary on Ánanda Sutram 266-270.
Figure 6 explains how the unit being can eventually merge with the Supreme
Consciousness by the help of Shravana, Manana, and Nidhidyásana. Shravana is to
listen and sing songs with spiritual ideation that help the spiritual aspirant to cross the
‘Vibrational Principle’ that is the portion of the Cosmic Mind that has vibrations.
Manana is to contemplate on the Supreme and corresponds to meditation that has
takes the Supreme Consciousness as the object of the mind. By manana the mind is
able to traverse the causal portion of the Cosmic Mind and reach to the source of the
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creation. Nidhidhyásana leads to the summum bonum of human life and final merger
with the Supreme Entity (Ánandamúrti Discourses on Tantra Vol. I 61).
The cycle of creation is going on indefinitely where consciousness becomes
matter due to the static influence of the tamaguòa (static force) of Prakrti (Creative
Principle). The natural tendency in the creation is that of movement towards the
crude. However, by singing devotional songs or kiirtana a new movement is created
towards the subtle that can help the mind to move beyond this vibrational world. It is
therefore well known in India that kiirtana purifies the environment and creates
auspicious atmosphere. This motion from crude to subtle can take the mind up to the
starting point of the ‘vibrational faculty’ (Saguòa Brahma) that is from subtle portion
of the mind (citta) to the causal portion (aham and mahat) of the unit mind and
Cosmic Mind. This is not a small task, because this journey is often the most
troublesome. Many times the mind is occupied with worldly thoughts that make deep
meditation on the Supreme impossible. By singing kiirtana or bhajan for some time
the mind moves to another direction, a motion from subtle to crude is set and the mind
moves towards the pure spiritual ideation.
Manana is concentrated thinking about the Supreme Consciousness (Parama
Puruïa). It is meditation; repeating a mantra with spiritual ideation will keep the mind
busy with thoughts about the Supreme. This process will enable the mind to pass
through the causal portion of the mind (aham and mahat). The last stage,
nididhyasana, is to totally surrender one’s ego and merge with Puruïottoma, the
Nucleus of the Universe. This surrender is only possible through devotion to the
Supreme. By following shravana and manana, listening to the Lord’s name by
singing kiirtana and meditating on Him, devotion will naturally develop. The love for
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the Supreme will awaken in the heart and the devotee will be able to merge himself
with the Infinite due to the attraction of the love of the Supreme.

When you come in close contact with the Supreme Entity, you will
find that you have no wealth superior to devotion. All worldly
possessions will prove of no avail. Only devotion enables you to come
into close contact with Him. This is the goal of human life. This is true
progress.
You have been wandering through the labyrinth of a myriad of lives.
You have been ever advancing toward this stage. Knowingly or
unknowingly, you are being drawn unto Him. This is the summum
bonum of life. As long as you have not realized Him, there is no siddhi
in your life. (Ibid.)
Shrii Prabhat Rainjan Sarkar explains about the science of music in several
discourses and how aesthetic science influences the mind and leads the human being
towards the Infinite. Some of his discourses explain how the glands are developed
through dance and mudras and what will be the psychological effect of certain dance.
He takes the reader on a journey hundreds thousands of years back in history to the
beginning of linguistic expression of the first human beings.
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2.4. Lord Shiva’s Contribution to the Music of Humanity
2.4.1. Surasaptaka and Acoustic Roots

According to Shrii Prabhat Rainjan Sarkar, human beings started to sing soon
after they formed the first words to express their human sentiments. This singing was
not systematic or according to any music systems. Shiva was the first one to give a
systematic melodic system by forming the seven notes and the raga system.

Human beings have been practicing songs since prehistoric times.
Once word had first started to form through the human mouth, songs
followed close behind, somewhat like the “u” that follows “q”. Even in
the first maòìala of the ancient Rgveda, we find songs primarily in
long and elongated voices. (Sarkar Saîgiita 63)
Shrii Sarkar takes the commencement of the composition of the ancient
Ógveda, 15,000 years ago, as the starting point of civilization. Shiva’s contribution to
humanity in the form of music, medicine, marriage system and meditation was so
great that it became the transition point for the development to human civilization.
One of Shiva’s first great contributions to music was the invention of the seven-note
music scale - surasaptaka. During Shiva’s time, chanda (poetic metre) was known
and used in the Ógveda but ragas and raginiis were not yet invented. Shiva made the
seven-tone scale based on the sounds of seven animals. These sounds form what we
commonly call Sargam or sá-re-gá-má-pá-dhá-ni, which closely resembles the
Western solfège, Do Re Mi Fa So La Si Do.

After close observation, Shiva concluded that the sounds
produced by the mouths and tongues of various birds and animals
maintain a harmonious adjustment with the undulations of the sound
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waves of the universe. The eighth step, the eighth note, of this
harmony comes very close to the first note.
Based on the sounds of seven creatures, Shiva evolved the
surasaptaka. This seven-note scale, which made the rhythm sweeter
and more graceful, includes the sounds of ïaìaja [peacock], rïabha
[ox], gándhára [goat], madhyama [horse], paiôcama [cuckoo],
dhaevata [ass] and niïáda [elephant]. By taking the initials of the
seven sounds – sá from ïaìaja, re from rïabha, gá from gándhára, má
from madhyama, pá from paiôcama, dhá from dhaevata and ni from
niïáda – Shiva made the surasaptaka sá-re-gá-má-pá-dhá-ni; and at
the eighth step, the first sound is repeated, although on a different level
[of pitch]. (Sarkar Saîgiita 2)

Acoustic roots are an important concept in the Tantric theory of sound. The
universe takes shape within the citta portion of the Cosmic Mind that is influenced by
the static principle (tamaguòa) of Prakrti. The mental flow of the Cosmic Mind at
that stage has taken curvatures and the whole universe is made of these mental waves
of the Cosmic Mind that manifest as the various entities of the world. Hence,
everything in the universe is ‘vibrational’ and has both sound and colour. We can only
perceive a fraction of the sounds and colours of the universe due to our limited
capacity of perception. In the discourse “Acoustic Roots”, that Shrii Shrii
Ánandamurtiji gave on a visit to Taiwan, in Taipei 25 August 1979, he explains the
science of acoustic roots.

You are laughing. The sound há-há-há-há is created. The sound há-háhá is the acoustic root of the action of laughing. Each and every action
has its acoustic root.
The portion of the tree that remains under the earth is the root; the
acoustic root is the sound which may be treated as the rudimental
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portion of an action. The Latin adjective of “root” is “rudimental”. For
each and every action of this world there is an acoustic root. (Disc. on
Tantra – 1 76)
There are total fifty sounds in the cakras of the human body and they represent the
innumerable sounds of the universe. Those fifty sounds are also the sounds of the
alphabet of the Sanskrit language. This is the reason why only the Sanskrit language
is used for the mantras. The vibration of the mantra has to maintain parallelism
between the individual vibration and the cosmic vibrations. The subtle science of
mantras is originating from Shiva, the first creator of the mantras (Mantreshvara25). It
is still today beyond the capacity of our modern science to comprehend it fully.

Now if we try to bring those expressions – so many expressions
– together, it will be beyond human capacity, but we may try. And as a
result of human endeavour, those expressions have been brought
within the range of fifty main sounds. Those fifty main sounds are
controlled by fifty main glands and sub-glands of the human body.
In the morning span I was saying something regarding the pancreas.
There are ten sub-glands; each and every sub-gland has a particular
sound. Amongst the fifty sounds, ten are controlled by the pancreas –
ìa, ìha, òa, ta, tha, da, dha, na, pa, and pha. Each and every sound
has something to do with the physical world and with the mental
world. These ten sounds control ten propensities of the human mind –
shyness, fear, etc. (Ibid. 75)
The second part of this quote is describing how the glands and sub-glands are
controlling the different sounds and thereby certain propensities (vrttis). This science
is explaining the age-old question of the relationship between the mind and body. The
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Mantreshvara: lit. the controller of the mantra
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sounds of the cakras are psycho-spiritual and they have a corresponding physical
expression in the glands and sub-glands that in turn control our emotions.
The Sanskrit language has an alphabet with fifty sounds. They are not only
alphabetic letters; they are also acoustic roots and the acoustic roots of the different
mental propensities or vrttis in our human body. Every propensity has a Sanskrit
name and a corresponding acoustic root. Therefore, the sounds of the surasaptaka are
formed from the beginning letters of the Sanskrit names of certain animals and birds
but also have a corresponding acoustic root. Vishuddha cakra has sixteen sounds,
whereof seven belong to the animal sounds that form the seven notes of the musical
scale.
The universe is also known as Macrocosm and human beings microcosm i.e.
the human body is a miniature form of the universe. In that way, the five cakras from
the base of the spine to the throat represent the five elements of the universe, (solid,
liquid, igneous, aerial and ethereal) and the movement of the kuòìalinii from the base
of the spine to the crown of the head marks the movement from fundamental
negativity to the supreme positivity of the Supreme Consciousness. Each cakra also
has certain sounds that control certain propensities.
When we think of the surasaptaka or the Western octave it may appear as
something very simple. In the West and India, singing the musical scale is normally
part of the first music education. However, the science behind the surasaptaka
touches on many deep concepts in yoga psychology and the spiritual science of
Tantra. The surasaptaka is still today the base of the music in many parts of the
world. From the above explanation of how these sounds are a part of our mind and
body and maintain parallelism with the universe, there is no wonder that this science
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has become so natural to human beings and still exists today in the various music
systems of the world.

2.4.2. Ragas and Ragiinis

Shrii P. R. Sarkar also gave the credit of inventing the rágas and rágiòiis to
Shiva, the great Tantric Guru.

In any case, Sadáshiva arranged these sounds to form the musical
scale, which is both acoustics and rhythmic phonetics. Thus in the
cultivation of music we cannot forget Sadáshiva. A little while ago I
said that sound has colour. We can also call this colour varòa or rága.
The word rága comes from adding the suffix ghaiô to raiôj; it means
“to dye, to colour”, or the state of dyeing. By putting sounds together
with different permutations and combinations, Shiva created newer and
newer acoustic rága and organized them into a system. In this way He
created six rágas and thirty-six rágiòiis. When considered from this
point of view, Sadáshiva’s contribution was unbounded. For this
reason, He is called nádatanu [music personified] in the Vedas.
(Sarkar Saîgiita 42)
Commonly Shiva is regarded as a god in India but in Shrii Shrii Ánandamurti’s book
Namah Shiváyá Shántáya he goes back in time to the when Shiva was on this earth
and unfolds the various contributions that he gave to humanity. Because of his
numerous contributions and role as a spiritual Guru, he became a god in the minds of
the people. He did not only invent the rágas and rágiòiis theoretically but also played
them on a stringed instrument called viiòa. Before Shiva, in prehistoric time, the one
string instrument ektárá had been invented. “Shiva improved upon this ektárá and
made the viiò or viiòá. This viiò or viiòá is the first musical instrument so devised as
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to maintain unison with surasaptaka or musical octave” (Sarkar Saîgiita 100). Shiva
also observed the need to coordinate rhythm and melody, so he invented the ìambaru
drum that became the forerunner of other percussion instruments such as mrdauôga
and tabla.

“Over time,” he continued, “this viiòá changed into different
kinds of viiòás and viiòs, the sitar, esraj, tamboura, violin and so many
others. Some of them had frets and others not. Just think of it! Shiva
had to make practically superhuman efforts with this primitive viiòá.
He had to invent the scale. He had to string his instrument very
carefully to get the proper sound. It was Shiva who made the rágas and
rágiòiis. He introduced soul-stirring modulation into them. He felt the
need for musical metre – without metre and tempo there could be no
song. To maintain the rhythm he invented the horn and the ìambaru [a
small drum shaped like an hourglass]. In the post-Shiva, Vedic era this
tabor and horn took the form of the mrdauôga. That was during the
end of the Yajurvedic era and the beginning of the Atharvavedic era.
(Sarkar Saîgiita 106-107)

Later, the system of ragas and rágiòiis continued to evolve and later composers and
musicians invented new ragas and forms of composition. Shrii P. R. Sarkar in his
numerous songs also invented a few new ragas but they have not yet been identified
or given names. Actually there is a vast scope of musicological research in the field of
Prabháta Saîgiita studies and the songs have not yet been categorized according to
music form or types of ragas used. Shrii Sarkar states, “Today and in the future as
well, many new ragas and rágiòiis will be created. No stoppage should be allowed in
this matter. I have also created a few new ragas and rágiòiis in Prabháta Saîgiita.
However, I have yet to name them” (Saîgiita 43). Shrii Sarkar remained so
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extremely busy until his departure in 1990 and eventually did not give names to those
ragas that he had created.

2.4.3. Dance and Mudra: The Táòìava, Kaoïiiki and Lalita Mármika Dances

Around 7,000 years ago, Shiva invented the taòìava dance and his wife
Párvatii invented the lalita mármika dance. Shiva is depicted in many sculptures as
Naíarája, the ‘King of Dancers’, dancing the táòìava dance. Both of these dances are
compulsory part of daily spiritual practices in Ánanda Márga.
The táòìava dance is only for male and represents the fight for existence. The
inner motivation is: “Destruction is inevitable, but I will continue to fight against
destruction through struggle” (Sarkar Saîgiita 83). The dancer has a dagger in his
right hand, symbolizing the fight against death and in the left hand is a human skull,
venomous snake or fire (during the night) representing death and destruction. The
dancer will raise his feet alternatively at least above the navel. This dance requires
much physical stamina and it enhances the male hormones and activates the brain and
entire nervous system. Shrii Sarkar says in several discourses that the táòìava dance
is the only physical exercise that not only benefits the body but the brain as well.

The mind has two main qualities – thinking and recollection. Both
these qualities deteriorate in the absence of exercise of those glands,
and there is no process for restoring them. Considering all this –
considering the location of the glands, and the effect of chandas and
mudrás – Shiva invented a unique and perfect dance: táòìava. As long
as a dancer remains above the ground, he derives much benefit; when
he touches the ground, then those benefits are assimilated by the body.
That is why in táòìava there is much jumping, because jumping
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requires the practitioner to remain off the ground for a fairly long
period of time. (Ánandamúrti NSS 56)
Shrii Shrii Ánandamurtiji in various discourses talked about the benefits of the
táòìava dance. However, this dance is only suitable for men as it increases the flow
of male hormones.

The practice of táòìava is not suitable for women because of certain
physiological constraints. But they need something too. When in
Patna, I invented a new type of dance-exercise for women, which I
have called kaoïikii nrtya. As for the benefits, kaoïikii is as important
as táòìava. Kaoïikii is beneficial for both men and women. (Ibid. 274)
Shrii Sarkar invented the kaoïiiki dance on 6 September 1978 and thereafter, on
different occasions, explained the benefits of the dance that finally totalled to twentytwo benefits for women and eighteen for men. Kaoïiiki dance is an important daily
exercise for Margiis and ácáryas. During Dharma Maha Cakra26 (DMC), there would
be a demonstration of kaoïikii and táòìava.

Fig. 7. Kaoïikii Dance27
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
26
Dharma Maha Cakra (DMC): Major spiritual gathering where Shrii Shrii
Ánandamurtiji would give discourses and blessings to the devotees.
27
Source: Progressive Women’s Spiritual Association, “Spiritual Practice”.
Acc. 4 June 2013. http://www.pwsa.org/spirpractice.htm
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The three dances kaoïikii, táòìava and lalita marmik maintain a healthy body
and mind and are an important addition to the yoga postures (ásanas). In Ánanda
Márga the lalita mármika dance is prescribed for kiirtana along with singing of the
mantra Bábá Nam Kevalam.

Lalita mármika is purely a devotional dance. The elbows must
be placed above the 90° position in relation to the shoulders. The
upraised hands indicate the spirit of surrender.
Hands placed at 90° indicate the strength of the arms of the
dancer. Táòìava expresses the spirit of strength and vigour. They are
straight, meaning thereby that they are ready to fight death. One hand,
holding a skull or fire or a snake, represents death, while the other
hand is holding a dagger, represent the spirit to fight death.
Kaoïikii: The two hands when upraised and folded together
represent, “Now I am trying to establish a link with Parama Puruïa.”
Both hands bending to the right indicate, “I know the right way to
request You.” The bending of the body should be at a 45° angular
projection. The leftward movement represents, “I know how to fulfill
Your demands.” The movement of bending in front suggests complete
surrender. The backward bending represents, “I am ready to face all
troubles that may come,” The last tá, tá represents, “O Lord, I repeat
Your rhythm.”
All three of these dances are devotional dances, and as such are
mudraic. (Ánandamúrti ÁV Parts11&12 153)
The taòìava and lalita mármika dance were extremely important in the history
of music and dance. The taòìava dance has the strength and rhythmic qualities and
the lalita mármika dance has the subtle mudras that are the expression of mind
through hand and body movement. The combination of vitality and subtlety of those
dances became the tála Oriental music system. This fact seems to be commonly
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accepted in India. Vidya Shankar writes on these dances when introducing Indian
dance:
The word tala was coined from the first letters of tandava and lasya.
Tandava is the dance of Siva, and Lasya is the dance of his consort
Shakti 28 . Thus tala is a blend of two personified rhythms, one
providing power and the other tempering that power with tenderness, a
combination of energy and grace, grandeur and delicacy, discipline and
freedom. Tala is the balancing element to the melodic side of music.
(106)
Shrii Shrii Ánandamurtiji in several discourses mentions that music and dance were
developed in Asia based on the qualities of lalita mármika and taòìava. These two
dances were the very beginning of dance as a distinct form of art. Before Shiva’s time
there was dance but it was first with Shiva and Párvatii that the dance started to
maintain balance between rhythm and movements. The influence of this later spread
to all South Asia and Southeast Asia (ÁV Parts 11&12 92).

2.4.4. Saîgiita: Song, Dance and Instrumental Music

Shiva wanted his disciples to maintain a good objective adjustment in their
daily lives. In order to make a happy connection with the mundane world and the
spiritual world he invented the science of saîgiita comprising of song, dance, and
instrumental music (Sarkar Saîgiita 15). Spiritual aspirants need to maintain balance
between the subjective spiritual practices and the objective world by practicing
meditation and rendering selfless service to the created world, including humans, flora
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
28
Laliita mármika is commonly known as lasya and Párvatii, Shiva’s first wife, is
also known as Shakti.
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and fauna.29 This benevolent outlook and love for the universe is nurtured by singing
devotional songs and doing meditation that softens the mind and awakens compassion
in the heart.
Shrii Sarkar explained the spiritual practices and social duties from a very
psychological point of view. His psychology includes the higher layers of mind that
belong to the causal mind. He gives a very positive and scientific explanation of how
songs with deep meaning and ideation can elevate the mind of the spiritual aspirant.

Songs [vocal] are rooted in the physical world, but their impact is on
the subtler layers of the human mind. The mental world is the
ectoplasmic world, the world composed of ectoplasmic stuff (cittáòu).
Songs produce a vibrational wave which makes our mental waves
straight, and these straightened mental waves in turn ultimately touch
the point of the soul. Now to touch the embodied soul, the songs must
have rhythm, melody and feeling (bháva). If there is no feeling, the
song will lack sweetness. Therefore, songs must have deep ideas.
(Sarkar Saîgiita 15)
Shrii Sarkar coined new words to explain the actual substance of the mind. He gave
the word ‘ectoplasmic mind’ for the mind that is related to our worldly activities and
‘endoplasmic mind’ for the part of the mind that he also calls ‘causal mind.’
A song carrying subtle ideas makes the mental waves of the mind become
calmer and move towards the absolute calmness of the soul and the Cosmic
Consciousness. Hence, devotional songs elevate our minds to the highest
manifestation of the vibrational world, touching the point of the soul (Ánandamúrti
Disc. on Tantra-1 57). Songs should have a deep suggestive meaning (bháva) and
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
29
“Átmamokïárthaî jagat hitáya ca” (“Self knowledge and service to humanity”) is
a key slogan of Ánanda Márga that gives equal importance to service and spiritual
practices (Ánandamurti SS Part 21 106).
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there should be coordination among the three aspects of saîgiita – vocal music,
dance, and instrumental music. The instrumental music therefore needs to maintain
parallelism with the ideation (bháva) of the song, the melody and rhythm. Before
Shiva, there had been some percussion, songs, and dance (and also the one stringed
ektárá) but he was the first one to coordinate all these into an aesthetic science. He
invented the ìambaru drum to maintain the rhythm with the songs, invented the viiná
to play the ragas and coordinated these instruments with the singing and dance. Shiva
also spread the knowledge of music among people through his disciple Maharshi
Bharata regardless of caste or social status (Sarkar Saîgiita 5).
Prabháta Saîgiita belongs to the music category of saîgiita, and combine
beautiful lyrics; rhythm based on the Indian tala theory; and instrumental
accompaniment. Some of the songs are well suited for various forms of Indian dance
such as Jhumur and Kathak. RAWA (Renaissance Artists’ and Writers’ Association)
cultural evenings during Dharma Mahasammelan30 always feature Prabháta Saîgiita
dance. Every year there is held Prabháta Saîgiita singing and dance competition in
Kolkata and surrounding cities, where around 20,000 young people (mostly girls)
participate. I joined one of these competitions and it was impressive to see the skill
and beauty of their dance. More than ninety percent of the participants are not
members of Ánanda Márga. The competition includes drawing pictures inspired by
Prabháta Saîgiita imagery; classical Indian dance based on Prabháta Saîgiita; and
singing the songs and playing harmonium with accompaniment of tabla. There are
preliminary competitions held in various parts of Kolkata region and final competition
held in September in Kolkata. Professional music and dance teachers form the jury
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
30
Dharma Mahasammelan is held in the presence of Purodha Promukha, the spiritual
head of Ánanda Márga. It is one of the main events of Ánanda Márga and is a major
spiritual conference normally lasting for at least three days.
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and as classical Indian dance is popular in Bengal, many of the dance schools send
their students to join the competition.

Fig. 8. Prabháta Saîgiita Competition in Kolkata, 22 August 2010. The kids in the
middle picture are drawing pictures inspired by the music and lyrics of PS.

Fig. 9. Prabháta Saîgiita Singing Competition in Kolkata, 22 August 2010. The
singer has to accompany herself/himself on harmonium and maintain adjustment with
the accompaniment of the tabla.
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2.5. Expression, Aesthetics, and the Role of Artists in Society
2.5.1. The Six Stages of Vocalization31

The reactive momenta of our past actions (saîskaras) express through the
cakras that are not only related to the six stages of spiritual realizations but also to our
every expression of daily life. Kulakuòìalini, sometimes also called paráshakti32, is
the fundamental energy that has potentiality to unite with the Supreme Consciousness.
Our expression moves from the lowest part of the spine (múládhára cakra) where the
primordial expression (párashakti) resides through six stages of expression, reaching
eventually the shrutigocará stage at vishuddha cakra, where expression materializes
as speech, song, dance or gestures (mudra).

In the initial stage, one’s vocal power lies latent as paráshakti
(primordial desire) in múládhára cakra. Paráshakti is an undeveloped
state of verbal expression. When the internal desire of speech arises,
paráshakti is awakened and starts its upward journey.
At svádhiïíhána cakra we visualise the next form of material
speech called pashyanti shakti. Pashyanti shakti permits people to
visualise an idea according to their inherent saîskáras. That is, people
mentally visualise what they are going to articulate. At anáhata cakra,
madhyamá shakti transforms pashyanti shakti into mental language,
which seeks to find expression through dance, gestures or speech. This
inner urge to vocalise the mental language is externalized through
dyotamáná shakti, which operates between anáhata cakra and
vishuddha cakra. Finally, with the help of vaekharii shakti, dyotamáná
shakti takes the form of language. (Ánandamurti ÁM Ideology Part V	
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For the six stages of spiritual realization, see table 4, p. 62. They occur when the
kulakuòìalini crosses the múládhára to sahasrára cakras. In this context, it is not the
kulakuòìalini crossing the cakras but the expressive energy that is residing at the
múládhára cakra.
32
Paráshakti: Introversive, pervasive force; the first stage of linguistic expression.
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VIII 548-549)

The last stage is shrutigocará shakti. Now the characteristic of dance is
to use mudrás to give expression to this last item, that is shrutigocará
shakti, without the help of words. The mudrás of dance are directly
related to the ectoplasm: thus the specialities of oriental dance are
easily appreciated by all. (Sarkar Saîgiita 17)
The human body’s energy, or indrashakti, or luminous factor, is
located in the maòipura cakra. The maòipura cakra maintains the
body’s physical balance. When pashyanti shakti comes to the
maòipura cakra and there receives the assistance of vital energy, it
becomes madhyamá shakti. The controlling point of madhyamá shakti
is the maòipura cakra or navel area. (Ánandamurti Disc. on Tantra – 1
95)
Shrii Shrii Ánandamurti in the above three quotes explains that there are six stages of
expression. They are paráshakti, pashyanti shakti, madhyamá shakti, dyotamáná
shakti, vaekharii shakti and shrutigocará shakti. It means that every time we speak,
sing or express in one way or other, that expression has to travel from múládhára
cakra to vishuddha cakra where it is materialized. The last quote is more specific that
pashyanti shakti is already transforming into madhyamá shakti at the maòipura cakra
because it is the centre of energy in the body. Then at anáhata cakra the idea has
received energy at maòipura cakra and is transformed into mental language with the
help of dyotamáná shakti. This mental language is then transformed into vocal
expression at the vocal cord with the help of vaekharii shakti and finally is expressed
through spoken language, singing or gestures (mudra) with the help of shrutigocará
shakti.
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Table 6 The Six Stages of Vocalization

Name of

Corresponding

Feeling at the time of

Location in

Energy

cakra

expression

relation to
physical
organs

Paráshakti

Múládhára

Undeveloped state of expression. Last bone of
When the internal desire of

vertebrae.

speech arises, paráshakti is
awakened and starts its upward
journey
Pashyanti

Svádhiïíhána

shakti

Visualizing an idea according to

Genital

inherent saîskáras

organs

Madhyamá

Manipura cakra, Transformation of idea into

shakti

(anáhata cakra)

Navel area

mental language with the
assistance of vital energy.

Dyotamáná

In between

The inner urge to vocalize the

Navel, lungs,

shakti,

manipura,

mental language is externalized

throat

anáhata and

through dyotamáná shakti

vishuddha cakra
Vaekharii

Vishuddha

Dyotamáná shakti takes the form Throat

shakti

cakra

of language by the help of
vaekharii shakti

Shrutigocará

Vishuddha

Shrutigocará shakti makes

Expression

shakti

cakra

sound audible to other people

by speech,
song or
mudra.

Source: (Ánandamurti ÁM Ideology Part V-VIII 548-549; Disc. on Tantra – 1 95)

This idea of vocal expression is not only found in the philosophy of Ánanda
Márga but was also known in the Vedic and Tantric scriptures. Prajiôánánanda and
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Solveig McIntosh both mention this in their books but there are many different
interpretations of those stages of expressions according to different scriptures. They
mainly vary from Shrii Sarkar’s explanation that they only mention four stages of
expression - pará, païyanti, madhyamá and vaikharii and are not clearly related to the
cakras. Shrii Sarkar differentiates between the stages of mental and expressed
language by adding the stage of shrutigocará shakti after the vaikharii shakti.
(Prajiôánánanda 330-341; McIntosh 16-19). After passing through all the stages
mentioned in the above quoted passages, the last stage (Shrutigocará shakti) is where
the idea is given expression through language, songs or mudra. As the mudras relate
to an innate expression of the human mind, they are very subtle, and can be
appreciated by others, even though they may not understand them specifically. It is
much similar to music that may arouse emotional response in us although we do not
understand the technical details of it.

2.5.2. Nandan Vijiaôan and Mohan Vijiôana: Aesthetic and Supra-aesthetic Science

Shrii Prabhat Rainjan Sarkar gave his own definition of aesthetic science or in
Sanskrit, Nandan Vijiôana and also the even subtler supra-aesthetic science or Mohan
Vijiôana. He explains that the general psychology of human beings is that once they
have discovered something subtler, they will naturally discard the crude. In that way
once the new technologies of today are introduced, many people will want to sell their
old computer and buy a new one with more subtle technology and capacity. This is
also evident in artistic endeavour and naturally, our art and music is developing
towards more technical brilliance, innovation, and aesthetic complexity. The goal of
aesthetic science is to give joy to people through subtle experience and expressions.
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In this movement towards the subtle, one moves into the realm of Eternal Beauty
where the blissful experience makes one forget his or her own identity.

Then those who attain such a state will no longer possess the ability or
capacity to taste the beauty of anything: the beauty of music or the
beauty of dance will no longer remain an object of experience for
them; because at that time they will have attained a state so intoxicated
with joy that they will lose their limited identity, and thus their ability
to experience anything. This exalted state beyond even aesthetic
science is called mohana vijiôána or supra-aesthetic science. That is,
those who are enthralled with delight can no longer experience
anything at all, because their very entitative rhythm is almost lost.
(Sarkar Saîgiita 24-25)
The definition of mohana vijiôána therefore relates to the person enjoying the
music or art. Music that leads the mind towards this type of self-oblivious blissful
state therefore belongs to supra-aesthetic science. This type of music is endeavoring
to make the mental waves of the person maintain parallelism with the ever calm and
blissful Supreme Consciousness. The definition of supra-aesthetic science is “the
endeavour to ensconce the microcosmic entity, the individual entitative rhythm, in the
eternal being, the infinite rhythm of Parama Puruïa” (ibid.). This definition closely
relates to spiritual practice. It is inherent in aesthetic science to seek the subtle and
therefore once the artist realizes that the subtlest entity is verily that Supreme
Consciousness, his art will also imbibe the subtlety of that Transcendental Entity.

As the sense of subtle aesthetics developed in human beings in the
course of evolution, a desire to create art also awakened in them. The
artist’s ideal is to be established in transcendentality beyond the
bounds of the sensory world. So artists, or more precisely, worshippers
of fine art, have to be spiritual aspirants if they want to move in the
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right direction. The cultivation of fine arts by those who have not
developed spiritual sentiment or accepted the spiritual ideal as the goal
of life is merely a mockery. Only those who look upon all worldly
things from a spiritual perspective can realize in everything the blissful
Transcendental

Entity.

The

greater

the

realization

of

this

Transcendental Entity, the greater the understanding of one’s oneness
with that Entity, and thus the greater one’s success in the creation of
art. (Ibid. 8)

Shrii Shrii Ánandamurtiji has described various stages of devotional
expression. Among these, the second best one is when the devotee wants to the enjoy
pleasure by feeling close to the Supreme Consciousness. The highest type of
devotion, Kevala Bhakti, is when the devotee does not care about his own enjoyment
but only wants to give joy to Supreme – he has lost his own individual identity and
only thinks of the Supreme. Therefore, Shrii Shrii Ánandamurtiji concludes his
discussion of supra-aesthetic science with the words:

The diverse schools of music or dance that people have developed so
far, and the many more varied branches of music and dance that will be
developed in future, are all meant to provide joy to people through
aesthetic science. But kiirtana was first invented by devotees to give
joy to Parama Puruïa, and in the process of pleasing and delighting
Parama Puruïa, the devotees lost themselves. Thus kiirtana belongs to
the category of supra-aesthetic science. (Sarkar Saîgiita 24-25)
The two categories of aesthetic and supra-aesthetic science are coexisting. When the
mind has been brought to the state of ecstasy and the mind is lost in the thought of the
Supreme, the person may enter into a type of bhava samádhi. It often happens during
intense moments in major spiritual functions; the devotee will lose consciousness, fall
on the ground and lie there with a blissful smile for some time. When this happens we
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normally cover the body with a blanket and somebody will stay at the side, take care
and wait until the devotee regains consciousness.
Shrii Shrii Ánandamurtiji in Guide to Human Conduct explains that there are
so many symptoms when devotees experience the infinite bliss of the Supreme
Consciousness and they should neither be suppressed nor given much attention – they
are physical symptoms of all the higher glands being vibrated with Cosmic ideation.

When the mental flow of a spiritual aspirant moves along the
introversial phase of Macrocosmic meditation, one’s animative force,
having the potentiality of divinity itself, rises above all tendencies – all
saîskáras – and proceeds towards Eternal bliss. In this state the mind is
vibrated with Cosmic feeling. The unexpressed divine qualities of the
higher glands find expression and the resonance of the mind vibrates
the nervous system. This gives rise to pious expressions in the physical
body. In the case of those people whose occult feelings are not
physically expressed due to causes associated with the nerves, the
mental vibrations cause certain radical changes, in the various glands
within the body. (47- 48)
This type of spiritual expressions are common both during kiirtana and meditation.
Many times when I was in Sweden during my training period (years 2000-2005) it
would happen that some of us started jumping out of joy during kiirtana. The
humkara sound (hummm...) is also very common during meditation – you just feel it
coming all the way from the base of the spine. It is all expression of intense joy.
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Fig. 10. End of 72 Hours Akhaòìa Kiirtana 1 July 2012 at Ánanda Suruchi, Taiwan

Kiirtana belongs to the category of supra-aesthetic science that has the
greatest spiritual benefits. Therefore, meditation is normally done immediately after
kiirtana so that the mind is able to hold and enjoy the vibration. Otherwise, there is
every risk of mental degeneration. The reason is that once the mind comes to a high
level by singing the kiirtana, if the person will return to normal environment without
doing first meditation, then he may not be able to keep his mind in a high flow. If
meditation is done, it is possible to absorb the spiritual energy of the kiirtana and
internalize it. This is the reason why kiirtana is always followed by meditation in
Ánanda Márga. In informal occasions, such as singing kiirtana before taking a
collective meal, people sometimes close their eyes a few moments, meditate and then
start other activities.
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2.5.3. Renaissance Universal (RU) and Renaissance Artists’ and Writers’ Association
(RAWA)

Shrii P. R. Sarkar expressed that music in the modern world has lost many of
the ancient spiritual values and potentiality to lead humanity towards subtlety and
eventually towards emancipation. He wanted to revive those values and therefore
founded the Renaissance Artists’ and Writers’ Association (RAWA) as well as giving
the Prabháta Saîgiita songs. In this chapter of the thesis I introduce Shrii Sarkar’s
ideas about music and arts, which are also the base of his musical thought as a
composer.
Shrii P. R. Sarkar inaugurated Renaissance Universal (RU) and Renaissance
Artists’ and Writers’ Association (RAWA) during the DMS in Trimohan village in
Bhagalpur district of Bihar on 26 January 1958 (Vijayánanda Life and Teachings
128). The duty of the Renaissance movement is to lead the society towards progress
in all strata of life – physical, intellectual and spiritual. It will have to fight against all
kinds of dogmas and isms that block that progress and therefore resist discrimination
based on gender, race, caste, wealth etc. and establish spirituality based on universal
love towards all living and inanimate beings. The Renaissance Universal (RU)
especially deals with the intellectual aspects of human existence and the Renaissance
Artists’ and Writers’ Association (RAWA) with music, dance, sculpture and other arts
as well as drama, films, poetry and other literature and writings. The Renaissance
Movement today is active in publishing various recordings of music, a few movies,
and in all major Ánanda Márga events there are performances on a special RAWA
evening. (For the aims and objectives of RAWA, see Appendix A.)
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Fig. 11. RAWA Club during Sectorial Conference in Taiwan, 13 October 2012

Fig. 12. “10 Drums” Performance during Sectorial Conference in Taiwan, 13 Oct.
2012
In Taiwan, ‘RAWA Evening’ is always the highlight of the biannual Sectorial
Conference with various performances of local artists, Márgiis and ácáryas. The
RAWA Club in regularly meets in Taipei and practices to sing Prabháta Saîgiita and
this time had also prepared Indian dance based on Prabháta Saîgiita.
Shrii P. R. Sarkar wanted intellectuals and scientists to use their intellect for
the service and happiness of both humanity as well as the living earth. He also wanted
that we fight against all kinds of injustice done to human beings, animals, plants and
other members of this earth and the earth itself. He encouraged science but same time
warned that science should be in the hands of the good people. He gave the slogan
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“science for service and beatitude. Art for service and beatitude” (A Few Problems
Solved, Part 7 47). As a president of the Renaissance Universal, Shrii Sarkar gave
discourses on various subjects related to progress in all strata of life. He explained
how to develop scientific organic farming; how to eradicate various dogmas in the
society; and a completely new science of what he named microvita. Many things he
gave in a nutshell and wanted present and future scientist and intellectuals to expand
and continue to research for the benefits of future humanity.
Shrii P. R. Sarkar gave his vision of how the artists and writers should
contribute to the benevolence and welfare of the society. In the article, “The Practice
of Art and Literature,” he gives a brilliant critic on the present day situation of the arts
and literature and guidance how the artists and writers can lead the society towards a
bright future. He also deals with how the society should take care of the artists and
writers so that they are not solely relying on commercializing their art and pleasing
those with money and power. Shrii P. R. Sarkar wants that all the different arts have
scope to develop and emphasizes their intrinsic value. The artists and writers also
need freedom to express and therefore should not be hampered by moralistic middle
class prudery. His critic and satire is quite terse.

Mysophobic, conservative writers will compose poems about the
sea, mountains and moonlight, will paint literary pictures of the
drawing-rooms of the aristocratic Ballygunge elite, but it will offend
their pens to write about the endless humiliations, the low standard of
living and the vulgar dirtiness of the neglected, uneducated society in
the villages, because these matters are unpleasant. (A Few Problems
Solved, Part 1 23)
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Shrii Sarkar here takes a strong stand against those artists who find that the lives of
the common people and the underdogs of the society are not fit for literature. Later in
the article, he also gives criticism on those that only like to narrate the filth and dark
aspects of life and, “like flies, growing fat on the secretions of society’s festering
sores. It must be remembered that flies do not heal sores – rather they exacerbate
them” (ibid. 24).
The abovementioned article is written in the year 1957 and Shrii Sarkar in his
criticism foresees the commercialization of the arts and gradual degeneration of the
classical arts. He does not give much value to the popular movies, novels and songs of
his time that betray to crude sensuality and forget all subtler aspects of human life.

Any serious lyrics are heading for destruction – all that is left is the
showy glitter of language. The purity of rágas or ráginiis [classical
melodies] has been lost, and what remains is merely the glamour of
adulterated, non-classical tunes; from the viewpoint of lyrical value,
modern songs are gradually heading towards bankruptcy. (Ibid. 35)

The writers and artists must have the benevolence of the society in mind and
lead people out of the morass of dogmas and superstitions, towards love for the whole
universe and every living being. In that respect, they have to be spiritualists. Every
genius artist or writer has an innate longing to know the unknown; to move towards
the subtle expressions of life; to link the finite with the infinite, and therefore,
kindling the lamp of spirituality is able to contribute towards the progress of
humanity. When the love extends towards the Infinite, all the hearts will merge and
we realize that every particle of this universe is filled with the love of the
Transcendental Entity.
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Chapter 3
Musical Composition in Ánanda Márga

Individual creativity will always be based on existing traditions and
performances. It is just as our words and speech are based on the language we are
speaking. If we were to speak in a language that was fully invented by ourselves then
other people would not understand us. A person may develop a new genre or school
of music that his contemporaries and later generations may want to extend and
continue. Normally it will be called a new genre if it is somehow related to the past
but distinctly different so that a new direction is taken. When we analyse the
contribution of Shrii P. R. Sarkar to music in India and especially in Ánanda Márga
around the world, there is no doubt that he was the creator of new genres of music
that future generations will continue to appreciate, perform and extend. Shrii Sarkar’s
Prabháta Saîgiita songs are deeply spiritual and convey a pure spiritual longing and
direct the human mind towards the Infinite Consciousness.
Shrii P. R. Sarkar was very conscious of the fact that composers and writers
have to be able to connect to the hearts of people. He cared for the society and would
give his talks and music so that it would easily connect to the cultural background and
level of understanding of the people that he was working with. He would often quote
verses from the Vedas, Tantras, poems by various writers and explain them in
extremely rational and clear way, clearing up ages of misinterpretations and
confusions in the spiritual heritage of India. Similarly when he created Prabháta
Saîgiita in the last eight years of his life, it was only after listening to his disciples
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sing devotional songs and taking into consideration all the existing music traditions in
India and other countries.
Composition of music can be approached in many ways. There are various
theories existing to give some type of model how new music is created on the base of
already existing traditions. Bruno Nettl in Study of Ethnomusicology gives three
continuums to approach the problem of music creation. The first one is that music is
inspired and a “result of manipulation and rearrangement of the units of a given
vocabulary” (28-29). Timothy Rice’s model in the article “Toward the Remodeling
of Ethnomusicology” works in a similar way where the inspiration and creativity of
the individual is maintained by the society and based on the musical heritage.
The music in Ánanda Márga can be broadly divided into two categories,
bhajans and kiirtana. Both of them are traditional Indian devotional genres and have
been cultivated for hundreds of years. Kiirtana in Ánanda Márga uses only the mantra
Bábá Nam Kevalam (Love is all there is/ Only the name of the Supreme Father) that
was given by Shrii Shrii Ánandamúrtiji. Traditional kiirtana will use some other
names of the Lord and has many varieties and regional differences. The speciality of
Ánanda Márga kiirtana is that there are no other words used than the BNK mantra.
Bhajans are devotional songs describing different feelings of the devotees towards
their Lord. The main difference between kiirtana and bhajan is that kiirtana is using a
mantra and bhajans will have many words and ideas but they should be centring the
theme of devotion towards the Supreme.

Kiirtana is different from Bhajan in so far as the former is subtler in
import and has its impact on the higher layers of mind, than the latter.
Though Kiirtana and Bhajan revolve around the Supreme, the former
is a direct form of address to Parama Purusa, whereas the latter
touches upon different cognate or tangential ideas before returning to
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the core ideation. Bhajan along with other devotional compositions fall
within the ambit of Aesthetic Science (Nandana vijiôána) whereas
Kiirtan (where Parama Purusa is the focal point) comes within the
scope of Supra Aesthetic Science (Mohana vijiôána). This is precisely
the reason why sádhaná is done immediately after kiirtan without any
other interpolation. (Mohanty 237)
The above quote from Aditya Mohanty’s book Call of the Messiah emphasizes that
kiirtana has a more direct approach where the Supreme has become the only focal
point of the spiritual aspirant. It may well be true and normally in Ánanda Márga the
bhajans will be followed by kiirtana and not vice versa. Still, it does not make the
bhajans unimportant because sometimes they are able to bring up feelings and
pictures in the mind help very much in evoking devotional mood.
	
  
3.1. The Creation of ‘Bábá Nam Kevalam’ Kiirtana

Shrii P. R. Sarkar selected music traditions such as kiirtana and bhajan that
are devotional in nature. I use Timothy Rice’s model that he puts forward in his
article “Toward the Remodeling of Ethnomusicology” and its three levels of
‘historical construction’, ‘social maintenance’ and ‘individual creativity’ to see how
music in Ánanda Márga is based on already existing traditions; how it has developed
through the years; and how individuals, especially Shrii Sarkar have by their
creativity extended the traditions. After Shrii Sarkar had introduced kiirtana with the
mantra Bábá Nam Kevalam into the daily practices of members in Ánanda Márga, as
well as important part in all collective spiritual functions, Bábá Nam Kevalam
kiirtana has been socially maintained and creatively expanded into something very
distinct and different from Indian traditional kiirtana. In this chapter, I will therefore
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first give an introduction to the tradition of kiirtana in India based on my references
and then explain about Ánanda Márga kiirtana based on my own research. With
modernity, all traditions in the world are fast changing. I explore how modernity
interacts with tradition in the BNK kiirtana and how this Indian tradition has
transformed and in some regards become World Music and part of music diaspora
that is not related to any ethnic or nationalistic boundaries.

3.1.1. Origins and Historical Development of the Kiirtana Tradition

Kiirtana is devotional singing that is common in India, especially in the north
and east (Henry “The Rationalization” 34-35). The earliest mention of kiirtana is
probably in the 10th chapter of the Bhágavata where it is explained as the auspicious
type of giiti in praise of Sri Krïòa (Prajñānānanda 197). Here Prajñānānanda may be
referring to the Bhágavata Purana (and not the Bhágavata Giita) that was composed
around AD 1000 (Hardy 40) and is therefore no proof that kiirtana was sung at the
time of Krïòa (around 1500 BC). It may also not have been the type of praise song
that we call generally call kiirtana. There are various regional varieties of kiirtana,
which makes it difficult to define the musical form in general.
Kiirtana is a devotional tradition that originated in the Bhakti Movement,
which has been traced back to AD 6th century in the Tamil-speaking area of South
India with the activities of Vaisnava Alvar and Saiva Nayanar saints. (NIOS
“Religion and Philosophy” 132). However, there is not much historical evidence that
the influence of the Vaisnava Álvar saints spread much outside of the Tamil Vaisnava
circles (Hardy 23). Two of the prominent features of the medieval bhakti movements
were the displacement of the Brahmanic Sanskrit language with the vernacular
language and the egalitarian acceptance of new members into its fold, something
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fundamentally opposite to the rigid Brahmanic orthodox caste system (NIOS
“Religion and Philosophy” 132-134; La Trobe 23-25).
According to Shrii P. R. Sarkar, the kiirtana tradition evolved from the Baul
mystic songs and came to being in the ancient Tantric cultural heritage of Ráóh, where
Shaevism runs as undercurrent in all devotional life.

Later, it was in this Ráóh that kiirtana came into being. Kiirtana
drew its impetus from Baul. The development of the rhythmic
movement of the human mind in quest of the Supreme Entity is what is
called kiirtana. Though kiirtana is prevalent in India and many other
countries, the distinguishing feature of the kiirtana of Ráóh is that it is
chiefly, if not entirely, based on Baul. (Sarkar Raóh 49)
The Bauls are the mystics of Ráóh that recognize the Sahaja that recides in the
material body, free of all impurities (Prajñānānanda 199). “The fervour, and the
ardour deep in their minds, for the infinite, stirred them to the point of bátulatá
[madness]” (Sarkar Raóh 4). Their music is simple but their lyrics are complex, full of
mystical language (La Trobe 87). It was from these mystic songs that the kiirtana
formed as a devotional genre. In the 12th Century Thákar Jayadeva composed the
giitagovinda-padagánas. “The songs of the gītagovinda are the prabhandha type of
gītis ... tuned in classical melodies and rhythms” (Prajñānānanda 195).

In the hands of Jaydev, Chandidas, etc., who were deep-dyed
poets of the soil of Ráóh, this kiirtana became vibrated with a new
resonated impact. When, long after them, Mahaprabhu entered deep
into Ráóh and came in touch with the unique wealth of Baul and
kiirtana, he said to all, of his own accord:
Ráóhii sure Ráóhii bole
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Ráóhii ákhare kiirtana kariba.
[To the tunes of Ráóh and in the speech of Ráóh And with the words of
Ráóh, I shall sing kiirtana.] (Sarkar Raóh 49)

Shrii Caitanya Mahaprabhu is generally considered as the father of the kiirtana
tradition but Shrii P. R. Sarkar here explains that when he came to Ráóh, kiirtana was
already established there as a music form. In the period between Jayadeva and
Mahaprabhu there were also great poet-composers that developed the Krïòa kiirtana
that paved the way for Mahaprabhu´s nám kiirtana (Prajñānānanda 196). Three great
poets were “Dvaja Chandidas (from Nanoor of Birbhum), Dina Chandidas (from
Burdwan) and Baru Chandidas (from Chatna of Bankura)” (Sarkar Raóh 10).
Shrii Caitanya Mahaprabhu not only revitalized the kiirtana tradition but also
fought for social reforms and openly opposed the caste system. As a result, “Orthodox
Muslims united with orthodox Brahmans against Mahaprabhu Caetanya” (Sarkar
Human Society Part II 64). Nityánanda Thakur from Ekcharkra willage in Birbhum,
Raóh was a close companion of Caitanya and may have introduced Raóh kiirtana to
Caitanya. Narottama Das was a disciple of Nityánanda and some of his compositions
are still performed in Purulia, Raóh (La Trobe 59-61). Later other great poet
composers continued the tradition such as the Painca Tattvas, who were Srii Krïòa
Caitanya, Prabhu Nityánanda, Shrii Advaita, Gadadhara and Srivasa (ibid. 73).
The kiirtana tradition is still one of the most important devotional song genre
in India and has been taken up by ISKCON (International Society for Krishna
Consciousness) that has propagating samkirtan as one of its seven main goals: “To
teach and encourage the sankirtana movement, congregational chanting of the holy
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name of God, as revealed in the teachings of Lord Sri Caitanya Mahaprabhu”
(Bhakitivedanta “Philosophy”. Acc. 2 May 2013).
The singing of kiirtana is based on the concept of sacredness of sound and its
metaphysical power to create transcendental states. The sound plays an important role
as the devotee uses songs to spread the verbal form of Brahma. The sound volume is
also important as the songs purify the air and create a spiritual ambience, so the
louder the better; as more people will get benefit and the performers will be able to
more easily able to achieve engrossment and unity. (La Trobe 76-77)
In Raóh there are now three major types of kiirtana; katha, náma and pada
kiirtana.
Katha kīrtan is stories about Kṛṣṇa or one’s chosen Deity, in an
intimate, private or public setting. The story is told in prose and poetry,
alternating with song, narrating experience of spiritual “grace” (krpa),
certain loving deception or secret play (lila) of Rāḍhā/Kṛṣṇa.
Pada “verse” kīrtan is the performance of devotional love poems of
the

Vaiṣṇava

poet/composers

of

Rāṛh

particularly

Jayadeva,

Chandidas... (La Trobe 102)

Katha kiirtana is done in Ánanda Márga during seminars and retreats (especially out
of India) where people stay for a spiritual program for a few days. An evening
program is then organized with Bábá stories and some other personal experiences or
stories alternated with singing BNK kiirtana.
The third category of kiirtana is called náma kiirtana where only the kiirtana
mantra, such as Hari Bolo in Raóh, is sung incessantly. In Bengal náma kiirtana is
called akhaòda kiirtana (‘endless’ kiirtana) because it is sung without any break for a
minimum of three hours, or a multiple of three hours (ibid. 103). Akhaòda kiirtana is
very popular in Ánanda Márga around the globe. During akhaòda kiirtana the
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sádhakas (spiritual aspirants) dance in anticlockwise circle around a table with some
Bábá photos and decorations. This way of dancing in Ánanda Márga is clearly in
conformity with the Bengali traditions because in Raóh the akhaòda kiirtana is also
around a puja table with photos of their deities. In Ánanda Márga there is only used
the laliita mármika dance but in Raóh the kiirtana teams often have elaborate
choreographed dance movements. In India the náma kiirtana is often characterized by
antiphonal call-and-response singing, where a soloist sings a phrase that the choir then
attempts to duplicate, parrying the leaders challenge. Instrumental accompaniment
normally includes the double-headed cylindrical dholak drum, which plays an
important role in increasing the intensity and speed during the repeated cyclical form
of singing. The singing normally begins at moderate intensity but gradually the tempo
and volume increases until the singers can go no faster (Henry “The Rationalization”
35-37).
Shrii Shrii Ánandamúrtiji introduced kiirtana in Ánanda Márga in the year
1970 but before that the Margiis would often sing for him traditional kiirtana. He
gave the Bábá Nam Kevalam mantra and introduced how to dance to the singing,
based on Shiva’s wife Párvatii’s lalita mármika. This dance is still used to some
extent in India but Bábá fixed that only this dance should be used for the kiirtana. The
story how Bábá gave kiirtana mantra and dance is very interesting. Giridhara in
Sarkar’s Archives in USA has interviewed some of the disciples that were present
there and gives a summary of the events that led to the creation of BNK kiirtana and
how it happened.

This was a time, following the Year of Demonstrations (1969) where
there was extreme devotion and margiis and workers would sing
traditional

kiirtans

and

bhajans
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for

the

Guru

and

Acarya

Nityasatyananda Avt. was encouraged by the Guru to compose
devotional bhajans which would be sung for Bábá on Saturdays and
Sundays. Some Ánanda margiis had been singing traditional kiirtans
with words like “Bolo Bábá Bábá” (Speak Bábá Bábá) and singing in
devotional trances during September. (Giridhara “The Origins of
Kiirtan in Ananda Marga.” Innersong.com)
We can see from this account of the events leading to the creation of Bábá Nam
Kevalam kiirtana that the devotional traditions in Bengal and India are actively
manifested in those years. When I was in India in 2010, I found a book about the life
of Shri Ma Ánandamayii. There is an episode in that book describing the devotional
fervour in traditional kiirtana held in her presence.

From sunrise to sunset the same mantra would be sung by relays of
singer accompanied by players. Each leading voice was allowed to
introduce variations in the tune but the continuity of the singing
remained unbroken. Sri Ma again sat on the verandah. The kirtan right
from the beginning created an unusual atmosphere which was felt by
everyone. (Mukerji 261)
This description could just as well have been from any akhaòìa kiirtana organized in
Ánanda Márga. ‘Variations in the tune’ is accepted but the singing should remain
unbroken, one singer takes over from the next one. ‘Unusual atmosphere’ refers to the
strong spiritual vibration created by the kiirtana.
The creation of the new mantra Bábá Nam Kevalam is a major event in the
history of devotional music comparable to when Shrii Caetanya Mahaprabhu created
the mantra Hare Krsna, Hare Krsna, Krsna Krsna, Hare Hare / Hare Rama, Hare
Rama, Rama Rama, Hare Hare. At that time Bábá had decided to go outside Ranchi
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to rest in natural environment of the forests of Amjaria. On 5 and 6 October Bábá took
rest and did not receive visitors.

Around 9pm on the 7th of October, 1970 Bábá called Ac Raj Mohan
and Ac Bhramadeva into his room and told them all about this new
kiirtan in great detail. Raj Mohan said that Bábá gestured to show how
the hands and arms should be and also showed the dance steps to them.
He gave the left-right movement as well. He explained the Bábá Nam
Kevalam mantra ... He explained that he had made this a Siddha
mantra and had given it as a gift to all. This mantra is a universal
mantra that can be sung or chanted by anyone. (Giridhara “The Origins
of Kiirtan in Ananda Marga.” Innersong.com)
With this simple introduction to the dance and new mantra, Bábá started a new
tradition within Ánanda Márga that was to become very popular and have a
tremendous influence on the music and spiritual life of Ánanda Márgiis. In many
cases when Bábá introduced something new he would first demonstrate it to a few
people and then let them teach to others.
Next day, 8 October 1970, a number of Margiis came to visit Bábá in Amjaria
guesthouse.

Bábá gave a demonstration on Ac Brahmadeva, asking him if he heard
any sounds. He replied that he heard something like “Bábá
Bábá”. Bábá asked him to listen more carefully and he said he heard
“Bábá Nam Kevalam”. He said that the sound was coming from the
sky and from everything and from everywhere. Ac Raj Mohan said
that he also heard this and that others also heard it. (Giridhara, “The
Origins of Kiirtan in Ananda Marga.” Innersong.com)
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Hamrahi also confirms this story in his book Namami Kalyanasundaram but adds that
shortly after this on the occasion of Diipavali, “Baba performed the spiritual rite of
empowering the ‘Bábá Nam Kevalam’ mantra, and thereupon proclaimed it as a
mahamantra and a siddhamantra” (38). After this event Bábá Nam Kevalam kiirtana
became a compulsory part of the weekly Dharma Cakra. Before Dharma Mahacakra
(DMC) there would be organized 24 hours akhaòda kiirtana and also 72 hours
akhaòda kiirtana before the annual New Years Dharma Mahacakra (ibid.). After this
kiirtana would become such a special feature of Ánanda Márga that nowadays it
would be hard to imagine Ánanda Márga without kiirtana.
By giving the mantra Bábá Nam Kevalam and fixing lalita mármika as the
dance that should accompany the singing, Bábá continued and invigorated the
kiirtana tradition with new life and dimensions. This dance form is still used to some
extent in Indian dance but Bábá gave it preference and also explained its benefits.
Shiva’s taòìava dance was already part of Ánanda Márga and by incorporating also
lalita mármika, both the dynamism of the taòìava dance and the subtle mudra and
devotional qualities of the lalita mármika dance became indispensable parts of
Ánanda Márga. It is also very significant that this dance was invented by Párvatii,
Shiva’s wife because Ánanda Márga is in many ways based on Tantra as given by
Lord Shiva and explained by Bábá.
After Bábá gave directions how to sing and dance kiirtana, the devotees
started setting the mantra Bábá Nam Kevalam to various tunes and accompaniment.
By fixing the mantra and the dance but leaving the melody and music accompaniment
free for creation of future generations, Bábá also prepared for Ánanda Márga to
spread to different countries of the world where people would have the freedom to use
their own melodies and instruments to creatively extend the kiirtana traditions beyond
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the limits of Indian culture. This freedom applied only to choosing suitable melodies
and not to invent new mantra or add text in the singing of kiirtana. In the years just
when kiirtana started, many of the Margiis would add words to the tune.

Once I remembered I started with “Kaliyuge Harinam Bábá Nam
Kevalam” Kaliyuge Harinam means “On the critical juncture time
Bábá is the only medicine!” So when Bábá entered the hall of DMC
and He was telling to P.A. (I don’t know who was P.A. at that time),
“look, tell this girl that our structure is only eight aksaras, Bábá Nam
Kevalam, there should not add.” (Avadhútika Ánanda Gayatrii Ácáryá,
personal interview 3 Dec. 2011, Ananda Nagar.)
Bábá explained that there should be only the mantra Bábá Nam Kevalam and no other
words. Later he also explained that it would be better to sing always the full mantra in
each musical phrase. Nowadays this has already become established and I have never
heard anyone add any other words to kiirtana.
Shrii Sarkar actively fought against discriminations based on caste, social
status, affluence, gender, race or nationality. In order to practically manifest a
universal approach that recognizes all human beings as sons and daughters of the
Supreme Father, meditation is taught free of cost and to anybody that is ready to
practice it. Shrii Sarkar also encouraged international marriage, inter-caste marriage,
etc. The egalitarianism of the kiirtana tradition may therefore have been one of the
reasons why Shrii Sarkar made it an integral part of the spiritual and social practices
in Ánanda Márga. It also happens in practicality that people from different social
status and countries sing Bábá Nam Kevalam kiirtana together and feel a sense of
belonging together and collective spiritual flow of happiness. Jyosna La Trobe
describes egalitarianism as one of the main features of the traditional Rarh kiirtana
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However she also explains that often villages or living areas are demarcated by a
certain caste and consequently also the village kiirtana performance groups (23).
The Raóhi kiirtana challenges the definitions of Great/Little traditions in
Indian music as its tradition “spans a wide panorama and has elements on both sides
with its combination of local, regional and pan-South Asian characteristics” (La
Trobe 25). I find that the Indian Bábá Nam Kevalam kiirtana also has both elements
from the classical raga based Great tradition as well as the folk traditions.
Shrii Sarkar discouraged the use of Bollywood film tunes in BNK kiirtana on
the basis that the original tune may carry a mundane feeling that is not suitable to the
spiritual and devotional nature of BNK kiirtana. There is therefore an emphasis on
creating new tunes based on ragas or folk songs. In the West, we also normally avoid
taking popular music tunes and incorporating into kiirtana and there is also emphasis
on creating new tunes that are suitable to the eight-syllable mantra Bábá Nam
Kevalam. Often the music style of the music is influenced by the popular music style
of either India or respective country. Therefore, in recent years the Indian kiirtanas
that are based on ragas are mostly from mixed ragas. Many of the Russian kiirtanas
have a strong relation to the Russian folk music tradition and some are even based on
popular Russian folk songs. I have also recorded some Taiwanese kiirtanas that are
based on aboriginal songs.

3.1.2. Bábá Nam Kevalam Kiirtana in India

Kiirtana in Ánanda Márga is by nature participatory and creatively interacts
with local music traditions. Ánanda Márga centres are in all major cities of North
India and also in many smaller cities and villages. During DMS in Ánanda Nágar, 72
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hours akhaòìa kiirtana is organized every year and local kiirtana groups from
different villages and cities take turn to lead the kiirtana. At that time, it is very
interesting to see the various regional differences in way of singing and playing
instruments as well as variation in melodic structure. There is a big difference
between kiirtana sung in the cities and the village kiirtana. Researching on how
kiirtana has developed in Ánanda Márga in India and how it interacts with various
local traditions is a huge task and would be an interesting fieldwork as a base for PhD
dissertation or other ethnomusicological research but too vast for this thesis. As I
already have collected some recordings from DMS in India, I will spend some time
here to discuss about the Indian Bábá Nam Kevalam kiirtana tradition and its ‘social
maintenance.’

Fig. 13. Kiirtana Ghosti
Group of musicians singing kiirtana and playing harmonium and percussion
instruments during akhaòìa kiirtana 1 January 2012 in Ánanda Nágar.
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During akhaòìa kiirtana, the singing is lead by a group called kiirtana ghosti,
consisting of a leading singer that often accompanies himself/herself on harmonium, a
few drum players and several other percussion instruments such as shakers and
cymbals. I have never seen anyone accompanying the kiirtana with string or wind
instruments although in theory it would be acceptable. This would need special
microphone setup and musical skill. Most of the performers are non-professional
musicians but many of them are quite skilled with their drums and cymbals. In India it
is rare that women play drums and in most of the kiirtana groups the singer would
sometimes be a woman but almost always the men would play the percussion
instruments. They normally sit together in a circle or semicircle around the leading
singer and coordinate their music and if the leading singer feels tired another singer
will take over. The singer leads the music but sometimes the speed of the kiirtana
would continue to accelerate to the point that it could not go any further and then the
singer would deliberately go out of rhythm and bring the speed back to normal sometimes with the same melody but sometimes also introducing a new melody.
There is a good competition between the kiirtana groups and at the end of the
program an award is often awarded to the most outstanding kiirtana group.
At the most important moments of the kiirtana there were special
arrangements to ensure the quality of the kiirtana. Some of the ácáryas in Ánanda
Márga have become good singers and published many CDs with their songs. They
would then take the lead in the beginning and end of the kiirtana when most people
are present. In the akhaòìa kiirtana of 1 January 2012 one dada played an electric
drum using amplifier and speakers. The volume of his sound system was so powerful
that it almost covered up all the acoustic drums. It was symbolic of changing times
and often there was a crowd around him watching this new instrument. I observed that
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when the ácáryas were taking the lead both in singing and percussion they would
control the tempo more than the kiirtana groups, which would sometimes take the
tempo to frenzy or ecstasy where the melody could only be shouted and lead singer
overtaken by the collective. The ácáryas would also often sing melodies based on
ragas with more ornamentation and even some short solo parts at the beginning.

3.1.3. Creativity, Performance and Publications in Indian Bábá Nam Kevalam
Kiirtana

Most of the kiirtanas that are created and performed in individual and
collective life in Ánanda Márga are probably never recorded. The Márgiis and
ácáryas sometimes borrow folk tunes and adjust them to the Bábá Nam Kevalam
mantra or create new tunes based on folk tunes or ragas. The melodies that are good
get established in the performance practice and many are forgotten. As kiirtana in
India is based on call-and-response singing, there is also scope for some
improvisation by the leading singer. Sometimes he may start with a known melody
and at the peak of the kiirtana introduce a variant going to the upper registers of the
voice and then again returning back to the original melody. The call-and-response
singing also makes it easier to sing a known melody. Everyone present recognise the
melody and instantly respond to it. Therefore, many kiirtanas have a long life passing
on from generation to generation. I discussed this with Didi A. Gayatrii,

DD: And we are creating all the time. How is that, what is your
experience in Ananda Marga in India, they must be also creating new
kiirtanas all the time?
DAG: Actually, I tell you. You see the number of musicians is very
counted but folk singers are very [many], and they like those folk
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tunes, their local tunes, so they make out of their local tunes kiirtanas.
So it differs from state to state. But Bihar is four five states, like
Angika Samaj, Bhojpuri Samaj, Magahi Samaj, Nagpuria Samaj, one
more I forget. So out of five samaja’s they make their own style.
(Avadhútika Ánanda Gayatrii Ácáryá, pers. interview 18 Dec. 2011,
Ánanda Nagar)

Didi emphasized that we do not have many professional musicians in Ánanda
Márga and most singers like to use local folk tunes rather than classical ragas. Didi A.
Gayatrii graduated with MA in Indian classical music and has created and recorded
many kiirtanas, whereof many are raga based. Even the folk tunes sometimes also
belong to some raga or the other.
Shrii Sarkar always encouraged the use of modern technology. After
composing a few Prabháta Saîgiita he wanted them to be recorded in studio and
published in cassette form. The duty of publishing kiirtana cassettes and CDs came to
the Hariparimandal Gosthii (HPMG) department in Ánanda Márga. Dada
Priyashivánanda was the leading singer in some of the first kiirtana cassettes and
composed most of the tunes but took some from the from Prabháta Saîgiita songs.
Kiirtana Sudha is one of the first recordings published by Hariparimandal
Ghosthi (the kiirtana department in Ánanda Márga) featuring Dada Priyashivananda
and music arrangement by Ramkrshna Pal, who at that time was also arranging the
Prabháta Saîgiita studio recordings. In the earlier recordings the traditional call and
response that is always done in Indian kiirtana is the rule. Arrangements are simple
and it is easy to sing with the CD or use the melodies for singing kiirtana during
Dharma Cakra or other functions. The recording quality is not so bad but also not
very good - normally the choir peaks the volume and voices are braking.
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Fig. 14. Prabháta Saîgiita Cassette RC 006 Mora Káj Niye Benche Áchi.
Words and Melody: Shrii Prabhat Rainjan Sarkar.
Singer: Ác. Tattvavedánanda Avdt.
Publisher: RAWA, Calcutta. No date given.

Fig. 15. Prabháta Saîgiita Cassette RC 070 Puspe Puspe Tomari Barta
Words and Melody: Shrii Prabhat Rainjan Sarkar. Singers: Susmita Goswami et al.
Arrangers: Vablu Vishvas and Jyotirmay Majumdar. No Date.
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Fig. 16. Indian Kiirtana CD: Kiirtan Sudha.
Voice: Ác. Priyashivánanda Avdt
Music Arranger: Ramkrishna Pal

The most recent recordings such as Kamalkrishna’s Bliss - Cidanandam are
quite different. The recording quality is up to modern standards with digital sampling
and recording, multi-track recording and use of modern synthesisers together with
original instruments. There is no choir and no call and response and the melodies are
very beautiful but probably not so easy to use for singing in Dharma Cakra or other
functions. I can see clearly that the emphasis has shifted from the earlier CDs that
were based on performance practice and could also be used by people to learn
kiirtanas to perform themselves to that of enjoyment of listening. Nowadays more
people have CD players or can listen on their computers or other electric equipment
for their enjoyment during work or as background music. Another recent CD, Divine
Flame published by HPMG also has good studio recording and some instrumental
interludes but still retains the call and response to some extent and has a soloist and a
choir.
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All the recordings, both old and new have in common that they will not go
into devotional frenzy as happens naturally during akhaòìa kiirtana. They are all
studio recordings and are as such confined by the recording process and the music
arrangements that are done beforehand by a music arranger. The tempos and duration
of each kiirtana is therefore much different. In the studio recordings the tempo will
sometimes slightly accelerate but in live Indian kiirtana there can be a dramatic
change in tempo. Often the singer will purposely start a bit slow and then gradually
increase the tempo. Sometimes the percussion band will push the tempo up to the
highest possible limits thus stimulating ecstatic feeling of bliss and happiness. On the
other hand, some of the best kiirtana CDs have very beautiful and devotional singing
by the soloist that can warm the heart during the mundane hours of the every day life.
On the whole I would say that the Indian Bábá Nam Kevalam kiirtana
tradition is very much alive with active practice of all the general Margiis, all Ánanda
Márga functions have live kiirtana as compulsory part and everyone join in singing
and dancing. Margiis and ácáryas have specialised in singing kiirtana and the recent
CDs have become of high recording quality and featuring creativity in making new
melodies that are often based on mixed ragas with music accompaniment with both
acoustic and electronic instruments. The changed socio-economic and cultural
environment has given scope for the middle class to enjoy recorded music in their free
time, or as background music and there is a tendency in the recent CD publication to
make elaborate arrangements according to modern standards of the music industry. In
that way the CDs have moved from simple soloist and chorus recordings to
recordings, that are aesthetic but where there is not much scope to sing along with the
recorded music. I personally also feel that the CD publication is very important for
those who like the Bábá Nam Kevalam kiirtana because listening to kiirtana is also a
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devotional activity beneficial to the spiritual ambience of the place and spiritual
growth of the individual. I personally have always listened to very much to classical
music and listen very actively and in recent years Western classical music has become
mostly replaced by kiirtana and Prabháta Saîgiita.
	
  
3.1.4. Bábá Nam Kevalam Kiirtana Becomes World Music

Ánanda Márga was already starting to spread around the globe when Bábá
gave the Bábá Nam Kevalam mantra and made kiirtana part of all Ánanda Márga
activities. Many schools of kiirtana developed in Bengal and other parts of India in
past centuries. Similarly, when people from different places in the world came in
contact with Ánanda Márga and were guided to sing and dance kiirtana, every place
developed their own style of kiirtana. Shrii P. R. Sarkar appreciated that the Márgiis
would sing in their own local melodies to the kiirtana. He foresaw and welcomed that
there would be a synthesis of cultures in the world that would in the future lead to a
feeling of universal family. But that synthesis should come out of a feeling that all
cultures and all languages are equally important.
Ácárya Keshavánanda Avadhúta went with Shrii P. R. Sarkar on his 1979
world tour. He mentions in his memoires how the Márgiis would sing kiirtana in their
local melodies.

On 25th May 1979, we went from Rotterdam, Holland, to Stockholm,
Sweden. We stayed there for four days. A large number of Márgiis from
Sweden, Norway and Finland had come. The kiirtana, sung to Scandinavian
tunes, was so sweet and charming that all the sádhakás and sadhikas present
there were lost in a divine flow. (Keshavánanda 109)
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I discussed this with Dada Keshavánandaji and he said that when Bábá would
visit different parts of India, then certainly the kiirtana would have its specialities in
every place. It is part of human psychology to prefer familiar cultural expression.
When kiirtana spread outside India, it therefore naturally adjusted to the melodies and
music culture of the respective place. Bába understood this and would often ask
overseas Márgiis to sing kiirtana in their own local tune when they came to India to
see him (Ácarya Keshavánanda Avadhúta, pers. com. 1 Feb. 2010, Kolkata).
The different theories in ethnomusicology and other disciplines give us scope
analyse the same phenomenon from different viewpoints. Diaspora studies can give
some insight into how kiirtana transformed the lives of Márgiis and ácáryas outside
India. The way kiirtana transformed from being an Indian music tradition to become
what we commonly call now ‘Western kiirtana’ is quite unique in the sense that the
music sounds quite different but the effect and underlying principles are the same.
In this search for theorization of what happened when kiirtana spread out of
India there are some problems with all the definitions. The key to the conundrum may
lie in making up a story of what may have happened and see how it fits the theories.
The first ácáryas of Ánanda Márga went to USA, Germany and other countries in
Europe. I remember faintly a story of the first ácárya that went to Europe and came
first to Berlin. He had a hard time in the beginning, spending the night sleeping in a
telephone booth but was found by some young hippies that gave him shelter and
became interested in the Ánanda Márga yoga and meditation. By that time Bábá had
given kiirtana and instructions how to sing and dance. So Dada must have explained
that the mantra Bábá Nam Kevalam is a powerful siddha mantra and should be sung
along with the dance lalita mármika. Dada must have sung some Indian kiirtanas and
explained that they could also create their own tunes. And the music creation starts.
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By the time Bábá came to Europe and Taiwan in 1979, then kiirtana had
already become established and localised. There are some video recordings from
DMC on 17 August 1979 in Taipei where the Taiwanese Margiis sing very nice
bhajans in Chinese for Bábá and also sing Western kiirtana with guitar
accompaniment. Bábá did not give any restrictions that when singing Bábá Nam
Kevalam there must be harmonium and tabla or use of Indian tunes or anything of that
sort. The only directions are that Bábá Nam Kevalam mantra must be used and only
lalita mármika dance. So naturally new tunes were created and by now what is called
Western kiirtana is quite different from the Indian kiirtana.
During Dharma Cakra normally everyone participate in the collective singing
and meditation. In some ways it resembles when the students of ethnomusicology
attend world music ensembles and have to adopt a second music culture as their own.
During a five days akhaòìa kiirtana in Barnaul, Russia, I handed out a questionnaire
on the healing effect of kiirtana on mind and body. One of the findings was that most
of those young participants had started to sing kiirtana in their homes and a quite a
few had learned to play guitar to accompany the singing. This may be seen as an
expression of hybridity and cultural exchange in a positive way. A spiritual idea is set
in motion, motivating people to engage in singing and playing music that has the
nature of preparing the mind for meditation.

3.1.4. Creativity, Composition and Publications in Western Kiirtana

When Ánanda Márga got established around the world in the 1970s, kiirtana
became a popular part of the spiritual practices. Singing kiirtana together is
entertaining, joyful and helps immensely in doing good meditation. The earliest
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recordings that I have from Western kiirtana are when Bábá came to Fiesch in
Switzerland and Taipei in 1979. These kiirtanas are very sweet and not so different
style than we are still singing. That time there was also much creativity in making
bhajans that has become less in recent years. Composing bhajans at that time was
very important for the Margiis as Bábá would personally listen to them before giving
a discourse.
In the beginning of 1976, while Bábá was still in jail in India on false charges
by the Indian government, a new training centre was started in Ydrefors, Sweden by
Dada Savitanandaji. From the very beginning, the Sweden Training Centre was a
spiritual hub and the trainees showed much interest in singing kiirtana.

At the whole timer-training center in Sweden, everyday three hours of
kiirtan was sung in the evening from 6:00 PM to 9:00 PM followed by
meditation and BÁBÁ stories. For several years this practice
continued. Later, the intense interest in kiirtan made the trainees do
kiirtan by turns all the twenty-four hours of the day. This non-stop
kiirtan continued for an entire one-year period during the Emergency33.
Whosoever visited our training center felt immense peace and bliss.
(Savitananda 117)
I took my training to be a Whole Timer (WT) from October 2000 to September 2005
in that same training centre in Ydrefors, Sweden. During my training there was still
much emphasis on kiirtana and we learned to play guitar, play drums and cymbals
and sing both kiirtana and Prabháta Saîgiita.
Kiirtanas and bhajans were published in cassettes and later on CDs. With the
advances in computer technology CD publication became relatively cheap. CDs are
distributed around the world by publication companies such as www.innersong.com.
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
33
The Indian Emergency: 26 June 1975 – 21 March 1977
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By now their website has more than one hundred kiirtana CDs from around the globe
for sale. I have with me more than forty CDs from various countries. It is an eclectic
collection with various music styles, recording quality and instrumental arrangement
but have in common that they all use the mantra Bábá Nam Kevalam and are made by
Márgiis or ácáryas. Some are created to support our projects, such as the Lotus Home
in Mongolia; some are solo albums of a certain dada or didi. There are some
Taiwanese CDs that have many tunes that are popular here in Taiwan i.e. Somá’s
Kiirtan Searching the Moon.
Ánanda Márga is born in modernity. Bábá encouraged the use of modern
technology but also explained that every new technical advancement will also bring
new problems in our society and we have to bravely face those problems and move
on. Modernity has become a whole school of thought and includes how our culture is
changing very fast and coping with globalisation.
In recent years the consumption of music has increased and changed with the
internet and popularity of listening to music with mobile phones or other individually
owned devices. There is more individual choice in selecting music than ever before.
Most people grow up as consumers of music and not as performers. Actively creating
own music or performing music as part of daily activities is rather rare and as society
has also moved towards professionalism in all spheres, music making is often
something that many do not experience much. For many participating in collective
singing and dancing during kiirtana is a new experience of personally engaging in
music making. By making live performance of kiirtana a compulsory part of the
weekly Dharma Cakra, Bábá has anticipated the negative influence of modern
consumption of music that tends to make people passive consumers of music. It
pushes everyone to join in irrespective of music talents or prior knowledge of music.
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Russia has a strong folk song tradition it seems that the young people that come into
Ánanda Márga very soon start to develop their capacity to perform kiirtana. Ánanda
Márga is much more established in Taiwan and those who lead the kiirtana are mostly
established players since last ten to twenty years.
Ánanda Márga´s CD production can be seen as a reflection of developments in
world music, hybridity, and diaspora. Most of the CDs use tunes that are also popular
in spiritual functions and the Márgiis learn from the CDs and play themselves with
guitar. There are also a few CDs that are specifically made for relaxation and yoga
classes such as Kamala´s Heart of the Mystic and Awakening.

Fig. 17. Western Relaxation Kiirtana CD – Awakening by Kamala with Peter
Sprague. Published by Innersong.

Awakening uses sweet melodies and rather slow tempos that are not very suitable to
collective singing but are extremely popular for yoga class background music. This is
a new use of kiirtana that came with the popularity of yoga classes in the 1990s. As
almost everyone is affected by the influences of modernity, the creation of new
kiirtana music CDs can be seen as a very positive way of giving Márgiis and ácáryas
possibility of consuming music that has the mantra Bábá Nam Kevalam, with all its
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benefits on body and mind. Many of my friends prefer to listen to kiirtana above
everything else.
The amalgam of music styles that the various kiirtana music CDs present, may
also influence the local kiirtana style to adopt styles from other places and in turn
become more international. People that listen to those CDs will learn the tunes and
play in their local settings. Taiwanese kiirtana has some specialities not only on the
basis of the melodies of harmonies or instruments used during the kiirtana but also on
basis of the specialities of the Taiwanese Márgiis. A Russian kiirtana tune when
played in Taiwan will have a different response and effect than in Russia. Sometimes
the difference is so great that the respective kiirtana is hardly recognisable. There are
also many tunes that have won the hearts of the Taiwanese Márgiis and are played
year after year. In this case we may say that the universal popularity of kiirtana in
Ánanda Márga around the globe has created a global market for marketing kiirtana
CDs that could be likened to the rise of world music in the music market.
Globalization and the easy transport and postage of CDs as consumption material,
easily available at local retailers and online websites benefits artists in Ánanda Márga
that want to fund the publication of CD production. Ánanda Márga is an organization
with rather small membership and the professional musicians are very few but the
easy publication of CDs has enabled many semi-professional music lovers to produce
their own CD and thereby enriching the Ánanda Márga’s music culture.
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3.2. The Compositional Process of Prabháta Saîgiita by Shrii P. R. Sarkar

Here I will focus on the composition process of the Prabháta Saîgiita songs
by Shrii Prabhat Rainjan Sarkar, composed in the period from 14 September 1982 to
20 October 1990. This collection contains 5018 songs, which were all given lyrics and
melody by Shrii P. R. Sarkar and noted down by his disciples. They are variegated in
terms of lyrical contents and music style and have an almost encyclopaedic nature of
musical variety, mostly from India but in few songs also using melodies from other
countries and cultures combined in a genius and harmonious way. The songs are
composed mostly in Bengali but also in Hindi, Sanskrit, Maethali, Angika, Magahi
and Urdu. A large body of the songs are based on ragas and raginiis such as Behag,
Desh, Bhairavi, Mishra Candrakauns and many more. Some songs blend folksongs
from different countries with new lyrics and Indian style. Shrii P. R. Sarkar also used
in his compositions various music genres such as Baul, Jhumur, Kheyal, Thumri,
Gazal, Quawali, Kiirtana etc. I may not be able to explain all the mystery how Shrii
Sarkar was able to create in a short period such a vast body of poetry and music but at
least I will give some ideas about how the ancient Indian tradition of transmission
from Guru to his disciples became instrumental in the creation of the songs.
At the outset of my research, finding out more information how Shrii P. R.
Sarkar composed his songs was my main interest and priority. There were not much
written references at hand on this subject and the people that were closely working
with Shrii Sarkar are already aged and therefore urgent to start with this work. I went
to Kolkata three times during 2010 – 2011 and found out many interesting things.
This chapter is mostly based on my fieldwork and other written sources that I was
able to find during the last years. It focuses on the creative process in all its
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dimensions of personal relationship between Guru and his disciples and touches a bit
also on the arrangement process of the songs. My interviews were mostly with some
of the ácárayas that were closely associated with either noting down the songs,
singing on the recordings or in administration posts that enabled them to spend many
years with Shrii Sarkar or ‘Bábá’, as they always call him. ‘Bábá’ means ‘The Most
Beloved’ and is used as an intimate address for the Lord.

3.2.1. Devotional Songs in Ánanda Márga before the Creation of Prabháta Saîgiita

Shrii Prabhat Rainjan Sarkar founded the organization Ánanda Márga
Pracaraka Saîgha on 1 January 1955 but it was not until September 1982 that Shrii
Sarkar started composing his own songs. During the years before the creation of
Prabháta Saîgiita, the devotees would sing bhajan and kiirtana for him. He also
recommended that before doing the daily meditation, it would be better to sing some
bhajans or kiirtana to make the mind calm and ready for meditation. Some of the
most common songs were Rabindra Samgeet by Rabindranath Tagore (1861-1941),
Nazrul Geeti by Kazi Nazrul Islam (1899-1976) and also songs by Atulprasad Sen
(1871-1934) and Dwijendralal Ray (1863-1913) and other poet composers. The
Márgiis would also compose their own songs and sing for Bábá. The songs named
Ánanda Saîgiita by Ácárya Nityasatyánanda Avadhúta were popular in Ánanda
Márga all around the world. After Shrii Sarkar started composing songs himself, most
of those songs were less frequently sung and are rarely sung nowadays in Ánanda
Márga except during some special occasions. However, if we want to see what was
the cultural background that Shrii Sarkar had when he started composing his own
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songs then it will be natural to look back to the years when Prabháta Saîgiita was not
composed yet.
The levels of Timothy Rice´s model34 work very naturally in any discussion of
composition and creativity. Historical construction and social maintenance are always
important in seeing how a musical style develops and how a composer continues and
extends that tradition. Actually, this type of approach is also common in Western
music history. By listening to recordings of Rabindra Samgeet, Nazrul Geeti and
other devotional songs available on the internet it is very easy to see that the Prabháta
Saîgiita songs are somewhat following that tradition. Rabindranath Tagore was born
in 1861 and was a pioneer in making poet songs based in the ancient dhrupad style.
His songs differ from Prabhát Saîgiita in many ways. The melodies and melodic
movement are quite different and include the saincarii musical section that is never
included in Prabhát Saîgiita. Kazi Nazrul Islam was born in 1899 and his songs have
more similarity to Prabhát Saîgiita than Tagore’s Rabindra Samgeet35.

3.2.2. Prabháta Saîgiita as Devotional and Poetic Expression of Spiritual Philosophy

The themes of the Prabháta Saîgiita songs are very varied and range from
Cosmology, Shiva, Krïòa; devotional relationship between the spiritual aspirant and
his Lord; as well as social functions. Shrii Sarkar intended to preserve and enrich
different musical traditions of India, both classical and folk song traditions by making
new compositions. But why did he compose those songs and why did he wait until 14
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
34
This model is presented in the article by Timothy Rice, “Toward the Remodeling of
Ethnomusicology.” Ethnomusicology 31:3 (1987): 469-488. Print.
35
There is for example a striking similarity to Prabhát Saîgiit in the instrumentation
of the song Asha Bhosle- Nohe Nohe Priyo (নহে নহে প্রিয় এ নয় আখিঁজল)
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UtjvjRMtCik
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September 1982 when he founded Ánanda Márga in January 1955? By seeing the
history of Ánanda Márga and how carefully Shrii P. R. Sarkar planned the growth of
his organization, then this timing makes sense.

Why did Shrii P. R. Sarkar compose Prabhat Saîgiita at the fag end of
His life?
Because, before leaving His mortal frame, He wanted to give a musical
expression to the multifarious aspects of His complete ideology, which
is the ANANDA MARGA IDEOLOGY.
And PRABHAT SAMGIITA is indeed that unique musical expression
of His complete ideology. (Priyashivánanda “Prabhata Samgiita and
the Emerging Universal Renaissance” 6)
In this sense Prabháta Saîgiita is the poetic and musical expression of the philosophy
of Ánanda Márga. It captures the devotional feelings from the viewpoint of the
devotee. The philosophy is more impersonal than the songs that are full of expression
of the individuals’ feelings on the spiritual path. It may even be said that Prabháta
Saîgiita is the bhakti shastra (devotional scripture) of Ánanda Márga.
When Ánanda Márga just started, some important books were published.
Ánanda Márga: Elementary Philosophy came out in the original Bengali in 1955 and
in English in 1961. The title sounds like a children book, but this book is a very deep
philosophical presentation of the Ánanda Márga philosophy. Another important book
that was also published in 1956 was Caryacarya, which is the social scripture of
Ánanda Márga. Shrii P. R. Sarkar also started giving lectures on the Progressive
Utilization Theory – PROUT. In this way he aimed at giving a foundation of welfare
for all living beings on physical, psychic and spiritual strata of existence.
During the years from 1955 to 1971, Ánanda Márga grew quickly in India and
started spreading around the world. Shrii Sarkar would travel regularly to cities in
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India where Ánanda Márga had become established and hold spiritual functions called
Dharma Maha Cakra (DMC) (Vijayánanda Life & Teachings 91-168; Keshavánanda
29-48). During those occasions, he would give discourses on the spiritual philosophy,
which were published as the Subháïita Saîgraha series. On 8 October 1970, he gave
the mantra Bábá Nam Kevalam and guided how to dance and sing kiirtana (Hamrahi
37). Those early years were a time of spiritual bliss for the members and much
expansion within India. Ánanda Márga was becoming widely popular and many high
level officers in administrative posts got initiation into Ánanda Márga.
From 29 December 1971 until 3 August 1978, Sarkar was imprisoned on false
charges by the Indian government. Many wholetimer ácáryas and Márgiis were also
imprisoned and during the Emergency all Ánanda Márga projects were closed down
(Savitánanda 111-145). After Emergency in India was over and Bábá was released
from prison, a new phase started in the organization that lasted until his departure on
21 October 1990. During this last phase, Bábá continued giving the DMC discourses
published in the Subháïita Saîgraha series and his weekly discourses during the
General Darshan were published as the Ánanda Vacanámrtam series. He also gave
discourses that were published as Neohumanism in 1981 and the Namah Shiváya
Shántaya and Namámi Krïòasundaram books. From 1982, he gave dictations on three
collections of books that were called Varòa Vicitra, Varòa Vijiòana and Shabda
Cayanika as well as the Prábhata Saîgiita. These four works have in common that
they have an encyclopaedic nature, both in their voluminous size and details as well
as how they combine many aspects of human knowledge in their folds.
There are different opinions on why Shrii Sarkar waited so long before giving
the songs. Dada Sarveshvaranandaji asked Shrii Sarkar one time:
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You have waited a long time before beginning Prabháta Sam’giita.
Why is that?”
Bábá explained smilingly, “I have told you that I always act at the
proper time in accordance with the plans I’ve made. Let us say that I
have a cow that gives an immense amount of milk. Should I start
milking it right away, or should I first see to it that I’ve a pot to put the
milk in? If I start milking without a pot, all of it will spill to the ground
and be lost. So, I had a plan to create something special in the world of
music that would be a unique fusion of devotion and exuberance to
bring about a great spiritual vibration all over the world. But until now
there was no proper medium to contain that vibration. It was only
when I was convinced that the right people were there and the
infrastructure existed to sustain and utilize those spiritual vibrations
that I was able to start Prabháta Sam’giita with the first song, Bandhu
He Niye Calo.” (Kamal prabhatasamgiita.net “Ac. Sarveshvaránanda
on Bábá and Prabháta Saîgiita” Acc. 21 April 2013)
This quote is interesting because it shows how much emphasis Shrii Sarkar put on
having the right people and infrastructure to be able to compose the songs. He also
says that he wanted to create a ‘fusion of devotion and exuberance’ showing how
much emphasis he put on the devotional and spiritual aspect of his songs.
During those last twelve years (1978-1990), Shrii Sarkar emphasized
preservation of plants, animals, cultures and languages. The wholetime workers had
to bring plants from all over the world, as well as birds and animals and Shrii Sarkar
created numerous sanctuaries and botanical gardens in India (Keshavánanda 98). He
would take personal care of the plants in his garden in Kolkata and would walk every
day and explain their qualities and give them Sanskrit names (ibid. 203-204). When
he would go on car tours, he would also explain about the history of the places that he
would visit and sometimes give Prábhata Saîgiita, that were related to the places and
historical figures living there.
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By 28 December 1983, Ma´rga Guru had written a total of 1130 songs.
During the DMC at Anandanagar, he composed eleven new songs
despite the heavy schedule of meetings and programmes. Then he left
for a tour of northern India after the DMC. In Deoghar he composed
another fifteen songs in five days. He toured all over India from
Deoghar, Patna, Betia, Gorakhapur, Allahabad, ... In three short
months [during the tour], he had written a total of 349 songs.
(Vijayánanda Ánandamúrtijii as I Knew Him 12)
In the interviews that I conducted in India, many of the dadas also mention
that Bábá wanted to preserve certain melodies, ragas and music styles from
extinction. He foresaw that the Prábhata Saîgiita would become popular in the future
and by including melodies from different origins would preserve them for future
generations. In a similar way as he would be able to recover historical facts by his
intuition, as can be seen by his Shabda Cayanika books. He was also able to bring
back rare or lost melodies and ragas and compose new songs on them.

3.2.3. The Creation of a New Gharáná of Music

When discussing about the historical construction and social maintenance that
lie behind the creation of Prabhát Saîgiita then it may be said that Shrii Sarkar´s
songs have created a new gharáná in Indian music. The word gharáná refers to a
lineage of musicians or dancers often in connection to a certain place. In common
speaking it also refers to a certain singing style where the difference may be in how
the singer emphasizes certain syllables or enunciates words.
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Gharānā
Literally means lineage. In Hindustāni music there are different
Gharānās each differing from the other in marked diversity in the
exposition of Rāgas, in the use of Alaṁkāras, in the use of Vāṇīs or
ways etc.... Whenever any worthy innovation is brought about by a
creative musician and if that innovation has a lasting quality then that
becomes a distinct characteristic of all the generations of pupils
belonging to that lineage thus establishing a Gharānā. (Roychaudhuri
41)
A musician that is trained in a certain gharáná may also sing songs that
belong to another gharáná but then there is much chance that his interpretation will
have a certain stylistic bias or lack of purity in stylistic expression. Normally it
happens that those who are trained in a certain singing gharáná in India will not
easily be able to completely change to another style. The singers and those who noted
down the Prabháta Saîgiita songs were not trained in any particular gharáná. Dada
Priyashivánandaji had some singing training from various teachers but did not
become associated with any particular style of singing. Dada Keshavánandaji
mentioned this in my interview with him.

You see he selected in the beginning only to those dadas who were not
affected by any particular types of gharáná or particular types of
personalities of songs, so that he can influence Prabháta Saîgiita in
the proper way. Understand? Like Priyashivánanda, he was not
branded with any singer of particular gharáná or particular type of
singing songs, so he could pick up Prabháta Saîgiita nicely. (Ácárya
Keshavánanda Avadhúta36, personal interview, 1 Feb. 2010, Kolkata)
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
36 Ácárya Keshavánanda Avadhúta was Bábá’s Personal Assistant (PA) from
September 1985 until 21 October 1990. During that time he would take care of all
of Bábá’s personal needs as well as organize meetings and other misc. work. He
also noted down 61 songs when Bábá was in nursing home in August 1990.
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Dada Priyashivanandaji had not become a wholetimer monk (WT) in those
days and had the name Prashanta Das. It was not until after Bábá’s Mahaprayan37 that
he decided to dedicate his life to be a wholetimer. He was a good singer since
childhood and came at early age into Ánanda Márga through his brother Ácárya
Sarvátmananda Avadhúta38 who was General Secretary of Ánanda Márga from 1983.
In the prabhatasamgiita.net website there is an interesting interview with Dada
Priyashivánandaji (that time his name was Prashant) previously published in Badhi
Kalpa magazine in 1985.

When I was about 17, I came in contact of ÁNANDA MÁRGA. My
elder brother (Ac Sarvatmananda Avt) was an active margii and he
inspired me to join ÁNANDA MÁRGA. It was in 1964. There was
Dharma Maha Cakra at Camac Street, Calcutta, and it was here that I
got first chance to sing for BÁBÁ, in one General Darshan. I
remember the song, “Tumi ha'th dhate niye calo pita' (it was Sakha in
original but I sang Pita') from Ravindra Sangeet.
In 1966 or 1967, there was Dharma Maha Cakra (DMC) at
Medinipur and I sang Rajanikanta's “Tumi arupa svarupa Saguna
nirguna...” This song was very much liked by BÁBÁ and there after
He used to ask me to sing it very often.
When BÁBÁ came out of jail in 1978 and then reached
Calcutta (South End Park residence of BÁBÁ), I got opportunity to be
with Him for 2-3 hours. I sang a number of songs for Him, then also
He asked me to sing that particular song of Rajanikanta.
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Mahaprayan: Lit. Great Departure i.e. Physical Death of the Guru
Ácarya Sarvátmananda Avadhúta was included in the “song party” i.e. the team of
dadas thas used to note down the songs from Bábá from the very first song. He was
posted as General Secretary after Ac. Girijánanda Avdt. who died in a car accident in
1983.

38
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(Kamal “An Interview with Prashanta Das” in prabhatasamgiita.net,
Acc. 20 April 2013)
We can see in this interview that from the early days of Ánanda Márga, Márgiis used
to sing songs for Bábá. The songs that Prashanta Das sang for Bábá were Bengali
devotional songs in the song cycles Ravindra Sangeet by Rabindranath Tagore and a
song by Rajanikanta Sen. Dada Priyashivánandaji was a talented singer since
childhood and when he was a boy he used to pick up songs that were played in the
loudspeakers of temples in his vicinity and then sing for his mother. She arranged for
a teacher for him but somehow her boy Prashanta (later Dada Priyashivánandaji) did
not like the idea of becoming a singer and would sometimes run away from classes
(Ác. Priyashivánanda Avdt., personal interview 1 Feb. 2010, Kolkata). So he always
liked music and had a good voice, picked up songs instantly after hearing them one
time but did not get much formal training and was not branded with any particular
gharáná.
Jyoshna la Trobe interviewed Dada Priyashivánandaji in 1996. Her interview
was published in Pranam, regional newsletter of New Zealand in January 1997 and
partly republished in Satsaunga in 2011.

How does Prabhata Samgiita fit in with the rest of Bengali music?
DP: The Bengali music in general is characterised by its rhythm,
lyrical beauty and its richness of melody and the depth of its inner idea
of philosophy. All of these factors are excellently blended in these
songs. But I think the factor which is exclusive to Prabhata Samgiita is
its devotional content. This you wont find in other types of music...
Did Bábá say anything about a Prabhata Samgiita gharana? ...
DP: Yes, Bábá used to say that Prabhata Samgiita is a distinctive
gharana of music, not a revision to the already existing gharanas and
Bábá said that the style of singing Prabhata Samgiita, should be
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classical, drupad. Drupad is the oldest form of classical music in
India. These Kheyal, Thumuri, these are diluted forms of Drupad.
Drupad is the fundamental, basic form of classical music and Bábá
said that the style of Prabhata Samgiita gharana should be drupadi
style, and one has to sing from within. Not from your throat, your voice
should come from your navel point. You know in drupadi style one has
to sing with open voice and also very bold and you should have lot of
involvement with the song, be deeply involved with the song, the inner
meaning of the song. (Priyashivánanda “Prabhat Samgiit” 12)

When Dada Priyashivánandaji highlights the devotional content as the most special
part of Prabhát Saîgiita then it does not mean that other songs are not devotional but
rather that Bábá´s songs are simply so incredibly deep in spiritual realisations and
variety of devotional expression that previous songs have no comparison. Drupad
songs are the very old style of classical singing that many other forms have evolved
from. It seems here that Dada Priyashivánanda is mostly referring here to the singing
style but not the form, because the drupad songs are quite different in form than
Prabháta Saîgiita.
When the devotees were singing in front of Bábá it was not always systematic
or of high musical quality.

They composed so many songs. But Bábá one day said, “it does not
carry any tune or, they just go on singing but it should be in some
systematic say of singing, some gharana.” (Ácárya Ramánanda
Avadhúta39, pers. interview 23 Feb. 2010, Ánanda Nagar, WB. India)

	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
39	
  Ácárya Ramánanda Avadhúta was Personal Assistant to Bábá when he started
giving the Prabháta Saîgiita.
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Even then, Bábá appreciated to listen to the Márgiis and ácáryas sing songs for him.
But it is likely that he wanted to create his own style or gharáná, which would be
unique from other schools of song and could express the innermost feelings of the
devotees during their meditation and daily life. Dada Sarveshánandaji40 also supports
what Dada Ramánandaji says that the singing before Prabháta Saîgiita started was not
of very high musical standard – albeit devotionally infused.

Bábá was fond of music, especially devotional songs. Nevertheless
Bábá would be lost in a trance of pleasure. He used to say that though
the songs bordered upon cacophony, there was a spontaneous flow of
devotion. It was the devotional feeling that made Bábá happy and
applaud the singers.
In the early days some of the songs sung by the devotees in Bihar
were, to my ears at least, only a mixture of deafening drums, noisy
clapping and ear-splitting tuneless singing. Bábá created a new realm
of music. (Kamal prabhatasamgiita.net “Ac. Sarveshvaránanda on
Bábá and Prabháta Saîgiita” Acc. 21 April 2013)

Whatever the music standard may have been, then for sure the composition of
Prabháta Saîgiita created great interest among all the Márgiis and workers in
learning those songs and singing for Bábá and it created a new wave of devotion and
aesthetic pleasure in Ánanda Márga.

3.2.4. The Composition of the First Song “Bandhu He Niye Calo”

	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
40
Ác. Sarveshvaránanda Avdt. is a senior ácárya and was sometimes included in the
team of dadas that would note down the songs from Bábá.
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According to Dada Sarvátmánandaji and Dada Devátmánandaji41 it seems that
Bábá already started preparing for giving Prabháta Saîgiita a few months before
giving the first song. This was during the composition of Namah Shiváya Shántáya
where Bábá would for the first time sing a whole song and want those who were
noting down his words had to remember the melody.

“So we the three persons were there. Bábá was giving dictations on
Namah Shiváya Shántáya. So after first and second chapters, Bábá
came in the mood of singing the songs and He started with one song,
which He wanted to be followed by us […] For the first time we heard
Bábá singing. We had heard perfect recitation of Sanskrit mantra. That
is almost musical tune. It would be so nice to hear. But Bangla song, or
even Hindi songs, we were never hearing in that way. (Ác.
Sarvátmánanda Avadhúta, personal interview, 9 Feb. 2010, Kolkata)
The songs that Bábá sang at that time might have been Shivagiiti that is included in
Namah Shiváya Shántáya and Bábá composed when he was a boy and later became
included in the Prabháta Saîgiita collection as no. 2526. Dada Sarvátmánandaji states
here that this was the first time that they heard Bábá singing a whole song.
Shortly after this incident Bábá gave the first Prábhata Saîgiita in Deoghar on
14 September 1982. The day that the first song was created was a historical moment
that Dada Sarvátmánandaji recalls in this interview. Bábá went by car to visit
different cities, meet that Márgiis and hold DMC. During the third phase of Bábá´s
car tour they passed by Deoghar for the second time. Bábá had created a lot of
pressure that he would not stop there unless the Márgiis could arrange MG Quarter
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
41
Ácárya Devátmánanda Avadhúta was very fond of singing the Prabháta Samgiita
and Bábá included him in the ‘song party’ that used to note down the songs. He told
me that he helped noting down more than two thousand songs. The interview was
conducted in Ánanda Nagar, WB. India.
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over there. “Bábá said that, ‘I shall cancel my Deoghar tour, I shall go to Deoghar but
I shall remain on the car and then proceed to the next place!’” (Ác. Sarvátmánanda
Avdt. pers. int. 9 Feb. 2010, Kolkata). The Márgiis of course did not want this to
happen and somehow managed to buy a land and quickly build a small house for
Bábá. This was somehow done in a great hurry and construction was finished just
before he arrived there. Bábá was very happy with their speed and DMC was
conducted there for two days (ibid.)
It was Bábá’s habit to go for a walk after taking breakfast and that would also
be an opportunity for both workers and Márgiis to share some time with him. This
morning (14 Sept. 1982), when Dada Sarvátmánandaji came into his room, he was
lying down, covering himself with a blanket. After prostration, they sat on the floor
waiting for him and Dadaji noticed that he was humming a melody. “And we did
sáïíaôga praòáma42 and we listened to that Bábá is doing gun-gun, means we can
hear that Bábá is singing a tune, in a very mild tone” (ibid.).
After some time Bábá asked his PA (Personal Assistant), Dada Ramánanda to
call some more people in the room, Didi Ánanda Giita among them. Then Bábá sang
the first song, “Bandhu He Niye Calo”. Then he asked them to repeat it and did some
corrections. At that time, he did not disclose that this song was his own creation but
later after a few days, when he continued to compose songs, he disclosed that those
songs were his own (ibid.). In Dada’s memory, that morning was such a happy
moment that he felt as the whole universe was full of joy at this auspicious moment.
Dada Sarvátmánandaji recollects that next morning they sang the song during

	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
42
sáïíaôga praòáma - medhod of salutation by lying on the floor with straight body
and outstretched arms. It is a symbol is complete surrender to the Supreme Guru and
was only done in front of Bábá. It is only for men. Women do similar salutation in a
different posture that is called diirgha praòam
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páiôcajainya43 and also, while taking shower, unconsciously he would start singing
that song. Bábá was happy that everyone liked the song and after two or three days
continued giving songs (ibid.). On next day evening during Dharma Cakra the
workers sang “Bandhu He, Niye Calo” again. Bábá wanted that Márgiis should join in
the singing.

So Bábá first ask us, “Sing!” We sang and Margii were not knowing
that everybody is to sing but everybody liked it. Just in a low tune they
were following after us. Bábá became “Why, you should all sing!” So
Márgiis became very much encouraged! They all, we were singing one
line, they were all following. Several times, nine, ten times. (Ibid.)
The composition of the Prabháta Saîgiita songs added sweetness to the
blissful relationship between Bábá and the Márgiis and ácáryas. Bábá always wanted
that both the Márgiis and the workers would sing the songs. He would ask if they
liked it and ask everybody opinion if whether to keep it or throw it. Of course
everyone would say to keep it. This was an expression of the devotional relationship
between Bábá and the disciples that was very crucial in the creation of Prabhát
Saîgiita. Bábá did not write a single song himself – everything was done by
dictation. In this way the composition became a product of this unique relationship of
love and devotion between the Guru and his disciples, who had the role of preserving
his words and melodies.

3.2.5. Shrii P. R. Sarkar´s Extemporaneous and Effortless Composition
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
43
páiôcajainya: At morning 5 o’clock sádhakas (spiritual aspirants) together will sing
at least 5 minutes of bhajans (later it became Prabháta Samgiita) and at least 15
minutes of kiirtana followed by 10 minutes of meditation and collective Guru Puja.
This gives a very positive beginning of the day.
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The composition of Prabháta Saîgiita started in Deoghar, India on 14
September 1982 and continued until 20 October 1990. It seems that from the very first
song ‘Bandhu He Niye Calo’, Shrii Sarkar established a system of preserving the
songs. Normally Bábá would require three persons to be present in noting down the
songs, it was the ‘song party’. He would call for the ‘song party’ and they would
leave whatever preoccupations and come to his room to take down the songs.
Sometimes they would also not be allowed to be inside the room but had to take their
notes just outside with the door half open. Bábá would normally first hum the melody,
then give the lyrics and sing the song with the lyrics. They had to quickly note down
the lyrics and then sing the song for him. When he was satisfied with their singing and
they had the lyrics correct then he would send them out and they would record their
own voice on a tape recorder and continue their other duties. Later they would have to
practice the song and sing again for Bábá and he would make sure they got it right.
(Ácárya Pranavatmakánanda Avadhúta, personal interview 9 Feb. 2010, Kolkata)
Dada Priyashivánanda describes Bábá’s way of composing in Jyoshna’s interview
from 1996.

DP: Bábá had a unique method of composing these songs. Normally,
as you know a composer composes the lyric first and then sets the lyric
to the tune. But Bábá adopted just the reverse method. He used to sing
the tune first and then He used to set it to a lyric, so lyric came later.
That is really, I think this is something unprecedented in the history of
music composition...
DP: So Bábá used to sing the tune, just hum the tune first, go on
humming the tune, full tune. Then we had to follow Him closely, very
minutely, ... Then after singing the full tune Bábá used to sing the song
also with the lyric. As we listened to His singing we also had to note
down the lyric. So we had to be very, very alert, very, very particular.
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If we made a little mistake, it was very difficult also because to follow
Bábá you can understand, I think you have seen Bábá a lot of times,
He is so fast, His speed is so tremendous so it is a very difficult yet, by
Bábá’s grace we could write. Normally three persons should be there
when Bábá was composing a song. So we used to note down the lyric
also and we were listening to His singing also. Following Him very
closely and after He has finished singing then He would ask us to sing
again and again till he was completely satisfied that we have picked up
the tune correctly and properly. Then only we were permitted to come
out of His room and tape the song for preservation. This way all the
songs, the tunes are preserved and nowadays when we are recording
we follow those tapes while we record songs. (Priyashivánanda
“Prabhat Samgiit” 13)

We can see from Dada Priyashivánanda’s words how meticulous Bábá was that the
songs would be noted down correctly. Priyashivanánandaji and the dadas that would
note down the songs also had to be extremely alert and attentive because Bábá’s
speed was so fast. This is not an expression of coercion but an expression of a bond of
intense love between the Guru and the disciples. To be able to note down the songs
they had to have all their concentration on Bábá and his words and songs.
The songs seemed to come very naturally to Shrii Sarkar’s mind. It did not
matter what was his physical condition or where he was, this flow of creation kept
going on. The last year, Sarkar’s health was sometimes critical and he had to be
admitted to hospital a few times. During the stay in the hospital, still he kept on
composing songs. Dada Keshavánandaji was his PA that time and narrates in his book
Reminiscences of Bábá:
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11th August 1990, early morning Bábá was admitted to a
nursing home for the second time. I would sit by His side on a stool
while He was sleeping.
On 17th August, it was around four in the afternoon, when Bábá
abruptly said, “You have a good knowledge of melodies, but not much
about lyrics. You also sing well...
Bábá then said, “A song has just flashed in my mind.” ... Before I
could respond, Bábá started humming, and I understood that I had no
choice but to write it down. I took out a small notebook from my
pocket and started writing. After I finished writing down the song,
Bábá said, “Now sing it with me.”
Then He said, “Now sing it on your own.” After this, expressing His
pleasure, He said, “You sang very well. Now during the visiting hours,
you can pass it on to the authorized persons of Prabháta Saîgiita.”
Bábá said, “The number of this song is 4944,” then He explained the
meaning of the song and asked, “Tell me, how did you like it?” “Very
sweet, Bábá!” I replied, but I was worried what would happen if a
doctor or nurse suddenly arrived. (144 -145)
Before leaving the nursing home, Bábá had composed sixty-two songs. His
heart specialist, doctor Vardhan, was worried that this might put pressure on him.
“If you compose Prabháta Saîgiita here it will put pressure on your
mind and then also on your heart. You will have to think what is the
composition, you have to think about the wording, you have to think
about tunes and all. So that will add pressure on your heart, so please
don’t compose Prabháta Saîgiita when you are here!” Bábá said,
“See, you know, for me composition of Prabháta Saîgiita does not
involve any effort at all, it just comes like a flow, it just comes from
within.” (Ácárya Pranavatmakánanda Avadhúta44, pers. interv. 9 Feb.
2010, Kolkata)
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Ácárya Pranavatmakánanda Avadhúta is in charge of the Archives Department and
has traveled around India collecting stories and artifacts related to P. R. Sarkar last 20
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The songs cannot be said to be improvisation but seemed to be composed
effortlessly. Shrii Sarkar would think for a few seconds, then hum the melody and
start dictation. He would never write down notes or notations himself. When I was
doing my fieldwork, I was very curious why he had insisted on dictating the songs in
whatever circumstances it would be. Many of the stories that I collected also mention
that he would say, “A song has come, where is the ‘song party’?” and the disciples
that were near at the time would have to note down the songs. The ‘song party’ is
referring to a team of three persons that would most of the time be available and knew
how to note down the songs.
It seems that because of his extremely busy schedule, it really might have
been impossible to have time later on to recollect a song that he wanted to give and
therefore he always wanted the songs to be immediately noted down. Sometimes
during travelling Bábá would also give songs. Once Dada Ramánandaji, who was
Bábá’s PA at that time was with Bábá on the way from Belaspur in Himachal Pradesh
to Jammu. They were driving mountain roads and Bábá’s car had gone ahead of the
other cars. Dada Ramánandaji was not very well versed in music but as there was no
one else to note the songs he had no choice but to do it to the best of his capacity.

So Bábá said, “No, no, no, no the tune started coming! They have
come? No, no it will be lost, anyway you note it!” So in the car I noted
this. So during that period about twelve songs and then, Bábá when
they came, “No I don’t want to give the songs, they didn’t come!”
Then Bábá told, “OK, you ask Ramánanda!” But I was not knowing,
but Bábá sat and then Bábá again recollected it and they noted down. I
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
years. The Archives are in Tiljala Building, Kolkata. I was staying in Tiljala during
February 2010 and had chance to interview Dadaji.
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was having the songs written but tuning was not known if I will teach
them to Bábá, then I gave to them.
DD: So you noted down the lyrics and then…
DR: Bábá helped with the melody and everything was done by Bábá.
So this happens sometimes. (Ácárya Ramánanda Avadhúta 45 24
February 2010 Ánanda Nagar, W.B. India.)
This story is one of many where Bábá is expressing that the songs must be
noted down immediately. Another reason why the songs had to be noted down
immediately might have been to create an efficient system to preserve the songs. And
it was very efficient because in the last years it would only take around 3-5 minutes
for the “song party” to note down one song. Then Bábá would continue with other
work.
Bábá´s speed was incredible. He would work get up at 3:30 in the morning
every day and be busy until around 1:30 in the night. The ‘song party’ had to be ready
any time of the day to note down the songs. In the Tantric spiritual tradition (as that of
Ánanda Márga) the words of the Guru are regarded as mantras and therefore must be
respected and preserved. This also explains the utmost sincerity that Bábá’s disciples
put into noting down his words. They would do to the best of their capacity but
sometimes that was not enough. Sometimes Bábá would get upset if the ‘song party’
was not able to catch his words and would stop giving songs for a few days. When
they were noting down his words, their all attention had to be focused on him and his
words only. Dada Devatmánandaji narrates a very interesting story in my first
interview with him. Bábá was taking his bath and same time composing a song. Dada
Devatmananda and Dada Sarvátmánanda were standing outside and trying to note
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
45	
  Dada Ramánandaji is the global AMURT secretary and is staying mostly in
Ánanda Nágar. He was long time Personal Assistant to Bábá and had
numerous experiences with him.
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down but could not hear properly. Then Devátmánanda thought to run to the
basement and listen through the water pipe to Bábá song and it worked!
I don’t know how I jumped all these steps and going down and again
jump and come back. I don’t know who was there surrounding; maybe
they were thinking I am crazy and I am standing there and writing and
my attention, everything, is just focused to Bábá’s voice only. So what
type of attention or attentiveness that I was putting? That’s possible
only if I have “Mantramúlam Gururvákyam” His words is my mantra.
(Ácárya Devatmánanda Avadhúta, personal interview 23 Feb. 2010,
Ánanda Nagar, W.B. India.)
During this incidence they were not able to properly catch the lyrics of the song - one
stanza was missing. This song is still like that (with only two stanza) and has a very
beautiful melody but missing part of the lyrics. It is most likely song no. 1377 “Eso,
eso, mama mana”. Bábá was very angry that they had not been able to grasp the lyrics
and he stopped giving songs for two or three days.

3.2.6. Scope for Change and Improvisation in Prabháta Saîgiita

I asked Dada Priyashivánanda how much change there could be in the
performance of Prabháta Saîgiita.
Dada Priyashivánandaji: There is no bar in changing the music - there
should not be any bar. We should move with the time, isn’t it? Time
will change and people’s […] But about the basic tune, he is very
strict; no change can be made on the basic tune. But you can
improvise, you can improve, you can present the song in the best way
possible. You can put in all you talents so that it can be improved there is no problem with that. (Ácárya Priyashivánanda Avadhúta,
personal interview, 31 Jan. 2010, Kolkata)
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Here Dada Priyashivánandaji means that Bábá did not give those songs just for our
present time. He wanted that these songs would be able to express the sentiments of
devotees for centuries to come; Bábá also explained that people’s taste for music,
clothes, food, etc. changes with time and therefore may have wanted that the future
musicians have freedom to chose the instrumentation that they feel suit the songs.
It seems that Shrii Sarkar was fully aware of issues of preservation and
change when he gave the songs. He waited to give the songs until Ánanda Márga had
become mature enough to receive the songs and an efficient system could be created
to preserve and disseminate them. The song lyrics were noted down and published,
both lyrics only and lyrics and sargam notation. Cassettes were also made and sold at
cheap rates. Shrii P. R. Sarkar gave the lyrics and melodies of the songs and indicated
that the songs could be sung with instrumentation and even dance, and left those two
aspects open for change as long as the melody would not be affected. In this way
there is scope for change according to time, place and person but the essential
contents of lyrics and melody should be preserved. The melody will also give
suggestions for the instrumentation and rhythm.
In Prabháta Saîgiita, there are four main elements of the songs – ideation
(bháva), language (bhásá), melody (sura) and rhythm (chanda) (Parida 32;
Priyashivánanda “PS and the Emerging” 7). When Bábá gave the song and the lyrics
then automatically those four aspects are part of the basic tune and should not be
changed. Still there is always some scope for improvisation as long as it is within the
scope of the raga and the style of the song. Dada Priyashivánanda told in interview:

DP: Yes improvisation means especially in cases of classical songs,
Bábá used to say “You know when you sing a classical song you have
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a lot of opportunity, a lot of scope to improvise”. He has given the
basic tune, the raga in which that song has to be sung, He has already
given the song, after listening to us used to say “You see, this song...”
when we used to sing before Him, after He has given the song, after
listening to us used to say, “Well you that have sung this song in just
four or five minutes but this very song can be sung in fifteen minutes,
twenty minutes also.” It can be expanded, you can make a lot of
improvisations, you can introduce a lot of details of classical singing,
the different modulations of your voice, you can introduce different
styles of classical singing as for example, tan, gamak, these are the
different musical details, styles of singing. Bábá was very much
interested in all these things. (Priyashivánanda “Prabhat Samgiit” 12)

This issue of the stylistic features of Prabháta Saîgiita gháraná came up quite
frequently in my interviews. Dada Devatmánandaji emphasized that Bábá wanted the
singers to ‘throw their voice’.

DEV: Part of Bábá’s Prabháta Saîgiita style: He wants to ‘throwing’,
“Tumi esecho, madhuri diyecho, nandanu loker ánanda enecho” [sings
again] “Ánanda Enecho” Bábá want us to ‘throw it’.
DD: To emphasize it?
DEV: Not emphasizing – throwing! Throw the words - the letters.
(Ácárya Devatmánanda Avadhúta, personal interview 22 Feb. 2010
Ánanda Nagar, W.B. India.)
During this interview it took me a while to understand what Dada Devatmánandaji
meant by ‘throwing’. He sang for me one Prabháta Saîgiita and gave a light accent
on every rhythmic beat and then later sang one Rabindra Saîgiita, which had a very
similar melody but rendered it very smoothly. He said that Bábá would use the words
“not like a blacksmith’s hammer but rather like a goldsmith’s hammer!” to indicate
that there should be a rhythmic quality in the singing but still not too heavy.
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We may ask the question why P. R. Sarkar composed his songs. My feeling is
that he wanted to give expression to devotional sentiments of Ánanda Margiis and
future generations of devotees in an aesthetic way that can lead them towards subtlety
of spiritual contemplations. Shrii P. R. Sarkar composed the songs after he had
already given the main outlines of his philosophy but with the songs he added a poetic
beauty to his philosophy as well as aesthetics of musical genius. This is also related to
the first point as poetry and music can sometimes express devotional sentiments in a
more direct way than philosophy per se, and adds another dimension of expression.
That dimension is related to what Sarkar himself called ‘Supra-Aesthetic Science’,
which has the speciality of leading the mind into self-oblivious blissful awareness of
oneness with the Cosmic Entity.
Shrii P. R. Sarkars also made effort, especially in his later years, to preserve
plants, animals, historical artefacts and cultural and spiritual historical treasures. In
that regard, research on Prabháta Samgiit is just in its infancy because in an effort to
preserve lost or rare melodies, folk traditions that were dying out etc, Sarkar
incorporated a lot of music styles and melodies in his songs from various sources.
The compositional process of the songs was one of my main interests when I
set out for my fieldwork in India. I feel that his way of giving songs was very unique
example of the guru-disciple tradition, which has been important part of handing
down spiritual traditions in India last thousands of years. This tradition is based on
implicit faith in the Guru, where his words are means of liberation of the true disciple.

3.2.7. Music Arrangement and Studio Recordings of the Prabháta Saîgiita Songs

After some time Shrii Sarkar expressed his desire that all the songs should be
recorded in studio. It came in the duty of the Office Secretary (then Ácárya
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Pranavánanda Avadhúta) to organize the recordings and publish in cassette form.
Dada Priyashivánandaji (that time his name was Prashanta), as mentioned earlier, was
very talented singer from boyhood and Shrii Sarkar appointed him to sing in the
recordings. The Office Secretary would contact a music arranger and professional
musicians and recordings were made during weekends in a studio. However, Bábá’s
speed in composing songs was so great that the recording process starting lagging
behind and at the time of his Mahaprayan still more than two thousand and five
hundred songs were yet to be recorded. Those songs were recorded with a more
simple arrangement of two instruments and a singer in a small studio arranged in the
then headquarters of the organization in Tiljala, Kolkata. Those later recordings were
only done to preserve the songs and are kept in the Ánanda Márga Archives in
Kolkata. The studio recordings have continued but the speed of publishing new songs
has greatly slowed down due to financial difficulties and other reasons.
The way Dada Priyashivanandaji was selected by Bábá to sing in the Prabháta
Saîgiita recordings was a very devotional moment. He had been asked to make
notations for the songs. Bábá wanted that every week there should be published a
small book with 25 songs in sargam notation. Dada Priyashivanandaji would come
every weekend to Kolkata and was working day and night to complete the requested
song notation before the deadline to submit for publications. One day he was called
into Bábá’s room. Many dadas and didis were there around Bábá’s cot. Bábá asked
Dada Priyashivánandaji to sing a song. He sang song number sixty-seven “Tári patha
páne man chuíe jáy.”

Bábá said, “You see, dadas and didis, this boy Prashanta, I heard him
sing fifteen years back and his voice has not changed at all, same sweet
voice he is still having! How is it possible?” ... I said, “Bábá, it is all
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Your grace!” (Ác. Priyashivánanda Avdt. personal interview 16 Feb.
2010 Kolkata)
Many dadas that were there have specially mentioned this day and that Dada
Priyashivánandaji sang very devotionally and beautifully - it was a touching moment.
After this Bábá announced that from now on Dada Priyashivánandaji (that time
Prashant) would record all the Prabháta Saîgiita songs. Much later Márgii sister
Krïòá-di was also allowed to sing in the Prabháta Saîgiita recordings.

The first song was recorded in a small room of Tiljala Jagrti, Calcutta
(end of October 1982) on a tape recorder, with just tabla, violin and
harmonium... The first 100 songs were recorded in Tiljala, Calcutta –
working round the clock, with Ac. Pranavananda ji organizing and
recording on tape-recorder.
The studio-recording had started with 5th part (Song No. 101). The
quality of recording improved and BÁBÁ was very happy. And till
today recording of about 1100 song has been completed. (Kamal
prabhatasamgiita.net “An Interview with Prashanta Das” Acc. 22
April 2013)
The first studio recordings were made in a Prasád Studio in south Kolkata,
Bhavanipur area and then shifted to Studio Vibration where most of the recordings
were done. The owner of the studio is a famous singer, Usha Uthup. In 1991 Studio
Renaissance was built up and inaugurated by the famous composer and arranger V.
Balsara. The musicians in the early recordings were some of the best musicians in
Kolkata at that time (Ác. Priyashivánanda Avdt., pers. int. 3 Jan to 8 Feb. 2010).
Throughout the years, there have been different music arrangers. In the early
recordings, Laksmikanth Gangapahyay did the arrangments and then Sealesray took
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over in Studio Vibrations. V. Balsara arranged two albums46 after the recordings
moved in Studio Renaissance. Dada Priyashivánandaji would listen to the rough
recordings that were made by those noting down the songs, then sing for his brother
Dada Sarvátmanandaji and get his approval if the song was correct. Then he would
record his own voice and give that tape to the music arranger (ibid.).
The music arranger had to see what were the contents of the songs; the melodic
type; whether it was raga based song or folk song type melody, Krïòa song, gazal,
pada kiirtana etc. He would thereafter make suitable music arrangement according to
his taste and the musicians that he would work with. Although Bábá may not have
given directions for which instruments to use, Dada Sarvátmánandaji mentions that
somehow they all understood that he didn’t want that the instruments would drown the
melody and lyrics.

Sitar, violin, flute, not so many instruments because that would drown
the vocal part. But later on to make it presentable to the public some
more things crept in - but that was after Bábá. But during Bábá’s time,
we would fear also, that if so many things would be there. (Ácárya
Sarvátmánanda Avadhúta, personal interview 29 Jan. 2010, Kolkata)
It is common in religious music that because of the spiritual message of the lyrics, the
instrumentation should not cover the words and melody. The songs are meant to
elevate the mind of the devotees by their subtle meaning and beautiful melodies. The
lyrics and melody, therefore, receive utmost respect and not subject for change. In
other countries, it is also not allowed to sing the melodies with translated lyrics. The
lyrics should be in their original language - even if the singer can’t understand the
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I have two cassettes arranged by V. Balsara. They are ”Prane Cheyechi Tomare”
RC041 featuring the famous singer Ramkumar Chatropadhyay and “Ácho Chande
Ácho Táne” RC028 with the singers Priyashivananda, Jayashrii Gupta and Sumitra
Gosvamii. They were both published in 1997.
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words. But generally in overseas countries the translation is first read out in the local
language and then the song is sung. Those who have more interest also try to learn
Bengali.
In the 1980’s only Dada Priyashivánandaji and later Krshna-di47 were allowed
to record the songs. Apart from being gifted with a good voice, they were also very
devoted disciples. Bábá would always correct the way his disciples sang the songs
and was very particular about that the melody and words should not be changed.

Every Sunday He used to sit in general Darshan in His Lake Gardens
residence and I had to sing songs; one before His discourse and
another after His discourse, but before that I had to get my singing
approved by Him. Every Sunday about 11 o’clock when He was say,
shaving, he used to call me in His room and I used to sing the song that
I would sing in the general Darshan and He used to correct my singing.
“No, no, sing this way, you must modulate your voice in this manner,”
here or there, He just used to tell me details about the song so thereby I
would get a lot of training, a lot of learning from him.
Also there was a time, I think you will remember when Bábá made it a
habit to sit in front of the margiis after returning from evening walk.
He used to listen to me singing His different compositions and Bábá
used to correct my singing Himself. Wherever I made a mistake Bábá
used to catch me, “So you are making a mistake here.” Of course He
was calling me by my previous name, at that I was not a sanyasi. “This
should be sung this way,” and Bábá used to sing before the margiis.
You can understand, you can easily imagine the entire compound was
jam packed, used to be full of margiis and Bábá was sitting in the chair
giving instructions.
So thereby I got a lot of opportunity to listen to Him and to listen to
His instructions and correct my singing. Also later on when I was
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Krïòá is Márgii sister living in Kolkata. She recorded many songs on cassettes with
songs from numbers 1200 to 2500.
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asked to record Prabhata Samgiita, then Bábá made it a rule that before
recording any song I had to sing the song again and again before Him,
His style, His mood, His likes, His dislikes, His preferences,
inclination and many other minor details of Prabhata Saîgiita.
(Priyashivánanda “Prabhat Samgiit” 13)

Bábá was very strict that there should be no change in the basic tune of the song or in
the lyrics. He would correct the singing and make sure that the song would be
preserved and presented correctly for future generations. Even in the middle of a
major event such as DMC when thousands of people were present he would
sometimes correct the singing if there would be any mistake. But to avoid that
situation normally the singer would first have to sing for Bábá before singing
publicly.
After Bábá’s physical departure there were still around 2500 songs to be
recorded. There was a meeting among the senior dadas and it was decided to start
recording on a selection basis and contact some famous singers to popularize Prabháta
Saîgiita. Some of the famous singers are “Ram Kumar Chattopadhay, Anup Jalota,
Jayashri Gupta, Madhuri Chattopadhay, Kavita K., S. Goswami, Kanchana
Bandopaddhyaya and many others” (Shambhushivánanda 35). There were also a few
arrangers such as V. Balsara, Gotam Das, Vivlu Vishvas, Jyotirmay Majumdár and
Vishvajit Sarkar. By now, over twenty CDs have also been published with selection
of Prabháta Saîgiita and usually every year there will be two to three new CDs
published. The music style of the arrangments has changed with time and nowadays
most of the instruments are electronic with some exceptions such as sitar and tabla.
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3.3 Bhajans

	
  
	
  
Prabháta Saîgiita can be classified as bhajans but in Ánanda Márga, the

Prabháta Saîgiita songs are normally never called bhajan because Bábá’s songs are
so different from the bhajans that Margiis have composed. Theoretically Prabháta
Saîgiita would fall under the bhajan category as they use poetic language with
various types of melodies and express different types of devotional feelings. All of the
songs in Prabháta Saîgiita express some kind of devotional feeling towards the
Supreme. That is very unique in comparison to other composers that would compose
some love songs, nature songs, nationalistic songs as well as devotional songs.
Prabháta Saîgiita and bhajans also have another big difference. What
normally is called bhajans in Ánanda Márga is a living tradition where people can
create their own music and poetry, whereas PS is already composed. The music
accompaniment will always be different at every performance and some of the
classical raga songs also have some scope for improvisation and embellishment of the
melodic line—as long as it does not go out of the original raga. The basic melody,
lyrics and rhythm should not be changed.
Before Bábá started giving Prabháta Saîgiita, the Margiis would sing for him
various devotional songs. In India I have heard many dadas mention that they sang for
him Rabindra Samgeet, Nazrul Geeti or other Indian devotional songs. If there was
any mundane feeling in the song (not purely spiritual ideation) then Bábá would stop
the singing. He wanted the songs to express pure spiritual feelings, not worldly love
or feelings towards the nature without realization of Consciousness working behind it.
(Dada Shubhadyánánanda, pers. com. 13 Oct. 2012) After Bábá started to compose
Prabháta Saîgiita, he didn’t want to hear any other songs. It was not allowed to
perform any Rabindra Samgeeta in RAWA programs (ibid.). Due to Bábá’s desire to
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hear the Prabháta Saîgiita everyone was occupied with learning and singing Prabháta
Saîgiita.

Fig. 18. Bhajan CD Set Me Free by Avdtk. A. Gunamrta Ac.
Published by Didi Ananda Gunamrta in 2012.

In recent years in Ánanda Márga there is also much less use of bhajans than in
the early days before Bábá gave Prabháta Saîgiita. But bhajans are still sung and
created and performed during RAWA performances, especially outside India. In
India, mostly Prabháta Saîgiita songs are sung and there is not much creation of new
devotional songs. Outside India many people are not able to grasp the meaning or
beauty of Prabháta Saîgiita and in public performances it is often a good way to mix
some songs in the local language and English with Prabháta Saîgiita to keep their
attention. Some CDs are also created every year with some individual bhajan
creations in overseas countries.
Ácárya Nityasatyánanda Avadhúta got inspiration from Bábá to compose
songs. It became the collection of Ánanda Saîgiita that were popular in India and
also in other countries where Ánanda Márga had their activities. In his memoirs
published in the Bengali magazine Pragati Shikha, Dada Nityasatyánandaji describes
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how Bábá requested him to write songs and articles for their magazine. This was
around 1969 when he was still a young dada. He soon started writing songs and sang
for Bábá who appreciated it and encouraged him to make more songs. Later when
Bábá was in prison, he went to visit Bábá and told him that he didn’t have inspiration
to write any more. Bábá then told him to fix a certain time of the day for writing.
Nityasatyanandaji was also in jail for some time and continued composing songs
there. After Emergency when both of them came out of jail and met again then Bábá
commented that he had heard many nice songs that Nityasatyánanda composed in jail.
There is also one story from when Dada Nityasatyanandaji was starting to compose
songs. There was supposed to be a cultural evening and Margiis requested him to sing
some songs. He took strong ideation of Bábá and started singing. After two hours he
opened his eyes and stopped singing and saw that all the Margiis were with tears in
eyes and in devotional mood. He had spontaneously been singing beautiful classical
songs for two hours. (Nityasatyánanda “Mone Paóe” 19-27)
Dada Nityasatyánandaji said that the composition of Ananda Saîgiita was all
Bábá´s grace and the songs were coming spontaneously to his mind. Those songs
were quite popular before Prabháta Saîgiita was started but after that they fell out of
practice and popularity. Now there are no recordings of Ánanda Saîgiita available
and the poems are also not published. There may still be some cassettes available in
private collections in USA but they are not available to me at present.
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Chapter 4
Analysis of the Music in Ánanda Márga
4.1. Analytical methodology, terminology and methods
Vocal music in India has four main aspects that I will use as base of my
analysis. They are ideation (bhava), lyrics (bhasa), melody (sur), and rhythm
(chanda). Prabháta Saîgiita can be said to be the devotional scripture (bhakti
shástra) of Ánanda Márga. It gives poetic and devotional expression to the
philosophy of Ánanda Márga and all the various human feelings in their effort to
come close to the Supreme. The music has obvious connection to the text and
therefore I analyse the lyrics, their poetry and philosophical implications, music and
rhythm. The melodies are of varied nature and most of them are based on ragas but
many are also more folk song oriented. In my analysis I describe the special features
of the melody and how it relates to the lyrics of the song.
My way of working:
1. Select the representative songs for each genre.
2. Give the lyrics, translation and analysis of the lyrics.
3. Write down the melody and embellishments in sargam notation.
4. Listen to the stylistic features of the song (including music arrangement etc)
and make a description.

4.1.1. Prescriptive and Descriptive Notation
Bruno Nettl in Study of Ethnomusicology discusses in quite much details the
history and issues of transcription (74-91). The importance of notation in Western
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music has influenced ethnomusicology and caused scholars to spend their time in
trying to notate music that is in most cases orally transmitted. With the advancement
of recording technology and possibility of actually providing the reader with a CD
with samples from the music under discussion has in recent years led to less emphasis
on transcription of music in scholarly articles and books in ethnomusicology.
However, transcription is often the basis of further analysis and description and is has
its own value.
Many cultures have their own prescriptive way of noting down music.
Notation can thus be a means to help preserve the music; people that are familiar with
the music style can read it and therefore an author may use notation as a means to
publicize his music. The publications of Prabháta Saîgiita with sargam notation
started even before the recording of the songs and publication on cassettes.
(Priyashivánanda pers. int. 16 Feb. 2010, Kolkata). Prescriptive notation “provides a
blueprint for the performer, and the other [descriptive] records in writing what has
actually occurred in sound” (Nettl 77). Descriptive notation will try to give an
accurate account of what happens in a music event or recording. It may also try to
give ‘the essence of a song or piece’ or an ideal performance (ibid. 81).
Using Western style notation in a scholarly article about certain music doesn’t
mean that we would use it for performance. The problem is that in Asia many times
the traditional prescriptive way of noting and transmitting music has been replaced by
Western style notation in attempt to modernize and meet Western education
standards. This of course can completely change the music style and way of
transmission. I think few of us would propagate Western five-staff notation in
replacement of traditional notation systems. Another issue is that when we see
Western notation for certain music we may automatically start thinking in tempered
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tuning or put some of our Western biases and think we understand how the music
should sound. At the same time, Western notation could be compared to Roman
alphabet, which is used today for different languages and is adjusted to the sounds and
structure of the concerned language. But my experience with learning languages is
that using Roman transliteration once you start getting into the language is always
creating many problems. So I normally always read Russian in Cyrillic and Bengali in
the Bengali notation. In a similar way, once we start understanding through our
research a new music culture, it is often better to forget for a while our Western
notations and biases and plunge into the respective music culture and its ways of
making notations. In the case of my research on Indian songs, the notation that is
commonly used in North India – sargam notation – is essentially prescriptive but at
the same time it gives a clear idea of the outline of the song in terms of rhythm and
use of the tones (svara) of the raga and is therefore in most cases sufficiently exact
and will not confuse the reader with absolute pitches of Western notation. In many
cases the ornaments that are used in Indian music also are not easy to notate in
Western notation.

4.1.2. Indian Music Terms and Notation System

It is common to notate Indian vocal music with the sargam notation. This is
based on the surasaptaka music scale that Shiva invented using the beginning of the
names of the animals that represent each tone in the scale or “sá from ïaìaja, re from
rïabha, gá from gándhára, má from madhyama, pá from paiôcama, dhá from
dhaevata and ni from niïáda – Shiva made the surasaptaka sá-re-gá-má-pá-dhá-ni”
(Sarkar Saîgiita 2). The syllables (sá-re-gá etc.) are used also to practice singing and
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learn ragas and new melodies. In India it is a basic knowledge to understand sargam
notation and those who like to improve their vocal skills normally practice every day
singing ragas with those melodic syllables and often accompanying themselves on
harmonium. Shrii P. R. Sarkar gave much pressure when he was composing his songs
to publish Prabháta Saîgiita songbooks in Bengali with sargam notation (Dada
Priyashivananda was given duty to note down the songs). In other countries than India
some informal notations in Western 5-staff notation have been made but they have not
been very popular and 5-staff notation is not very suitable for noting down the songs.
Sargam notation has two main advantages. Firstly, the melodic syllables are
commonly used for practicing, singing and learning Indian music and are easily read
by professionals and common people. Secondly, it is a relative pitch system and the
first tone sa can be set at any pitch and the other tones will follow according to the
scale or raga. This is very convenient for vocal music as everyone has different
melodic range. I have therefore chosen this system for all the notations in this chapter.
For clarification I will give an example of the sargam notation here below with the
same melody in numerical notation (cipher notation).

Table 7 Chart of Pitch Notation

Note Name

Pronounced

Written

Starting from

Alternative way

Cipher

Western C

of writing

Notation

Sa

Sa

S

C

Sa

1

Kamal re

Re

r

D♭/C♯

Re

2♭/1♯

Shuddh re

Re

R

D

Re

2

Kamal ga

Ga

g

E♭/D♯

Ga

3♭/2♯

Shuddh ga

Ga

G

D

Ga

3

Shuddh ma

Ma

m

F

Ma

4
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Tivra ma

Ma

M

F♯/G♭

Îa

4♯/5♭

Pa

Pa

P

G

Pa

5

Kamal dha

Dha

d

A♭/G♯

Dha

6♭/5♯

Shuddh dha Dha

D

A

Dha

6

Kamal ni

Ni

n

B♭/A♯

Ni

7♭/6♯

Shuddh ni

Ni

N

B

Ni

7

Source: (Khan and Ruckert 17; Sharma xxi)
Some of the references use underline to indicate a lowered tone. George E.
Ruckert and Ali Akbar Khan modify the notation by firstly, omitting the vowel after
the consonant; and secondly using capital letters for the scale without any lowered
tones (except ma that is written with lower case) and lower case letters for the
lowered tones. After much consideration, I decided to use the Ruckert and Khan
notation because of its easy use and it saves space in noting ornaments. Some of the
Indian musicians that I have worked with also only write the consonant of the
pronounced sa, re, ga, for their notations as a shorthand writing.
The sargam notation is a prescriptive notation system (Seeger 184-195) and
Indian singers are trained to understand based on the raga where to slide the voice and
where to add ornaments. Where there are important embellishments, they are also
noted in a simple way in the traditional sargam notation. This notation system is
therefore sufficient in most cases to show the basic melody, rhythm and main
ornaments and therefore suitable for my analysis.
Normally vocalists have a voice range of a little more than two octaves. In the
Indian notation system there are normally used three octaves but in India they will use
the word saptak that comes from Shiva’s surasaptaka, meaning seven tones. For
indicating the lower register a dot is placed below the letter (for example ḍ) and above
for the upper register (for example ġ) The lower octave is called maòdra saptak,
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middle is madhya saptak and upper is tár saptak. In case the register extends very
high, above the upper octave it will be called ati tár saptak, indicated by two dots
above and ati maòdra saptak for the very low register indicated by two dots below the
letter (Wade 29; Ruckert and Khan 18).
Almost all of the Prabháta Saîgiita songs are rhythmic and belong to the
nibhaddh (bound by tál) music but a few are anibaddh (unbound) with only voice and
no tabla or drum accompaniment.

In principle, all metrically organized music falls into the first category
[nibhaddh], and is set to one of a number of authorized metric
frameworks called tāls. Tāls are conceived as cyclically recurring
patterns of fixed length. The overall time-span of each cycle (āvart) is
made up of a certain number of smaller time units (mātrās), and these
mātrās are organized into sections (vibhāgs or aṅgs). (Clayton 43)

On the first year of my study in TNNUA, I had chance to study tabla with
Waka from Japan and later during my fieldwork I also took some lessons with Sanjay
Adikari in Kolkata. The first things we had to learn were the basic drum patterns, the
thekas. We were learning one theka and then some variations on that basic pattern.
Tál as “cyclically recurring patterns of fixed length” (ibid.) are indeed most easily
recognizable by the theka or the drum patterns that the tabla or pakhávaj player has to
memorize and uses as a base on further improvisation. One cycle is then called āvart,
the sections vibhāgs, and every beat is mātrā.

Each vibhāg is marked at its start by a hand gesture, either a clap (tāli)
or a wave (khālī), the sequence of which makes up a ´clap pattern´,
which may be employed by performers and/or listeners to count out the
tāl. The first mātrā of the cycle is designated sam. (Clayton 43)
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Sam, táli and khálii are marked with a plus (+ or x), numbers and zero respectively.
Sam is most of the time the first táli (except in rúpak tal where it is khálii) so mostly
the tál will be indicated as + (sam) 2 (second táli), 0 (khálii) 3 (third táli). The tabla or
pakhávaj player will use onomatopoeic syllables to memorize, speak and practice the
theká and they are also often used together with the clap pattern (Sam, táli and khálii)
to show the tál that they are playing (ibid. 43-60).
Most of the Prabháta Saîgiita songs use the most common tál - dádra, tintál,
kaharvá, jhaptál and rúpak. Because of the quantity and stylistic variety of the songs
there may be many other tál that I am not aware of. The rhythm is very important part
of the songs. After Bábá left his mortal frame, there were still more than 2500 songs
to be recorded. So the monks that were in charge of preserving the songs decided to
make cheap recording in their own studio with singer, tabla, and sitar. These were the
minimum requirements to be able to preserve the songs and future generations could
understand what were the basic elements. Here below are these common táls with the
bol onomatopoeic syllables and the sam, táli and khálii marks.

Music Example 1 Common Tal Structures
dādrā tāl: 6 mātrās, 3+3
x
0
x
| dhā dhin nā | tak dhina dhin | dhā
jhaptāl: 10 mātrās, 2+3+2+3
x
2
0
3
x
| dhin nā | dhin dhin nā | tin nā | dhin dhin nā | dhin
kaharvā tāl: 8 mātrās, 4+4
x
0
x
| dhā ge na tin | na ke dhin na | dhā
rūpak tāl: 7 mātrās, 3+2+2
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x/0
1
2
x/0
| tin tā trkt | dhin nā | dhin nā | tin
tintāl: 16 mātrās, 4+4+4+4
x
2
0
3
x
| dhā dhin dhin dhā | dhā dhin dhin dhā | dhā tin tin tā | tā dhin dhin dhā | dhā
(Clayton 58-59)
When giving sargam notation for the Prabháta Saîgiita songs, the bol
syllables are replaced by the shorthand sargam notation and the lyrics are given
under. In that way it should be possible to get an idea of the basic melody of the
songs. Here below is first an example of music notation in sargam notation and then
same example in cipher notation.

Music Example 2
Prabháta Saîgiita Song 2505 “Jaya Shubha Vajradhara”
Sargam Musical Notation:
kaharvā tāl: 8 mātrās, 4+4
x
0
ḍ ṇ | S — S S | — S n S |
Ja - ya Shu - bha Va - a - jra - dha - ra

x
0
0 gr – r – g | S — n S
Shu - bra Ka le va - ra

x
0
x
0
| 0 ḍṇ – S – | S S ṇ S | Sṇ – S g | r - S S
Vyá - gram - va - ra ha - ra De - hi pa - dam Jaya

Same Example in Cipher Notation
x
♭6 ♭7 | 1
·

0
-

1

x

1 | - 1 ♭7

·

♭2

♭3 | 1 -

·

Ja - ya

Shu - bha Vaj -

x
| 0 ♭6 ♭7 1·
·

0

1 | - ♭3♭2

·

ra dha - ra

Shu -

0
x
0
| 1 1 ♭7 1 | 1♭7· 1 ♭3 | ♭2 -

·

Vyá - gram -

·

vara hara

♭7 1 |

bra

Ka - le -

1 1 |

·

De -

hi pa -
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dam Jaya

va - ra

4.1.3. Introduction to Raga

When analyzing the Prabháta Saîgiita, I need to take into consideration some
of the basic features of Indian classical music. Sometimes it is not so easy to
determine which raga some particular song belongs to. Shrii Sarkar, when composing,
occasionally would narrate about the background or specialty of that particular song
or maybe later on, while taking a morning or evening walk, he would explain about
his songs but this was not always the case and most of this information was not
systematically preserved (some notes were taken but by now have been lost). My
experience, when I was in India and would ask some of the music experts which raga
a particular song belonged to, was that it would in most cases be not that easy to
determine and many of the songs are also based on mixed raga (a blending of two or
more ragas). Many songs are also based on Indian folk song traditions and in some
more rare cases also folksongs from other countries. I have therefore chosen to take a
few songs that I already have references that they are of a particular raga
(Priyashivananda’s notes) and also a few songs that I will, based on some reference
books, try to locate which raga they belong to, or at least which thaí they belong to.
Thaí is a raga classification system that Pandit V. N. Bhatkhande invented in
the first half of the twentieth century. He classified ragas into ten thaí - each one
having all the seven tones and the same ascending and descending scale (arohi and
avarohi). Sometimes one raga may fall into the category of two thaís because
sometimes the ragas do not have all the 7 tones and also some ragas use, for example,
both komal ni and shuddha ni (lowered and sharp 7th tone). Although the thaí
categorization of ragas is not perfect, it is widely accepted. As the thaís corresponds
to the frets on sitar, they can be used for practicing fingering and can also be used for
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singing exercises (Khan and Ruckert 272-273). By writing down the melody in
sargam notation, I should be able to determine at least which thaí it belongs to. Under
each thaí there will be several ragas and finding out exactly which raga a particular
song belongs to is more difficult. According to Daniélou (59) the Púrvii thaí as given
by Bhátkhande is a misnomer because the púrvii raga has shuddha dha but the Púrvii
thaí has komala dha (lowered 6th tone) and therefore Daniélou prefers to give the
name Shrii thaí. He may be right but as his opinion has not been able to establish the
use of the name Shrii thaí (instead of Púrvii) I give here below the table of thaís using
the name Púrvii thaí.

Table 8 The Ten Thaís
Kalyāṇ

SRGMPDNS

Bilāwal

SRGmPDNS

Khammāj

SRGmPDnS

Kāfī

SRgmPDnS

Asāwarī

SRgmPdnS

Bhairavī

SrgmPdnS

Bhairav

SrGmPdNS

Toḍī

SrgMPdNS

Pūrvī

SrGMPdNS

Mārwā

SrGMPDNS

Source: (Khan and Ruckert 273)
All the thaís have seven tones but many ragas have only five or six tones.
Ragas are also classified according to how many tones they have in ascending and
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descending scale (arohi and avarohi). These classes are known as játi (Daniélou 55;
Khan and Ruckert 256). They are three in number, “auṛav (5-note), ïhaṛav (6-note),
and sampūrn (full, or 7-note). For the purpose of jati classification, the altered notes
are not considered” (Khan and Ruckert 256). Some ragas may be auóav in the
ascending motion (arohi) and ïhaṛav in the descending motion (avarohi).
The time of the day that a raga is performed and practiced is important. Some
ragas are also related to the seasons and festivals. Some ragas are associated with the
sunrise and sunset as this is regarded as an important time for spiritual practices and
naturally people’s mood also changes according to whether the sun has risen or not. In
India the day is divided into eight three-hour time periods (prahars). The time
preferences of ragas are often divided on the base of those prahars. Some ragas are
not so confined to time period. Every tone in the raga has its own mood and
characteristic and therefore the ragas can be classified according to time of the day
and whether certain tones are lowered (komal) or natural (shuddha). Ma (4th tone) is
the only tone that can be sharp (♯) or tivra (Daniélou 95-96; Khan and Ruckert 254;
Wade 77-79).
The tonic or first tone (sa) of the raga is the most important and as its pitch can
be altered according to the needs of the instruments or voice, the pitch of all other
tones will follow. Often it is therefore sounded as the drone or repeated at frequent
intervals (Daniélou 23). The other important tones of the scale are the vádi and
samvádi that are always a fourth or fifth apart. The vádi (lit. that which speaks) is the
main tone, and the samvádi plays also important but a secondary role (Khan and
Ruckert 258; Daniélou 62).
Many of the songs have elaborate ornamentations (alaîkára) that are also
important part of the song. When Shrii Sarkar gave the songs he would often specify
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how to do the ornamentation of that song and also correct if someone would make
mistakes. In some songs the singer has some freedom to express with his own
ornamental notes as long as he stays within the raga and the style of the song. Shrii
Sarkar did not want any change in the basic melody of the song or the lyrics. He was
particular about that and gave scope and encouraged that the songs would be recorded
immediately to preserve the melody. Daniélou (80-85) gives a rather long list of
possible ornaments (alaîkára) and grace notes (gamaka) with their corresponding
Sanskrit names. It seems too theoretical for me to use those Sanskrit names in my
analysis. Khan and Ruckert (209-211) give examples of some exercises to develop
ability to sing those ornaments - but without attempting to give each one a Sanskrit
name.

4.2. Prabháta Saîgiita and Their Categorization

Prabháta Saîgiita is a collection of 5018 songs. The sheer number of songs
indicates that there may be many ways of categorizing them and that work would
need much expertise in Indian music as well as devotional and spiritual literature.
Dada Priyashivánandaji and Dada Nityasatyánandaji completed categorisation of all
the songs sometimes after 1990. It took half a year to complete this work for those
two experts in Indian music and Prabháta Saîgiita. Unfortunately the manuscript got
lost and thereby all this information (those days they had no access to photocopy
machines or computers). However, Dada Nityasatyánandaji wrote the book Prabháta
Saîgiita Pariciti (প্রভাতসঞগীত - পিরিচিত) and Dada Priyashivánandaji later gave a
seminar on Prabháta Saîgiita and still had a copy of the notes that he prepared. I got
copy of these notes and typed them up, lest they might get lost. Dada
Mantreshvárananda’s book Prabháta Saîgiita Prasauôge (প্রভাতসঙগীত প্রসেঙগ) was
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later published in 2007 and also has an extensive list of categories of Prabháta
Saîgiita with examples of songs in each category. In 2011 there was also published
in Hindi a selection of songs with the Bengali lyrics written in Devanagari (the Hindi
script) and Hindi translation. This book is also done on the basis of categorisation of
the songs. Many of the categories do not contain many songs but because of their
speciality they may have become popular. I have made lists of the categories and
corresponding songs on the basis of the abovementioned references and include that
in Appendix B.
Dada Priyashivánanda´s seminar notes have a very systematic way of
categorising the songs. He uses the main feature of all Indian vocal music as main
categories i.e. ideation (bhava), language and poetry (bhasa), melody (sur), and
rhythm (chanda). However, he doesn’t write much about the poetry and rhythm but
focuses on the ideation (bhava) and melody (sur). Under the ideation category came
various subject and themes of the songs and under the melody category come many
types of music styles and music forms.
There is many ways of categorizing the songs. It could be done according to
the time that they were composed, music arranger of the instrumental part, stylistic
features, music genre (such as tappa, thumri, kiirtana, etc.), philosophical similarity,
Krïòa, Shiva, seasons etc. but eventually it burns down to two categories - based on
the lyrics or based on the music. Sometimes the lyrics call for special music and vice
versa. Therefore, I select those songs that are both interesting for their contents and
music. The scope of this thesis does not allow analyzing all possible categories of
songs.
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Table 9 Categorization of the Prabháta Saîgiita Songs
1. Social Ceremony Songs
2. Nature and Seasonal Song
3. Folk song tunes, Baul, Jhumur.
4. Pada kiirtana and bhanga kiirtana
5. Sanskrit Songs
6. Shiva songs
7. Krïòa songs
8. Classical raga based songs
9. Semiclassical raga based songs: Tappa, thumri, gazal, quawali.
10. Speciality of songs that are not in Bengali or Sanskrit (i.e. Angika,
English, Hindi, Magahi, Maetheli and Urdu)
11. Songs with foreign tunes.
12. Mystic songs.
13. Spiritual realizations.
14. Neohumanistic songs
15. Children songs

4.2.1. Introduction and Overview of the Style and Genres of Prabháta Saîgiita Songs

Most of the lyrics of Prabháta Saîgiita songs have three sections that
musically could be defined as stháyii and antará. This is not without exceptions and
there are also many songs that have only two sections or four sections. The poetic
lines may be two (in Bengali song books, four in Western transcription) but may also
be three (six in Western transcription) or two and half (five in Western transcription).
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In conversation with Paresh Nag, who is a music scholar and song teacher in Kolkata,
he claimed that most of the Prabháta Saîgiita songs have stháyii, antará and ábhoga
(Paresh Nag, pers. com. 27 Nov. 2011, Kolkata) but I personally feel that it would be
more clear to say that most of the songs have only stháyii and antará, where the main
philosophical idea and mood of the song is expressed in the stháyii section and then
there are two antará parts with a return back to the stháyii like returning to a refrain
that contains the essence of the song. This is common in Indian music, “the stáyii is
sung again after each part” (Daniélou 86). The notations in Sauôgiita Diipiká also
support this (Tattvavedánanda and Priyashivánanda 56-65). Most of the time, both of
the antará parts have same melody with some exceptions, where there are different
melodic lines for every part of the lyrics. There is no saiôcárii part in the Prabháta
Saîgiita songs, probably because of their brevity – one song is most of the time sung
in three to five minutes with exceptions of a few songs that take six to eight minutes.
Most of the textbooks on Indian music will give some definition of the stháyii
and antará. I feel that the definition that George Ruckert gives is both clear and
flexible enough.

The asthāī or sthāyī (refrain, standing, fixed) is the main part of a
composition in rag which shows the structure of the rag’s melody in its
principal pitch registration. For the great majority of the rags, this is
the middle saptak from sa to ni. There are exceptional rags in which
the asthai might show higher sa and even a little above, or descend into
the register below middle sa. Often the asthai is a par of lines which
complement each other melodically...
The antarā was a middle section of the long sectional song, the
word meaning “interior” or “between.” Nowadays, this term refers to
the second part of a composition in which the rag is rendered with an
approach to high sa from below, emphasizing it by prolongation, or
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ornamentiong it by repeating this approaching melodic figure with
some variation, and then extending the compsition into the higher
register. (Khan and Ruckert 285)

Most of the Raga based Prabháta Saîgiita follow the general outline given in the
above definition and in the antará section the melody will go into the upper registers,
often as high as the singer can possibly sing. Still there are also many exceptions to
that rule and many songs are more folk song oriented and may not follow this pattern.
But almost all the songs have a refrain and a second part with a different melody.
In all the Prabháta Saîgiita recordings, the voice is prominent and clearly
audible. The text is also clear and easy to follow every word even for non-native
speaker of Bengali. All the published Prabháta Saîgiita recordings have some kind of
instrumental arrangement that includes both instrumental solo and accompaniment of
the singer. Most of them are in the following form:
1. Instrumental introduction. It may sometimes introduce the raga of the song or set
the mood and is mostly 15-45 seconds. There were professional arrangers that
would compose the instrumental parts of the songs and write out the parts for the
musical instruments.
2. Stháyii. Vocal and instrumental accompaniment. The first and the second line are
repeated twice but in most cases the second line acts as the refrain of the song.
Sometimes there is a short instrumental part before the second part of the stháyii,
then comes the second part of the stháyii that may or may not have the same
melody as the first part but will almost always return to either the first line or the
second line depending which one acts as refrain.
3. First interlude. This is an instrumental part leading from the stháyii to the antará
section of the song. It is normally short and will end with a cadenza or melodic
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catch line to prepare the singer to come in. It will also introduce the tempo and
melodic range that the singer has to introduce in the antará.
4. Antará vocal part. Here the melody will move from the middle octave to the upper
octave of the raga and again descend back and return to the refrain of the song
coming back to the stháyii.
5. The refrain and first half of the stháyii is repeated.
6. Second interlude. It is mostly similar to the first one.
7. Second Antará vocal part. Most of the time similar to the first one.
8. The refrain and stháyii is repeated in its entirety. Here normally the tempo has
accelerated slightly from the first time that the stháyii was introduced. When the
song comes close to finishing, the tabla player has freedom to display his skills
but never overshadowing the singer. There is no ritardando towards the end in
any of the songs as is commonly done in Western songs.
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4.3. Musical, Poetic and Philosophical Analysis of Prabháta Saîgiita Songs
4.3.1. Sanskrit Prabháta Saîgiita and Songs of Krïòa and Shiva
The Sanskrit songs have many special features that set them apart. There are
mainly nine Sanskrit songs, whereof seven are Shiva songs and two are Krïòa songs.
The Sanskrit songs were published together on a cassette and most of them have
become popular. The most popular are three of the Shiva songs, 1565 Vajra Kathora,
2505 Jaya Shubha Vajradhara and 2526 Jaya Shiva Svayambha. The Sanskrit songs
have in common that they are very rhythmic and some of them are commonly used in
Indian dance performances in RAWA cultural events in Ananda Marga (mostly 2505
and 3653). The Sanskrit language is more formal than Bengali and Shrii Sarkar likes
to use it to describe the divine qualities of Shiva and Krïòa.
The first Táraka Brahma48 born on this earth was Shiva, around 7,000 years
ago and Krïòa was the second one, around 3.500 years ago. Both of them gave
humanity such a great leap forward by their contributions that we may say that most
of the foundations of our present society were given by them. Such great changes in
society and way of thinking do not happen without great effort and courage and both
of them had to take fight against the evil forces in the society. The greatest difference
in their life is that Krïòa’s life can be divided into the sweet days of Vrindavan when
he attracted everyone by his flute and infinite sweetness but later he had to take the
role of Párthasárathi Krïòa and fight the Mahabharata war. Shiva played the role of
the tender and forgiving personality but was also feared by his enemies.

	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
48
Taraka Brahma: Supreme Consciousness in His personal, liberating and devotional
aspects. See chapter 2.2.3
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There are around forty Shiva songs in the Prabháta Saîgiita collection but
many of them are only available in poetry form (as lyrics) but have not been
published yet in cassette or CD form. There are some common themes in the Shiva
songs where Shiva is described with matted locks, holding the dambaru drum,
dancing the Taòìava dance etc. The most famous Shiva songs are in Sanskrit but
majority of the songs where music is not available are in Bengali. Shrii Sarkar
composed Shiva songs throughout those last eight years but around thirty of the total
forty are composed during the last five years of his life.
4.3.1.1. Analysis of Song No. 2526, Jaya shubhavajradhara
2526
Jaya shubhavajradhara shubhra kalevara
Vyághrámbara Hara dehi padam;
Jaya Viïáòaninádaka kleshavidúraka
Sarvadhiidháraka dehi padam;
Jaya Ádipitá Ádideva Mantresha Mahádeva
Bhávátiita abhinava dehi padam;
Rajatagirinibha madhumaya durlabha
Ánanda Amitábha dehi padam;
Jaya satya sanátana paramapadam.
Victory to the benevolent wielder of the thunderbolt,
the one with white-complexioned body
Clad in tiger-skin – give me shelter at Your feet;
Victory to the blower of the long horn, the remover of all afflictions,
The Supreme entity in whom all intellect is sheltered – give me shelter
at Your feet.
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Victory to the First Father, the First Lord, the lord of mantra, the God
of Gods, Beyond thought, ever-new – give me shelter at Your feet;
One who looks like a silver mountain,
full of sweetness, difficult to attain,
Blissful, infinitely radiant – give me shelter at Your feet;
Victory to the supreme, eternal truth. (Ánandamúrti NSS 275; Sarkar
Selected Songs 172 -173)

Music Example 3
Prabháta Saîgiita No. 2526, “Jaya shubhavajradhara”
Musical Notation: Sargam
– – ḍ ṇ |
Ja-ya
x
0
x
0
S – S
S | – S ṇ S | – gr - r - g | S – ṇ S|
Shu - bha Vaj ra- dha- ra
Shu - bra Ka le - vara
– ḍṇ – S | S S ṇ S
Vyá - gram - va-ra hara

| Sṇ – S g | r – S S |
De - hi pa - dam Jaya

– g P - P - P | P m – m P | – n d - d - n | P (slide) m m m |
Viïá - òa - ni - ná
da-ka
kle - sha - vi dú ra - ka
– m -m - m | mr – P P | gr – r r | S - ḍṇ |
Sar - va - dhii
dhá - raka de hi pa - dam Jaya
– g P - P P | P m - m P | n d - - d - n | P (slide) m m m |
Ádi - pi- tá Á - di - deva Man tre - sha Ma há- de- va
– mm -m m | m r P P | gr - r r | S – ḍ ṇ|
Bhává - tii - ta abhinava de hi pa - dam. Jaya
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Same Example in Cipher Notation (Numerical Notation)
♭6
·

x

♭7 | 1

x

1 | – 1 ♭7

1 | - ♭3♭2

0

♭2

♭3 | 1 -

Shu -

♭6 ♭7 - 1

bha Vaj |

– ♭35

·

5 |

Shu -

De -

hi pa -

4 5 |

Viïá - òa - ni -

ná

da- ka

♭3·

♭3♭2· 5 5 | ♭3♭2· ♭2 ♭2

♭3 |

le -

0 ♭7♭6

kle -

Jaya

♭6 ♭7 | 5 (slide) 4· 4

sha - vi

dú -

|

1

♭35

5 5 |

Ádi - pi-tá
0

♭3♭3

♭3 ♭3

Bhává - tii - ta

dhá 5

4·

raka

– ♭6 ♭7

hi pa -

dam

Man -

tre - sha

5 5 | ♭3♭2 - ♭2 ♭2

a - bhi - nava

de -

hi pa -

Ma -

|

·

Jaya

4 5 | ♭7♭6 - ♭6 ♭7 | 5 (slide) 4· 4

Á - di - deva
| ♭3 ♭2

de -

4 |

ra - ka

·

Sar - va - dhii

vara

– 1 1 |

dam

5 4·

♭3

bra Ka

·

gram - vara ha-ra
5

·

ra dha - ra

1 1 ♭7 1 | 1♭7· 1 ♭3 | ♭2

·

Vyá -

–

♭7 1 |

·

·

0

0

1

·

Ja - ya
0

–

4 |

há- de- va

| 1 - - - ||

dam

This song is the most popular of all the Shiva and Sanskrit songs and
frequently sung at Dharma Cakra and Painyajaiôya49. Shrii Sarkar wrote this song
when he was young and later included in his book Namah Shiváya Shántaya and in
the Praháta Saîgiita collection as Song no. 2526. In NSS, he explains the meaning of
each word in depth so in my analysis I will not go into much details about the
philosophical interpretation.
In Sanskrit verse the number of syllables and whether they are light (lagu) or
heavy (guru) is of prime importance. In this song, the melody and rhythm give clear
recitation of the Sanskrit poem. The syllables that need to be stressed, while reciting
the poem, are also stressed by giving them more time or ornamentation in the melody
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
49
Painyajaiôya: early morning meditation, 5 a.m. It consists of 5 minutes of Prabháta
Samgiita, 15 minutes of kiirtana and minimum of 10 minutes of meditation, followed
by collective Guru Puja. It should be done in all spiritual centres of Ánanda Márga.
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and the light syllables mostly have only one mátrá each. In the first stanza of the
song, first line, the words are
Jaya Shu - bha Vaj
1

2

4 |

3

-

ra dha - ra
1

2

3

|

4

- Shu - bra Ka
1

2

3

4

le -

|1 2

vara
34

The rhythm that we get is actually 3 + 3 + 2 + 3 + 3 + 2 where the Kalevara is
actually (1 +2) + 2
| 0 ♭6 ♭7 1·
·

|

·

Vyá - gram -

1 1 ♭7 1 | 1♭7· 1 ♭3 | ♭2 ·

vara hara

1 1 |

·

De -

hi pa -

dam

Jaya

If we use l for laghu, (light) and g for guru, (heavy) then this sentence will be
Vyághrámbara Hara dehi padam
g g l l l l l l l g
We can see that the rhythm and melody is also emphasizing the natural light and
heavy syllables of the poem. ‘Vyá - gram’ gets both extra length and rhythmic and
melodic qualities whereas ‘vara hara’ has one mátrá per syllable. ‘Padam’ is l + g
and and ‘dam’ comes on the first mátrá of the last vibhág. While singing the singer
will also clearly articulate every word with slight rhythmic moderations that cannot be
easily put into this simple notation. The poetic scansion of the second stanza is a bit
different. First line has four names of Shiva and there are 4 + 4 + 3 + 4 syllables.

Jaya Ádipitá Ádideva Mantresha Mahádeva
ll gllg glll
g ll l g l l

Naturally, all these four names fall on the strong beat of the vibhág and the guru
vowels have a slight stress. ‘Mantresha’ has three syllables, which gives chance for
melodic ornamentation prolongation for the first syllable of the word. Mahádeva has
ornamentation and longer duration for the second syllable.
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We can therefore see that the song complies to the speciality of the Sanskrit language
and the melody and rhythm beautifully amplify the natural rhythm of the poetry.
Every word is clearly marked. This may be one of the reasons that this song is
popular. It feels very natural to sing it and it is easy to memorize.

4.3.1.2. Analysis of Prabháta Saîgiita Song No. 4279 “Tvamasi sarveïám pita”
4279
Tvamasi sarveïám pitá
Tvamasi mama Devatá
Tvamasi Trilokanáthah
Namaskrtyaî Gauôgádharam.
Viïaye viïaye pújya
Áshaye áshaye yujyah
Anushaye anásaktah
Násti tava kála-sthánam.
Iisho´si aniisho´si Tvaî
Guòii guòátiito´si Tvam.
Gaòanáthah gaòaprabhuh
Devánámadidevah Tvam.
Madhumálaiôca, Kolkata, 25/2/88

You are the progenitor of all,
You are my almigthy God,
You are the Supreme Lord of the three worlds,
I salute You, the holder of the River Gaungá
You are adorable in every respect,
You are linked with each and every entity,
you remain unattached to crude objectivities,
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You are without time, without space.
You are the Supreme Controller, You have no controller Yourself,
All attributions emanate from You, You are above all attributions,
You are the Master of all humans, their Supreme Lord,
You are the first God of all gods.
(Sarkar Selected Songs 178)
Music Example 4
Prabháta Saîgiita Song No. 4279 “Tvamasi sarveïám pita”
x
0
x
0
– S S S S | GRGP - P - P P | – P P P P | PDPG - P - m G
Tvamasi Sar - ve - saî pi- tá Tvamasi ma - ma
De - va-ta
| – P P P P | PDPG P - m G | – PP - m G | R RP - m G |
Tvamasi Tri - lo ka - náthah
Namaskrtyaî Gauôgá - dharam
Same Example in Cipher Notation:
x
0
x
0
0 11 1 1 | 3235 - 5 - 5 5 | 0 5 5 5 5 | 5653 - 5 4 3 |
Tvamasi Sar - ve - saî pi-tá
Tvamasi ma - ma De - va-ta
0 5 5 5 5 | 5653 5 - 4 3 |
Tvamasi Tri - lo ka - náthah

0 55 4
3 | 2 25 4 3 |
Namaskrtyaî Gauôgá - dharam

The rest of the song is similar melody.
1. Melody, rhythm and poetry of the song.
This song has a classical beauty of form, melody, rhythm and poetry. All the aspects
are in perfect balance and proportion so the song sounds very simple, with deep
meaning that is easily conveyed with the suitable medium. Underlying that simplicity
is incredible depth in expression and meaning. The rhythm is kaharva tal (2*4
matras). The melodic movement is from the 1st tone (sa) to 5th tone (pa) in the first
line and 2nd, 3rd and 4th lines move from 5th tone to 3rd tone. The seventh tone (ni) is
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never used and 6th tone (dha) only in the gamak ornamentations. There is no repetition
of the lines and the fourth line of the first stanza Namaskrtyaî Gauôgádharam acts as
a refrain.
The combination of the rhythm, melody and poetry gives the song a subtlety
and beauty. Every melodic line starts on the second mátrá (beat) and the second word
of each poetic line comes on the fourth mátrá and then is syncopated in the second
vibhág (section) with the last two syllables coming on the fourth mátrá of the second
vibhág. Those last two syllables rhyme in the 1st and 2nd line and are also the ending
tone of the melody. The ornaments and glides (álankárs and paltas) in the song are an
important part of the beauty of the song and the most difficult to sing. They are
always in the middle of the melodic line with the two main tones of that melody
repeated in the beginning and end (1st and 5th in first line and 5th and 3rd in 2-4th lines).
The syncopation on the second word in each melodic line gives variation and
lightness to the song. The first word falls on 2nd mátrá but there is still very clear in
pronunciation and on repeated note but the second word starts always starts on the 4th
mátrá of the first vibhág and the second or third syllable of that word gets an
emphasis due to the ornamention or glide (álankár) that is on the first mátrá of the
second vibhág. This creates a beautiful effect in hearing the words corresponding with
the rhythms and melody such as in:

Music Example 5
Aesthetics of Words and Rhythm Coordination
–

SS S S (glide) | P
P P P
|
Iisho´si a nii - sho´ - si Tvaî

–

PP
P P | P g Pg - m G
|
Guòii guòá tii - to´- si Tvam
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The poetic use of syllables is part of that beauty. Here there is special use of ‘ii’ as in:
Iisho´si aniisho´si Tvaî
Guòii guòátiito´si Tvam
The words Iisho´si and aniisho´si — Guòii and guòátiito also have contrasting
meaning. In Sanskrit, often by adding a suffix a word may have an opposite meaning.
Iisha means to control and aniisha is that which is not under control. Parama Shiva or
Supreme Consciousness is the controller of the universe and at the same time, He is
beyond control of any other entity. As the whole universe is within the mind of the
Supreme Consciousness, all the guòas (attributes or qualities of the creation) are
imbibed in Him. At the same time, Parama Shiva is also beyond the universe. The
universe is only created out of a part of His infinite consciousness and that unbound
infinite consciousness that has not been metamorphosed into the universe (Nirguòa
Brahma) due to the qualifying influence of the guòas is guòatiita or guòahiina.

“Iisham aniisham.” Aniisham is one who has no one to control him.
“Yadanye nádhirohati”. There is none to command Him. So, He is
both Iisha and Aniisha. How many qualities has he? He has unlimited
qualities. “Asheïa guòam”. No one can count the number of qualities
He possesses. ...He is also described as Guòahiina, because He is
beyond all qualities. (Ánandamúrti AV Part VIII 80)

2. Philosophical interpretation of the song
In the second chapter of this thesis I introduced the philosophical concept of
Táraka Brahma. Shiva was the first Táraka Brahma to be born on this earth and this
song describes His qualities. Every sentence of the song has a deep philosophical
meaning.
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Tvamasi sarveïám pita : Tvamasi = Thou art, sarveïám = of all, pita = father.
Shrii Shrii Ánandamúrtiji has explained in Namah Shiváya Shántaya that Shiva’s love
and affection for all human beings and animals was boundless and the people of that
time accepted him as their loving father regardless of which race or clan they had
been belonging to. Thus in the first line of the song is ‘Thou art the father of all’

The loving inspiration of Shiva made those mute people eloquent, and
they proclaimed with a sweet smile on their faces, Hararme 191xis
Gaorii mátá svadeshah bhuvanatrayam [“Shiva is my father, Párvatii
is my mother, and the three worlds of earth, heaven and hell are my
native land”]. They further declared, Átmagotraî parityajya
Shivagotraî pravishatu [“Leave your own gotra and enter
Shivagotra”]. “From now on there will be no discrimination among us,
no conflict among the clans. Regardless of our colour – black, white,
yellow – we are all the sons and daughters of Shiva. We all belong to
one gotra – Shivagotra.” Thus the prehistoric humans, united by the
common bond of the fatherhood of Shiva, strengthened the foundation
of their mutual relationships. They realized that because Shiva was
their father, their lives were in harmony and rhythm. Thus Shiva was
the first father of the human race. (Ánandamúrti NSS 280)

Tvamasi Trilokanáthah: Tri = Three, loka = stratum, layers of existence, world, nátha
= lord, controller, master. Trilokanátha refers to the Supreme Consciousness or Shiva
as the controller of the three spheres of physical, psychic and spiritual existence.
“There are three spheres – physical, mental, and spiritual. They are the trilokas, and
one who controls them is ‘Trilokanáth’ ” (Ánandamúrti ÁV Part 23 64).
Namaskrtyaî Gauôgádharam. Namaskrtyaî = I salute You. Gauôgádhara is one of
the names of Shiva. Shrii Shrii Ánandamúrtiji explains in one of his discourses the
meaning of the word.
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The river Gauôgá is limited to a particular geographical area –
she does not even flow in Maharastra state of India. But Lord Shiva
who is called Gáuôgádhara exists everywhere. This Gauôgá has
another meaning: “iìá náìii”. In the human body there are three main
náìiis candra, súrya and shúnya. These three náìiis are also called
lalaná, rasaná and avadhútiká; Gauôgá, Yamuná and Sarasvatii; and
iìá, piuôgalá and ïusumná, respectively.
Shiva has his seat in the pineal gland or sahasrára cakra. All the
actional faculties and actional urges are controlled from the controlling
point of the pineal gland. That point is called Parama Shiva or
Gauôgádhara. (AV Part VIII 46)
So here the word Gauôgá is not the river Gauôgá but one of the three subtle energy
channels that run from the base of the spine at múládhára cakra. The seat of the
Supreme Consciousness is at the sahasrára cakra and all the lower cakras with their
respective propensities are controlled from there.
Each word and sentence in the second and third stanza of this song have so
deep meaning that if I want to do give proper philosophical interpretation with
relevant quotes and explanation it will take much space and some of that will be
repetition of the second chapter. Basically every line represents a description of the
qualities of Táraka Brahma and Supreme Consciousness. These philosophical ideas
are set in such beautiful language and concentrated form that the song sounds like a
Sanskrit sloka or mantra.
4.3.2 Raga Based Prabháta Saîgiita
This is undoubtedly the biggest category of Prabháta Saîgiita as most of the
songs are based on ragas. Shrii P. R. Sarkar traced the tradition of the ragas back to
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Shiva and explained that they are based on deep spirituality and have the quality to
carry the spirituality of devotional songs.

4.3.2.1. Analysis of Prabháta Saîgiita No. 766, “Tomáre bhálabese Tomáre páoyár
áshe”
766
Tomáre bhálabese Tomáre páoyár áshe,
Jujhite shata bádhá prastut áchi ámi;
Tomári gán geye’ Tomári path ceye’,
Tomári kathá bheve’ áchi je divá-jámii.
Jáni ná ámáy Tumi bhálobáso ki ná
Tava hiyá májhe váje ámár vedaná
Tumi je sárátsár tái Tumi biná
ár kichu jániná satata nami.
Alakhete sadá triloke rahiyácho,
Alakár srote bhásáye’ ditecho;
Satata sabár sauôge calitecho,
Klánti náhi máni’ náhi thámi’.
Madhumálaiôca, Kolkata, 16/8/83

	
  
Loving You, hoping to attain You,
All obstacles I am ready to fight;
Singing Your songs, awaiting Your advent
And remembering you alone, I remain all day and night.
I do not know if You love me or not,
Or whether in Your heart my pain resonates,
The essence of essence that You are, I know no one and nothing else,
and offer salutations all the time
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Invisibly, in the three spheres, You are ever present,
Flooding the universe with heavenly streams,
You are in eternal movement with all
On a tireless and ceaseless journey.
(Sarkar Selected Songs 230)
Music Example 6
Analysis of Prabháta Saîgiita No. 766, “Tomáre bhálabese Tomáre páoyár áshe”
Tál: káhárvá
Tháí: Ásávarii
Raga: Jaunpuri (or possibly Ásávarii rag)
Vadi: d Samvadi: g
Time: late morning raga (9-12 noon)
Arohi-Avarohi (Ásávarii rag): S R m P d Ṡ
Arohi-Avarohi (Jaunpuri rag): S R m P d n Ṡ

ṠndPmgRS
ṠndPmgRS

Stháyii:
x
0
x
0
m m m – | – – m P | mg gm P – | – – – – |
Toma - re
bhala - be se
d d d – |– – d n | – PdPd m | – – – –|
Toma - re
Paoyar
ashe
m mṠ nṠ – | – – P d | m P Pd m | – – – – |
Yu- jhi - te
shata ba dha
g m mP g | – – R S | – S Rg Rg | S – – – |
Pras - tu - t
achi
ami
Antará:
x
0
x
0
– mm m m | nd d d n | – nṠ
Ṡ Ṡ | ġṘ n Ṡ – |
Jáni ná á - má - y Tumi
bhálo - bá - so ki
ná
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– ṠṘ ṠṘ ġ | Ṙ Ṡ Ṡ ṠṘ n | – nṠ nṠṘ Ṡ | dn dn P – |
Tava hiyá
má - jhe vá-je
ámá - ra ve - da - ná
–

PṠ Ṡ Ṡ | Ṡ – ṠṘ n
Tumi je sá - rá - t - sá - r

– Pn d d | P d mP
ár ki - chu já - ni - ná

| – nṠ n ṘṠ
tái Tu -mi

g | –

gm P
sata - ta

| dn dn P – |
bi ná

nd | P – – – |
na - mi.

(Sarkar (notation by Valsara) Svaralipi I 17)
[Back to refrain “Jujhite shata bádhá prastut áchi ámi”]
1. Music and Mood of the Song
The strong resolve to attain the Supreme is blended with the sweet ideation of
love and is felt through the simplicity and firmness of the melody. The melody starts
on the 4th tone (ma), moves to the upper octave 1st tone (sa) and then descends to the
1st tone (sa). The melody of this song belongs to the Ásávarii Tháí that has lowered
3rd, 6th and 7th tones (ga dha and ni). There are a few ragas that belong to this tháí
such as ásávarii, jaunpurii, komala ásávarii, gándhárii and devagándhára (Moutal
431). The melodic movement seems to indicate that this raga is ásávarii raga but it
could also be jaunpurii because the difference between the two is very subtle. The
ásávarii raga will reach the higher sa (Ṡ or 1st tone in second octave) by ni dha ṡa but
the jaunpurii has the possibility of reaching it by dha ni ṡa but in practicality the
komal ni is normally taken from above (ibid.). The sensitive tone is the komal ni that
has to be taken with care. In the antará of this song we have:
x
0
x
0
– mm m m | nd d d n | – nṠ
Ṡ Ṡ | ġṘ n Ṡ – |
Jáni ná á - má - y Tumi
bhálo - bá - so ki
ná

The komal ni is reached by a jump with a slide in the voice from ma and sounds like
an ornamentation on the dha. It sounds like an expression of anguish and in ‘Tumi’
the komol ni leads to the higher sa but in an offbeat and lightly touched. Once the
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upper sa is reached it sounds very bright and the meaning of ‘bhálobáso’ is ‘love me’
and then the highlight of the melody is when it touches the higher komal ga. That is
the highest tone and gives a climax in the melody. Komal ga is the samvadi of
ásávarii raga and komal dha is the vadi (Moutal 432; Khan and Ruckert 70). Here
kamal ga plays an important role as the highest tone in the song but I do not feel that
the kamal dha is given much importance. The melodic movement in antará part of the
song seems to fit quite well with the normal movement (chalan) of this raga (Khan
and Ruckert 70).
The stháyii of this song is in rather slow káhárva tál with a full 4 mátrá rest
after every melodic phrase. One melodic line will therefore have four 8 mátrá (4+4)
cycles that constitute one whole melodic phrase. The antará starts on the 4th tone (ma)
with a slightly quicker melodic movement that ascends to the upper octave centring
around the 1st tone (ṡa) and ending on the 5th tone. The 5th tone (pa) is then strongly
emphasized as well as 1st tone and the antará ends on the 5th tone leading back to the
refrain that is jumping up to 1st tone.

2. Philosophical interpretation of the lyrics
The first stanza (stháyii) of this song represents the spirit of Madhyamácára that is
fighting against the crudifying influence of the Avidyá Máyá keeping always the
Supreme Goal of Brahma in front.
Madhyamácárii sádhakas want to fight against Prakrti, keeping
Brahma fixed before them. They move forward towards the spiritual
effulgence, or Brahmajyoti, tearing the veil of darkness of Avidyá.
Ananda Marga accepts the path of Madhyamácára sádhaná, because
in this process sádhakas have a fixed goal. (Ánandamúrti Disc. on
Tantra II 89-90)
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In song no. 766 this idea is given a sweet devotional touch with the strong feeling of
love towards the Supreme as stated in the first words “Tomáre bhálobese..., Loving
You, hoping to attain You, all obstacles I am ready to fight.” The goal is fixed as the
Supreme Consciousness and the spiritual aspirant is moving towards Him with the
strength of his love and devotion. The song represents a very strong resolve to attain
the goal. There is firmness in the words, “The essence of essence that You are, I know
no one and nothing else.” Only the Supreme Goal is in mind and by the strength of
love and firm resolve the devotee is day and night moving towards his cherished
Goal.

3. Poetic aspects of the lyrics
The firmness of ideation on that singular goal of the Supreme is embedded in the use
of ‘Tomáre’ (You) at the beginning of each part of the melodic phrase.

Tomáre bhálobese Tomáre páoyár áshe,
Jujhite shata bádhá prastut áchi ámi;
Tomári gán geye Tomári path ceye’,
Tomári kathá bheve áchi je divá-jámii. (Sarkar Selected Songs 230)

There is a pattern of 3+4 syllables in all the lines and the words and the melody fit
very well. The words that come together in the melodic line are also linguistically
natural together, such as ‘gan geye’ (sing song), ‘patha ceye’ (tread path).
The antará has a different rhyme pattern and leads back into the refrain:
Jáni ná ámáy Tumi bhálobáso ki ná
Tava hiyá májhe váje ámár vedaná
Tumi je sárátsár tái Tumi biná
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ár kichu jániná satata nami
I do not know if You love me or not,
Or whether in Your heart my pain resonates,
The essence of essence that You are, I know no one and nothing else
And offer salutations all the time (ibid.)
It is emphasizing the feeling that whether the Supreme is feeling the spiritual agony of
separateness or not, the devotee knows no other goal than the Supreme. The meaning
and the melody is again leading back into the theme. The last line of the antará
rhymes with the refrain in the stháyii.
The second antará also has its special poetic features different from the 2nd one.

Alakhete sadá triloke rahiyácho
Alakár srote bhásáye ditecho;
Satata sabár saunge calitecho
Klánti náhi máni náhi thámi (ibid.)

There is again a very subtle structure of syllabic use.
a – s - acho
a – s - echo
s-s-s - echo
n – ami
The three first lines are in present continuous, 2nd person and therefore the last words
that are verbs end with -cho. They are all describing the qualities of the Supreme. The
last line is strongly contrasting with the first three lines and leads back to the theme.
There is much use of the n and m sounds in the last line. The meaning is also related
to the refrain (stháyii) coming back to that firm resolve to think of nothing else than
the Supreme.
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4. Conclusion
This song is a classical song and sounds rather simple and is not too hard to sing but
is thoroughly composed with complicated rhymes and use of syllables. The ideation
of the song is supported with the melody and mood of the song and makes this song
rather popular as a devotional song. It also represents an important philosophical idea
of moving towards the Supreme with the force of unflinching devotion and love.

4.3.3 Social Ceremony Songs

The social codes of Ánanda Márga are presented in Caryácarya Parts 1-3.
The first part describes various social functions and how to conduct them as well as
how the structure of Ánanda Márga. Some of the social functions include: marriage
ceremony, baby naming ceremony, shraddha ceremony (funaral), birthday, New
Years festival, Diipavalii festival, Ánanda púròima (Bábá’s birthday), Shrávaòii
púròimá (first initiation day) and many others. Of those that I have listed here, Shrii
Sarkar has created Prabháta Saîgiita for all those occasions.

Table 10 Social Ceremony Songs
Song number

First line

Social Function

50

Raktiî Kishalay

Flag Ceremony

58

Dujane jakhan

Marriage Ceremony
Baby Naming Ceremony (Infant´s

59

Nanir puíul

Játakarma)

60

Tomar jinis

Shraddha Ceremony (Funeral)
Offering one’s self (to become a

61

Ámi paráò dhariá

sannyasii)

63

Diipávalii

Diipávalii festival (festival of light)
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64

Ákashe áj ranger mela

Colour festival

136

Ájker ei shishu taru

Tree planting ceremony

137

Beshi kichu náhi cái

House entrance ceremony

126-131

New Years Songs

132-135

Ánanda púrnima (Bábá´s Birthday)
Shraváòii púròima (Day of first

4985

Shraváòii púròima katha

initiation)

Source: Sarkar Prabháta Saîgiita: Ceremony, Festival and Songs of Various Themes

The social ceremony songs have in common that they are easy to sing, both
for Indians and for people from other cultural background. The two songs that have
gained popularity beyond their function as festival songs are song no. 63, Diipavalii
and song no. 130 Sonalii bhor. The Diipavalii song is one of the first songs that many
people learn and is therefore often sung in collective functions. The Sonalii bhor is a
new years song but the meaning of the lyrics can also be taken more universally as a
beginning of something new in one’s life; and the melody is so beautiful that many
people learn it and sing any time.

4.3.3.1 Song no. 59 - Baby Naming Ceremony Song

This song is normally only sung at the Baby Naming Ceremony. It is a very
sweet and simple song with beautiful meaning that is so befitting to the occasion. The
ceremony consists of everyone present taking commitment to take care of the child’s
all round development and upbringing, reciting of Sanskrit mantra along with putting
water from one container to another and mentally repeating one’s own mantra. The
water in the bathing tub is then used to bathe that child. The children normally enjoy
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bathing in the spiritually charged water and laugh and splash the water with their
hands and feet.
59
Naniir putul, íuíul íuíul,
Hát pá nárche hese hese [refrain]
Anguliguli campaka-kali,
Dyuloker dyuti cokhe bháse.
Kusumita ban kariyá cayan
Eseche khokhan (khuku) nava deshe.
Gaóe tule noba baóa kare noba
Kole tule noba bhálobese.
(Madhumálainca, Kalikátá, 27th Nov. ´82)

Our darling baby is like a little doll of butter
Wiggling his/her hands and feet
Laughing with glee and joy.
His fingers like blossoms of champaka flowers
The lustre of the celestial world glowing in his eyes
Plucking tender flowers from the forest
The baby has arrived in a new land
I will nurture him well, I will help him to grow
I will take him on my lap with love
(Sarkar PS Vol. I 83)

The rhyme in this song is especially delightful for children. It is like a lullaby and
specially made to be sweet sounding. The emphasis on syllables, length of the word
and the melody and rhythm all coincide. For example “Aôguli guli campaka kali,
Dyuloker dyuti cokhe bháse” guli and kali rhyme but there is also doubling of
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consonants gu gu and ka ka. The melody is in dádra rhythm (3 +3) and can easily be
played with guitar accompaniment or harmonium.

Music Example 7
Music Notation of Prabháta Saîgiita No. 59
Sargam notation: Tal (rhythm): dádrá
x
0
x
0
G G - | G G GS | SR R - | R R R Ṇ |
Na - nii - r pu - tu - l, íu - íu - l íu - íu - l,
Ṇ - Ṇ| Ṇ - Ṇ|ḌṆ R | S - - |
Há - t pá ná - r - che he - se he - se
x
0
x
0
G - G | G G GS | SR R R | R R RṆ
A - ô - gu - li gu - li ca - m - pa - ka - ka - li
Ṇ Ṇ Ṇ| - Ṇ Ṇ|Ḍ Ṇ R | S - Dyulo - ke - r dyu - ti cokhe bhá - se
Cipher (Numerical) Notation:
x
0
x
3 3 - | 3 3 31 | 12 2 Nanii - r

putu - l,

Cmaj

0
| 2

íu - íu - l

2

27 |
·
íu - íu - l,

Gmaj

7 - 7| 7 - 7|6 7 2 | 1 - - |
·
· ·
· · ·
Há - t pá ná - r - che he - se he - se
Gmaj

x
3 -

Gmaj

0
x
3 | 3 3 31 | 12 2

A- ô - gu - li gu - li

Cmaj

2

0
| 2

2 27 |
·
ca- m - pa - ka - kali

7 7 7 | - 7 7 | 6 7 2 | 1 - - ||
· · ·
· · · ·
Dyuloke - r dyuti cokhe bhá - se
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The melody is very simple as can be seen on the notation. It is as if Shrii
Sarkar wanted that this song would be very easy and anyone could sing it regardless
of their cultural background. It is a melody of harmonic nature; every tone in the
melody is part of the accompanying cords. I have therefore put under the cords as if it
were accompanied with guitar. The original recording uses harmonium, guitar, violin,
drum and old style synthesizer. It does not sound very good but the voice and rhythm
is clear.

4.3.3.2. Analysis of Shraddha Ceremony Song (During Memorial Ceremony of a
Deceased Person)
60
Tomár jinis tomáke diyechi,
Tumi náo prabhu kole tule.
Kándiá diyechi vedaná sahechi,
Ei sántvaná Tumi nile.
Mor, ei sántvaná Tumi nile.
Járá ese chilo sabái rayeche,
Asiimer májhe sabe jege áche
Hárái hárái ámrá sadái,
Bheve kende mari Tomá bhule
Prabhu, bheve kende mari Tomá bhule
(Madhumálaiôca, Kalikátá, 28th Nov., ´82)

What was Yours, Lord, I have given You
Now, O Lord, take him/her on Your lap
With tears I have given him, with pangs of loss
My consolation is only this
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That you have accepted him.
All those who came, are existing still
In infinity all are still alive
But still we live in fear of loss
And forgetting You, we worry and weep
O Lord, forgetting You, we worry and weep.
(Ibid. 84)
This song is maybe the only song in the whole collection that is expressing the
grief of losing a beloved mortal person. Shrii Sarkar composed this song for the
Shraddha Ceremony that is performed within 12 days after the death of the person. In
Caryacárya part I, detailed guidelines are given as to how to perform the Shraddha
Ceremony (Ánandamúrti 50-54). The main spirit behind the ceremony is to give relief
and solace to the closest to the deceased person. The philosophy of Ánanda Márga
supports reincarnation - the soul is immortal and after death, it will either take another
body or attain liberation. However, in the song and lyrics of the Shraddha Ceremony
Bábá recognizes the human feelings that normally arise in the mind of anyone losing
his near one. Even we know that the person has only left us to continue his spiritual
path in another body, still we weep and cry. But at the moment of this ceremony, all
these feelings are offered to the Supreme, so that those afflicted by the sorrow may
see the light again and move on with their lives. The ceremony ends with a blessing
that Shrii Shrii Ánandamúrtiji also used to utter at the end of His DMC discourses.

(7) Then the ácárya/á will recite the following mantra:
Sarve’tra sukhinah bhavantu sarve santu nirámayáh;
Sarve bhadráòi pashyantu na kashcid duhkhamápnuyát.
Oôî shántih, oôî shántih, oôî shantih. (One time.)
[Let everybody be happy; let everybody be free from all physical or
psychic ailments; let everybody see the bright side of everything; let
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nobody be forced to undergo any trouble under pressure of
circumstances… Oôî shántih, oôî shántih, oôî shantih] (Caryacárya
part I 52-53)
This song is very slow, without any drum accompaniment and rather free
rhythm. A slow pulse can still be felt and because the words are mostly three syllable
words so it can be felt as a very slow three beat tempo (three beats in 66 or one beat in
22). The music accompaniment in this recording and the singer really bring the
feeling of funeral and losing a near one. The melody has slides that suit the mood of
lament. This is the whole melody:

Music Example 8
Music Notation of the Shraddha Ceremony Song
P P (slide) G | M (slide) G - | S R G (slide) | Ṇ S S |
Tomá r ji nis Tomáke
diyechi
S R R | R G - | R R(slide)P – | M G - ||
Tumi náo Prabhu ko-le
tule.
Same example in Cipher Notation:
5

5 (slide) 3 | 4 (slide) 3 - | 1

2 3(slide) | 7 1 1 |
·

Tomá -

r

ji -

1 2· 2 | 2 3 Tumi náo Prabhu

nis

Tomáke

diyechi

| 23(slide)5 – | 4 3 - ||
ko-le
tule.

The melody has a very short melodic range, only from 5th tone (pa) to lower
7th tone (ni). The melody starts on 5th tone and moves down to 1st tone and in the
second sentence again up to 5th tone. The singer slides from 5th tone to the 3rd tone in
a very sorrowful manner. All the vocal ornamentations express grief. But maybe most
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important is the lack of rhythm. It feels as the time has become still on this moment of
grief.
The instrumental accompaniment is very suitable and comprises of
harmonium, guitar, rather deep flute and violin. The harmonium and guitar give the
harmonic accompaniment and the flute and violin improvise melodies to support the
tone and contents of the singing. It may all have been written down by the music
arranger but it sounds quite improvised.

4.3.4. Nature and Seasonal Songs

Nature in all its various aspects is present in many of the Prabháta Saîgiita
songs. Shrii Sarkar in his philosophy and actions showed a unique love, sensitivity
and affection for the nature. The essence of his philosophy Neohumanism is that by
seeing the Supreme in everything we have to extend our love towards all human
beings, animals, plants and even inanimate objects. PROUT (Progressive Utilization
Theory) also aims at establishing a balance, not only the economic structure but also
in our relationship with nature. It is a green economic theory that sees value of life not
only in material wealth but also in our connection with nature and all round
development and care of all human beings and nature. In the last ten years of Shrii
Sarkar’s life, he also started collecting plants and growing plant nurseries and natural
reserves and giving all plants that were collected for that purpose a Sanskrit name and
describing their medical or utilization value. It is therefore no wonder that his poems
in the Prabháta Saîgiita collection are full of natural images and feeling of oneness
with nature and the Supreme.
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In the early songs of the song cycle, Shrii Sarkar methodically composed
songs and poems related to all the six seasons, those are songs number 88-124. Apart
from these songs, there are also many other songs that were composed later on. The
melodies and music accompaniment is that of the early style of Prabháta Saîgiita –
melody is rather simple with short melodic phrases that match nicely the poem and
sung in a rhythmic way. The poetic ideas of the lyrics are very rich in contents and
have in common that the subject is seeing the Consciousness in the various
expressions of nature. Subhas Sarkar and Ácárya Mantreshvaránanda Avadhúta have
written about the lyrical contents of the songs.
Subhas Sarkar is a professor of English literature and compares the poetry of
Shrii Sarkar with the English and American poets of 19th and early 20th century. It
may seem a bit far stretched to connect the Indian and American traditions but
actually it can be seen, especially in the Transcendentalist Movement (Baym 441) of
the American writers in the early 19th Century, that writers like Emerson had probably
read some translations or information from the Indian Vedas containing the idea of
Brahma, the Supreme Consciousness that is inundating the nature and whole creation.

In the woods, we return to reason and faith... Standing on the bare
ground, –my head bathed by the blithe air, and uplifted into infinite
space, –all mean egotism vanishes. I become a transparent eye-ball. I
am nothing. I see all. The currents of the Universal Being circulate
through me; I am part or particle of God...
The greatest delight which the fields and woods, minister, is the
suggestion of an occult relation between man and the vegetable. I am
not alone and unacknowledged. They nod to me and I to them.
(Emerson 494-495)
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Here in Emerson’s writing we can see a similar thought as is often expressed in the
Prabháta Saîgiita. However there is still a subtle difference. Here the nature is for
Emerson a way to realize his inner self and by feeling that Universal Being in the
tranquillity of the forest, the nature is no more alien to him - it is alive and an ‘occult
relation’ is established between the poet and the nature. Subhas Sarkar comments in
his book, “While Wordsworth came to represent Nature as apotheosized by the human
mind, P. R. Sarkar has rendered her as an instrument and living embodiment of the
divine” (198). In Shrii Sarkar’s poems, the Supreme is felt so closely in the nature and
the mind of the poet is full of the blissful vibrations and fragrance of the Supreme.

Indian esoteric poetry, beginning with the Vedas and the Upanishads,
has looked upon Nature as the embodiment of the Supreme. It sees the
divine power which manifests itself through Natural phenomena and
human beings involving the whole creation in the divine play or Liilá.
(Subhas Sarkar 199)
The uniqueness of Shrii Sarkar’s poetry is the personal touch of experiencing that
connection of the nature and the Supreme. The poems (song lyrics) are always from
the viewpoint of the devotee that longs to feel the personal touch of that Supreme
loving entity. There can really be felt an “occult relation between man and the
vegetable” as Emerson so interestingly gives words to it (494).

Bearing with him a flower basket,
Who came, oh who came?
With a garland of songs in His hand,
He set me afloat on His stream of melody.
The mimusops jasmine blossoms have opened their eyes.
The Indian olive scatters joyous intoxication
The blackbee tries to speak
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Intoxicated with sweet fragrance.
In the distant skye stars are smiling
And pollen floats in the air
Blending with the pollen of life,
The vast universe has become scarlet red.
For a long, long time I sat and waited
Until the One whom I awaited
With his own hand, rocked the cradle of song
Who came, oh lord, who came? (Sarkar PS Vol. I 131)

In this song we can see all the aforesaid philosophical trends blend in a beautiful
poetry and imagery. The nature takes on a new life when it tries to express the feeling
of spring and the feeling of the Supreme expressing through the nature blends with
the personal. The pollen of the flowers blends with the pollen of life as the devotee
feels that finally after waiting for the Supreme for a ‘long, long time’ feels him in the
cradle of the spring song. The nature poem is transformed into a mystical poem where
the devotee asks, ‘who came, oh lord, who came?

Table 11 Seasonal Songs

88-91 Autumn, early winter
92, 93 Harvesting
94-100 Winter (Shiita), cold, enjoying the internal sweetness
101-107, 4159 Spring (Vasanta), happiness and sweetness
108 - 110 Summer (Grishma), intolerable heat, lack of water
111-113 Summer storms, dust storms and torrential rain storms. Destruction, the Lord
in his terrible form
114-118 Rainy season (Varsar). The nature is happy to receive the rain and birds sing.
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119 Drought. No water, everything is dying.
120, 121 Early winter (Sharat). The time of Sheulii flowers, nature is still enjoying the
water from the rainy season and the deep cold has not come yet.
122 Time of Sheulii flowers. Evening. Feeling of loss.
123, 124 Winter. Happy songs.

Out of this collection of songs, those that are popular and commonly sung are no. 105
(spring song), 116 (rainy season), 119 (drought) and 122. Song no. 122 is already
transcending the definition of seasonal songs because it is deeply personal and sees
the flowers and nature as alive and conscious of the Lord.

4.3.4.1. Analysis of Prabháta Saîgiita No. 97, Winter Song

Shiite shiuli kena phoíe ná, kamal kena kathá kay ná.
Ná ná ná, tá’rá kathá kay ná, shiitete tá’rá kuñkóe geche.
Ár jára áche taba bháve áche, manete sabái tomáy jáche.
Dhará áji mane majeche, se bujhi tomáy cine’ niyeche.
Ná ná ná dhárá kathá kay ná, shiitete se je kuñkóe geche.
Maner kusum shata dháre phuíe, manetei cápá paóeche.
Ná ná ná, tárá kathá kay ná, shiitete tárá kuñkóe geche.
(Madhumálaiôca, Kalikátá, 10th Nov., ´82)

(Sarkar PS Vol. I (1-500) 32)
In winter why does the night jasmine not bloom,
why does the lotus not speak?
No, no, no, they do not speak at all, for they are shivering with cold.
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And those who remain merged in Your thought,
their minds all long for You.
The earth today is internally gay, perhaps it has recognized You.
No, no, no they do not speak at all, for they are shivering with cold.
The flower of mind has bloomed in countless ways,
but all the blossoms are buried in Your mind.
No, no, no they do not speak at all, for they are shivering with cold.
(Sarkar PS Vol. I 121)

Music Example 9
Analysis of Prabháta Saîgiita No. 97, Winter Song
Tál: dádrá (madhyalay, medium fast)
Tháí/Raga: Bilával
mP | G m G | R S R | Ṇ Ṇ S | – – PP |
Shiite shi- u - li ke - na - phoíe ná
Shiite
G m G |R S R | Ṇ Ṇ S | – – – |
shi- u - li ke - na phoíe ná
S S R | R R G | R RP P | m G – 𝄇
Kamal ke - na
ka-thá ka - y ná
P – G | m – R | G – – | – – SS | S R R | Ṇ S – |
Ná
ná
ná
tárá ka - thá ka - y ná
S SR R | R R G | R RP P | m G – 𝄇
Shiite - te tá - rá
kuñ - kóe ge-che

The melody is very simple and starts from the 5th tone (pa) and goes down to
1st tone (sa) in the first sentence. But the rhythm makes it interesting. It is a fast dádrá
tál (3+3) and the accompaniment starts with guitar and violin (or maybe sarangi).
There is no percussion instrument and the guitar is played with strumming and the
violin improvises a melody accompaniment. This accompaniment may not have been
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pre-composed like most of the later recordings. The song sounds a bit like a blending
of Western and Indian music because the use of Bilaval raga that has same tones as a
Major scale and using guitar. But the violin and the rhythm makes it essentially Indian
music. The first word of the singer comes on comes on the last mátra of the avarthan
and then the other words come on first mátras of each vibhag. The whole sentence is
then repeated. It is very simple rhythm but somehow because the attack that the first
word (Shiiti) receives, it sounds like in counterpoint with the rhythm of the guitar.
Next sentence is without any syncopation in the text and third sentence starts with
“No, no, no...” in falling thirds and adds two measures (avarthan) whereas the rest of
the song all comes within four measures or two vibhags (cycles). The result of all
these small rhythmic elements makes the song interesting. The first melodic line is a
question, “Why doesn’t the Shiulii flowers bloom in the winter?” The song starts with
two questions and they are connected and separated by opposite melodic movement
and using syncopation in the first and on the beat in the second.

4.3.4.2. Analysis of Prabháta Saîgiita No. 105 “Aji, Vasanta Pavane” – Spring Song

This is probably the most popular of the seasonal songs in Ánanda Márga. The
melody is beautiful, the recording is well done and the song captures the happy
feeling of the spring. The recording starts with a tabla solo, a short melody on flute
and then the singer comes in. The violin echoes the singer like the sarangi players
normally do. In the first interlude, the flute plays solo accompanied with the violin
and the tabla and in the second interlude the violin gets a short solo.
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105
Áji, vasanta pavane liiláyita caraòe, nece jái, nece jái jharaòá sama.
Nirmegha gagane aiôjita nayane, eñke jái, eñke jái mádhuri mama.
Áj egiye cali tava chande, surabhita hoi tava gandhe.
Hásiá berái ánande,
raiôjita kari patha kiîshukaraiôjane, tava lági antaratama.
Áj egiye caláy náhi bándha, mor hiyá tava háre gáñtha!
mor gán tava sure sádha,!
(Áj) pikatáne madhugáne, sab kichu mor bhese jáy,
bhese yáy yár páne, táke namo namo namah.
(Madhumalaiôca, Kolkata, 12/11/1982)
(Sarkar PS Vol. I (1-500) 34)
Today in the vernal breeze, on graceful feet,
I dance and dance, like a fountain I dance
With my colourful vision I decorate the cloudless sky,
paint it with all my sweetness.
Today I move and move in Your rhythm
And perfume myself with Your divine fragrance
I move along in laughter and joy.
With palash blossoms I colour the path crimson,
For You, the Lord of my innermost heart.
Today no obstacles obstruct our path,
Into your garland my heart is woven
With your melody my song is in harmony,
Today in the cuckoo’s sweet song, my whole mind floats along
To the One towards whom it floats, I offer my deepest salutations.
(Sarkar PS Vol. I 130)
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Music Example 10
Analysis of Prabháta Saîgiita No. 105 “Aji, Vasanta Pavane” – Spring Song
Tál: Káharva
Raga/Tháí: Bilaval
Stháyii
S S
Áji

|

x
0
x
0
S G – R | G m P – |P P P D | m P m G |
va-san - ta pava-ne
lii - lá - yi-ta ca - raòe,
– P – M | P – – – | – – – – |
ne - ce jái,
G m P N | D P G m |P – – – | – – – – |
ne-ce já - i jha-ra-òá sama.
Antará
– –

S – |
Á-j

SG GG G RG | PM P – – | PP PP P PD | PD mP G – |
egi - ye cali tava chande,
surabhita hoi tava gandhe.
SG GG G RG | PM P – – | P PP PP PD | PD mP mP mG |
Hási-á be-rái á - nan - de,
raiô-jita kari patha kiîshukaraiôjane
GP mP G RG | SR G – – |
tava lági an -tara - tama.
This song is mostly syllabic and rhythmic using the Bilaval raga that sounds
like Western Major. The use of tivra ma or 4th sharp tone (in antara first line)
suggests that the song is in the Western tonal system with an emphasis on the
dominant (5th tone, Pa) by using Major subdominant. The song is lively expressing
the joy of spring. There is an interesting rhythmic element that ‘nece jáy’ in second
line is first sung half sentence with 3 vibhags (measures) and then in third line,
completed with ‘nece jái jharaòá sama’ in 4 vibhags. This is also the refrain of the
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song. The antara has more text and the melody goes from Sa (1st tone) to Pa (5th tone)
and then stays there for one whole measure. The melody adjusts to the text with more
tones added when the text is longer (such as in ‘kiîshukaraiôjane’)
The overall feeling of the song is that it is a bit like a folk song melody. The
refrain is important and the last line of the antara uses similar words and rhythm as
the first refrain and leads into that. The melody is strong and flows naturally and with
its own rhythm and can easily be sung without any accompaniment. I think that is
probably one of the main reasons for the popularity of the song, as most of the time
the Prabháta Saîgiita are sung not on concert but in home or before Dharma Cakra
where there may not be chance for much instrumentation.
4.3.5. Analysis of Kiirtana Style Prabháta Saîgiita (songs no. 138-150)
Shrii P. R. Sarkar composed several songs based on the special kiirtana music
genre. Songs no. 138-150 are pada kiirtana and songs no. 181, 276, 1612 and 2546
are bhanga kiirtana (Priyashivánanda “Prabháta Saîgiita and the Emerging” 21).
Pada and bhanga kiirtana have some similarities in instrumentation and style but are
also distinctly different. The pada kiirtana songs are strikingly different from most
other Prabháta Saîgiita that the text is much longer than the normal 3 stanzas with 4
lines each. And in recording they are also around double the length of most of the
songs. I have never heard them performed or sung in any collective function or
RAWA performance in Ananda Marga but I love to listen to the recordings and sing
them myself. They are all very mystical songs and the length of the lyrics give Shrii
P. R. Sarkar chance to go into very depth of his poetic description of the blissful
realizations of the devotee with his Lord.
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147
Álo-jhalamala madhur nishiithe tumi esechile mor mane.
Tumi esechile kïaòekera tare manera nitya madhuvane
Ásiyáchile go, kïaòekera tare tumi ásiyáchile go.
Manera madhuvane ásiyáchile go.
Puïpe puïpe tava madhurima, mahá samudre tomári mahima.!
Dúr niilimáy tomári garimá bhese jáy jata práòe práòe.
Bhásiyá jáy go, puïpera madhurimá bhásiyá jáy go.
Niilimár garimá bhásiyá jáy go, bhásiá jáy go.
Aòu paramáòu mor halo je vibhor go,
Prati auôga lági auôga káñde je mor go Prati aòu-paramáòu vibhor je mor go.
Práòer sakal bháv bhese’ jáy tá’r páne.
Hiyára chanda sab choíe je táhár íáne.
Chuíiyá jáy go, hiyára chanda sab chuíiyá jáy go.
Práòera sakal bháv bhásiyá jáy go, bhásiyá jáy go.
Álo-jhalamala madhur nishiithe tumi esechile mor mane.
Tumi esechile jagáiyá dolá, manera nitya madhu vane.
(Madhumálaiôca, Kolkata, 30/11/1982)
(Sarkar PS Vol. 1 (1-500) 51)
In the sweet and glimmering midnight You came into my mind
For a moment only You came
in the eternal garden of nectar of my mind
You came, for a moment only
You came, in the nectar garden of my mind, You came.
In all the flowers there is Your sweetness,
in the vast ocean, there is Your greatness
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In the distant blue sky there is Your glory, floating from life to life.
Floating in the sweetness of the flowers
Floating in the greatness of the ocean
Floating in the glory of the blue sky, you are floating, O Lord.
All my atoms and molecules are transported in joy
Every part of me weeps for every part of you
All the ideation of my life floats towards you
All the rhythms of my heart rush in your attraction
Rush towards you.
All the rhythms of my heart rush towards You
All the ideation of my mind floats towards You,
Floats towards You.
In the sweet and glimmering midnight You came into my mind
You came, creating a stir in the eternal garden of nectar of my mind.
(Sarkar PS Vol. I 184)
Musical Example 11
Analysis of Kiirtana Prabháta Saîgiita No. 147
Sargam notation:
Tál: dádrá
x
0
x
0
P P m| G G G | S G G | G m G|
Á - lo jha - la - ma-la madhura ni- shiithe
R G G | G S R | R - R | R - - |
tu - mi e - se-chile mor mo - ne
Ḍ S S | S S S | Ṇ S R | G M MG |
Tumi e - se-chile kïaòeke- ra ta-re
RG – R | S – N | Ḍ Ṇ Ṇ | ṆḌ - - ||
mane - ra ni - tya ma - dhuva - ne.
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káhárva tál (4+4) drut (quick, fast):
x
0
S -R– G | G G G – |
Á - si - yá chile go,
m m m m |G G R G|S -R– G | G G G – |
kïaòe - ke-ra ta- re tumi á - si - yá chi- le go
m m m – |G G R G|S -R– G | G G G – |
Mane - ra
madhuvane á - si - yá chi-le go
(Instrumental interlude, change to dádrá tál (3+3) madhya (medium tempo):
x
0
x
0
P – m | G –G | S G G| G m G |
Pu-ï- pe pu-ï-pe ta-va ma- dhu-ri-ma!
RR - RG - | GS – SR | R R R | R R R |
Mahá sa mu - dre to - má-ri ma-hi-ma
Ḍ S S | S S – | Ṇ S R | G M MG |
Dúr nii - limáy
tomári ga - ri - má
R G R | SṆ – Ṇ | Ḍ Ṇ Ṇ | ṆḌ - - ||
bhese já - y jata prá-òe prá -òe.
Change to káhárva tál (4+4) drut (quick, fast):
Bhásiyá jáy go, puïpera madhurimá bhásiyá jáy go.
...............
Prati aòu-paramáòu vibhor je mor go.
‘Bhásiyá jáy go’ until ‘Prati aòu-paramáòu vibhor je mor go” is similar melody as
“Ásiya jáy go” Here shifts to káhárva tál (4+4) madhya (medium speed):
x
P -P –
Práòer

0
x
0
x
m | G – G – | S R R – | – – G m | R G – –
sa - kal bháv bhese’ jáy
tár
pá-ne

0
S R R R | – R R G | R R R R | R P – R | G – – – ||
Hi-yá- ra cha - nda sab
choíe je tá - hár
íá - ne.
Again change to káhárva tál (4+4) drut (quick, fast):
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|

S R G | G G G – | m m m G | – G R G |
Chuíi- yá já - y go,
hi- yá -ra cha - nda sab
S R G
chuíiyá

| G G G – |
já- y go

m m m m | G – R G | S -R – G
Práòe-ra sa- kal bháv bhási - yá

| G G G –|
já - y go,

S -R – G | G G G – ||
Bhási - yá já - y go
Until end, melody is similar as beginning “Álo-jhalamala ...”
The main features of this songs is: call and response between the leading
singer and the chorus; the special devotional quality of the melody; and the shift
between fast and medium tempo in the different parts of the song. It is typical features
of the pada kiirtana style of Prabháta Saîgiita. The melody in the slow sections lulls
forward from madhya pa (5th tone of middle octave) to re (second tone) with very
clear emphasis on the words of the lyrics. The meaning of the lyrics of this song is
that of sweet bliss and intense longing for the Lord. The devotee has felt the Supreme
in midnight hours and in the ecstatic joy feels that Supreme Consciousness in the
form of the dearest and nearest within each and every atom and molecule. The poetic
form gives Shrii Sarkar chance to give a very rich and deep feeling of that spiritual
union.
If that slow mood that starts in the beginning would continue until the end, this
song might feel a bit sleepy and boring. The change in tempo creates the contrast
between the dynamic rhythmic sections and slow sections moving with languor and
calmness. The melody is ranging from middle octave 5th tone (pa) down to lower
octave 6th tone (dha). It is a small melodic range and mostly diatonic – when I
accompany my singing on guitar I can manage with only Dmaj, Amaj and b-minor. It
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is essentially a traditional kiirtana melody and music accompaniment. The song
melodically and rhythmically has three main sections. First comes a slow melody in
three, where one phrase is 8 vibhag (measures). This is a rather long melodic phrase
and the movement is from 5th tone (pa) to 2nd tone (re). The first four bars emphasize
the 5th, 3rd and 1st tone of the scale (pa, ga and sa) and the second four bars move
around the 2nd tone. This is in the lyrics ‘Álo jhalamala madhura nishiithe, tumi
esechile mor mone.’ The second melodic phrase is like an answer to the first one and
starts and ends on the lower 6th tone and melodic movement is from lower 6th (dha) to
4th (ma) and back to lower 6th (dha). This is in the lyrics, ‘Tumi esechile ks’anekera
tare manera nithya madhu vane.’
Now comes the second type of rhythm and melody with, ‘ásiyá chile go.’ Here
the rhythm changes from slow three to a quicker melody in four, where one melodic
phrase is in káhárva tál. The text and rhythm is for call and response. First ‘ásiyá
chile go’ is repeated twice and then text is added before and ‘ásiyá chile go’ after. It
becomes, ‘ks’anekare tare tumi ásiyá chile go.’ The ‘ásiyá chile go’ part has its
special rhythm that differentiates it from the other text, ‘ásiyá’ has syncopation of
three in four. Then after a short instrumental part comes a melodic part similar as the
first four lines, slow and in three beat rhythm. The second time that the quicker part
comes, Shrii Sarkar adds more text that follows the same type of melodic and poetic
pattern that has both in-rhyme and end-rhyme. The in-rhyme is anu paramanu, prati
aunga lagi aunga, and prati anu paramanu. This gives the lyrics beauty and makes it
easier to be memorized.
Bhásiyá jáy go, puïpera madhurimá bhásiyá jáy go
Niilimár garimá bhásiyá jáy go, bhásiá jáy go
Aòu paramáòu mor holo je vibhor go
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Prati auôga lági auôga kánde je mor go
Prati aòu parámáòu vibhor je mor go (Sarkar PS Vol. 1 (1-500) 51)

The third stanza is a bit different both in rhythm and in melody from the 1st and 2nd
ones. The melody is quite similar but rhythm is changed from three to four. It gives
some variation. Then comes the third rhythmic part that is same length as in the
beginning and a concluding slow part that quotes the first line of the song and then
there is a new concluding line.
Overall the setup of the lyrics in the kiirtana songs is markedly different from
most of the other Prabháta Saîgiita songs. There is no fixed refrain in the first stanza
but there is a rhythmic part that works like a refrain. This rhythmic part is faster and
has new words each time. The kiirtana songs from 138-150 are all in call and
response form. The musical accompaniment is all with real instruments (no
synthesizer as in the later songs) such as xylophone or marimba, sarangi (or violin?),
flute, and mrdanga drum.

4.4. Analysis of Musical Aspects of Kiirtana
	
  
Ánanda Márga started developing outside India around the same time as Bábá
gave BNK kiirtana and as Bábá encouraged local expression of the arts and music,
there was no restriction that kiirtana had to use only Indian instruments and melodies.
Consequently, there developed a new tradition of kiirtana that we now call Western
kiirtana. The term is of course very broad and encompasses almost the whole globe
except that Afrika has a very independent music tradition and African kiirtana is also
a genre in itself and has its own performance traditions, rhythms and melodies. As I
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have never been working in Afrika and don’t have that many recordings from there, I
will not go into analysis of their tradition in this thesis but rather focus on Western
kiirtana and Indian kiirtana. Both traditions have musical roots in their respective
music culture but have adjusted to the principles that Bábá gave regarding the sole use
of laliita mármika dance and the Bábá Nam Kevalam mantra. The two traditions are
quite distinct in most cases, with a few exceptions where Indian and Western
musicians have purposely created kiirtanas that blend both traditions. The Indian
kiirtana tradition has been developing throughout the last four decades and I will give
some analysis and comparison between the old kiirtana tunes and the recent ones.

4.4.1. Analysis of Indian Kiirtana
	
  

I analyse here one of the older kiirtana recordings. The most popular of these

were perhaps Didi A. Gayatrii’s recordings and Dada Priyashivananda’s recordings. I
was fortunate to have chance to interview both of them and will use one of the
kiirtanas that Didi A. Gayatrii sang for me and explained is in Ahiira Bhairava raga.

Music Example 12
Kiirtana by Avadhútika Ánanda Gayatrii Ácáryá
Raga: Ahiira Bhairava
Tál: dádrá

m DP D | nD P m –

|r r

Ba-ba Nam Ke - valam
r s m m | m SS –
Ba - ba Nam Ke - valam

S ṇ | r SS

– |

Bábá Nam Kevala- m
| r r S ṇ | r SS – |
Bábá Nam Kevala-m
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– m m D | DD - P m | – D n Ṡ | n ṙ - Ṡ - |
Bábá Nam Keva- la-m
Bábá Nam Keva- la-m
– ṙṙ
ṙ
| ṙ ṙṙ – |
Bábá Nam Kevala-m
m DP D | nD P m –
Ba-ba Nam Ke - valam

– Ṡ ṙ ṁ ṁ | ṙ ṙṠ Ṡ |
Ba - ba Nam Kevalam
| r r S n | r SS – |
Bábá Nam Kevala- m

This kiirtana was composed and recorded by Avadhútika Ánanda Gayatrii
Ácáryá. I had chance to interview her while I was staying in Ananda Nagar in
December 2011. She gave me the original master cassette of this kiirtana and I helped
her to digitalize it. I have not been able to find the published cassette and cassette
cover to determine the publication year and name. We were discussing the different
origins of both her kiirtanas and other popular kiirtanas. She told me that this song is
in Ahir Bhairava raga (Didi A. Gayatrii, personal interview 18 Dec. 2011).
The first melody starts with ma going to shuddha dha and pa taking kamal ni
as the highest tone and going right back down. Because of the major third jump from
in the first two tones, the first melody sounds bright and open. The second melody
comes in contrast with emphasis on the kamal re leading to sa. This melodic
movement is typical for Ahir Bhairava raga that according to Moutal (221-223) has
ma as vádii. The kamal re is commonly approached from ma as here going from first
to second melodic phrase. The tonic sa is the end tone of all melodic phrases and also
typically the melodic movement is first in the middle and lower saptaka (octaves) and
then goes up to the higher saptaka in the third and fourth melodic lines. We can
therefore see that the melodic movement is purely raga based.
The rhythm of the song is dádrá tál (3+3 mátra) in medium tempo. The
melody is rhythmic and coordinates well with the percussion accompaniment. It is
easy to dance the laliita mármika dance to this kiirtana. The rhythm is in three but not
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like Western waltz with longer first beat but the percussion has also present the
syncopation of two against three that makes the rhythm more interesting.
The recording is typical for the recordings that were made in the 1980’s. Didi
A. Gayatrii and chorus singing in call and response accompanied with tabla, cymbals
and some kind of xylophone. It seems that all instruments are acoustic and recorded at
one time. The presence of xylophone is the only thing that would not be in live
performance, otherwise this resembles very much how this kiirtana would be sung in
Dharma Cakra or other functions of Ánanda Márga.

4.4.1.1. Description of Indian Kiirtana in Performance

There is quite a bit of difference between the kiirtana CDs and cassettes and
how kiirtana is performed during Dharma Cakra, akhaòìa kiirtana or other spiritual
functions in Ánanda Márga. This applies to both the Indian kiirtana as well as the
Western. In India, during Dharma Cakra and akhaòìa kiirtana mostly there is only
percussion instruments and sometimes harmonium. I have never seen sitar or any
string instruments or flute used except in the kiirtana recordings. I went to Ánanda
Nagar for the New Years celebrations in December 2011 that lasted until 2 January
2012. There was held akhaòìa kiirtana in the PROUT building on 30 and 31 January
- 3 hours in the morning and 3 hours in the afternoon. The main event was akhaòìa
kiirtana starting after 12 o’clock midnight on 1 January with around three to five
thousand people attending. This kiirtana started with great festivity in our SDM
kiirtana building (dome shape round structure specially built for the kiirtana). There
were rented big loudspeakers and sound system and the sound of the kiirtana
broadcasted out into the quiet natural environment of Ánanda Nagar.
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The speciality of the first hours was the festivity and fervour in the kiirtana.
There were many young brothers playing percussion instruments and the leading
singer was using microphone to amplify his voice. Most important percussion
instruments were the drums and a variety of cymbals and shakers. One brother also
used a metal food plate and metal rod as percussion that gave a very sharp sound and
syncopated rhythm. Around the musicians were a group of brothers dancing and
shouting and cheering when the speed was going up. The acceleration in these
kiirtanas is much more than in the CD recordings and goes up to highest possible
tempo and then after staying there for some time the singer will introduce a new
melody.

4.5. Analysis of Guru Puja

This incantation is done at the end of collective meditation during Dharma
Cakra50 in Ánanda Márga and after completing the daily individual meditation. The
words and melody are much older than Ánanda Márga and are also used in other
organizations and social occasions. When used outside Ánanda Márga it is taken as
having reverence for one’s teacher and is therefore sometimes also sung at a concert.
It is never sung in concert in Ánanda Márga.

	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
50
Dharma Cakra: A gathering of spiritual aspirants for the collective performance of
Iishvara Praòidhána (1st Lesson) and spiritual discussions. Collective meditation.
Abbreviated as DC. (Premamayánanda 21) For detailed discussion, see chapter 5
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Guru Puja
Akhaòìa maòìalákáraî vyáptaî yena carácaraî.
Tadpadaî darshitaî yena tasmae Shrii Gurave namah.

Ajiôánatimirándhasya jiôánáinjana shalákayá
cakïurunmilitaî yena tasmae Shrii Gurave namah
Gurur Brahmá Gurur Viïòu Gurur devo Maheshvara
Gurureva Parama Brahma tasmae Shrii Gurave namah

Tava Dravyaî Jagad guro Tubhyameva Samárpaye
I pay my salutations to that Supreme Guru who pervades this moving
and non-moving circular universe.
I pay my salutation to that Supreme Guru who removes the darkness of
ignorance and opens the eyes of knowledge by applying the oinment of
spiritual knowledge.
The Guru is the creator, the preserver, the destroyer. The Guru is verily
the Supreme Brahma. I pay my salutations to that Supreme Guru.
O Guru of the universe, I offer my everything at your lotus feet.
(Premamayánanda 49)
Music Example 13
Sargam Notation of Guru Puja
G G G G GGR | m G - - | P P - M P | Rm G G |
Akhaòìa maòìalá - káraî
vyáptaî yena cará - caraî
GG G G G G R | m GR - - | RR
P - - R G | GRS S S S |
Tad - padaî darshitaî yena
tasmae Shrii Gura - ve namah.
PPP PP P | MG M P | N N - DP | R mGG|
Ajiôá – natimir - án - dhasya jiôánáin - jana shalákayá
GG G G G G R | m GR - - | RR
P P - RG | GRS S S S |
Cakïurunmilitaî
yena
tasmae Shrii Gura - ve namah
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P P Ṡ Ṡ | Ṡ ND N Ṡ | Ṡ ND Ṙ Ṙ N | N D P P P |
Gurur Brahmá Gurur Viïòu Gurur devo
Maheshvara
P ṠD D
Guru - re -

P|GG m GR
| RR
P - | RG GR S S S |
va Parama Brahma tasmae Shrii
Gurave namah

GG G G
G R| mG-- |P P
M P | RG GRS S S |
Tava Dravyaî Jagad guro
Tubhyameva Samárpaye

Melody
The melody sounds a bit like Phrygian mode, starting on the third tone, and
then moving up to the fifth tone and descending to first tone on Gurave namah. I have
therefore in my transcription used ga as the first tone and ending with sa. The second
part of the text ‘Ajiôánatimir’ starts on the fifth tone. In the last part the melody
moves from dominant to tonic and the highest note of the singing on the supertonic or
Ṙe (at ‘Deva’) and again descends to the tonic. The first two parts are recitative in
nature and the third one (Guru Brahmá) goes to the upper register and then descends
again. This feels quite similar to the stháyii and antara, where most songs in India
will rise to the higher octave in the antara part.
The melodic structure centres on certain tones that function as a kind of
recitation tones (third tone and fifth tone if we take the ending tone of each phrase as
the first tone). Around those tones, there are small ornamentations that give the
feeling that one sentence part is coming to an end. There are three sections in the text
excluding the last sentence (Praòáma Mantra), which is from another source and
sung only one time. Each section will end on a tone that is around major third from
the first tone. The third section (Gurur Brahmá...) has a rise in the melody and is
more expressive than the first two. This gives a climaxing effect and also corresponds
with the meaning of the text, which describes the Guru as the Generator Operator and
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Destroyer (GOD). The last part, which is sung only once, is similar in melodic content
as the refrain part.

Description of the singing style
The basic structure of the melody is similar all over the world and corresponds
to the way it was sung in the presence of Shrii Shrii Ánandamúrtiji. The pitch may
vary according to place and person but cannot be too high as then some people cannot
follow the high notes. I learned the Guru Puja song in Iceland and have sung it in
various countries during Dharma Cakra (mostly in Iceland, Sweden, Denmark, India
Taiwan, and Russia). The text is divided into three parts, each one ending with giving
respect to the Guru, which acts as a refrain (tasmae Shrii Gurave namah). As this is
an incantation, there is a close connection between the text and the melody. The
melody will emphasize important words and syllables and rise and fall according to
the incantation of the text.
The Sanskrit vowels are: a, á, i, ii, u, ú, r, rr, lr, lrr, e, ae, o, ao, aî, ah. Out of
these a, i, u, r, lr, e o are short (hrasva) and á, ii, ú, rr, lrr, ae, ao, aî, ah are long
(diirgha). It seems that the rhythm follows mostly the intonation of the Sanskrit
language. In that way á (open, long ‘a’) will naturally have a melodic accentuation. A
good example of this is in ‘Gurur Brahmá, Guru Viïòu’ In this part it is important to
make clear that it is Brahmá and not Brahma. So the melodic line gives the á of
Brahmá a high, extended note, which gives a strong emphasis.
Another example is the first line, which starts with a prolonged recitative tone
on ga, (third tone), ending with a short melodic cadenza using the adjacent tones and
then on vyáptaî yena carácaraî rising a minor third and again coming down to the
beginning tone. The breathing clearly marks the parts of the sentence. The sentence is
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divided into four musical phrases, which are also related to the meaning of the words,
each one ending with a short melodic cadenza to mark the end of the phrase.

Rhythm
In the beginning when I was analyzing this incantation, I thought that it is
completely non-metric. Later when I was humming it in my mind I realized that
although the rhythm doesn’t fit easily into 4/4 rhythm, there is some rhythmic element
that need to pay attention to. Guru Puja is often sung collectively and somehow
everyone sync together without help of any conductor or call and response singing.
How is that? I started trying to count the beats as I sang in the tála way (counting on
the fingers) - like I had learned when playing the tabla. Surprisingly I realized that
every line was somehow more or less following a 16 beat cycle. Now let us see how
many syllables are in the text:

Musical Example 14
Guru-laghu (Heavy and Light Syllables) Analysis of Guru Puja
Akhaòìa maòìalákáraî vyáptaî yena carácaraî.
g g l g l g g g g g l l l g lg
Tadpadaî darshitaî yena tasmae Shrii Gurave namah.
g l g
g l g l l g g
g l l l l g
Ajiôánatimirándhasya jiôánáinjana shalákayá
g g l l l g g l
g g ll
l g l g
cakïurunmilitaî yena tasmae Shrii Gurave namah
g l g l l g l l g g
g l l l l g
Gurur Brahmá Gurur Viïòu Gurur devo Maheshvara
l l
g g l l g l l l l l l g
ll
Gurureva Parama Brahma tasmae Shrii Gurave namah
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l l l l

ll l

g l

g

g

g

ll l

l g

Tava Dravyaî Jagad guro Tubhyameva Samárpaye
l l g g ll
l l g l l l l g ll

From metrical scansion, we can see that the text is in a quite regular metric form with
16 syllables (except from the second last line with 17 syllables). I did not give the ‘h’
in namah a syllable. While reciting it will have a light ‘ha’ sound but in Sanskrit ‘ah’
is one of the vowels so when I calculate the number of syllables I don’t include it.
When I started noting down the melody I found out that if I wanted to divide
one sentence into 16 beats then accordingly I could set the rhythm and consequently
note it according to the best of my capacity. But when I went to the computer analysis
of the recording I realized that actually each part was similar but with some difference
in duration. In that way for example the first sentence part would be 4.17 seconds, the
second 3.65 and the third one 3.71 seconds. The rhythm is very flowing and difficult
to note it down but somehow when you have a 16 syllables text it is possible to feel
some kind of 16 beat rhythmic structure and notate it. In collective singing during
Dharma Cakra, probably there is a feeling among those singing for the rhythm
although the precision is of course far from a trained Western choir with a good
conductor – and doesn’t need to be. Most important is the feeling that everyone is
singing together.

The Contents of the Text

“Brahmaeva Gurureka náparah”. That is, Brahma Himself is the
Guru. There cannot be any second Guru. His secret is known to Him
only, and He expresses Himself through a framework, a form. Now
generally people say that the form is Guru, but the form is not Guru,
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Guru is expressing Himself through that form. (Ánandamúrti AV Part
3 11)
The Supreme Consciousness (Brahma) has created this universe out of
his own mind-stuff and is omnipresent in nature. The universe is elliptical in shape,
immeasurably vast but not infinite. Brahma is infinite, blissful consciousness. His
secrets are only known to Him. Unless He expresses himself through a human
framework, we can’t know how to attain Him. The concept of the Guru is therefore
that the Guru is no other than the Supreme Brahma expressing Himself through that
form. In this universe, everything is moving; the Guru pervades both this universe as
well as beyond this universe. He is therefore ‘vyáptaî yena carácaraî’ pervading
both this moving universe and beyond it (the realm of Nirguòa Brahma or Nonqualified Consciousness).

Tadpadaî darshitaî yena tasmae Shrii Gurave namah. You
also know that this all-pervasive Entity, this Viïòu, remains untouched
by the microcosm. Microcosms cannot come into contact with this
Entity without the help of Guru, who is the link between jiiva and
Shiva. This link is also a part of Shiva, that is to say, Shiva is Guru.
“Tadpadaî!

darshitaî” – this link, actually or noumenally, is

Parama Puruïa, is Táraka Brahma. It is He who is to be followed.
“Tasmae Shrii Gurave namah” means, “I surrender myself at your
altar”. (Ibid. 12)
This part of the text first states that the Guru is a link between the unit
consciousness (Jiiva) and the Supreme Consciousness (Shiva). Without the Guru, the
individual unit being cannot come in contact with the all-pervasive Consciousness
(Viïòu). Táraka Brahma is when the Supreme Consciousness takes birth in human
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form in order to alleviate the sufferings of human beings, plants and animals. Here
Táraka Brahma is in the role of the Guru – the liberating Entity.
‘Tasmae Shrii Gurave namah.’ This part is musically a refrain and the melody
descends. In giving the respect to the Guru, the spiritual aspirant may here give a
mental flower of his choice at the feet of the Guru. It is natural that the melody
descends when the person bows down to offer the flower. This is followed by a short
pause to give time to rise up and start singing again. It is optional to give flower at
every refrain and is normally done only after singing the complete invocation. Here
the melody rises at ‘Shrii’ with a long vowel. That time is when the flower is
presented and when the body moves down to offer it at the feet of the Guru, the
melody descends in a natural way as the body bends down.
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Chapter 5
Spiritual Practice, Devotion, and Wellbeing in Ánanda Márga

This final chapter uses three different fields of study to gain a new perspective
on Ánanda Márga as a multifaceted organization, where spiritual practice and
devotional music transforms people and cultures. Ritual studies can be used for
religious activities and also for activities that are structured and follow certain
strategic action that renders them meaningful for people. Ánanda Márga’s philosophy
prefers not to use the word ‘religion’ or ‘ritual’ for its activities as these two words
are inevitably bound with certain religious dogmas and differentiation between
humans that has in historic time led to countless wars and conflicts. Rather Shrii P. R.
Sarkar defined Ánanda Márga as Bhagavata Dharma, a term that describes the
inherent spiritual nature of human beings irrespective of their nationality, race or
social customs.
Diaspora studies in ethnomusicology are here connected to the global
movement of the monks and nuns in Ánanda Márga and how kiirtana constructs
identities and gives feeling of belonging together as one family. Globalization in
kiirtana music styles due to CD publications and use of internet is also localized in
the actual performance tradition of each place, that takes influence from local
cultures, physiology, and psychology. The monks and nuns can be seen as double
diasporic, as they have memories of their homeland but have accepted Ánanda Márga
as their ‘homeland’ and are therefore ‘at home’ any place in the world.
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5.1. Music and Spiritual Practices in the Perspective of Ritual Studies
5.1.1. Bhágavata Dharma

Shrii P. R. Sarkar has defined Ánanda Márga as Bhagavata Dharma.

The word “bhágavata” means “pertaining to divinity” and dharma
means “inherent characteristic”, so Bhágavata dharma means “the way
of life which leads to ensconcement in the supreme stance”. Dharma is
a natural propensity, an inherent characteristic. It refers to a particular
spiritual way of life. Each and every object in this universe has its own
innate characteristic... The innate characteristic of human beings is to
practice spirituality. (Ánandamúrti AM Ideology part-10 707)
Shrii Sarkar gave strong critic on religious dogmas and saw them as a great hindrance
to the all round development of human society. He strongly opposed the Indian caste
system, dowry and religious restrictions on widows. However, Shrii Sarkar never
attacked any particular religion or person’s religious belief as he recognized that they
were also ways for people to express devotional sentiments of the people. In the social
codes of Ánanda Márga, Caryácarya it said, “Never attack the religious beliefs of
anyone. Make the person understand gradually with logic. If you attack a person’s
religious beliefs, it means you have attacked Ánanda Márga” (Ánandamúrti
Caryácarya Part-2 9).
Ánanda Márga is based on strict morality encapsulated in the moral principles
Yama and Niyama. The importance placed on moral principles and service to society,
plants and animals can be seen as an approach to live and contribute positively to
society. “According to Ánanda Márga philosophy, we cannot afford to ignore the
external world, and thus ours is a subjective approach through objective adjustment”
(Ánandamúrti AV Part-8 76). In Ánanda Márga the monks and nuns have to render
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greater social service and often establish primary schools, Kindergarten, Master Units,
organize mass feeding for the poor, cheap kitchen etc. The family people also find
ways to take care of their family as well as render social service in their free time.
Great emphasis is put on establishing a harmonious society, where there is social
blending based on mutual respect and love. A pamphlet from Ánanda Márga printed
in 1955 states:

We are against man-made, divisive tendencies of all sorts. We firmly
believe that all living beings are the children of the Supreme Lord. No
one is superior or inferior to anyone else. We belong to one human
family irrespective of our country, religion, colour and community. All
are brothers and sister and there is one dharma for all human beings.
(Vijayánanda Life and Teachings 96)
This approach is what is called in Ánanda Márga ‘universalism’ and does not have the
negative connotation that the word has often in Western academia. Shrii Sarkar
criticized all sort of tendencies to divide the human race based on geo-sentiment,
national sentiment, regional sentiment, caste differences, wealth disparities, colour,
race, etc. To broaden the mind, universal sentiment should be developed. The idea
that we are all the divine children of the Supreme Father would help to unite all
human beings as brothers and sisters. In order to practically manifest this aim,
meditation is taught free of cost to anyone interested irrespective of religious
affiliation, gender or race. Service should be extended especially to the needy and
impoverished and in accordance with the needs of time and place. This pamphlet
continues in a tone that must have been especially relevant to the Indian society in
1955.
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We are against religious dogmas such as animals slaughtered in the
name of religion, tyranny over innocents, idol worship and hereditary
authority in religion...
We support widow re-marriage, intercaste, inter-state and international
marriages. We consider wrongs done to widows, child-marriage and
the dowry system as heinous social injustices. We believe that ghosts,
spiritism and possession by gods and goddesses are psychic
superstitions. (Ibid. 96-97)
This type of approach put Ánanda Márga in opposition to some of the main religious
systems in India. The members took a strong stand and would not accept the Indian
dowry system and caste systems. In the 1950’s in India, these were quite
revolutionary approaches. Shrii Sarkar in his discourses dealt with many issues that
are now 30 - 40 years later still hot topics such as birth control, bioethics and children
produced in laboratories. He claimed that science should advance with accelerated
speed but must be in the hands of people with benevolent intellect for the progress of
human development.
Ánanda Márga is based on Tantra that was systematized around 7,000 years
ago by the first great Guru – Sadashiva. Tantra is a practical science where the
spiritual force kulakuòìalinii is elevated by techniques of meditation in order to
realize the inner self and unify with the Supreme Consciousness. Shrii P. R. Sarkar
often discussed the history of Tantra.

Tantra is a science of spiritual meditation or sádhaná which is equally
applicable to anyone no matter what their religious affiliation might be.
Tantra is certainly older than the Vedas. Just as the shlokas or mantras
of the Vedas were handed down from guru to disciple in a genealogical
tradition, the Tantra sádhaná of the Mongolo-Dravidian society was
handed down from guru to disciple hereditarily. The Vedas are
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theoretical – full of ritualistic ceremonies and formalisms. It would be
incorrect to regard Tantra as a more recent version of those Vedic
rituals: Tantra’s esoteric practices had long been known in the society
of sádhakas. Its theoretical portion was not as elaborate as that of the
Vedas, which took years and years to memorize. (Ánandamúrti Disc.
on Tantra Vol. 1 162)
Tantra has always been based on spiritual practice but the Vedas are more
theoretical. Still many important spiritual truths have been given expression in the
Vedas and Shrii Shrii Ánandamúrtiji often quoted slokas from the Veda and
Upanishads as well as Tantric texts. Tantra is therefore more practical and is not
regarded as religion. Ánanda Márga is based on Tantra. “Tantra is essentially a
practical culture (cult) and not a religion, and hence it has been incorporated into
many faiths, Buddhism, Jainism, Vaiṣṇavism etc. without being called as such” (La
Trobe 81). In Ánanda Sutram, the philosophical treatise of Ánanda Márga, there is a
clear differentiation between ritualistic worship and devotional sádhaná.

3-11. Prárthanárcaná mátraeva bhramamúlam.
[Prayer and ritualistic worship [are but] a source of confusion.]
Purport: It is useless to pray to God for something, for He is sure to
give what is necessary...
3-12. Bhaktirbhagavadbhávaná na stutirnárcaná.
[Devotion is ideation on God, not flattery of God or ritualistic
worship.]
Purport: Being merged in the constant thought of God is devotion.
Devotion is not related to the chanting of hymns or ritualistic worship
with different paraphernalia. A devotee may perform these, but they
are not an indispensable part of devotional sádhaná. (Ánandamúrti ÁS
35)
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Here ‘devotional sádhaná’ is contrasted with ‘prayer and ritualistic worship’.
‘Bhaktirbhagavadbhávaná’ is the definition of devotion (bhakti) and means literally
‘devotion (bhakti) is ideation (bhávaná) on God (bhagavan).’ Ideation on God is done
in Ánanda Márga during the meditation on in daily life by repeating silently one’s
personal mantra or by singing kiirtana and other devotional songs. Meditation is by
its nature introversive, leading the mind inwards towards the individual soul whereas
external worship requires different paraphernalia and ritual actions.

Incidentally, the question may arise why Ananda Marga does not
support idolatry. You are endeavouring to realize that endless flow of
joy, to evolve your own consciousness to that blissful state. How can
you apprehend that endless blissful flow through a particular limited
object? In the worship of idols the tendency of the human mind is
extroversial, and in this way human beings gradually degrade their
minds from the awareness of that Infinite Supreme Entity. Their
extroverted minds run after the crude, and as the result of this
persistent pursuit of crude objects, they themselves gradually become
crude. Discarding all vagaries of pleasure and pain, human beings have
to progress from the mortal world towards immortality, towards the
touchstone of Absolute Bliss – and when this is attained, everything is
attained. Their movement should be towards the calm tranquility of the
soul, forsaking the humdrum of external life. But they will never be
able to attain this as long as they involve themselves with idols,
apprehensible through the indriyas or organs. Ánandamúrti SS Part-3
59-60)

Ánanda Márga therefore rejects both idolatry and extensive ritual activities on
the basis that they are extrovert in nature and lead the mind away from the spiritual
goal. In Indian society, ritual density (Bell Ritual Perspectives 173-207) is very high
and even the robber before going for his job will pray to Mother Kali. This is also
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because of the subjective or spiritual approach that has been the essence of the
spiritual culture in India. One of the differences between the elaborate rituals and
Ánanda Márga practices is that during the complicated process of the ritual, the mind
gets busy with the external aspects of worshipping whereas Ánanda Márga meditation
and kiirtana makes the mind one pointed towards the Supreme with the goal of
merging one’s self with the Supreme Consciousness.
Shrii Sarkar gave a series of discourses on the contributions of Lord Shiva and
Lord Krïòa to human society and laid the foundations of Ánanda Márga on their
Tantric tradition. He gave numerous discourses to illustrate the different aspects of
Bhagavata Dharma and defined it as having four limbs, vistára (expansion), rasa
(flow), seva (service) and tadstiti (merging with the Supreme Consciousness). Vistára
is the spirit of expansion. Human beings have an innate longing to expand their mind.
We study, do things in aesthetic way to feel mental expansion. The object of
meditation is the infinite consciousness. Therefore, by taking the infinite object the
mind will enjoy limitless expansion. Rasa is the second aspect of Bhagavata Dharma.
By tuning our mind with the blissful existence of the Supreme Consciousness we can
enjoy the blissful flow of the spiritual nectar.

Rasa means “flow,” Endless waves are emanating from the hub of the
cosmological order, and surging in troughs and crests in all directions.
These Macrocosmic thought waves are dancing according to the
cosmic will of Parama Puruïa. Human beings are also dancing in the
rhythm of these aesthetic waves, to the tune of the sweet musical
cadence of Krïòa’s flute as He remains in the nucleus of the universe.
This is the second aspect of Bhágavata dharma. (Ánandamúrti SS part
12 83)
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The third aspect is sevá or service. The best way to serve the Supreme is by
serving His creation. The fourth aspect of Bhágavata dharma is tadsthiti, which
means to merge one’s individual identity in the Supreme Goal. “Parama Puruïa is
Táraka Brahma; He is your iïía, your Personal God” (ibid. 84). I have already
explained about the concept of Táraka Brahma in the chapter 2 of this thesis. Táraka
Brahma is the Supreme Guru that has the power of elevating the mind of the spiritual
aspirant to the highest level. Bábá explains that the psychology of human beings is not
fully satisfied with taking an impersonal idea as the goal of their lives. God needs to
be the closest entity, the dear one that you can share all your sorrows and happiness.

Human dharma is one, and that is Bhágavata dharma. And iïía means
the personal God with whom all unit beings can establish a relation of
love and affection, to whom they can reveal their pains and pleasures,
and surrender themselves and take the safest shelter in Him. That
Parama Puruïa, that personal God is not the God of philosophy.
Human beings cannot establish a very close relationship with
something theoretical. If one closely follows Bhágavata dharma, the
final result will be the realization of the Supreme, becoming one with
one’s iïía. Some time ago I said yato dharma tato iïíah Yato iïía tato
jayah. When spiritual aspirants become one with their iïía, they no
longer remain as insignificant people; in that case their finite happiness
is transformed into infinite happiness. (Ibid. 85)
Bhágavata dharma is the human nature that differentiates human beings from animal
life and it can’t possibly be atheistic because its every aspect is related to God. Táraka
Brahma is of central importance because he is that personal God that leads the
spiritual aspirant towards the infinite blissful Entity. Ánanda Márga would therefore
not be possible without Shrii Shrii Ánandamúrtiji, as he has revealed the spiritual
science to attain the final goal (tadsthiti).
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The one formless, beginningless and infinite Parama Brahma
(Supreme Consciousness) is the only entity to be attained by living
beings – That alone is Jagat Guru (the Supreme preceptor), That alone
has revealed Brahmavidyá (intuitional science) to us through the
medium of the name and form of Ánandamúrtijii. Unit beings must be
made to appreciate Its majesty. (Ánandamúrti, Caryácarya part II 1)
Shrii Shrii Ánandamúrtiji was, is and will be the only Guru of Ánanda Márga.
During the historical time that he was living on this earth, he played the role of the
loving Father and his disciples called him lovingly Bábá, which means the ‘dearest
and nearest’. He always wanted the disciples to propagate the ideology and not his
own personality and avoided any media attention to himself but wanted the service
activities of Ánanda Márga to be known.

5.1.2. Ánanda Márga from the Perspective of Ritual Studies

Given that Ánanda Márga by Shrii Sarkar’s definition is not a religion and that
he regards ritual activity in the traditional religious systems as extroversial and
ostensible, it may appear unsuitable to use ritual theory and religious studies to
analyze the collective practices of Ánanda Márga. However, in real life things often
exist on a continuum whereas certain expression is more or less explicit or implicit. In
that way although Ánanda Márga is not a religion, still some aspects may have some
resemblance or relation to the way we may define a religious activity. Even, in India
and USA, Ánanda Márga is registered as a religion, as that would be the closest form
of organization to our definition. Courtney Bender in The New Metaphysicals, a book
based on her fieldwork on spiritual groups remarks.
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Spirituality is produced in multiple social institutions, including many
that we regularly do not consider religious. Locating the production of
spirituality in so-called secular institutions unsettles the logics of
institutional differentiation that continue to lie at the heart of our
theories of secularization and, thereby, our projects of analyzing
religion... binaries of religious and secular institutional differentiation
are inadequate to our analysis of religious life in America. (182-183)

Shrii Shrii Ánandamúrtiji founded Ánanda Márga as Bhagavata Dharma and not as
religion. However, one phenomenon can be seen in different perspectives. In that
way, it may be interesting to see some aspects of Ánanda Márga from different
angles. Catherine Bell has been a pioneer in religious studies and has extended the
discussion of ritual to be applicable in a more social context, even in secular
institutions.
The modernist enterprise in its intellectual tradition sometimes lacks
benevolent outlook and the capacity to see deeper aspects of life. That may need
simplicity of mind and not trying to put everything in boxes of objective knowledge.
The researcher may in his search for explanations and intellectual knowledge lose his
own belief or negatively affect the people that he is doing research on.

The emergence and subsequent understandings of the category of ritual
have been fundamental to the modernist enterprise of establishing
objective, universal knowledge that, as the flip side of its explanative
power, nostalgically rues the loss of enchantment. (Bell Ritual
Perspectives xi)
Ánanda Márga is an extremely complex organization with roots in the thousand years
old spiritual and devotional traditions in India but also incorporating various
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approaches and features of modernity in a unique way. I will try to give some glimpse
to the multifaceted aspects of the organization, philosophy and practices by using
some aspects of ritual theory that sometimes have to be redefined and given new
dimensions.
R. Wallis in his introduction to new religious movements in North America
makes some categorization based on their relationship to the society and divides
religious

movements

into

‘world-rejecting,’

‘world-affirming’

and

‘world-

accommodating’ (160-162). I feel that his categories and descriptions are too
simplistic and would not like to put Ánanda Márga into any of his neat category
boxes. Regarding the world-rejecting approach that he brings up, I would though like
to say that in Ánanda Márga there are the two options of having family life or leading
a sannyasi (monk or nun) life. The sannyasi life may seem on the surface as ‘worldrejecting’ but it is actually not so because young people (like myself) dedicate their
lives for service of humanity. This is not a rejection of society but rather giving up
one’s immediate family (mother, father, siblings) to embrace whole humanity as one’s
family. The social commitment is great and most of the monks and nuns of Ánanda
Márga are busy with all kinds of social service. There is no question of ‘worldrejecting’ for the family people that have to provide for their family and maintain
good relations with work and the rest of the society. Ánanda Márga is a non-profit
volunteer organization. The monks and nuns need to find ways to provide for
themselves and their social service projects. All projects are established through
donations and volunteer work.
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5.1.3 Dharma Cakra

Shrii Shrii Ánandamúrtiji wanted to establish a Mission that would create a
new wave of spiritual renaissance and issue in doing extensive service to the suffering
humanity, animals, plants and whole ecology of this planet. He opposed the religious
dogmas and extensive rites that were common in India and established an
organization that would combine the ancient Tantric spirit and deep spirituality with
modern efficiency. He observed that devotion to God is the greatest treasure of
humanity that needs to be nurtured in individual and collective life. In constructing
the individual and collective practices of Ánanda Márga, Shrii P. R. Sarkar kept in
view the intrinsic psychological nature of human beings. He put a lot of emphasis on
developing the field of psychology to new levels that go beyond the intellectual
discourse of the 19th and 20th century writers. As some of the concepts that have been
developed in ritual theory are essentially keeping in view the sociological and
psychological features of human society and mind, I will use some of them and give
examples how those features function in Ánanda Márga.
Catherine Bell explores ritual and ritualization; action and practice in her
works. One of the intrinsic features of ritualization is that of differentiation of an
action in a particular culture. To accomplish this, a choice of strategies would be
applied that render the action in some way different and meaningful for the
participants (Bell Ritual Theory 90-91). These strategies can be employed both in
rituals and in ritual-like activities and may include “formalism, traditionalism,
disciplined invariance, rule-governance, sacral symbolism, and performance” (Bell
Ritual Perspectives 138). Early scholars on ritual activities often emphasized the
binary oppositions of thought and action and saw rites as an expression of thought.
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Performance theories try to go beyond that and see rituals as not only an expression of
a set of philosophy or other thought patterns but also constructing culture and thought
patterns.

No longer would religious ritual be understood simply as a means of
transmitting ideas or molding attitudes, either by explicit socialization
or of transmitting ideas or implicit coding. Performance approaches
seek to explore how activities create culture, authority, transcendence,
and whatever forms of holistic ordering are required for people to act
in meaningful and effective ways. Hence, by virtue of this underlying
concern, performance terminology analyzes both religious and secular
rituals as orchestrated events that construct people’s perceptions and
interpretations. (Bell “Performance” 208)
Sometimes those strategies may involve incorporating traditional material into the
ritual but they may also deliberately employ radical change from the traditional
context. (Bell Ritual Theory 91) Looking for this type of strategic reconstruction of
cultural phenomena into something new and meaningful, the way Dharma Cakra was
fixed seems to be fully in compliance with the definition that Ánanda Márga is not a
religion but Bhagavata Dharma in the true sense of the term. In 1955 when Ánanda
Márga started, Dharma Cakra was very simple and without any display of ritual
activity as people would normally take the term by comparing to the traditional
religions.

The first Dharmacakras were held at the central ashram of Ananda
Marga in Jamalpur in 1955. Every Sunday, the local sa´dhakas
meditated collectively sitting in rows and lines and then participated in
the collective meetings that followed. Both men and women attended,
sitting in separate rows. Before meditation, they chanted three times
two couplets from Sutka 182, 10th Mandal of the Rgveda
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[Saîgacchadhvaî.] which is over 10,000 years old. (Vijáyánanda Life
and Teachings 92)

It can be seen from this description that fundamental spiritual activity was kept very
simple. People sitting in rows meditating, gives the impression of an organized
activity, where everyone has to follow certain discipline. This could be seen as a
feature of ‘formalism’ and ‘invariance’ (Bell Ritual Perspectives 139-153) in activity
that is not ritual but also not secular. The fact that both men and women attended is
because Tantra gives equal importance to the spiritual advancement of men and
women. “In the practice of spiritual cult there is no distinction nor can there ever be –
between men and women. As jiivátmá [unit soul] is not composed of the five
fundamental factors there cannot be any sex distinction in it” (Ánandamúrti ÁM
Ideology and way of life. Part 5-8 478). The Rgvedic sutka ‘Saîgacchadhvaî...’ has
the spirit of moving in unison. After singing it three times, collective meditation
(Iishvara Praòidhána51) commences. Meditating together creates a powerful spiritual
wave due to the collective ideation on the Supreme.

Saîgacchadhvaî saîvadadhvaî saî vo manáîsi jánatám,
Devábhágaî yathápúrve saîjánáná upásate.
Samánii va ákútih samánaá hrdayánivah,
Samánamastu vo mano yathá vah susahásati.
[Let us move together, let us radiate the same thought-wave, let us
come to know our minds together,
Let us share our wealth without differentiation, like sages of the past,
so that all may enjoy the universe.
Let our aspirations be united, let our hearts be inseparable,
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
51
Iishvara Praòidhána is the formal name of 1st lesson in Ánanda Márga. It is the
prescribed meditation technique for collective meditation.
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Let our minds be as one mind, so that we live in harmony and become
one with the Supreme.] (Ánandamúrti Caryácarya Part I 18-19)
Reciting this mantra is of great importance in the philosophy of Ánanda Márga. It
expresses the essence of the feeling of moving together that is the base of a
harmonious

social

and

spiritual

life.

“Just

to

represent

the

spirit

of

‘saîgacchadhvam’, I propounded the theory of PROUT. So the entire theory of
PROUT stands upon this Vaedika sermon of ‘saîgacchadhvam’ ” (Ánandamúrti AV
Part 3 50). The economic theory of PROUT advocates cooperatives and collective
ownership where there is restrictions on individual ownership but not to the extent
that everyone needs to be equal. After singing this mantra the meditation will start.
The process of meditation cannot be disclosed here but it involves ideation on the
Supreme Consciousness.

[[Iishvara Praòidhána should be performed at the scheduled time. After
each person has completed it, they should silently wait for the
collective meeting. After the expiry of the time of Iishvara Praòidhána
fixed by an ácárya/á, as soon as the signal is given, those still engaged
in Iishvara Praòidhána should cease their Iishvara Praòidhána and join
the collective meeting.]] (Ibid. 18)

‘Invariance’ (Bell Ritual Perspectives 150-153) is very evident in Dharma Cakra as
every part should begin and end at the proper time. Shrii P. R. Sarkar was extremely
punctual in his civil life and would invariably come on time for office and leave on
time. He appreciated this aspect of Western civilization and incorporated into some of
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the spiritual practices of Ánanda Márga such as páiôcajainya52 and Dharma Cakra. At
the proper time the ácárya will start singing another mantra that will indicate that the
collective meditation is about to end. Dharma Cakra may take place without any
‘ritual specialist’ (Bell Ritual Theory 130-140) as it is very simple and due to the
invariance principle is always the same and everyone generally know the process after
attending a few times. The signal that mentioned in the above quote is a Tantric sloka
that is used rouse the spiritual aspirants from collective meditation. Anyone may start
to sing once the proper time has come but normally it will be the ácárya if he or she is
present.

Nityaî shuddhaî53 nirábhásaî nirákáraî nirainjanam;
Nityabodhaî cidánandaî Gurubrahma namámyaham.
[I offer my salutation to Brahma, in the form of the Guru, who is
eternal, ever-pure, without replica, formless, absolutely unblemished,
and ever-ensconced in the deep, intuitional stance and cognitive bliss.]
(Ánandamúrti Ananda Marga Ideology Part 5-8 482)
This song is often sung rather softly and is very soothing for the mind coming back to
reality after deep meditation. Then everyone will get ready for Guru Puja. 54 In
Ánanda Márga, Guru Puja has a very specific function of giving reverence and mental
offerings to the Guru as embodiment of the Supreme Brahma. After completing
individual and collective meditation the spiritual aspirants will sing this incantation
with appropriate ideation. The Guru Puja should be done three times, and at the end of
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
52
Collective meditation at 5 a.m. comprising of 5 minutes of Prabháta Samgiita, 15
minutes of kiirtana and 10 minutes of meditation.
53
For deeper discussion of the inner meaning of this Tantric sloka, please see the
discourse Nityaî Shuddhaî in AV Part 3 p. 60-64 by Shrii Shrii Ánandmúrti.
54
For the Sanskrit text of Guru Puja and English translation, see chapter 4.5, page
225-226.
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each recitation, mental flowers of ones own preference and colour should be offered
at the feet of the Guru. The last part (Praòáma Mantra55: tava dravyaî jagadguro
tubhyam eva samarpaye) is to be recited the last time only, followed by mentally
offering of a white lotus to the Guru. Catherine Bell defines practice as:

(1) Situational; (2) strategic; (3) embedded in a misrecognition of
what it is in fact doing; and (4) able to reproduce or reconfigure a
vision of the order of power in the world, or what I will call
‘redemptive hegemony’ ...
First, human activity is situational, which is to say that much of what
is important to it cannot be grasped outside of the specific context in
which it occurs. (Bell Ritual Theory 81)
India has the Guru and disciple tradition since thousands of years. Most
references on Indian music will mention the importance of the Guru. In The Musical
Heritage of India, M. R. Gautam comments in his discussion on influence of
modernity on Indian music heritage, “one old tradition, I feel, is still necessary for
learning music if one wishes to become a musician in the real sense of the term: that
is the ancient guru ïiṣya paramparā ” (178). Daniel M. Neumann describes how
mutual love and respect is essential for the Guru and disciple relationship and how
that manifests in social relations in modern times. (43-50). In the Tantric tradition of
spiritual practices this relationship is even more prominent and still retains its original
meaning.

Trtiiyaî Gurupújanam. I must have reverence for the Guru. What is
the Guru? Gu means “darkness”, that is, darkness in the psychospiritual sphere. And ru means “dispelling agent”. That is, he who
	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
55
Praòáma Mantra. For explanation of the philosophical meaning of Praòáma
Mantra see Ánandamurti, Ánanda Vacanámrtam part 3, page 17-23.
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dispels darkness from my psychic and spiritual body is the Guru. Gu
means “darkness”, ru means “dispeller”. “Trtiiyaî gurupújanam. That
is, you must have respect for the guru. (Ánandamúrti ÁV Parts 11 & 12
150)
Here the role of the Guru is that he is revealing the secrets of the meditation to the
spiritual aspirant, who before learning meditation was blind in the sense that he could
not focus his inner vision into the spiritual sphere. The Guru is also a special
manifestation of Brahma, that is Táraka Brahma56.
If we return back to the analytical terms used in ritual theory, then Guru Puja
can be seen as a ‘strategic, situational practice’ that establishes a relationship between
the Guru and the disciple by its ‘misrecognition’ (Bell Ritual Theory 81-88). Its
strategy is that it fully confirms with the psychology of the human mind by using
powerful symbolic language and mudras that help the spiritual aspirant to gain a
deeper understanding of the nature of the Guru but it also goes far beyond that. Shrii
Shrii Ánandamúrtiji during the Guru Puja would accept the mental offerings of the
disciples that were their reactions of past actions (Saîskara).
‘Misrecognition’ is a term invented by Bourdieu to explain the realms of
social action that are beyond direct objective observation. Exchanging of gifts can
thereby be seen objectively as swapping of items but on the deeper level the agents
will see it as a means of generosity (Ibid. 82). In that sense, Guru Puja seen from the
perspective of an observer may give the impression of a ritual but to the agent, that is
the spiritual aspirant, it is deeply psychological and meaningful offering of mental
colours to the Guru. The term ‘hegemony’ is historically related to imperialism.
‘Redemptive hegemony’ (ibid. 83-85) has too much ambiguity and conflicting

	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
56
See Chapter 2 of this thesis.
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interpretations. It would be better to use the specific term of guru shikïa parampará57
to describe the relationship between the Guru and the disciple. It is a relationship
where the Guru is in the role of a loving father and the disciple is offering his mental
colours, his inner thoughts. The Guru has supreme position and is elevating the
disciple spiritually. After offering Guru Puja, the effect on the spiritual aspirant is that
of relief and gives a feeling being freed from some of the differentiation between his
smaller self and the Supreme.
In Dharma Cakra, after doing Guru Puja, the spiritual aspirants read out
Supreme Command and a short passage from Shrii Shrii Ánandamúrti´s books. If an
ácárya is present, he may give some short inspirational talk and there may also be
organized some organizational discussion or meeting. Outside of India it has become
tradition to serve some snacks or cooked food after the Dharma Cakra and everyone
will share and socialize.
After kiirtana was introduced in Ánanda Márga, it became an indispensable
part of Dharma Cakra. It was fixed that before doing the collective meditation
everyone should sing and dance kiirtana together for at least half an hour. After Bábá
started composing Prabháta Saîgiita, the system became to first sing Prabháta
Saîgiita, then kiirtana followed by meditation.

5.1.4 Sound and Sacred Space in Ánanda Márga

The whole universe is resting in the infinite bosom of the Supreme
Consciousness so there is no question of any space that is not part of Him. Sacred
space in Ánanda Márga is created by singing kiirtana and can therefore be done
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Guru shikïa parampará: Guru and disciple tradition.
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practically anywhere. Singing kiirtana gives a feeling of auspiciousness. Mircea
Eliade observes that “the religious man sought to live as near as possible to the Center
of the World” (43). He sees religion as a way to construct a feeling that this cosmos is
‘organized world’ that will give the religious person a feeling of safety.

Philosophically, Parama Puruïa is omnipresent, but His nucleus
remains at a particular place... That particular place is where His ardent
devotees are singing His glories in kiirtana.
So you will notice that when people do kiirtana out of deep love, a
highly powerful spiritual vibration is created. Those who do kiirtana
feel that vibration in their minds, hearts, and everywhere. They become
virtually intoxicated with unbounded bliss. (Ánandamúrti Disc. on
Tantra Vol. Two 203-204)
The singing of kiirtana is based on the concept of sacredness of sound and its
metaphysical power to create transcendental states. Shárògadeva (1210–1247) in his
most important work Saṅgītaratnākara describes how sound is the embodiment of
consciousness and manifested and externalized by our vocal abilities.

We worship that divine sound, the life of consciousness in all beings
and the supreme bliss, manifested in the form of the universe. By the
adoration of sound, the gods Brahmā, Viṣṇu, and Ïiva are truly
worshipped, for they are the embodiment of sound. (Ïārṅgadeva,
Saṅgītaratnākara 1.3.1 – 4 (Qtd. in Rowell 38-39))
The spiritual goal of every religious Hindu is unification with Brahma, the Supreme
Consciousness, or it may also be seen as unification of Radha with Krïòa. But the
sound plays an important role as the devotee uses songs to spread the verbal form of
Brahma. The sound volume is also important as the songs purify the air and create a
spiritual ambience, so the louder the better; as more people will get benefit and the
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performers will be able to more easily able to achieve engrossment and unity.
Traditional kiirtana in India is organized through various groups and organizations
fitting to different occasions.

Because of its popularity and ability to promote

auspiciousness it may be organized in ones home to cure a sick child, as a part of a
political campaign.

Marathi rashtriya kirtan is an especially effective medium for the
propagation of nationalist ideas because of its devotionalized context
and kirtan music's potential for group participation, experiences of
embodiment, and multiple interpretive possibilities. (Schultz 307)

In tracing the origins of kiirtana in India in chapter 3 of this thesis, I came to
the conclusion that kiirtana started to develop in Raóh long before Shrii Caitanya
Mahaprabhu with important contributions of Jayadeva and other poet composers. But
after Caitanya, kiirtana became popular in many parts of India, especially in the north
and west. In Raóh, Tantra and Shaevism lies as undercurrent of all religious and
devotional expression.

No village of Raóh is without a Shiva temple. A village without a
Shiva temple is regarded as unholy. The people of Raóh accept
Vaeïòava Dharma and act in accordance with Vaeïòava Dharma, yet
intrinsically they are all Shaivites...
It is Shiva who is the original god. He is called Buóá Bábá by the
villagers. All the deities of Raóh are somehow or other related to Shiva.
(Sarkar Raóh 52-53)
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I have seen video recordings made by Jyoshna La Trobe in Raóh where in
Maráii kiirtana they dance around the deity in a small round temple (mandiir)58. The
Raóh kiirtana is ákhanda kiirtana. In Ánanda Márga, ákhanda kiirtana is one of the
most important spiritual functions and is always followed by Dharma Cakra. In the
same way as in Raóh, the sádhakas dance in a circle using the laliita mármika dance
and Bábá Nam Kevalam mantra. In Raóh’s maráii kiirtana, often at least one person
will dance laliita mármika but others may have choreographed dance movements (La
Trobe 264-266). The place where the maráii kiirtana performance takes place is
called mandiir and is a sacred place for the villagers.

Through their kīrtan performance they bring auspiciousness to the
village and imbibe the blessings of Hari. The juran can be described as
the preparatory journey leading from the ‘profane’ world outside of the
mandīr to the ‘sacred’ inner world of the Hari kīrtan mandīr. (La Trobe
213)
In Ánanda Márga in the middle of the circle, a table is normally placed with photos of
Bábá. This is symbolizing to dance around Puruïottoma, the Supreme Consciousness
as the nucleus of the universe. This symbolism is similar as in maráii kiirtana “the
circle of devotees dance around Lord Hari, as microcosms move within the
macrocosmic system” (ibid. 264). As the place of kiirtana gets spiritually vibrated it
invites positive energies that may have healing effect and spiritually charge the body
and even food items. Sometimes, both in India and in overseas countries people like
to bring water, sweets and other food items to the place where the kiirtana is going on

	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
58
La Trobe, Jyoshna. DVD 2 – Kostuka Kirtan Team Performance (part of the
dissertation).
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and then they are distributed after the kiirtana is finished as prasád59. Shrii P. R.
Sarkar was not only a spiritual Guru but also a great revolutionary and wanted to
eradicate the exploitation of humans, plants and animals. He gave did not want that
Ánanda Márga would spend excessive funds on making expensive and highly
decorated buildings for spiritual functions. Rather, from the very beginning the
premises of Ánanda Márga were rather simple and would often have multiple uses.
The feeling of sacredness is not creating by creating awe by the magnificence of the
buildings by rather through sound of the mantra Bábá Nam Kevalam while dancing
and singing kiirtana. This also allows for the flexibility that every person can create
his own sacred space by singing lots of kiirtana and doing meditation.

5.1.5 Ceremonies and Celebrations in Ánanda Márga

Catherine Bell discusses the characteristics of ritual-like activities and
describes “general processes of ritualization as flexible and strategic ways of acting”
(Ritual Perspectives 138). Rituals and social rites are so ingrained in our social
patterns and there is a certain need for ritualization in certain important occasions. It
seems to be a certain human trait to want to celebrate certain instances in the life
cycle and natural cycle of the seasons. Shrii P. R. Sarkar did not support the way
rituals and festivities in India has become a burden on society but at the same time
recognized the need for certain celebrations and social functions.

3) Collective social functions. Many social problems arise due to lack
of magnanimity, such as not properly understanding or respecting the
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Prasád: food that has been offered to gods and deities and is regarded as holy and
spiritually charged. Shrii Shrii Ánandamúrtiji would normally eat very little, only
taste a bit from the food and the rest would be offered as prasád.
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views of others. This not only keeps people apart, but also makes them
hostile to each other. People come together in different festivals and
social functions which foster mutual bonds of unity. When they
participate in such activities and remain engaged in the same type of
collective action, they develop the feeling of temporary affinity.
Ananda Marga encourages these types of social functions. Collective
bathing and collective meditation on special occasions are as good as
common social functions. No ceremony or festival in Ananda Marga is
performed in the presence of one ácárya [[only]]. [[At]] least five
Ananda Margis also have to be present. (Ánandamúrti ÁM Philosophy
in a Nutshell part 1-4 272)
The social functions are described in Caryácarya Part 1 and include among
others naming ceremony, marriage ceremony, shraddha ceremony (funeral) etc. Most
of the ceremonies will include the recitation of the mantra Onm madhu vátá... and
sometimes the collective body of people present will take an oath to support the
newly wed couple or help to take care of the newly named child. All ceremonies are
very simple and it is not allowed to take loan to celebrate any festival or ceremony.
Everything is done so that there is maximum spiritual feeling. Kiirtana is normally
always played at all ceremonies. For example, the baby naming ceremony has a part
that the child is bathing in water that has been spiritualized by everyone scooping it
from one bathtub to another and mentally repeating their personal mantra. During that
part there is normally sung some merry kiirtana to make the feeling auspicious. All
festival will have maximum kiirtana both in the form of ákhanda kiirtana and also
before taking meal, before having classes or any other activity.
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5.1.6 Modernity and its Influence on Devotional Music in Ánanda Márga

Modernity with all its complex influences on social structure, music and
traditions may have both negative and positive effects on music traditions. Edward O.
Henry in New Grove article on “Music and Cultural Change” comments,

The advent of records, and later cassettes, augmented the destruction
of traditional music. This became noticeable at village weddings in the
1970s, at which disc jockeys would be hired to play records, in those
days entirely film songs, over loud public address systems... During
the spring season, when Saraswati, the goddess of music and learning,
was traditionally worshipped with kīrtan singing at temporary outdoor
booth-shrines, cassette players and public address systems in the
shrines were now broadcasting film music on cassettes. This is the
ritual use of recorded music.
The undeniable result of recorded music in these contexts is less live
music, and what creativity there is in the playing of recorded music is
limited to the selection of items to be played. In another context for
recorded traditional music, the music is played purely for listening
enjoyment by the purchaser. Here the use of the music is changed from
ritual requirement to entertainment (Henry “5. Music and Cultural
Change” 3-4)

I also had a similar experience in India. I went to a wedding in Patna and
during the evening they would play the same CD over and over. I was getting crazy
listening to that same music again and again and asked why they were playing that
and the answer I got was that this was traditional music for the weddings. In this
context, modernity had rendered the traditional sterile and mechanical. Ranade has
also discussed this and summarizes the problem of modernization as:
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Religious music: (a) Diminishing proportion of spontaneous
expression, (b) Less and less general and informal participation, (c)
Slow displacement of rituality, (d) Genres increasingly moving
towards exploration of concert platform, (e) Shift towards elaboration
of musical ideas a la art music. (Ranade 286)
Kiirtana in Ánanda Márga has developed in the midst of all these social and
technological changes. Many things have changed just in last few years with the
increased use of internet that takes up more and more of the free time that people have
with the result of less musical performance activities of the individuals. Still I feel that
the Bábá Nam Kevalam kiirtana tradition is still very strong, maybe due to the fact
that Bábá incorporated kiirtana as part of both individual daily spiritual practice as
well as all spiritual functions. As the kiirtana is participatory and is not a professional
culture it has not been replaced by kiirtana recordings as in the above examples.
Kiirtana in Dharma Cakra and other spiritual programs of Ánanda Márga is always
sung by everyone and accompanied by some simple music instruments.
The possibility of listening to kiirtana recordings enables people to use it more
in their daily lives during work, as background music etc. In Ananda Suruchi Master
Unit in south Taiwan there are often held seminars to teach about food, fasting and
healthy lifestyle based on yogic and natural therapy principles. During those fasting
camps, kiirtana CDs are played whole day, except during lectures and it works are a
part of the healing process of the participants. In that Master Unit, we have also
experimented to broadcast kiirtana music for the vegetable garden with very good
result. That year our harvest was the biggest ever. Modern technology can therefore
be used in creative ways but directly engaging in singing and dancing is still the
bedrock of the spiritual practices in Ánanda Márga.
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Modernity in the form of internet use, social networks both on computers and
smartphones is nowadays taking up a large amount people’s free time. This may have
some negative effect on the time that people take in their personal life for practicing
kiirtana, Prabháta Saîgiita or creating new bhajans. This in effect will influence the
collective in the way that the Prabháta Saîgiita songs that are sung in Dharma Cakra
become more standardized as people neglect to learn new songs and in that way also
less spontaneous and inspiring. But on the other hand, it may also go the opposite way
and I know that some people use their smartphones for listening and learning Prabháta
Saîgiita in a more efficient way.
The longing to experience directly spirituality and divine ecstasy is a
motivating factor in singing kiirtana. During the New Years programs organized in
India at Ánanda Nagar, West Bengal, in the year 2011-2012, there was every day
three hours ákhanda kiirtana in the morning and evening. I was present there and the
hall was packed with more than thousand people every day. The culmination of that
program was on 1 January when kiirtana took place in an outdoor building specially
built for kiirtana. On that day there were around three to five thousand people
attending. Many of them were young people and they enjoyed having the chance to
play the instruments and sing together. Kiirtana allows for both those who are more
musical experts to take a leading role and for others to simply sing and dance to the
music. In the whole I would say that devotional music in Ánanda Márga has not been
influenced much in negative way due to modernization and rather that people use the
modern technology to be able to immerse themselves in the musical soundscape of
devotional music throughout the day – something that they would never have the
energy and time to do by singing themselves.
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5.2. Devotional Music, Diaspora, and the Universal Family
5.2.1. Human Society is One and Indivisible
	
  
In Ánanda Márga there can be seen a blending of the scientific and objective
culture of the West with the spiritual and subjective culture of the East giving it
inherent dynamism and deep spirituality. ‘Átmamokïárthaî jagaddhitáya ca’ or ‘Self
Realization and Service to Humanity’ is the goal of Ánanda Márga. This aim is a
happy blending of spiritual outlook and spiritual practice that is established in service
to humanity, plants, animals and the inanimate world. This principle comes from
Shiva, the first Tantric Guru on this earth.

That is why Shiva propounded átmamokïárthaî jagaddhitáya ca. For
self-realization, a pure science of spirituality is required, and for
jagaddhitáya a happy blending between parávidyá and aparávidyá is
necessary. (Ánandamúrti NSS 34)
Shrii Sarkar recognized that all cultural expressions and languages were
sacred and should be respected and foresaw that through cultural blending borders of
nationality, race, religion and other sentiments would dissipate. Shrii Sarkar
encouraged the ‘universal sentiment’ that all human beings belong to one human
society, founded on mutual respect and love based on the feeling of ‘cosmic
brotherhood’ that we are all brothers and sisters.

Parama Puruïa [Supreme Consciousness] is my Father,
Paramá Prakrti [Supreme Operative Principle] is my Mother, and the
universe is my homeland. We are all citizens of this universe. The
universe is the thought projection of the Macrocosmic Mind, and it is
in the extroversial and introversial phases of the Cosmic imaginative
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flow that the creation, preservation and destruction of all entities
continues. (Sarkar Problems of the Day 1)
At the same time, Shrii P. R. Sarkar welcomed social and cultural synthesis and
likened the different customs and cultural heritage of the world to flowers that form a
beautiful bouquet where their beauty blends to form one whole and every individual
flower adds to that beauty.

I am in favour of social synthesis. In my opinion, as people
come more intimately in contact with one another, and the corners of
the world come nearer, local customs will assume newer forms as a
result of frequent interchange. The flowers of different gardens will
unite into a bouquet which will be more, not less, beautiful than the
individual flowers themselves... If different countries or communities
are anxious to establish social blending through marriages, then social
synthesis can be achieved within a very short time. Its concrete
reflections are already apparent to some extent in cosmopolitan cities.
(Ibid. 30)

In order to practically realize the positive effect of cultural blending,
‘Revolutionary Marriage’ was encouraged where the bride and groom take oaths to
take care of each others physical, psychic and spiritual needs. The marriage is
recognizing the mutual responsibility to take care of each other’s needs. Often the
bride and the groom would be of different nationality, region, race, caste etc. in order
to bring cultural blending and transgress borders based on ethnicity and other limited
sentiments.
Shrii P. R. Sarkar wanted to establish human society by spiritual
revolutionaries called Sadvipras. They have a strong spiritual base and are deeply
concerned for creating a just society free from exploitation. Establishing one human
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society is not easy. In order to achieve this great task Shrii Sarkar emphasized the
need to understand the sentimental nature of human beings. The goal is to establish a
universal society based on spiritual brotherhood. But in that process it may be
necessary to first emphasize other sentiments to achieve unity of a particular region or
country and then gradually expand that awareness to one global society and
eventually one universal society (including human beings on other planets!).

In order to establish unity and welfare in the country, the common
points of affinity must be found in the following three spheres:
1. socio-economic sphere,
2. psycho-sentimental sphere,
3. spirituo-sentimental sphere (Sarkar One Human Society 15)
In the socio-economic sphere, disparities of wealth will have to be removed. If one
portion of the society is controlling all the material resources and exploiting others
there will be no feeling of brotherhood. Shrii Sarkar gave the Progressive Utilization
Theory (PROUT), that is based on the feeling of moving together and can eradicate
poverty and social injustice by establishment of strong cooperative feeling
materialized in cooperatives, decentralized economy etc. I will not go into details here
but PROUT is a theory that gives scope for both individual freedom and collective
interest and is a new socio-economic theory designed to replace capitalism and issue
in a new era of all round progress in society.
Language, culture, religion belong to the psycho-sentimental sphere. Where
there is common cultural heritage that should be encouraged. Take for example
Iceland. Iceland was under the rule of Norwegian and Danish kings in the period of
1262-1944. In the 19th century, struggle started to achieve independency from Danish
rule. In that period, Icelandic cultural heritage and language became a unifying force
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and much research was done on folk songs, folklore etc. This type of sentiments can
be useful where certain nations or group of people need to fight against exploitation
of another group or nation. Groups of people that share cultural hegemony such as
many diasporas, may display various strategies for the mainstream society to
recognize their speciality. This can be positive but may also result in a minority group
capturing power in the nation state. It is therefore important to understand the role of
sentiments in the social structure and direct them in such a way that will benefit the
society. Psychic sentiments based on language, race, nationality have often resulted in
wars and bloodshed. In order to go beyond this type of sentiments that can easily
conflict with each other it is essential to encourage the spiritual sentiment. This
spiritual sentiment needs to be based on recognizing that there is one loving Supreme
Entity, the abode of infinite bliss and happiness that everyone knowingly or
unknowingly are longing and searching for. This includes tolerance for each other’s
religious beliefs, as they are expressions of that common spiritual thirst of humanity.
There are certain points that are different in every culture of the world such as
dress, food, race, language and religion (ibid. 23-37). Those points of difference are
due influences of place, climate and other various natural factors and should not be
suppressed or made uniform. Dress and food customs obviously will develop due to
environment and availability of food and raw materials and skills of the local people.
Shrii Sarkar said that there is no pure race in this world as all races have come from
common ancestors but developed through the thousands of years due to climatic
conditions and racial blending. He encouraged inter-race marriages and said that it
would result in positive blending of genetics. Diasporas often have to struggle to
maintain their cultural identity and not to be overpowered by the dominant nation
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state they live in. Sometimes they may develop certain strategies to display their
specialities.
In Ánanda Márga there is strong spiritual sentiment and very high tolerance
for cultural differences. In RAWA cultural programs people often perform songs,
dance, or read poetry from their original culture and there is a strong sentiment for
preserving unique cultural heritage of each place. This is most obvious in
cosmopolitan cities and during international spiritual festivals such as the annual or
biannual Sectorial Conference of different Sectors60 in the world. This cultural and
linguistic variety is celebrated and encouraged. At the same time everyone forgets
their differences and joins in the collective kiirtana and meditation. English is a
common language of international communication but Sanskrit is the common
spiritual language for mantras and names of people.
The sannyási ácáryas (dadas and didis) of Ánanda Márga are often posted in
areas far from where they grew up. This applies specially for the overseas ácáryas but
the Indian ácáryas are often posted first within India and later after having some
working experience in India are posted to other countries. The universal spiritual
outlook helps to generate unity and a feeling of belonging anywhere in the world.
Every place becomes one’s home.

Sab tháin mor ghar áche ámi sei ghar mari khuñjiyá,
Deshe deshe mor desh áche ámi se desh lava bujhiyá
Parabásii ámi ye duyáre yái, Tári májhe mor áche yena tháin"
Kothá diyá sethá praveshite pái sandhán lava bujhiyá
Ghare ghare áche paramátmiiya táre ámi mari khuñjiyá.
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In Ánanda Márga the world is divided into nine sectors based on geography and
culture. Taiwan belongs to what is called Hong Kong Sector that includes Hong
Kong, China, Taiwan, Korea (south and north), Japan, Russia (Far East and Siberia),
Mongolia, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Uzbekistan, Tajikistan and Turkmenistan.
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[My house is everywhere. How desperately I search for that house of
mine. Every country is my country. I shall surely discover that country
of mine. I may be a foreigner, but to whichever house I go, I find my
own abode. I will find the right door to enter the house. In every house
live my dearest relations. I am desperately searching for them.] (Sarkar
One Human Society 21-22)

5.2.2. Diaspora and Devotional Music in Ánanda Márga

The cultural blending that Shrii Sarkar foresaw is happening before our eyes.
Some of the diasporic communities welcome that blending and others resist to it. As I
explained earlier, Ánanda Márga is a blending of spirituality and dynamism and
because of its global presence is interacting with the world and also trying to maintain
its cultural specialities. I like to see Ánanda Márga as a multicultural expression of a
socio-spiritual Mission where Shrii Sarkar´s ‘One Human Society’ is practically
manifest in all its various colours. Within the organization, people that adopt the
spiritual lifestyle and study the philosophy often will radically change their habits and
outlooks and gradually form an identity where spiritual practice is at the centre of
their objectives in life. They will often also start expanding their role in society and
take active part in service activities inspired by the different departments of the
organization such as Women’s Welfare Department (WWD), Prevention of Cruelty to
Animals and Plants (PCAP) and many more. This type of transformation may be seen
as a result of spiritual inspiration and dynamism.
Hybridity, cultural adaption and creativity are very much evident in Ánanda
Márga in Taiwan and Russia, especially in terms of music. Many Márgiis sing
kiirtana every day before their meditation and also collectively once a week during
the Dharma Cakra. To make this musical aspect of their spiritual life more interesting
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they need to find tunes that they like and practice instrumental accompaniment. In this
way many new tunes are created. The new melodies may be based on Western songs,
or Taiwanese songs in Taiwan, and Russian folksongs in Russia. In bigger collective
functions like the biannual ‘Sectorial Conference’, monks and nuns working in
Russia, Korea, Japan and Hong Kong and Márgiis from other countries come and join
the local Márgiis in Taiwan. It is a chance to share music and feel that although
everyone comes from different places they have in common to sing together and
experience blissful moments.
The ácáryas of Ánanda Márga, who travel extensively, do social work and
teach meditation and yoga, have been instrumental in spreading the mission over the
globe. Their movement can be seen as voluntarily diasporic and they engage the local
people in music, dance, meditation and practices that transform their lives. Those who
aspire to become monks or nuns must leave their homes and be ready to adjust to a
new environment and culture and share their experiences and lives with others. They
bring with them an interesting mixture of their own cultural background, the practises
of Ánanda Márga and influences from places and people that they have met in their
international working environment. Therefore, although Ánanda Márga started in
India, the influence that the members in Taiwan receive is not only of Indian origin
but also already developed through cultural interaction in the international community
of Ánanda Márga. In musical terms, that may mean that a monk is from Sweden but
has been working in South America for ten years and when he comes to Taiwan he
will sing many kiirtanas from there and the Taiwanese members would also learn
from him.
The blending of music and culture is brought about by many factors such as
the mobility of the ácáryas but also by the way kiirtana and bhajans have become
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increasingly marketed and sold on a global level and become the World Music of
Ánanda Márga. The ácáryas are ‘culture bearers’ (Lee 71) of the Tantric spiritual
tradition of Ánanda Márga and those cultural manifestations, when they reach a new
place, will also transform according to the already existing customs and thinking
patterns of the people living there. The central idea may be the same but its
manifestation is different. John Clammer in his Diaspora and Identity touches on this
issue:

Hybridity or cultural synthesis can take many forms – the
borrowing of discrete cultural items, adoption of a non-indigenous
language and social practices and in private, creolisation or conversion
in religion leading to the adoption of new norms, diet, dress codes and
cosmologies. (255)
That synthesis can be seen in the music of Ánanda Márga in Taiwan. Shrii P.
R. Sarkar composed his great cycle of devotional songs, Prabháta Saîgiita mostly in
the Bengali language. These songs have deeply devotional contents that help a
spiritual practitioner to develop a love relationship with the Supreme Consciousness
in a human form - the relationship between the true Guru and his disciple. Most of the
songs are based on Indian ragas and folksongs but some blend beautifully melodies
from other countries with Indian melodies and create a semi-classical genre, which
catches the sentiments of both Indians as well as others. In Taiwan these songs took
long time to get popularized among the Márgiis that sometimes complain about
difficulty of pronouncing Bengali. However, by translating the songs and meaning of
each word, the Taiwanese Margiis also ideate and enjoy singing Prabháta Saîgiita.
The term diaspora has been widely discussed last decade and has been used to
better understand both social aspects of migrant communities as well as in the
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discussion of globalization and its effects. I see it in this case as a positive force,
spreading seeds of spirituality around the world. But of course it is not only force,
those seeds do not fly with the wind only, they are carried by the ácáryas, who have
to first nurture them in their own mind and then sow wherever they go. J. E. Braziel
and Anita Mannur recognize the new possibilities in the theorization of diaspora and
the ambiguity of the term.

Diaspora itself – a term which literally (and on an historical level,
negatively) denotes communities of people dislocated from their native
homelands through migration, immigration, or exile as a consequence
of colonial expansion, but etymologically suggests the (more positive)
fertility of dispersion, dissemination, and the scattering of seeds. (4)
Singing kiirtana has become a living music tradition among Ánanda Márgiis
in Taiwan. The Márgiis like to develop their own tunes to the mantra Bábá Nam
Kevalam. Mamata, a good friend of mine, after she learned meditation around fifteen
years ago, started to sing kiirtana any free time she had. Within a few years she
created more than a hundred new tunes in her own style. The kiirtana tradition invites
this type of creativity as it is not a specialist tradition and anyone that feels to create
kiirtanas is free to do so. If the melodies are very good then other people will follow
and learn and sing that kiirtana and it will become a common property. Otherwise it
will just remain that particular persons kiirtana and be sung only when he or she is
leading the song.

5.2.3. Diasporic Ácáryas and Márgiis: Where is My Home?
As Dorothy in the Wizard of Oz is looking for a way back to her home in
Kansas, where is the home of an ácárya?
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Have thou no home. What home can hold thee, friend?
The sky thy roof, the grass thy bed; and food
What chance may bring, well cooked or ill, judge not.
No food or drink can taint that noble Self
Which knows Itself. Like rolling river free
Thou ever be, Sannyasin bold! Say -“Om Tat Sat, Om!” (Vivekananda)
This poem by Vivekananda expresses the ideal of the non-attached sannyasin that has
realized that this world is only a show of shadows and the true world is within one’s
own self. The ácáryas of Ánanda Márga have to accept that the whole universe is
their home and they will take birth only to serve the Supreme Entity as manifested in
this created world. So where is the home of an ácárya then?
People may live in the present, but at the same time the past is in the back of
the mind and shapes our actions, attitudes and future plans. Another factor is how
other people see us. That depends on the society where you are living, or the
‘hostland’. The diasporic experience depends on both one’s own outlook and the
living circumstances. Many diasporas after some time settle down and realize that
they would not have had the scope of expression or good economic situation in their
home country. They may still have an idealized ‘homeland’ in their mind that gives
them cultural background and a sense of belonging both to the past and the present
but may or may not want to return to there. Regina Lee discusses about the diasporic
identity construction, how diaspora is always in a transition, which may lead to
positive empowerment or indeterminacy and disjunctive instability.

Moreover the transitionality of this space, always in progress, demands
the striking of a balance between “where you’re from” and “where
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you’re at” in order to move on and beyond the present moment, to seek
out “where you’re going”. (Lee 71)
We all carry some cultural baggage with us and sometimes need to really think deeply
what is it that we are carrying around and if it is going to bring us forward. It may
determine how we react to different situations and colour our understanding of our
environment and mission in life.
How does this balancing of identities work out in practical life? Are ácáryas
maybe double diasporic? I think so. They undergo a training before becoming
qualified workers and then when they go to a new country they are carrying with them
both Ánanda Márga culture and way of life as well as their own original culture and
memories. During the training period there is much emphasis on life style training and
forming dynamic life style that includes getting up early and do meditation and yoga,
take strict vegetarian diet, all round cleanliness and study of the scriptures of Ánanda
Márga. Music is also a big part of the training and includes learning to play
instruments and singing. There is always music going on in some corner of the
Training Centre and any festivals are celebrated with day and night singing of
kiirtana. This music fervour in daily life transforms the personality of those taking the
training, especially those that didn’t have much experience of music before coming
there, and once they complete the training they bring this music enthusiasm to
wherever they go. The Margiis in Taiwan are already infected by this music zeal and
specially during collective functions join full-heartedly in singing and dancing.
Regina Lee takes her definition of diaspora from Ien Ang as “transnational,
spatially and temporally sprawling sociocultural formations of people, creating
imagined communities whose blurred and fluctuating boundaries are sustained by real
and / or symbolic ties to some original ‘homeland’” (Lee 53). Homeland is therefore
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in most cases connected to both the idealized past and the culture and memories that
were generated there, as well as the present community that may or may not always
live at one place but feel a tie to the original ‘homeland.’ When this community
accepts and adopts a culture that is originating and existing in its original form in
another country or a place different from that communities place then we may say that
they have accepted that culture as their ‘homeland’ culture to a great extent. But the
nature of diasporas is always that their actual environment is different to the original
‘homeland’ and the people in the diaspora may never have seen their ‘homeland’ and
not even be able to speak the language of that ‘homeland’. But the language may be
accepted as a spiritual language that is used for preserving a spiritual tradition that is
related to that language.
In the case of Ánanda Márga the Sanskrit language is the spiritual language
that is vital to the spiritual tradition. Some time after learning meditation the person
will get a Sanskrit name. During collective functions only that name is used, although
in Taiwan many people still like to use the Chinese names when they refer to
someone and are speaking in Chinese. Those Sanskrit names have a spiritual meaning
that helps the person to associate with that meaning. All mantras are in Sanskrit and
also the Dharma Cakra songs before and after meditation. There are many reasons for
why the Sanskrit language is considered as spiritual language. The alphabet has fifty
sounds that correspond to the fifty sounds of the cakras in the human body. In the
Tantric spiritual tradition those sounds will form acoustic roots that are important for
making the mantras, so important for meditation. The Bengali language is the closest
living language to Sanskrit. It has a large Sanskrit vocabulary and similar grammatical
structure. Shrii P. R. Sarkar chose the Bengali language to compose most of his songs.
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This importance that is given to the Sanskrit and Bengali languages as spiritual
languages and their importance in the spiritual culture does not mean that there is any
restriction or imposition on the mother tongue in normal communication. In all daily
communication the local language is given preference, books are translated into the
local language and people compose their devotional songs in their mother tongue or,
if they like, in English.
The concept of ‘homeland’ can be seen as nostalgic period that did exist but is
now recreated in the memory and gives a feeling of an imagined shared collective
experience. In this sense India, being the place he lived most of his life, becomes the
‘homeland’ and especially related to the historical period that Shrii Shrii
Ánandamúrtiji was alive and could personally give immense inspiration and blissful
experiences to the Márgiis. Some of the more senior Márgiis had a chance to go to
India and see and meet him and others had the chance to meet him when he came to
Taiwan on 16 - 28 August 1979. Well, we could also call ‘homeland’ a ‘motherland’
or ‘fatherland’? In that sense, Ánandamúrtiji acted as everyone’s nearest and dearest
Bábá’. The spiritual aspirants felt that he was an entity that would never leave them,
neither in this life nor beyond. This is a question of belonging. Where do you belong
to? Where are you from? What is your home? The thing is that actually for the
Ánanda Márgiis, Shrii Shrii Ánandamúrtiji as a loving father and Guru is still present
in their minds. It is not only a nostalgic notion of some saint that lived from 19211990 in India. He is present in His spiritual body and felt by those who seek Him.
Well, then we are all brothers and sister as we have the same father! In this way the
idea of a Supreme Consciousness (Brahma) as the final goal of all human flows is the
‘homeland’. Or as the editor of Bábá in Taiwan says:
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Those who follow His teachings find their lives transformed; the
confining walls of their egos dissolve, and an all-embracing cosmic
feeling begins to fill their hearts. They begin to look on all people as
brothers and sisters, as manifestations of the Supreme. They want to
serve these manifestations. They cannot bear to see others in pain and
they want to share with all the bliss which they themselves enjoy.
From Hong Kong to Buenos Aires, to New York, many people are
working tirelessly in the service of humanity, motivated by His
indescribable love. (Ánanda Márga P 3)
In this regards it will not matter from where you are, rather you feel that
everyone is your brother or sister and you want to extend your love and service. If this
universal love becomes strong enough then the whole world becomes your home,
every place you stay is your home at that time, the people you meet your friends.
When this feeling develops and becomes strong enough people want to dedicate their
lives to service and are ready to leave their original home and become monks and
nuns.

5.2.4. Kiirtana: Devotional Music In Diaspora

Kiirtana has several centuries old tradition in India but when it became
popular in the Ánanda Márga community in Taiwan it had to undergo transformations
from being an Indian folk tradition to be adopted as a form of dance and music with
certain basic rules but could still adjust to either Western style of singing, Taiwanese
aboriginal songs or other influences. Some Indian melodies and ragas as well as
rhythms are very difficult to learn and need a high level of cultural adaption to
become a part of daily music life. Instead of emphasizing those cultural differences
Shrii P. R. Sarkar fixed the Universal Mantra Bábá Nam Kevalam and lalita mármika
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dance should be used for kiirtana but left the music and instrumentation to people in
different places and times to adjust according to their culture and liking. He explained
the history, meaning and the physico-psychological effects of the dance on the body,
nerves and mind and instructed that it would be the most appropriate dance for this
type of devotional singing.
In Taiwan, singing kiirtana became an important element in creating a feeling
of identity and social solidarity among the Márgiis. Singing and dancing collectively
is a strong sociological factor and brings everyone present in one flow and collective
experience. The music, though, is very variegated and it is a tradition that is
developing and adopting influences from both local and international community.
However the Western influence seems to be much stronger than the Indian so we may
conclude that the kiirtana, as it is now, is a tradition that moved not only from India to
Taiwan but rather from India to Western countries and after developing there came to
Taiwan and continued to transform in Taiwan. The human flows involved are both the
ácáryas that come to live in Taiwan as well as Taiwanese Márgiis moving around the
world. As the economy in Taiwan has been good last twenty years, many Taiwanese
Márgiis had a chance to go abroad and experience Ánanda Márga in India as well as
other countries. Due to the influence of modernity, the personal experience has gained
many dimensions and spaces that coexist.
Kiirtana is a music form that easily adjusts to local influences. It is like a basic
cake recipe that you can add different ingredients according to your taste and when
people eat it they may feel that it is a completely different cake but the base is the
same. In a similar way the kiirtana adjusts to the taste of people in different places
and takes on local nuances.
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Kiirtana was popular in Bengal even before the birth of Mahaprabhu.
People in certain areas of Bengal are used to doing kiirtana in a
distinct local style. […] In Bengal, there are different schools of
kiirtana such as Manoharshahii Gharáná, Reneti Gharáná, Garanaháta
Gharáná, and Mandáran Gharáná. (Sarkar A Few Problems Solved
Part-7 34)
As there developed so many schools of kiirtana in Bengal and other parts of
India, in a similar way, when people from different places in the world came in
contact with Ánanda Márga and were guided to sing and dance kiirtana, every place
developed their own style of kiirtana. P. R. Sarkar appreciated that the Márgiis would
sing in their own local melodies to the kiirtana. He foresaw and welcomed that there
would be a synthesis of cultures in the world that would in the future lead to a feeling
of Universal family. But that synthesis should come out of a feeling that all cultures
and all languages are equally important.
Ácárya Keshavánanda Avadhúta went with P. R. Sarkar on his 1979 world
tour. He mentions in his memoires how the Márgiis would sing kiirtana in their local
melodies.

On 25th May 1979, we went from Rotterdam, Holland, to Stockholm,
Sweden. We stayed there for four days. A large number of Márgiis
from Sweden, Norway and Finland had come. The kiirtana, sung to
Scandinavian tunes, was so sweet and charming that all the sádhakás
and sadhikas present there were lost in a divine flow. (Keshavánanda,
2010: 109)
I discussed this with Dada Keshavánandaji and he said that also in different parts of
India, when Bábá would visit, then certainly the kiirtana would have its specialities in
every place. I asked him if it was the speciality of the kiirtana but he emphasized that
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it was not only specific to kiirtana but as a human psychological feature. He
explained that it is but natural for people to have their own tunes and ideation and
when they sing in those tunes they will feel good. If will have a good effect on their
minds because they are accustomed to that environment and way of expression.
(Ácárya Keshavánanda Avadhuta, pers. com., 20 Aug. 2010 Kolkata)
Shrii P. R. Sarkar always encouraged to do sing more and more kiirtana. He
described it as a panacea for all kind of mental afflictions.

One must do kiirtana not only to surmount physical afflictions, but
psychic and spiritual afflictions as well. It is the best medicine for all
physical, psychic and spiritual ailments. It will bring about not only
improvement in worldly life but success in the psychic and spiritual
spheres. Kiirtana will help you in all circumstances, in all possible
ways. (Sarkar Saîgiita 29)
When people sing Bábá Nam Kevalam continuously and do meditation then
the place will get a very strong spiritual vibration that benefits everyone’s health,
removes complexities and mental problems and helps in quick spiritual elevation.
During the singing and dancing, all organs are engaged in action and therefore the
mind will flow towards the Supreme, specially as the meaning of the mantra is ‘Only
the name of the nearest and dearest Lord’ meaning that the spiritual aspirant wants to
remember only the name of his Lord and move towards him.
Every year in the beginning of July there is organized 72 hours akhaòìa
kiirtana in Ánanda Márga Master Unit, Tainan County. Ánanda Márgiis from all over
Taiwan and sometimes other people also come to attend. Normally the kiirtana
melodies are both Taiwanese as well as from other countries. Márgiis and ácáryas
take turn to lead the kiirtana. In the year 2010 there was a didi from Italy singing very
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nice tunes from a lady that is from England but living in Australia and a dada from
Argentina singing kiirtanas from there as well as Sweden where he was living before.
In this way the kiirtana tunes travel all around the globe, both by the kiirtana
recordings and CDs and also by the movement of people.
When someone plays a new and nice kiirtana then many Márgiis will try to
record it and learn the guitar chords and singing. The singing tradition of kiirtana is
therefore always developing. Some people are more creative and make their own
tunes, others pick them up and adopt as their own. In Taiwan, Indian kiirtana is not
very common. There are some Indian dadas that have good voice but somehow
Taiwan is not like India and in some cases they don’t have harmonium and the
Taiwanese Márgiis are not habituated with the call-and-response singing where the
chorus has to imitate the sometime quite intricate melody. The Taiwanese Márgiis
sometimes add electric keyboard or piano as well as drums and shakers to the kiirtana
but most of the time is only guitar and voice.
In end of December 2006, I participated in a 72 hours akhaòìa kiirtana in
Ánanda Nagar (in Purulia district, Bengal). This was the New Years celebration and
people from many cities and villages in Bihar and Bengal came to participate. During
one of the nights there were groups from each village assigned half an hour to onehour time to lead the kiirtana. They used many types of drums, cymbals and
harmonium; normally call-and-response singing and the styles of singing and
melodies were very varied. Local folksongs and own compositions seemed to be all
mixed in the singing of Bábá Nam Kevalam. Every village had its own style of
singing and often it was quite different from what I had heard before. In the night
there was no electricity and therefore no sound system and the lead singer had to sing
very loudly to be heard. I sat in a group of boys and they played different drums. The
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rhythms were not very complex but lively and made the mind alert even in the middle
of the night.
When I went to Kolkata and Bhuvaneshwar in February 2010, I also had a
chance to participate in two akhaòìa kiirtanas and a few Dharma Cakras. There were
a few things that I noticed. All of the kiirtanas were decidedly Indian kiirtanas, both
the melody and the instrumentation. There seemed to be no Western influence there.
In Indian kiirtana there is the build up of climax, both in emotion, intensity and speed.
After that the kiirtana will slow down and change the tune. In the last part of the
kiirtana in Lake Garden, Kolkata, that is last 15 minutes came the main climax with
some sisters blowing the conch shell which had a very thrilling effect, the regular
rhythm and singing is going on and then comes this beautiful loud conch shell sound
adding another layer of sonic expression. There is most of the time call-and-response
singing in the Indian kiirtana and often raga based melodies. But that’s not always so,
sometimes very powerful folk songs take the lead with simple and robust melodies.
Ladies and gents take turns to sing, normally the gents (including small boys to old
men) sing for half an hour and then the ladies take over. In Taiwan the ladies and
gents are not separated during akhaòda kiirtana. There may be many reasons for that:
more Westernized society and proportionately more sisters interested in yoga and
meditation.
The devotional music form kiirtana has become a special genre of music
transcending borders of ethnicity, language, place and nationality and in Ánanda
Márga around the world and specifically in Taiwan has become a means of giving a
feeling of collective identity and ecstatic bliss. The cultural differences and hybridity
created by cultural contact and international mobility of the diasporic monks and nuns
does not create a feeling of distance and aversion but mingles to create different
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flavours of music experience where popular tunes have travelled around the globe in
an active music tradition of participation and creativity based on an ancient tradition
originating in India.
There are marked differences on the music of Ánanda Márga in India and
Taiwan although they follow the same principles. This difference is most evident in
different singing style where in India a call-and-response tradition with strong
percussion element is dominant but Taiwanese Márgiis use harmonic melodies
accompanied with guitar and drums. The way of singing kiirtana that is popular in
Taiwan comes from the time that kiirtana became popular in Europe and adjusted to
Western style of singing and instrumentation. There is much creativity and active
adoption evident in Taiwanese kiirtana with Márgiis creating their own melodies and
way of singing. It is a developing tradition in a constant renewal and change.
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5.3. Affecting Health and Wellbeing by the Spiritual Ideation of Mantra and
Meditation

All round health and wellbeing is important for everyone and is one of the
basic needs of human beings. Anyone may experience some kind of sickness or
disease and has to find a way to cure and wellness. To enjoy the meditation a healthy
body and strong, positive mind is important. Disease can be an impediment in
spiritual practices, and in Ánanda Márga there are various health systems and
practices that promote health and wellbeing. The health systems that are part of the
Ánanda Márga system and that are preferred are:
1. Kiirtana singing
2. Three dances, laliita mármika, kaoïiiki and taòìava
3. Yogic vegetarian diet (sattvik food)
4. Yoga postures and meditation (ásanas and sádhana)
5. Fasting on specific lunar days (ekadashi, amávasyá and púrnima)
6. Yogic treatments and natural remedies
The first five points on this list are important for maintaining health and wellbeing
and therefore, work both as prevention and cure. The yogic treatments and natural
remedies as specifically for treating diseases of various nature, by strict control of
food; practice of yoga postures (ásanas); and other health related practises. Certain
natural remedies are also prescribed for specific diseases. If these are not working
then other medical systems may be used such as homeopathy, Ayurvedic medicines,
Chinese medicine, Western allopathic medicine or even surgery. Normally
homeopathy is preferred as it has less side effects and negative influence on the body
and mind than any other medicines. Surgery is the last option and can often be
avoided by strict diet, yogic postures and meditation.
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5.3.3. Microvita and the Positive Effect of Devotional Music

The mantra Bábá Nam Kevalam has on numerous occasions proven to have
immense benefits both to human beings and to plants and animals. The validity of that
statement could be proven by medical tests or other objective methods but for now I
will rely on my experience, conversations with numerous people and questionnaires
(see Appendix C) that have gave to participants in Taiwan and Russia in events that
involved several days of continuous singing of Bábá Nam Kevalam kiirtana. The sixfold framework can be useful for discussing about how transformation of individuals
health is affected by singing kiirtana. The axes of this model are interactive and work
simultaneously at one moment.
The spiritual qualities of mantra to raise the kulakuòìalini 61 have been
explained earlier in this thesis. The power of mantra and devotional songs to bring a
positive change in the mind, body and environment can be explained the Microvita
theory. Shrii P. R. Sarkar gave this theory in the last four years of his life and
intended it to bring about new understandings in spiritual cult, chemistry, physics and
other sciences. It links spiritual and material science in a completely new and original
way.

Shrii Sarkar envisioned that when scientists and spiritualists would work

together and be able unveil the mysteries how microvita function many future
problems would be solved and science would usher into a new era of microvita
research where all chemical formulae would have to be changed according to updated
knowledge about internal properties of the atom. What is most related here is the
theory of negative and positive microvita. The negative microvita are commonly
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Kulakuòìalini and Mantra. See chapter 2.3.
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called ‘virus’ but Shrii Sarkar said that this name was not suitable as the function of
negative microvita was subtler than our present day knowledge of virus. Before going
further let us address the question of what is microvita and how does it move?

Microvita are the initial stage of matter. Although they are matter they
are very, very subtle. […] Microvita are the silver lining between idea
and matter, though they are closer to the realm of ideas than matter.
(Sarkar Microvitum 68)
According to this theory, carbon atom is composed of billions of microvita,
which are the smallest particle possible and lie on the boarder of matter and idea.

Now, these microvita move throughout the entire universe, from one
celestial body to another.... They move unbarred, without caring for the
atmospheric conditions or barometric readings. How do they move?
Everybody requires some media for movement. Mobility means
movement through a medium or media.... These microvita also move
through several media. They move through sound. The so-called virus
of a diseased person moves through his or her sound. They may move
through tactuality. They may move through forms or figures. (Ibid. 34)
The microvita need the help of the inferences for their movement, they are alive and
have their natural lifespan and multiply similar as viruses. Sound is the subtlest
inference and positive microvita can easily move through sound. That is why good
music is an ideal carrier of positive microvita. The ideation and the meaning of the
song are important for carrying this positive effect. Therefore, mantra music has very
powerful effect on the human mind, body and environment. Conversely, music with
crude, negative meaning and ideation can carry negative microvita. Hence, spiritual
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aspirants should carefully select music and other media that carry spiritual and
uplifting spirit.
Smell is the inference associated with the solid factor and is therefore often
easily associated with negative microvita. Shrii Sarkar mentions that microtiva can
move through the sound or smell of a diseased person. Marina Roseman in her book
about the Temiar in the Malaysian Rainforest narrates how the Temiars explain how
the smell of a person may transmit disease: “the odor becomes startled, confused and
angry, and proceeds to ‘eat’ the silent passerby, causing illness” (37). For health and
wellbeing, cleanliness and spiritual practices are a must. When the mind is sanctified
the negative microvita don’t get a scope to disturb the body and mind:

That is why one should try to be pure not only in body but in mind
also, because a mind engaged in degenerating thought invites negative
microvita. Good company, good books, good literature, good songs,
kiirtanas (devotional chanting) elevate the mind and the mind becomes
sanctified. That is why negative microvita do not get much scope to
touch the mutative and sentient portions of the structure. (Sarkar
Microvitum 79-80)
The cakras are our subtle psycho-spiritual centres and are sensitive to influences from
those microvita. The múladhara and svádhiïíána cakras62 are static in nature and
more easily influenced by negative microvita. The maòipura cakra maintains balance
in the body and is mutative in character. The anáhata and vishuddha cakras are
sentient in character and are mostly influenced by positive microvita but may also be
influenced by negative microvita. Ajiôá and sahasrara cakras are purely spiritual and
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  Table 3. The Seven Cakras of Human Body
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microvita can only function up the lower portion of ajiôá cakra but cannot go beyond
that.

5.3.2. Effecting Health, Wellbeing, and Bliss by Spiritual Ideation of Devotional
Songs

Most Ánanda Márgiis and ácáryas are conscious of the positive effect of
kiirtana and other devotional singing and sing in their homes before doing meditation.
If they do not have time or opportunity for that then they will at least listen to kiirtana
CDs in their car and other convenient places or even sing while taking bath or
cooking their food. The positive effect of singing kiirtana reverberates in the mind
long after and makes the mind more calm and easy to do meditation or to cope with
the myriad problems in life. I was curious to see in effect how much our Ánanda
Márgiis in Taiwan and Russia practice singing kiirtana in their daily lives and how
they experience the effect of kiirtana during longer collective programs such as
akhaòìa kiirtana. I made a questionnaire including 18 questions that I handed out to
Márgiis joining a five days (120 hours) of continuous kiirtana in Barnaul, Russia.
The Russian Márgii the joined this program were young, 80% in the age group
of 18 to 25 years old. Most of them have known BNK kiirtana and meditation for two
to five years; are strictly vegetarian; and follow most of the guidelines for spiritual
lifestyle of Ánanda Márga. One of the interesting questions was whether they had any
experience of being sick and later cured by the effect of kiirtana. More than half of
the participants give a written reply to this question and they described all kinds of
experiences after singing kiirtana. In general, they have all experienced that their
mood has improved and that whatever anxieties or mental problems were bothering
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them disappeared. It seems that the effect is strongest felt in the psychic and spiritual
levels of existence. Many replied that they feel calm and joyful after the kiirtana. No
one said that he or she had a disease that was cured due to kiirtana but that might also
be because they were all young and healthy.
Kiirtana works on all the axes of the aforesaid six-fold theoretical
framework 63 for medical ethnomusicological research. The musical axis, sociocultural axis, and the performative axis are all related to music and the environment it
takes place. As I mentioned in the third chapter, kiirtana in Ánanda Márga adjusts
easily to the culture where it is played because there is freedom to create new tunes
and make music accompaniment suitable to the music. In Russia, this is very evident
and the Márgiis are very creative and have made many nice kiirtana tunes. During
major programs, they arrange a group of musicians similar like the Indian kiirtana
ghosti, and the music becomes very rhythmic and enjoyable with guitar, several
drums, accordion, bass guitar and other available instruments.
Benjamin D. Koen made in interesting physiological study on the effect of
devotional music in lowering human stress levels, indicated by systolic and diastolic
blood pressure, and heart rate (Beyond the Roof 156-180). The participants listened to
live performance of “maddâh devotional music (group 1), no music (group 2), a
contrasting local pop music (group 3), and an unfamiliar devotional music (group 4)”
(ibid. 159). The local maddâh devotional music had the best effect followed closely
by the unfamiliar devotional music. This result is similar like my experience in
Ánanda Márga; the local tunes that people are used to often manage to bring
maximum blissful and ecstatic feeling during the kiirtana. The tunes that make
everyone enrapt in the kiirtana flow in Russia, may not work in Taiwan. These socio	
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cultural and performative levels all have their effect on the success of the kiirtana.
The psycho-spiritual and cosmological axes are not easy to measure and eventually
rely on the grace of the Supreme and the levels of devotion and sincerity in spiritual
practices. The final word in spirituality is the supreme grace of Parama Puruïa, the
Supreme Consciousness.
In Ánanda Márga’s Master Unit ‘Ánanda Suruchi’ near YuJing village in
Taiwan, fasting camps are run on regular basis. I have joined those programs last few
years and have observed that the people that come to cleanse and detox their body
also go through lot of mental cleansing. Kiirtana is an important factor in the meantal
purification and healing process that takes place in those camps. Singing of kiirtana is
combined with qi breathing exercises in the morning and purifies the respiratory
system; morning and evening meditation is lead by kiirtana singing; before every
meal everyone sing kiirtana for at least five minutes; and except during lectures
kiirtana CDs are played constantly. All this singing of Bábá Nam Kevalam kiirtana
transforms the energy of the participants and teachers and helps in the process of
cleansing the body of mind. The participants often comment in their feedback after
the camp that the most important moments of happyness during the program were
experienced during singing or listening to kiirtana. The positive effects of kiirtana are
here consciously put into effect by placing kiirtana singing as an important program
in health and detox camps.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions

Sound and music is given much importance in the philosophy and spiritual
practices of Ánanda Márga. According to the philosophy of Ánanda Márga, even the
thought process of the Cosmic Mind has sound, although that sound is not audible to
our ears. The whole universe is vibrational and each and every entity has sound and
colour. When we listen and sing devotional songs, it is therefore a very deep process
that involves our whole physical, psychic and spiritual existence. The mind connects
to the body through the brain, cakras, nerves, and glands and spiritual sound can
reverberate our innermost being leading the mind towards the Infinite Consciousness
that is beyond sound because it is beyond this world of vibrations.
Composition and creativity in the music of Ánanda Márga is very important.
Shrii P. R. Sarkar was a genius and effortlessly created the beautiful Prabháta
Saîgiita songs that give the philosophy of Ánanda Márga a devotional and poetic
expression wrought in myriad melodies that are based on India ragas, folk songs and
songs from various other cultures. The creation process of the songs involved his
close disciples that would note down the songs and record for posterity. This needed
utmost sincerity and devotion, as Shrii Sarkar was meticulous that his songs were
sung and recorded properly and would often correct and guide the singers until the
songs was properly noted and recorded. The songs were released on cassettes where
music arrangers would write the instrumental music. Shrii Sarkar wanted that the
instrumental music should not cover the voice and be suitable to the nature of the
songs.
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Shrii P. R. Sarkar gave the mantra Bábá Nam Kevalam and fixed that the
laliita mármika dance should be used. He left the music arrangement and melody for
the Márgiis and other devotees to creatively maintain this devotional genre. When
kiirtana went to overseas countries, the Indian kiirtana tradition transformed radically
and new melodies and music accompaniment was used. The tradition has now global
reach and distribution of kiirtana CDs that can be said to be Ánanda Márga’s World
Music. However, people in every place will create their own melodies based on their
own culture and therefore we may say that the tradition is a form of ‘glocalization.’
The monks and nuns of Ánanda Márga often are posted in places far from
their home. I have theorized that their movement around the globe in order to extend
their service and teach meditation is a double diaspora, where they still carry with
them the culture and music from their home country as well as the music and culture
of Ánanda Márga that they identify with. As they identify with the idea that the
universe is the homeland and all created beings the expression of the Supreme
Consciousness, they apparently live in diasporic condition but do not feel displaced –
rather the home is within the own Self. The Márgiis also adopt a similar attitude and
blend their own culture with the lifestyle of Ánanda Márga and thereby add colour to
the multifarious organisation.
The practices of Ánanda Márga have been analysed with theories of ritual
practice. Ánanda Márga has spiritual practices that fully conform to human
psychology and aspirations to attain infinite bliss and expansion through their merger
with the Supreme Entity. The spiritual activities use music to bring the mind to a
peaceful state followed by meditation where the mind is directed towards the infinite
consciousness. They are not ritualistic in any way but some of the terminologies of
ritual practice may be used to describe their functionality.
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Ánanda Márga is a very complex and deep socio-spiritual organization that is
founded on the ancient Tantric tradition. The music and social life in Ánanda Márga
can be seen from many perspectives and there is enormous scope for all kinds of
research within the organization and its vast philosophy. Research on Prabháta
Saîgiita has already started and a few books have been published on the lyrical
beauty of the songs but the songs still remain largely unexplored by Indian music
specialists that are familiar with Indian traditions of raga theory and recent devotional
contemporary compositions. The stylistic variety and quantity of the songs is
enormous and future scholars may spend their whole life in singing and exploring the
songs. The development of Indian Bábá Nam Kevalam kiirtana is another research
area that no one has ventured so far. There is enormous scope for fieldwork and
research on how people in India make music and how that music reflects other music
traditions.
Doing this research and thesis writing has been a great privilege for me and I
have had chance to uncover numerous stories of how Shrii P. R. Sarkar composed his
songs and understand Indian psychology and music culture much better than before. I
hope this will be a start of something greater, because it seems that I am ever in love
with Prabháta Saîgiita and kiirtana.
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Appendix A
Aims and Objects of RAWA

•

To promote progressive art and literature as propounded by Shri P. R. Sarkar, the
theme of which is “Art is for Service and Blessedness”, to embody the spirit of human
welfare, rather than “Art for art’s sake” or “Art for Lucre”.

•

To promote the cause of music, dance, sculpture, painting and all other performing
arts by establishing and running numerous schools, colleges and academies in
different parts of the country thereby introducing a radical change in the concept and
quality of music and other fine arts and making it an effective instrument to
rejuvenate the noble values of human life and the society at large.

•

To propagate Prabháta Saîgiita and popularize the songs therein through audio
cassettes.

•

To hold concerts, symposia, kavi Sammelan (poets and intellectuals conference),
variety cultural program and organize cultural teams to propagate the classical music,
classical dances, folk music, folk dances and other indigenous cultural moors of the
society.

•

To compose dance-dramas, dramas, poetry, articles, plays on different aspects of
human life and flora and fauna.

•

To do research and preserve and popularize different Oriental and Occidental classical
tunes and tunes those are dying down due to neglect and blend them to elevate the
human minds.

•

To encourage and nurture young writers and artists and also to look after the disabled
artists and writers who have dedicated their lives to the cause of Music and Fine Arts.

•

To publish literature on Music, Fine Arts, plays Dramas, Poetry and other intellectual
works with a view to promote aesthetic and ancient values.

•

To setup, equip and maintain Cultural Associations, for the promotion of fine arts like
Architecture, Literature, Painting, Sculpture, Music etc. through art galleries, museum
and auditoriums for general public without any discrimination of caste, colour, gender
and creed.

•

To set up and maintain various forms of institutions for the study and polarization of
Oriental and Occidental Classical Music, Dance, Painting, Architecture and Sculpture
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etc., and undertake any scheme or project for the cultural, intellectual, moral, spiritual
and physical benefit of the entire humanity.
•

To hold competitions in vocal rendering of Prabháta Saîgiita, painting, dances and
other fine arts, award prizes and certificates for the winners.

•

To grand stipends, scholarships and prizes to the poor and meritorious candidates in
order to help their pursuits in the field of Arts and Literature.
To fight against pseudo-culture, pseudo-literature and depraving art and music in any
form.
Source: Editorial. RAWA Souvenir. Kolkata: Renaissance Artists and Writers
Association (RAWA), 2003 p. 7. Print.
Appendix B
Categories of Prabháta Saîgiita with the corresponding song numbers
There have been several attempts to categorize the Prabháta Saîgiita song. The most
extensive one was made by Dada Priyashivanandaji and Dada Nityasatyanandaji It
contained all the 5018 songs with categorization, which raga they were in etc. a total
of 50 handwritten pages but unfortunately the manuscript got lost. In the available
books that have been written on Prabháta Saîgiita some of the them have given
certain categories and examples of the songs. I list it here with my own translations
from Hindi and Bengali. There are 4 sources that I have available with me:

1. Nityasatyánanda´s Prabháta Saîgiita Pariciti
2. Priyashivánada´s seminar notes, titled: “Prabhata Saîgiita and the
Emerging Universal Renaissance”
3. Prabhat Saîgiita: Ceremony, Festival and Songs of Various Themes:
296 Selected Songs
4. Mantreshvaránanda Avadhúta, Ácárya. Prabháta Saîgiita Prasaôge
(Bengali:

প্রভাতসঙগীত প্রসেঙগ Engl.	
  trans.	
  Contemplations	
  on	
  

Prabháta Saîgiita). Kolkata: ÁM P. 2007. Print
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1. Ác. Nityasatyánanda Avdt. Prabháta Saîgiita Pariciti.

These songs are given as examples to amplify the explanation of each category. Most
of the categories have many more songs than given in the examples.
1. Optimism: 3, 9, 18, 33, 132, 748, 1509, 1808, 1909, 4052, 4951 (page 10-12).
2. Spiritual Songs (all the songs are spiritual, some examples): 812, 1025, 1401,
1159, 117, 1035, 117, 1035, 1456, 1013, 817, 1082, 1983, 1999, 4022, 4395,
4398, 4394, 4445, 4343, 4828, 4949, 4951, 4984, 5007 (page 18-21).
3.

Social Consciousness Songs: 159, 74, 370, 968, 594, 4703, 4756, 4801, 4871,
4599, 4705, 4995 (p. 25-27).

4.

Neohumanistic Songs: 2192, 3714 (AMURT song), 3400, 3384, 4713, 5010
(p. 32-34)

5. Songs of Mysticism: 77, 78, 80, 3374, 4571, 4675, 3055 (p. 35-37).
6. Nature and Seasonal Songs: 109, 117, 121, 112, 115, 116, 119, 122, 123, 90,
96, 94, 101, 103, 106, 4159, 4067 (p. 39-41).
7. Shiva and Krïòa Songs: 1418, 586, 4983, 3744, 3815, 3182.
8. Krïòa Songs: 229, 3265, 220, 1249, 1251, 1269, 3355, 3649, 1135, 4760.
9. Shiva Songs: 395, 397, 398, 399, 400, 4989, 432, 303, 361.
10. Ceremonies Songs: 59, 60, 138.
11. Holiday and Festival Songs: 137, 93, 3547, 2649, 4955, 5013, 63, 128, 127,
133, 134, 135, 105, 4108.
12. Language-ornamentation 651, 419, 778, 541, 527, 1000, 2039, 2347, 2770,
150, 26, 90, 15, 1109, 163, 222, 382, 377, 48, 50, 44, 4734, 1190, 1372, 89,
98, 106, 119, 123, 130, 4115, 693, 69, 4595, 4599, 4961, (page 98) 4962,
4722, 4744, 4745, 4745, 4757, 4735, 1841, 3910 4252, 4154.
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13. Special Languages, 4279, 4281 (Sanskrit), 5008, 5009 (English), 4070, 4335,
(Hindi), 4082 (Angika), 4081 (Maithilii), 4513, (Magahii).
14. Ornamentation: 600, 346, 1280, 536, 1051, 1094, 3434, 1007.
15. Pure Raga Songs: 376, 4673 (Bhairavii), 130, 279 (Ashavarii), 2439 (Behag),
1039, 1047 (Darvarii Kanaóa)
16. Tappa Songs: 1006, 1022, 2023.
17. Prabháta Saîgiita Baul Songs: 903, 911, 919, 925, 990.
18. Prabháta Saîgiita Kiirtana: 101, 140, 141, 144, 281, 255, 276.
19. Jhumur: 468, 474, 379, 485, 490, 4252, 4629, 4990.
20. Gazal: 202, 212, 168, 199, 209, 664.
21. Haoya Gazal: 1287, 1188, 4776, 4784.
22. Kawalii: 25, 209, 207, 213, 218, 1550.
23. Lost Tunes: 7, 21
24. Foreign Tunes: 63 (Central Asia), 960 (Scandinavia), 4599 (Indian + Iberian),
5 (Indian + Chinese), 4724, 4727 (Indian + Persian), 4789 (Indian + Israelian),
4864 (Indian + Scandinavian).

2. Ác. Priyashivánanda Avdt., Ac. “Prabhata Saîgiita and the Emerging Universal
Renaissance”

1. Bhava - Ideational Beauty
a. Abhiman and Viraha (Abhiman is a feeling of suppressed mental agony
arising out of long separation from the Lord.)
b. Spiritual Realizations
c. Mysticism
d. Songs Composed on Very Special Occations
e. Social Commitment
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f. Neohumanism
i. Universalism
ii. Ecological Balance
iii. Love for the Inanimate
iv. Love for Flora and Fauna
v. Nature
vi. Seasons
g. Shivagiiti
h. Krsnagiiti
i. Children Songs
j. Ananda Nagar Song
k. Gurukul Song
l. Social Ceremonies
2.

Sura - Melody

a. Raga
b. Foreign Tunes
c. Blending of Tunes
d. Rhythmic and prosaic
3.

Angika (Melodic Structures) in Prabháta Saîgiita

a. Baul
b. Jhumur
c. Pure Classical
d. Semi-Classical: Tappa, Gazal, Quawali-Gazal
e. Kiirtana: Pada kiirtana and Bhanga kiirtana.

3. Sarkar, Shrii Prabhat Rainjan. Prabhat Saîgiita: Ceremony, Festival and Songs of
Various Themes: 296 Selected Songs
Index of the selected songs (Translation and number of songs compiled by myself
the index doesn’t specify which song no each category contains. The translation was
done with the help of one Hindi speaking brother in Ananda Nagar on 27. Dec. 2011.)
Madhur Giiti, (songs that Bábá gave special title) No. 1, 2, 4, 5
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Ceremonies:
Baby ceremonies, 59
House entry ceremony, 137
Tree plantation ceremony, 136
Marriage ceremony, 58
Welcoming the Bride, 4659
Shraddha ceremony, 60
Festival 4473
Festival songs:
Ananda Purnima 132, 133, 134, 135
Durga Puja 5013
Vaeshakii Purnima 4955
Diipavali 63
Shravanii Purnima 903 (sung in the morning of Bábá’s birthday), 4954
Seasonal Songs
Summer 108, 119
Rainy Season 116, 118
Early Wintern 120-124
Autumn 91-93
Winter 94-98, 100, 101
Spring 64,103, 105, 106, 107, 1682, 3110
New Years Songs 126-131, 3500
Neo Humanism and Optimism Songs: 3, 9, 2546, 156, 880, 968, 1090, 1190, 1285,
1455, 2192, 2945, 3115, 3821, 3993, 3995, 4166, 4078, 4172, 4599, 4713
Shiva Giiti: 1418, 1565, 2505, 2526, 3282, 3744, 3952, 4015
Krïòa Giiti: 220, 226, 228, 229, 230, 1251, 1252, 1269, 3625, 4081, 4635, 4733,
4749, 4934
Sadhana and Dhyan: 154, 216, 419, 1187, 1300, 1301, 1370, 1457, 1482, 2020, 3269,
33823881, 3964, 4168, 4188, 4250, 4335, 4410, 4471, 4504, 4513, 4521, 4524, 4529,
4531, 4614, 4668, 4673, 4761, 4961, 5009
Mysticism: 1702, 2409, 2677, 4532
Dream Mysticism: 76, 80, 152, 4266
PROUT, Bengalistan-aungabhumi: 49, 74, 1297, 3283, 3715, 4082, 4134, 4141, 4206,
4646, 4647, 4705, 4725, 4766, 4795, 4871,
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Tappa, Gazal, Kavali, Baul, Jhumur: 201, 202, 207, 209, 212, 218, 468, 476, 477,
478, 479, 489, 490, 911, 1550, 2019, 2023, 4667
Kiirtana and Kiirtanauôga: 141, 143, 181, 188
Children Songs: 395, 396, 397, 398, 399, 400
Mind of a Child: 29, 361, 432, 5005
Ananda Nagar: 4533, 4534, 5017
Ananda Marga Gurukula: 5018
Himalaya: 1330, 1332, 1336, 1767,
Seva Artha Janu, Service to Created Beings: 1222, 3713, 3714, 4959,
Attraction of the Earth: 1259, 1260, 1345,
Dvaja Vandana: 50
Miscellaneous:
This world is not unreal: 71,
Role of Prabháta Saîgiita 598,
Song of Intuition 7
Appendix C
Questionnaire Regarding Kiirtana and Its Effect on Health and Inspiration handed out
during 5 days (120 hours) akhaòìa kiirtana held in Barnaul Jagrti, Russia during 3-8
January 2013. 55 People attended the event full time and around 30 people joined part
of the program. The same questionnaire was also handed out in Taiwan during a
similar event in January 2013.

Questions	
  Regarding	
  Kiirtana	
  
	
  
1. What is your age?
2. What is your gender?
3. When was the first time that you heard Baba Nam Kevalam kiirtana?
4. Do you often play guitar or other musical instruments during kiirtana? 1. Every
day 2. Frequently but not always 3. Sometimes 4. Rarely 5. Never
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5. Have you felt motivated to learn to play guitar and sing kiirtana after knowing
Baba Nam Kevalam kiirtana?
6. Have you ever felt that you were sick and then after singing kiirtana your
sickness got cured? (If yes, describe shortly)
7. I feel that kiirtana has an over-all positive effect on my body, mind and spirit.
1. Strongly agree 2. Agree 3. I feel same as before 4. Don’t agree 5. Strongly disagree

8. How frequently do you sing BNK kiirtana before your daily meditation? 1.
Every day

2. Frequently but not always

3. Sometimes 4. Rarely

5. Never

9. Do you often sing kiirtana during cooking, cleaning and other daily activities?
1. Every day
10.

2. Frequently but not always

3. Sometimes 4. Rarely

5. Never

Have you experienced improved physical and mental health after practicing
Ananda Marga yogic practices? (including asanas, meditation, yogic diet
(vegetarian) and other daily observances.) Chose one: 1. Radical change in mental
and physical health 2. Some improvement in physical and mental health 3. No change 4.
Health has deteriorated

5 Days (120 hours) kiirtana program in Barnaul jagrti, 3-8th January
11. How many days of kiirtana did you attend?
12. How	
  would	
  you	
  describe	
  the	
  general	
  collective	
  mood	
  during	
  the	
  kiirtana?	
  
1.	
  Blissful	
  2.	
  Happy	
  and	
  joyful	
  3.	
  Pleasant	
  4.	
  Rather	
  depressing	
  5.	
  Very	
  depressing.	
  

13. Did	
  you	
  enjoy	
  the	
  midnight	
  kiirtana?	
  
14. Did	
  you	
  feel	
  any	
  sickness	
  due	
  to	
  staying	
  up	
  late	
  and	
  singing	
  long	
  hours?	
  
15. Have	
  you	
  enjoyed	
  your	
  meals	
  and	
  felt	
  good	
  appetite?	
  	
  
16. What	
  type	
  of	
  effect	
  do	
  you	
  feel	
  that	
  Baba	
  Nam	
  Kevalam	
  kiirtana	
  has	
  on	
  
your	
  emotions	
  and	
  mental	
  health?	
  	
  
	
  

a.	
  I	
  felt	
  more	
  and	
  more	
  happiness	
  as	
  the	
  day	
  passed.	
  

1.	
  Strongly	
  agree	
  	
  2.	
  Agree	
  	
  3.	
  I	
  feel	
  same	
  as	
  before	
  	
  4.	
  Don’t	
  agree	
  	
  5.	
  Strongly	
  disagree	
  

	
  

b.	
  Many	
  complexities	
  and	
  mental	
  anxieties	
  got	
  resolved.	
  

1.	
  Strongly	
  agree	
  	
  2.	
  Agree	
  	
  3.	
  I	
  feel	
  same	
  as	
  before	
  	
  4.	
  Don’t	
  agree	
  	
  5.	
  Strongly	
  disagree	
  

	
  

c.	
  	
  After	
  the	
  kiirtana	
  many	
  positive	
  ideas	
  have	
  emerged	
  in	
  my	
  mind.	
  

1.	
  Strongly	
  agree	
  	
  2.	
  Agree	
  	
  3.	
  I	
  feel	
  same	
  as	
  before	
  	
  4.	
  Don’t	
  agree	
  	
  5.	
  Strongly	
  disagree	
  

	
  

d.	
  I	
  feel	
  my	
  life	
  has	
  taken	
  a	
  positive	
  direction	
  and	
  I	
  am	
  ready	
  to	
  engage	
  in	
  

	
  

service	
  to	
  the	
  society.	
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1.	
  Strongly	
  agree	
  	
  2.	
  Agree	
  	
  3.	
  I	
  feel	
  same	
  as	
  before	
  	
  4.	
  Don’t	
  agree	
  	
  5.	
  Strongly	
  disagree	
  

17. Did	
  you	
  have	
  any	
  experience	
  of	
  ecstatic,	
  blissful	
  kiirtana	
  during	
  the	
  last	
  

few	
  days?	
  Please	
  describe	
  in	
  words	
  /	
  or	
  mark	
  appropriate	
  answer.	
  1.	
  Yes	
  
there	
  were	
  every	
  day	
  deeply	
  blissful	
  moments	
  during	
  kiirtana	
  2.	
  Enjoyed	
  the	
  
kiirtana	
  3.	
  Once	
  in	
  a	
  while	
  enjoyable	
  4.	
  Rather	
  boring	
  program	
  

18. Do	
  you	
  feel	
  that	
  the	
  period	
  of	
  kiirtana	
  gave	
  you	
  happiness	
  that	
  would	
  be	
  
hard	
  to	
  find	
  elsewhere?	
  1.	
  Yes	
  2.	
  No	
  
19. Have	
  you	
  had	
  any	
  special	
  experience	
  of	
  the	
  mantra	
  Baba	
  Nam	
  Kevalam?	
  
(If	
  yes,	
  please	
  describe	
  shortly)	
  
20. My	
  mind	
  got	
  saturated	
  with	
  deep	
  devotional	
  feelings	
  during	
  the	
  kiirtana	
  1.	
  
Strongly	
  agree	
  	
  2.	
  Agree	
  	
  3.	
  I	
  feel	
  some	
  devotion	
  but	
  not	
  much	
  	
  4.	
  Don’t	
  agree	
  	
  5.	
  Strongly	
  
disagree	
  

21. The	
  spiritual	
  vibration	
  during	
  the	
  kiirtana	
  was	
  very	
  strong	
  and	
  my	
  
meditation	
  was	
  often	
  very	
  deep	
  and	
  blissful.	
  1.	
  Strongly	
  agree	
  	
  2.	
  Agree	
  3.	
  Just	
  as	
  
in	
  any	
  place.	
  4.	
  Don’t	
  agree	
  	
  5.	
  Strongly	
  disagree	
  

22. During	
  the	
  kiirtana,	
  did	
  you	
  at	
  any	
  time	
  feel	
  extremely	
  close	
  to	
  Baba?	
  1.	
  
Yes	
  2.	
  No	
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